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AGENDA

MONDAY, APRIL 1, 1991

20:00 Get-Together Party (Buenos Aires) Hosted by: AECL

TUESDAY, APRIL 21991

18:00 - 19:30 RegistrationlExhibitionICocktail

20:00 Welcome Dinner (Embalse) Hosted by: Embalse, CNEA

- Welcome Remarks Dr. M. Mondino
CNEA President

- Welcome Introductory Remarks B.R. Collingwood
Manager
CANDU Owners Group

- Dinner Speaker E. Diaz
Station Manager
Embalse
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08:0 - 8:15 Opening Remarks and Overview Henry W. Chan
CANDU Owners Group

SESSION 1: EVENT ORIENTED LESSONS
- CIVIL AND STRUCTURE

CHAIRMAN: Ed Price - Senior Consultant
A ECL CAND U

08:15 - 08:45 1) "Impact of Operating Experience on Jim Tang
Design of Civil Structures - An Overview" Civil Eng. & Arch.

Ontario Hydro

08:45 - 09:15 2) "Reactor Building Integrity Testing: Paul Lafreniere
A Novel Approach at Gentilly 2 Gentilly 2

Hydro Quebec

09:15 - 09:45 3) "Operational Aspects, Results and Problems Real Beaudoin
Associated with the Reactor Builing Testing Gentilly 2
at Gentilly 2 Hydro Quebec

COFFEE BREAK

SESSION 2 PRESSURE TUBE
OPERATING EXPERIENCE

CHAIRMAN: T.S.V. Rarnanan - Deputy Station Manager
MAPS
NPC of India

10:00 - 10:30 4) "Pressure TubelCalandria Tube Contact 0. Peyrand
Estimation by Means of Endflitting M. Tempestine
Vibration Analysis During SID - R. Koch, R. Germi,
Measurement Made and Projectfor A. De Paz
Development of an Automatic CNEA
Diagnosis System"

10:30 -11:00 5) "Examples of Operational Problems Resolved T.S.V. Ramanan
in Madras Atomic Power Station, India" MAPS, India

11:00 12:00 6) "Update of Operating Experience with Zr-2.5% Ed Price, Brian Cheadle
Nb Pressure Tubes in CANDU Reactors" AECL

M. Hardie
Ontario Hydro

12:00 - 13:00
LUNCH
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SESSION 3 EVENT ORIENTED LESSONS -
NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY
SYSTEMS

CHAIRMAN: R. Leblanc - Manager
Power Reactor Division
AECB Canada

13:00 - 13:30 7) "Evolution of the 500 MWe On-Power Mr. Inderjit
Refuelling System Based on the Mr. Sanatkumar
Engineering and Operating Experience NPC, India
from Rajasthan, Madras and Narora
Power Stations"

-13:30 - 14:00 8) "Recent Fuel Handling Experience in Dave Knight
Canada" Nuclear Engineering

Ontario Hydro

14:00 - 14:30 9) "Fuel Handling Problems at KANUPP" Igbal Abmed
A. Muqtadir
KANUPP

COFFEE BREAK

14.45 -15:15 10) 71ant Operation with 4 Out of 6 Boilers" S. Badshah Hussain
Stifider Habid
KANUPP

15:15 15:45 11) "The Effect of Mixed Bed Resin Ingress M.A. Blesa, Fernandez
in the Embalse PHTS" R. Fiorini, H. Rosales,

R. Sainz, W. Yacobone
Embalse

.15:45 16:15 12) "Ontario Hydro's Operating Experience Wayne Patterson
With Steam Generators with Specifics on CPSD
Bruce A and Bruce B " Ontario Hydro

.16:15 - 16.45 13) "Heat Exchanger Tubes Failure in the C. Semino
Heavy Water Purification System" A. Keitelman

CNEA

.16:45 ADJOURN

16:45 - 19:15 EMBALSE PLANT TOUR

20:00 DINNER Hosted by: IAEA
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THURSDAY', APRIL 41991

SESSION 4 EVENT ORIENTED LESSONS -
BALANCE OF PLANT

CHAIRMAN: R. Sainz - Technical Manager
Embalse, CNEA

08:30 - 09:00 14) "An Update of Ontario Hydro's Peer Al Holt
Evaluation Program with Examples of Bruce NGS A
Actual Lessons Learned" Ontario Hydro

09:00 - 09:30 15) "Some Areas of Concerns in Indian V.K. Gupta
Phwr'sfrom Regulatoy Perspective" AERB, India

09:30 - 0:00 16) "Multi- Unit Shutdown Due to Boiler Michael Diebel
Feedwater Chemical Excursion" Bruce NGS B

Ontario Hydro

COFFEE BREAK

SESSION 5: MAINTENANCE AND
INSPECTIONS

CHAIRMAN: 0. Quihillalt - Director of Projects
CNEA

10:15 - 10:45 17) "Slarette Mark 2 System" Jim wills
AECL CANDU

10:45 -11:15 18) "Decontamination Experience in Wayne Patterson
Ontario Hydro's CAND U Nuclear Plants" CPSD

Ontario Hydro

11:15 11:45 19) "Operating Experience of Fugen-HWR F. Yoshino
in Japan" Science Technology Agency

TokyoJapan

11:45 13:00 LUNCH
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SESSION 6 EVENT ORIENTED LESSONS -
C&I COMPUTER

CHAIRMAN: S. Alikhan - Technical Manager
Point Lepreau
N.B. Power

-13:00 13:30 20) "Replacement of the InputlOutput Paul Lafreniere, N. Gour,
Cables of the Digital Control P. Jelan, P. Laquerre
Computers at Gentilly 2 Gentilly 2 Hydro Quebec

.73:30 14:00 21) "PHT Main Pump Trip by Ground Fault" Chun, Chu-Young
Wolsong, KEPCO

.14:00 14:30 22) "Evolution of the CANDU Control Roy A. Olmstead
Centre -Retrofit and New Station" A ECL CANDU

W.R. Mitchell
Darlington NGS
Ontario Hydro

COFFEE BREAK

14.45 -15:15 23) "Changes in CNE Boiler Control Level J. Lorenzetti,
and Stepback to overcome Strong Grid J. C. Sablic
Transients" EmbalselCNEA

15:15 - 15.45 24) "Operating Experience with Neutron Jan Knik, J. Kozak
Overpower Trip Systems in Ontario E&C Engineering,
Hydro's CAND U Nuclear Plants " Ontario Hydro

15.45 16:15 25) "A Digital Controllerfor the D20 R. Gorssoni, E.Calderon,
Supply to the Fuel Handling System" M. Goldstein,

M. Perez, J. Persig
EmbalselCNEA

16:15 ADJOURN

16:15 - 20:30 LOCAL TOUR (ARRANGED 
HOSTED BY EMBALSE)

20:30 DINNER Hosted by COG
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FRIDAY, APRIL 51991

SESSION 7 PNT OPERATIONAL SAFETY

CHAIRMAN: DR. J. Tong - Manager
Power Reactor Division
AECB Canada

08:00 - 08:30 26) Atucha I Main Regulatory Requirements R. Touzet
Derivedfiom Operational Safety Events" NAEC, Argentina

08:30 - 09:00 27) "Recent Experience with Neutronic Giani M. Frescura
Transients in the Ontario Hydro A J. Smith, P.T. Truant,
CAND U Nuclear Generating Stations" J.HX. Lau

Ontario Hydro

"Identification of Efforts Required Mian A. Ghafoor,09:00 - 09:30 28) Jamshed A. Hashmi,
For Continued Safe Operation of KANUPP" Zia Siddiqui

KANUPP

09:30 - 0:00 29) "Post Chernobyl Safety Review at Giani M. Frescura,
Ontario Hydro" J. Luxat, C. Jobe

Ontario Hydro

30, ""Romanian Rulatory Approach and Status J. Olarlu
of the Cernavoda" AERB, Romania

COFFEE BREAK

10:15 - 10:45 31, "Development and Implementation of A.F. Oliva, D.G. Parkinson,
Seipoint Tolerancesfor Special G.H. Archinoff, G. Balog
Safety Systems" Ontario Hydro

10:45 - 1:15 32, "Loss of Class IV Event in Embalse J. Villegas
Dated Dec. 11189" Embalse, CNEA

11:1 - L-45 33, "Design Retrofitsfor PHT Frank Lam
Pump Operation Under Conditions of Bruce Engineering
Significant Void" Ontario Hydro

11:45 - 12:30 LUNCH
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SESSION 8: OPERATIONS, COMMISSIONING
AND DESIGN GOOD PRACTICES

CHAIRMAN: M. Hardie - Ontario Hydro

12:30 - 13:00 34, "Applying Operating Experience to E.M. Hichley, V.G. Snell,
Design - The CAND U 3 Process" S.K.M. Yu, Dave Harris

AECL-CANDU

13:00 - 13:30 35, "Bruce NGA's Approach to Optimizing Eric Williams
the Use of Operating Experience" Bruce NGS A

Ontario Hydro

13:30 - 14:00 36, "Management ofDesign Supportfor Frank Doyle
Nuclear Plant Modifications" Pickering Engineering

Ontario Hydro

14:00 - 14:30 37, "Performance Assessment of Point SardarAlikhan
Lepreau Generating Station" Pointe Lepreau

N.B. Power

COFFEE BREAK

14:45 16:15 PANEL DISCUSSION:

"The Importance of Sharing Good Practices
and Lessons Learned"

MODERATOR: B.R. Collingwood
CANDU Owners Group

PANELISTS: A. Holt Station Manager
Bruce NGS A

E. Diaz Station Manager
Embalse

S. Alikhan Technical Manager
Point Lepreau

M. Ghafoor Production Manager
KANUPP

16:15 - 16:30 Closing Remarks E. Yaremy
IAEA

16:30 MEETING ADJOURNS 
PRESENTATION OF GIFTS TO
PARTICIPANTS
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-OPERATING EXPERIENCE EXCHANGE

E.DIAZ

STATION MANAGER-EMBALSE N.P.P

AUTHORITIPS AND PARTICIPANTS OF THIS PHWR OPERATING SAFETY

EXPERIENCE MEETINGWHO HONOUR US WITH YOUR PRESENCE IN THIS

OPENING CEREMONY.THE LAST DECADE OF THIS CENTURY WILL BE

SIGNIFICANT IN TERMS OF ENERGY.THE DEEP POLITICAL CHANGES

IN THE WORLDAND THE RECENT PERSIAN GULF CONFLICT HAVE

BROUGHT TO THINKING ONCE AGAINON THE SENSITIVE MATTER

OF ENERGY BALANCE.ON THE OTHER HANDTHE DEEPENING OF THE

INVESTIGATIONS ON THE RELEVANCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

OF ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION BY MEANS OF FOSSIL FUELS AND

ITS MEDIUM TERM PROJECTION AS TO ITS THERMAL EFFECTS ON

THE ATMOSPHEREHAVE SHOWN AGAINTHE NECESSITY TO HAVEIN

EACH COUNTRYAN ENERGY SOURCE STRATEGY.AMONG THESE SOURCES

WE HAVE THE NUCLEAR SOURCEWHICHADEQUATELY MANAGEDIS

ABLE TO SUPPLY SIGNIFICANT POWER MODULES WITHOUT ANY IMPACT

ON THE ENVIRONMENT.THE NUCLEAR ALTERNATIVE SHOULD BE ANALYSED

BY EACH COUNTRY WITH ATURITY AND ASSURANCE OF THE RESOURCES

SO AS TO OFFER A SAFE AND EFFICIENT GENERATION.

THE ALTERNATIVE AND THE ABOVE MENTIONED CONCEPTS SHOULD BE

ASSUMED BY A SOCIETY WHICH HAS NO OTHER CHOICE IN THE PRESENT

WORLD TO IMPROVE ITS SOCIOECONOMIC WELFARE THAN ENERGY.

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE SOCIOECONOMIC LEVEL IS DIRECTLY

RELATED TO THE ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION PER INHABITANT AND

PER YEAR.

WORLDWIDE ENERGETIC STRATEGY IS UNDERGOINGAS IT WAS SAID,

A GREAT CHANGE.THERE ARE SOME COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE DEFINITELY

CHOSEN TO KEEP IN THEIR OPTION OF SOURCES AN INTENSIVE



NUCLEAR COMPONENT WHILE OPERATING WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY

AND SAFETY LEVELS.

OTHER COUNTRIES, ALTHOUGH THEY DO NOT KEEP THEIR FORMER RATE

OF NEW PROJECTSENSURE ACCEPTABILITY THROUGH HIGH QUALITY

OPERATION.FINALLY THERE ARE SOME DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITH

SUSTAINED NUCLEOELECTRIC POWER PROGRAMS EST".BLISHED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROJECTION OF THE DEMAND AND WITH THEIR

FINANCING POSSIBILITIESBEING ALSO AWARE OF THE FACT THAT

THE BASIS OF SUCH PROGRAM LIES ON EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY.

THOSE COUNTRIES WHICH AVE DECIDED A MORATOR.LUM OR A

SUSPENSION OF NEW PROJECTS DESERVE A SPECIAL REMARK:IN

THESE COUNTRIES AN INVERSE DEBATE CAN BE NOTICED:HOW

TO ENSURE THE PRESENT AND FUTURE SOCIOECONOMIC LEVEL REQUIRED

BY THEIR HIGH DEVELOPMENT WITHOUT A CONSIDERABLE IMPACT ON THE

ENVIRONMENT.IN THIS FRAMENON CONVENTIONAL ENERGY SOURCES

MUST UNDERGO FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND ACHIEVE GREATER EFFICIENCY

SO AS TO BECOME PLENTIFUL AND COMPETITIVE.

SOIT IS AT LEAST NECESSARY TO COVER ENERGETICALLY THAT

PERIOD OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND NUCLEAR ENERGY.IS AN UNAVOIDABLE

OPTION.IN ORDER TO ENSURE TS ACCEPTABILITYAS IT WAS REMARKED

BEFORENUCLEAR POWER PLANTS SHOULD BE MORE AND MORE EFFICIENT

AND SAFE.THIS MUST BE ACHIEVED DAY AFTER DAY.THE EXCHANGE OF

OPERATING EXPERIENCESHARING OF THE LESSONS LEARNED AND GOOD

PRACTICES ARE SOME OF THE MEANS.THESE ARE FOSTERED BY

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS IAEAWANO AND COG AS

WELL AS OTHERS OF REGIONAL AND NATIONAL CHARACTER.WE BELIEVE

THAT THERE IS STILL AN IMPORTANT WAY TO EXPLORE IN THE SEARCH

FOR EXCELLENCE.THE EXCHANGE SHOULD BE DEEPER IN SOME AREAS

SUCH AS MANAGEMENTCOSTSSPARE PARTS AND CONSUMABLESFAST_

RESPONSE TEAMS TO ASSIST EACH MEMBERETC.THIS IS THE CHALLENGE.



THESE AREAS ARE SENSITIVE AND SHOULD BE SHARED WITH MATURITYr

QUICKNESS AND EVEN WITH DISCRETION.A REAL CHALLENGE.I

PERSONALLY HOPE THAT IN THIS RESPECT THE FOLLOWING SESSIONS

AND THE FINAL PANEL CAN BRING US SOME INTERESTING IDEAS.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH.
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IMPACT OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE ON
DESIGN OF CIVIL STRUCTURES - AN OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

During the past twenty years, Ontario Hydro has expanded its nuclear power
to provide about one third of the electricity used in the province (coal
and waterpowered stations provide the other two thirds). By 1992, the
total installed capacity of nuclear generating stations in Ontario will
further rise to over 14,000 W.

In common with other power plant design, the layout and structural design
of civil facilities for a nuclear generating station are developed from
consideration of functional, safety and operational requirements, as well
as from past operating experience.

Experience on structural performance in the sixteen units of Pickering and
Bruce NGS's includes: piping and machinery vibrations, structural fatigue
failures, and structural integrity due to extreme loadings not considered
in the original design.

The operating experience of Ontario Hydro's nuclear stations also indicates
that civil structures are subjected to some degree of corrosion or
degradation of certain elements similar to other mechanical components in a
power station. This category of problems consists of concerns associated
with thermal effects on concrete structures due to inoperative cooling
system, cracking of concrete, and reliability of elastomeric seal materials
at expansion joints of the containment envelop.

This paper presents an overview of the operating problems and issues
regarding changes in the licensing requirements related to civil structures
and supporting systems of major mechanical components. The impact of these
generic experience on the design of retrofits and new generating stations
is also described in the paper.

STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

In general, the performance of civil structures has been highly reliable
under normal loading conditions. There are no major failures or severe
distress reported in either conventional or nuclear structures in all
sixteen units of the nuclear generating stations.

However, some units did experience problems related to unacceptable
structural performance under extreme operating conditions in long term or
subject to postulated loadings beyond the design basis level.

In addition, although buildings or supporting structures are considered
passive systems, some significant loadings are dynamic in nature causing
serious concerns from the point of view of safety as well as smooth
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operating conditions.

Since Ehe costs of retrofits to up-grade these units are frequently very
high due to tight outage schedules and limited physical space for
installation of heavy members which are normally required for these loading
conditions, the design should be optimized by most realistic analysis.

As Bruce NGS and Pickering NGS were designed after the "A" stations had
been commissioned, it was able to incorporate the experience to the design
of the "B" stati:)ns and thus avoided a repeat of similar problems.

In any case, the case histories indicate that there are several categories
of generic problems. These are classified under different types of
loadings, modes of failure, or material behaviour.

MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS

Vibrations in structures usually introduce two problems. The first and
foremost concern is of course the integrity of the structure against
excessive stresses and fatigue effects. The other concern is usually
associated with human sensitivity and discomfort with floor vibrations.

In 1977, four 32" diameter main steam lines, connecting the heat exchangers
to the high pressure turbine at Bruce NGS A, displayed excessive dynamic
vibrations as Unit was brought up to its full load capacity of 790 M in
1977. Initial observations and measurements indicated that the vertical
run of the main steam pipes, just upstream of the steam chests, displayed
the highest amplitudes of vibrations, creating high stress levels at the
junction of the steam chest and the horizontal pipe runs. The unit was
therefore restricted to an operating capacity of 725 MW in order to keep
the dynamic stresses in the system to be within acceptable limits (Figure
1).

The solution to eliminate excessive dynamic vibration of the piping was
achieved by decreasing the dynamic response by detuning through a judicious
selection of additional support restraints. Measured dynamic data in the
form of Fourier spectrum of the system were used in the analysis.

In light of the above vibration problem, the main steam piping for Bruce
NGS B was redesigned by considering an alternate piping route to minimize
pressure pulsation within the piping, and by performing dynamic analysis to
validate the final design. No vibration problem at Bruce NGS B was ever
reported.

Similar technique was applied in 1990 to investigate and resolve the
vibration problem at office floors in the service wing of Pickering NGS B
caused by the new laundry machines. A series of vibration measurements
were conducted on the structure for the purpose of extracting vibration
modes of the washers. This was followed by linear static and dynamic
analysis performed on a mathematical model of the structure with trial
columns located at strategic positions to alter the natural frequencies of
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the floor to higher values.

OVER-PRESSURIZATION

Structures in older units of a nuclear generating station were designed to
then existing design criteria. Since some structures are also intended to
be in a common system to serve the newer units, a re-evaluation was often
necessary to determine the structural safety of these structures for
revised operating environment.

The Vacuum Building in Pickering Generating Stations is an extended
containment envelop for all eight Reactors to prevent over-pressurizing of
a reactor in the event of a process failure (Figure 2.

An evaluation of the Vacuum Building was required to verify the ability of
the structure to withstand the Pickering design criteria and a newly
postulated accident scenario which was not considered in the original
design.

For this purpose, a detailed finite element analysis was carried out to
determine the forces acting on the structural member sections under the
various loading conditions. The results indicated that the Vacuum Building
can safely sustain the loading conditions specified of the Pickering A and
B design including the condition of 6 psig positive pressure in combination
with 25.5 feet of water on the 254' floor, on condition that an additional
structural ring to restrain the bottom support of the outer perimeter wall
is constructed. This additional support was required partly due to the
weakened condition of the shear key as a result of severe cracking of the
shear corbel. The study also recommended that the clamping bolts of the
roof seals should be re-tightened.

In another case, the results of a similar investigation for the steel
preheater enclosure at Bruce NGS A identified much more serious
deficiencies in the structures to withstand severe accident loading
conditions not postulated during the original design (Figure 3.

For the above problem, an extensive series of finite element analysis was
carried out with non-linear material and geometric effects included by
means of a step-by-step linearization approach. A potential mechanism for
partial structural collapse and loss of containment was found due to the
predicted failure of the concrete embedment. In the end, grouting of the
anchorage was made and additional steel frame supports were constructed to
provide further assurance of safety.

The design of Bruce NGS B preheater enclosure was directly affected by the
results of the above investigation. Special details of the seals and
anchorage were introduced in light of the identified weakness in the
previous design.
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THERMAL EFFECTS

Associated closely with operation of nuclear stations is high temperatures.
The effects of temperature especially on concrete are not fully understood
even with much research done in this area. It is very clear, however, t1lat
the adverse effects should be minimized by cooling or insulation where
appropriate.

The reactor vault in the Pickering NGS is a reinforced concrete box
structures supporting the calandria and nuclear control components of the
reactor. Carbon steel cooling pipes are embedded in the concrete wall
around the end-shield support ring area to reduce the temperature effects
to protect the concrete (Figure 4.

It was found recently that several of the coolant pipes are leaking due o
enhanced corrosion by nitric acid and therefore it was necessary to shut
off the affected loop of the cooling system.

In order to overcome the leakage problems in the cooling system, several
possible modes of operation of the Bioshield Cooling System on the Reactor
Vault must be studied. To decide on an appropriate solution, the
temperature effects of these modes of operation on the concrete were
required to be assessed first.

The complex analysis for temperature effects on the structure used a
sophisticated non-linear analysis programs. Spatial temperature
distributions were required for such analysis. These data were supplied by
thermal transient analysis provided by system engineers.

For the subject investigation, complete visual inspection of the conditions
of the concrete could not be made except by remote video device in limited
areas. In addition, only some concrete cores were taken for limited
laboratory tests.

This'kind of investigative problem was further complicated by
unavailability of realistic concrete parameters and factor such as creep, a
very important consideration for sustained high temperature loading.

Preliminary conclusions are that no cooling mode is unacceptable due to the
resulting high temperatures 230-2401 F) on the concrete surface and
uncertainties regarding the concrete conditions under this predicted severe
long-term thermal effect.

IMPULSE AND IMPACT LOADINGS

In addition of severe temperatures and machine vibrations, safety-related
nuclear structures are also required to withstand significant impulse and
impact loadings. Again, for older stations, these were either lower or riot
considered at all in the original design.

Impulse and impact loads are usually postulated accident loads, eg pipe
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rupture, missiles, shock waves induced by impacts, etc. Several case
histories in the Pickering NGS A can be discussed below.

In 1980, a study was carried out to investigate the effects of shock wave
pressure on the irradiated fuel bay induced by a flask accidentally dropped
from the overhead crane (Figure 5).

Preliminary theoretical analysis indicated that such an a-cident would
produce much higher pressure than the capacity of the concrete bay wall.
Therefore, a series of experiments were performed in order to predict the
more realistic pressure loadings. With the results of the model tests and
a more precise finite element dynamic analysis, it was finally successful
in verifying that the main bay walls are structurally adequate to resist
the extra hydrodynamic effect due to the flask drop. The integrity of the
epoxy coating was also evaluated and found that it would not be jeopardized
since the resulting crack width is not expected to exceed the allowable.

In the design of pipe restraints to contain pipe-whip impact, allowance
must also be maintained for thermal expansion of the piping system, but the
gaps between the pipe and the restraints must be minimized. However,
thermal expansion of a complex system could not be accurately predicted by
analysis. In the case of the relatively more flexible support systems, eg
supports for the steam generators at the Pickering NCS, very precise gap
width between the support lugs and the nozzles of the steam generators must
be calculated and installed in the 'hot' position in order to meet these
two contradictory requirements.

The design of the main-steam piping restraints in Pickering NGS A presented
another major challenge (Figure 6. The dynamic loads have very high
amplitudes and therefore demand extremely large members to resist these
forces locally. In order to optimize the sizes of the restraints, dynamic
non-linear analysis was again utilized.

The design of these restraints was basically an iterative process involving
nuclear safety analyst, piping engineer, structural designer, construction,
and operation personnel.

SEISMIC CONCERNS

Whenever a major earthquake occurs, the question about the seismic
capability of nuclear stations would arise especially for the older
stations which were designed prior to formal seismic qualification
requirements were generally established.

Except for some obviously vulnerable structural components, past earthquake
experience consistently demonstrated that nuclear stations have inherent
safety margin to withstand twice or more times the design basis seismic
level.

In general, the following would be expected at a nuclear station after the
occurrence of a major seismic event. The plant switchyard will be damaged,
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causing the plant to lose off-site power. Mechanical equipment and
electrical cabinets that have weak anchorage might have their anchorage
damage-,but not lose safety function. Flexible piping may swing and imp-act
and damage its insulation and adjacent equipment. Unanchored equipment r
other items may slide, tip over or fall. Control room ceiling may
collapse. The emergency diesel generators will start while a few relays
may chatter, but the operators will be able to reset them quickly.

Notwithstanding the afore-mentioned experience, the Operations could
perform some post-seismic inspection to enhance the confidence of
continuous operations, depending on the severity of the seismic event. The
extent of the post seismic inspections and procedures for response are
outside the scope of this paper and will not be elaborated here.

CONCRETE CRACKING

Due to the heterogeneous nature of concrete, crackings in concrete
structures are not uncommon. In general, cracks can be initiated by
shrinkage, aggregate alkali reaction, overloading, or thermal effects.
Minor crackings are usually ignored in most cases. Given the evidence of
cracking, the main issue, of course, is whether the structure can still
carry the loads it is supposed to receive.

Extensive cracking was observed in the concrete floor slab at the 274'
elevation of the Reactor Auxiliary Bay at Pickering NGS A in 1975 (Figure
7). The Operations were concerned about these cracks and therefore
immediately initiated a series of studies to investigate the load-carrying
capacity of the floor slab given the presence of the numerous cracks.

The investigations involved analytical evaluations and load tests performed
by the civil maintenance personnel and the Research Division. It was found
that because the slab is only 6 thick and therefore the actual bending
capacity is extremely sensitive to the exact location of the reinforcement.
The composite action of the metal deck, originally used as form-work to
pour the concrete slab, is also giving significant contribution to the
load-carrying capacity of the slab which could not be ignored.

The investigations concluded that even though the floor slab may not have
the desired margin of safety factor as required in design, the existing
floor is safe and enforcement of the floor was considered not necessary.
However, it was recommended that the weight of the flask used to transport
fuels across these floors should be limited to a maximum of 24 tons and the
tractor should be redesigned to spread the loading more evenly.

It was suggested that the cracks might be initiated by shrinkage and
temperature because some reinforcing bars were placed too far away from the
top surface and thus rendered the re-bars ineffective to control surface
cracking.
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FATIGUE FAILURES

Normalfy, the stress limits of civil structures are kept within rather low
level. Consequently, fatigue is not usually a major concern in most design
especially with concrete structures and very few structures failed as a
result of fatigue. This is generally true in Ontario Hydro's installations
as well.

The operating experience of steel structures, however, is not as good as
concrete structures. Damage to the roof plates and secondary beams of the
C.W. Intake Structure at Bruce NGS A was discovered only a few months after
the structure was in place in 1978 (Figure 8).

The main cause of the problem appeared to be loosening of bolts and fatigue
failure of welds for the cover plates under cyclic wave loadings.

A joint effort was organized by involving the Engineering, Hydraulic
Studies, Metallurgy and Research departments to study the cause of the
failure, re-examine the design loads, and evaluate the dynamic
characteristics and stresses of the structure.

At the completion of this study, a rehabilitation scheme was established in
which the repaired existing deck provided formwork for an additional 18"
thick concrete slab. The concrete was tremied into position to form a
structural roof system.

Again, as a result of the lessons learned from the Bruce A failure, Bruce
NGS B, as a repeat station, immediately adopted the modified design. The
Bruce A and structures have been operating since then without any further
problem.

In May 1989, the lightning arrestor tower on top of the Unit 4 Reactor
Building at Pickering NGS A failed and collapsed onto the dome roof of the
building. Subsequent inspection and laboratory analysis showed that the
failure occurred at the base anchors. Inspection of other towers at Units
1 2 and 3 indicated that-Lhe anchors have also cracked and the bolts
loosened (Figure 9.

The lightning arrestor protects the Reactor Building from any lightning
which could cause damage to the structure and its equipment. The lightning
arrestor tower is a 40 feet tall aluminum pole. It is a self standing
structure, anchored at its base to the centre of the dome roof of the
Reactor Building.

The most direct cause of the failure was due to the loosening of the anchor
bolt nuts under frequent wind induced vibration of the tower. The
Stockbridge damper. which was built inside the tower to dampen aeolian
vibration, also failed in fatigue probably prior to the anchor bolt
failure.

Inspection of similar towers in Pickering NGS Units to did not
identify any problem at the anchorage. It was noted that in Unit to ,
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lock-washers are used whereas in Units to 4 no lock-washers are found..

To investigate this failure, a rigorous wind analysis of the tower was
carried out by computing the dynamic characteristics of the tower and the
gust forces. The final rehabilitation scheme introduced a new bracing
system to strengthen the base support. The cross-wind vibration due to
vortex shedding is to be controlled by a new impact dampers which does not
have a cable part in the assembly and thus would not fail due to fatigue.
The effects of revised loading on the c-_�ncrete containment was also checked
to ensure that the containment function is by no means compromised.

SEALS PERFORMANCE

Seals are vital components in the containment system. Notwithstanding that
experience with various seals used in the CANDU power plants has been
excellent, they are not entirely free from problems.

The first problem occurred in March 1985 at Bruce NGS B. A major tear in
the roof seal of the Vacuum Building had developed and thereby led to a
controlled shutdown of Units and 6.

The subject seal consisted of a 241 wide EPDM, nylon fabric reinforced seal
held against the seal supports by 16 hoops of high strength steel tendons
(Figure 10).

The cause of he seal failure could be attributed to a combination of
factors. These included unfavourable shearing action allowed in the design
of the anchor and seal, poor quality fabrication of the anchor blocks, and
inherent faults in the seals.

Repairs to seals were made by two hot splices on the damaged section with
addition of an extra piece, and modifications of post-tensioning anchor
blocks and bearing plates. The timely response by a large number of people
from Operations, Construction, Design, Research and Contractors contributed
to resolving this problem and brought the station back in-service just
eleven days after the start of the forced outage.

As a result of this incidence, a technical review of the seal and anchoring
system design was recommended for the manufacture of spare seals for Bruce
A and B, and the frequency and scope of in-ser-vice inspection was reviewed.

After the modification, the roof seals have been working well until to-
date, although it is planned to replace the existing seals in 1992.

The corresponding roof seals at Pickering Vacuum Building were coated with
hypalon at about the same time due to ozone cracking. The original
neoprene seals were replaced in May 1990 with a silicone seal. No leakage
has been reported for the old and new seals.

The fibreglass-silicone seals at the expansion/ contraction joints of the
Pressure Relief Duct system in Pickering NGS failed at three locations
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during a pressure test in 1990 (Figure 11). An extensive study and
discussions with the AECB, the regulatory body, regarding suitable
replacement of the seal have been on-going for some time. Ontario Hydro
recommends to use polyester-reinforced silicone rubber with justification
given by full scale tests and long term integrity assurance program.

Both Bruce and Darlington have metallic expansion joint seal in Fuelling
Machine Ducts, Pressure Relief Ducts, and Pressure Relief Valve Manifolds.
Some leakar�, has been observed in Bruce during tests, but the seals do
work. At Bruce the nthick" seal causes high forces and cracking at
anchorages. Thus, a thin seal is used in Darlington to reduce anchorage
forces.

DISCUSSIONS

Experience in Ontario Hydro demonstrates that Operations play an extremely
important role in clearly identifying the problem, assisting in on-site
test programs, verification of constructability, and installation of the
actual modifications.

The major problems in the design and construction of retrofits or
modifications are often due to the physical constraints of the existing
facilities and most likely requirements to minimize any interruption in the
operation of the power plant. As a result, resolution of operating
problems requires a team approach.

For vibration problems, dynamic measurements are useful tools to verify the
severity of the problem and to validate the analytical models in the search
of solutions.

Cracking of concrete, corrosion of embedded cooling system, and tearing of
elastomeric seal materials at expansion joints require expert knowledge of
each specific materials. Laboratory tests are essential to study their
properties and their long term performance.

The assessment phase has to make use of the-state-of-the-art structural
analysis techniques with consideration of non-linear behaviour and dynamic
effects if necessary. Extensive use of in-situ instrumentation or test
programs carefully incorporated in the investigation is also proven to be a
cost effective means to understand the problem and monitor the
effectiveness of the modification.

CONCLUSIONS

operating experience definitely has direct impact on design of newer
stations. Within Ontario Hydro, the lessons learned from similar
experience were in most cases immediately applied to concurrent design of
subsequent units. However, much more organized documentation is necessary
within Ontario Hydro as well as the engineering community to exchange
information of other operating experience and to benefit the industry as a
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whole.

Over tZe past twenty years, numerous additional regulatory requirements
with respect to operating conditions necessitate retrofits and changes in
the generic design of major structures. The changes in the regulatory
requirements include pipe-whip impacts, hydrogen burns, seismic events,
tornado, transportation explosions, etc. As a result, further ability to

evaluate the ultimate capacity of structures and to assess accurately the
response of the tructures under high temperature environment and the
amount of leakage is vital to the uclear industry to avoid unwarranted
shut-down and overly conservative design.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1987, Hydro-Qu4bec embarked on an ambitious development program to provide
the Gentilly 2 nuclear power station with an effective, yet practical reartor
building Integrity Test.

The Gentilly 2 Integrity Test employs an innovative approach based on the refe-
rence volume concept. It is identified as the Temperature Compensation Method
(TCM) System. This configuration has been demonstrated at both high and low
test pressure and has achieved extraordinary precision in the leak rate measure-
ment. The Gentilly 2 design allows the Integrity Test to be performed at a
nominal 3 kPa(g) test pressure during an (11) hour period with the reactor
at full power. The reactor building Pressure Test by comparison, is typically
performed at high pressure 124 kPa(g)) in a 7 day window during an annual
outage.

The Integrity Test was developed with the goal of demonstrating containment
availability. Specifically it was purported to detect a leak or hole in the
"bottled-up" reactor building greater in magnitude than an equivalent pipe
of 25 mm diameter. However it is considered feasible that the high precision
of the Gentilly 2 TCM System Integrity Test and a stable reactor building leak
characteristic will constitute sufficient grounds for the reduction of the
Pressure Test frequency.

It is noted that only the TCM System has, to this date, allowed a relevant
determination of the reactor building leak rate at a nominal test pressure
of 3 kPa(g). Classical method tests at low pressure have lead to inconclusive
results due to the high lack of precision.
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TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION METHOD SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

General Description

The Gentilly 2 TCM System can be employed at any test pressure. In fact it
also serves as the "verification" or "back-up" system to the classical method
employed during the reactor building Pressure Test. This paper, however,
is restricted to the low pressure Integrity Test.

The originality of the Gentilly 2 TCM System" Integrity Test stems from the:

-low test pressure of 3 kPa(g)
-reference volume or "temperature" tubular network
-humidity sampling tubular network
-"Known leak rate" test validation procedure
-on-line computerized leak rate determination with a bounding error analysis
-extrapolation capability to allow estimation of the leak rate at 124 kPa(g)

Temperature Compensation

The extensive "tubular network" reference volume enables the determination
by analogy, of the "equivalent" or "weighted" reactor building temperature.
The reference volume simulates the overall reactor building behaviour and allows
the leak rate determination to be independent of reactor building temperature
f 1 uctuati on.

The ideal gas law can be used to show that when a confined mass of air in a
leak tight reference volume is itself contained in another fixed volume of
air, the differential pressure is independent of temperature. However the
geometry of the reference volume must be such that the two volumes are characte-
rized by the same temperature without delay. The appropriate reference volume
was obtained at Gentil)y 2 by installing a leak tight network of about a kilome-
ter of copper tubing throughout all significant volumes of the entire reactor
building.

The tubing is dimensioned and routed such that the reference volume fraction
contained within each room is proportional to the volume of the room.

The differential pressure between the temperature tubular network and the reactor
building constitutes the critical process variable. The reactor building leak
rate is obtained from a simple linear regression of this process variable after
application of several corrections. A crude test can be summarized as follows:

1. The leak tightness of the temperature tubular network is verified
2. The tubular network and the reactor building internal pressures are equili-

brated and then isolated from each other.
3. Any decrease in the differential pressure can be directly related to the

reactor building leakage since the tubular network continuously replicates
the overall reactor building temperature.
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Pressure Drop During Test

A major difficulty of a low pressure test is the extremely small pressure drop
observed. During an eight hour Integrity Test performed at 275 kPa(g a typical
pressure drop could be 0043 kPa(d). The equivalent pressure drop during an
eight hour Pressure Test at 124 kPa(g) is 0376 kPa(d). These figures assume
a 0.5% of reactor building volume per day leak rate and 100% turbulent flow.

Vapour Partial Pressure

The precision of the TCM System is highly dependent upon the time behaviour
of the reactor building vapour pressure and its spatial distribution. This
is further complicated by any perturbations experienced during the test period.

Gentilly 2 uses a distributed tubular network sampling circuit with two hygro-
meters to obtain the "weighted" reactor building dew point measurement. The
copper tubing network is sized, routed and designed with orifice flow control
to insure the intake of the correct amount of air from each of the (11) reactor
building zones defined for "weighting" purposes. The circuit also consists
of a suction pump and flow-meters for verification of the loop calibration.

Barometric Pressure Variation

The atmospheric pressure represents an independent variable and may vary dramati-
cally during the test period. It is possible that the positive differential
pressure of the reactor building with respect to the atmosphere (which governs
the leak rate) may be reduced by as much as 50% during the test as a result
of a weather perturbation.

.Test Validation By A 'Known' Leak Rate

In order to verify each specific Integrity Test result, a post-test validation
procedure was developed. A "known" leak rate of magnitude comparable to the
"unknown" leak rate, is superimposed upon the latter directly upon conclusion
of the "unknown" leak rate measurement. This procedure uses an artificially
created "known" leak rate which, by aid of a high precision flowmeter, allows
validation of the TCM System methodology and the particular test setup. The
magnitude of the error between the two values of the "known" leak rate also
provides a significant indication of the overall precision of the TCM System.

- 3 -



TCM EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

TCM Leak Rate easurement System

The temperature tubular network consists of 2473 feet of thin-walled ASTM B-68
copper tubing ranging in size from 316 to 12 inch o.d. This "brased joint"
network is distributed throughout the 48 ,640 m3 volume of the reactor building.
The reference volume simulates the reactor building volume on a scale of 
to 2000,000. A low range manometer is provided to measure the differential
pressure between the tubular network and the reactor building. A barometer
is used to measure the absolute pressure of the network. An isolable and instru-
mented flowpath from the network to the outside of the reactor building permits
the "known" leak rate validation procedure.

The atmospheric pressure is given by a barometer located in the service building.
A medium range manometer also at the same location provides the reactor building
to atmosphere differential pressure.

The humidity sampling circuit is composed essentially of a tubular network
of 2200 feet of thin-walled ASTM B-68 copper tubing ranging in size from 38
to 34 inch o.d.. Thirty-two orifices are sized to proportion the flow drawn
into the "Swagelok joint" network which is distributed throughout the entire
reactor building volume.

The humidity sampling circuit is also equipped with a sampling pump, pressure
and temperature 3 RTDs) instrumentation. Regulating valves and flowmeters
are available to provide an independent calibration of the circuit and each
of the 11 zone branches. Two optical dewpoint (mirror) hygrometers of the
condensation type assure the humidity measurement of the air flow drawn by
the sampling pump.

A reactor building instrument air tank is monitored for pressure in order
to evaluate the impact of this variable. During previous Integrity Tests the
Instrument Air System was temporally modified to allow the system to pump reactor
building air to the reactor building air tanks. A permanent installation is
to be provided in the near future.

Data Acquisition and Processing System

An AT 386 IBM PC with a clock speed of 20 mhz, an arithmetic co-processor and
a 40 MByte hard disk constitutes the heart of the system. A VGA graphics card
is incorporated to ensure an effective visual interface. A colour monitor
and printer form the system peripherals.

Data transmission is based on 16), M1000 series" Metrabyte modules used for
analog-to-digital conversion of each of the field instrument signals.

The TCM System building pressure test software package is identified under
the acronyme "SATRAD PBR` for Reactor Building Pressurisation Data Acquisi-
tion and Processing System. The "multi-tasking" Desqview environment is requi-
red to allow data processing and acquisition in parallel.
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The "PARAMS" program is used to name, initiate and terminate each test.

The "ACQUIS" program collects the field data transmitted by the Metrabyte modules
at 15 second intervals.

The data processing "TRAITE" program constitutes the most complex element of
"SATRAD PBR". Among other fonctions it provides data processing, data visualiza-
tionparame'er specification capabilities and various data analysis algorithms.

- -



VARIABLES CRITICAL TO THE INTEGRITY TEST

The meaningful interpretation of the minute pressure drop experienced during
the test, imposes a heavy burden upon the TCM System. Hence the system and
its components must be engineered to exacting precision requirements. More-
over they must maintain their performance during process perturbations due
to mother nature and the reactor building environment.

The behaviour of reactor building humidity plays a major role during the
Integrity Test. During the June 1989 test, under ideal conditions, the dewpoint
increased from 45 to 5.0%. The increase in vapour partial pressure of 08653
to 08959 kPa represents a factor of three over the test pressure drop of 000937
kPa. Hence a precise determination of average reactor building humidity and
its variation in time and space is critical to the Integrity Test. The humidity
and temperature mapping exercise conducted during the 1990 annual outage has
confirmed the ability of the humidity sampling tubular network layout to adequa-
tely track reactor building humidity. A detailed error analysis indicates
that the humidity sampling circuit placed 32% error upon the leak pressure
drop.

The temperature tubular network is required to track the average reactor building
temperature and its variations in time and space in order to provide a signifi-
cant leak pressure drop. Field data has confirmed the temperature gradients
in time and space to be negligible. Reactor building conditions, off-line,
are very stable.

The 3 reactor building instrument air tanks varied in pressure between 815.86
kPa and 816.33 kPa over a 6 minute period during the 1990 test (using a special
Instrument Air System configuration). The air exchange with the reactor building
environment produced an error of 13% on the leak pressure drop.

The pressure and differential pressure measurement errors are of minor signifi-
cance.

Any increase in the atmospheric pressure during a test is reflected by a decrease
in the test differential pressure. A I kPa increase produces a 20% decrease
in leak pressure drop and an amplification (a non-linear increase) of the rele-
vant TCM System component errors.
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TCM SYSTEM DATA PROCESSING

The "TRAITE" program performs an "on-line" analysis of the pressure, temperature,
humidity and flow data to calculate the reactor building leak rate. The "ACQUIS"
program data is collected every 15 seconds and then feeds the "TRAITE" program
with the data averaged over 2 minutes. The temperature tubular network to
reactor building differential pressure is first corrected for several factors.
A linear regression of the corrected variable in time is then performed to
yield he reactor building leak rate.

The corrections consider:

- variation of vapour partial pressure due to water vapour inside the reactor
building.

- time delay in the temperature response of the temperature tubular network
- normalization of the test differential pressure to nominal conditions to

account for changes in atmospheric pressure and test differential pressure
over time.

A normalization routine is included to continously convert the leak rate data
to the Integrity Test nominal conditions of 30 kPa(g).

- 7 -



INTEGRITY TEST LEAK RATE EXTRAPOLATION TO 124 kPa(g)

The object of this exercise is to study the possibility of deriving a meaningful
leak measurement from the Integrity Test result which can be directly compared
against the Pressure Test criteria (eg: 0.5% of reactor building volume per
day at 124 kPa(g).

A complex non-linear extrapolation equation is required to transform a low
pressure test leak rate to the equivalent result for the nominal Pressure Test
conditions. This equation is heavily dependent on the "RL" factor which repre-
sents the ratio of laminar to turbulent flow. Reactor building leakage is
characterized by a combination of turbulent and laminar gas flow. This factor
is dependent on the nature of the reactor building, its condition as well as
the actual test and extrapolation pressures.

The leak rate extrapolation ratio between the 3 kPa and 124.0 kPa nominal test
conditions varies from 8.5 for purely turbulent flow to 71.7 for purely laminar
flow. The extrapolated leak rate error depends heavily on the uncertainty
of the "RL" factor. The extrapolated leak rate percentage error is roughly
equivalent to the "RL" percentage error for purely turbulent flow. However,
this error ratio increases tenfold for purely laminar flow.

Data obtained during the 1990 Pressure Test at several different pressures
indicates that the reactor building leakage is characterized by a predominantly
turbulent flow. This would appear justificable on the basis of the new paint
recently applied over 58% of the reactor building surface.

However, it remains to precisely quantify the turbulent component of "RL" and
to identify its time-dependant nature. Additional Integrity Test and Pressure
Test leak rate data over a significant period of time is required.

8



FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The ultimate goal of the Integrity Test development program is to provide an
"on-line" leak test capability. The TCM System has been demonstrated during
annual outages. However several addi--ionnal difficulties must be hurdled in
order to prove the feasibility of the Integrity Test at full power.

Gas leakage during normal operation from the various reactor building systems
will contribute to the existing water vapour partial pressure. These gses
include helium, carbon dioxide and nitrogen. The resulting error must be shown
to be negligible; otherwise the TCM System must incorporate the rel-evant parame-
ters.

The reactor building temperature distribution on-line". differs from the outage
condition and is less uniform. However available data indicates that the tempe-
rature remains relatively stable "on-line" and should not affect the TCM System.

A detailed error analysis, over and above a simple statistical analysis of
the data, has been performed in order to demonstrate the scientific basis of
the TCM System. The error band on the Integrity Test leak rate is evaluated
at 14%. The algorithm is being incorporated to the "TRAIT" program to optimize
test execution and intrepretation.

9



RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Gentilly 2 TCM System" Integrity Test has been conclusively demonstrated
with the reactor "off-line". It is capable of measuring the reactor building
leak rate at a nominal test pressure of 3 kPa(g). The error associated with
this measurement has been confirmed to lie nothin a band of 14% under typical
test conditions. A detailed analysis of all possible random and systematic
errors was performed to arrive at this conclusion. In addition the available
data from the "known" leak rate validation procedure suggests that the actual
error is less than ± 5%.

The original Integrity Test objective was to detect a leak corresponding to
an equivalent pipe of 25 mm diameter. This objective has been attained with
remankable results. The Gentilly 2 Integrity Test is able to detect a leak
corresponding to a 23 mm diameter pipe, with high precision in a relatively
short test period.

The "on-line" Integrity Test will be demonstrated during the 1991 annual outage
start-up.

The merit of the Integrity Test leak rate extrapolation and its usefulness
will be evaluated in due course as a sufficient bank of test data becomes availa-
ble.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are many methods, some more complex or diff icult to deal with than others, to verify the containment

building integrity. At G-2, we chose the temperature compensation method.

Our selection criterias were:

1 ) the greater precision of this method

2) the possibility of executing the test with the plant running at full power

3) short period required for the test

4) After the technique is understood, its simplicity of execution

5) Can be easily inserted in the normal operating test program with a minimum of

personnel

6) this technique can be used at both low and high pressure

In this presentation we will succintly discuss the diff erent phases of the technique such as: the background,

the prerequisite, the problems, the results and, finally, we will give some recommendations to facilitate

the use of this method.



2BACKGROUND

In 1987, during a leakage rate test at 125 KPa(g) we observed (detected) an abnormal degradation of the

leaktightness of the containment. After discussions with the regulatory authorities (A.E.C.B.) we worked

on developing an integrity test. The purpose of the test was and still is to give assurance that, anywl -e

around the building, no valves are left open accidentally. To stay within reasonable limits, we fix the size!

of those potential valves at 25 cm of diameter.

Also, we developed that particular technique of investigation so that we could do the test while the reactor

is running at full power, without aff ecting the safety and the operation of the plant.

In order to do so, we made sure to fix the test pressure at 3 KPa(g), which is slightly below the set point

of the safety shutdown system. It was not necessary to modify those specific set points to do the test and

this element is of importance because we especially did notwant to put ourselves in a non-analyzed state.

Wecannotpredictwhatwould happen if, during the test, a LOCA occurred, andwhatwould be the diff erence

of pressure between the calculated value after an accident if we start to pressurize to KPa(g) or at 3

KPa(g).



3 PREREQUISITE

As we were saying earlier, the integrity test must be executed while the plant is running at 00 % full power.

But, in order to avoid incidents or even accidents, we must be very careful during the preparation of the

test with the following:

1 ) Start up of the data collection system.

2) Verification of all the instruments related to the test.

3) Adjustement of the humid4 network.

This specific parameter has the greatest effect on the error calculation. Because all the instru-

mentation is located in accessible areas with heavy traffic, we must absolutely verify the adjustment

before each test.

4) Verification of the leaktightness of the temperature compensation network.

Because of the precision of the T.C.M., the length of the network and the fragility of the network

welds, we must verify, before every test, the leaktightness of the network. This verification consists

of achieving absolute vacuum of the tubing (O to militorr or to 0.1 Pa (absolute)). After that, we

must verify the pressure increase. It must not exceed 20 militorrs per hour 2.6 Pa/hour).

5) The last point to verify) is the running of the instrument air temporary compressors.

Still, because of the T.C.M. precision, we must prevent any unexpected feed of gas inside the containment

building. The compressed gas system (Helium, Carbonic gas, Hydrogen and Nitrogen) have such a small

consumption that it is easy to measure those leaks with good precision.

But the instrument air distribution system can be a problem because the normal leak of the instrument

purge is 1 0 times higher than the maximum allowed leak, at 124 KPa(g). I leave to your imagination what

is the eff ect at 3 KPa(g)...

Yet, we didn't find any method permitting the measurement with a good accuracy and a practical way to

comptabilise that leak.

To solve the problem, we modified the intake of the instrument air network in such a way that the suction

of the compressor would take the inside air of the reactor building. In doing so, we prevent the infiltration

of any outside and unknown air.

We also needed to regulate the compressing cycle of the compressor to prevent the peak of the pressure

measurements during the integrity test. This minimizes the peaks in the instrument air system as well as

in the integlty test pressure.



4 INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST DESCRIPTIONS

4.1 INSTRUMENTATION

The basis of the temperature compensation method is to use a reference volume inside the reactor

building which consists of a tubing network going all around the building with a constant weighting

factor related to the size of the room in which the tubing is located. The total volume of the network

is about 25 liters that is a scale factor of approximatively 0.5 millionth of the total free volume of the

containment.

The calculation is based upon the perfect gas law. The parameters which are to be measured during

the test and must satisfy the basic equations are: the atmospheric pressure, the reactor building

pressure, the differential pressure between the containment and the tubing network, the temperature

compensation network pressure and its vacuum gauge. All those variables are connected to a data

collection system.

4.1.1 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

The barometric pressure is an additional information on the effect of the atmospheric pressure

variation on the test pressure. The barometer takes its reading outside the roof of the Service

building by a 0200 KPa MENSOR, model 11900, barometer.

4.1.2 RB PRESSURE

We must continuously measure the differential presjure of the reactor building (reference is with

the outside of the building) due to the fluctuation of the atmospheric pressure, the leaks rom the

reactor building to the outside and to the increase of the dew point. A 0200 KPa MENSOR (model

11900) is connected to the reactor building through a 9 mm spare tubing and the reference is

connected outside the Service Building roof.

To increase the accuracy of the test pressure reading it would be preferable to use a manometer

with a lower range.

4.1.3 DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE BETWEEN RIB AND TCM NETWORK

A low range manometer 0-7 KPa) installed inside the RIB is used to measure the inside pressure

change due to the leaks, and the variation of the dew point of the air inside the containment. The



instrument used to measure that differential pressure i a MENSOR manometer (model 11900)

connected on the pressure side to the T.C.M. tubing when the reference of the instrument is opened

to the atmosphere of the R/B.

4.1.4 DEW POINT

Beside the leaks (in or out of the R/B) the vapor pressure coming from all liquid sources in the

containmentaffectsthetotalpressureoftheairinsidetheR/B. Thisparameterismeasuredthrough

a network which draws air from different rooms of the building to a chilled mirror installed inside

the building.

The hygrometer measures the dew point of the air sample and the treatment program gives the

equivalent vapor pressure. This hygrometer is a "GENERAL EASTERN" (model hygro M-1) with

a range from 20' to 25 C.

4.1.5 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION TUBING PRESSURE

This information helps us to check the reactor building temperature. The temperature of the T.C.M.

tubing is directly affected by the temperature inside the R/B. However, the treatement program

converts pressure variation into temperature variation. There are still three 3) R.T.D. used to give

the initial temperature reading, a MENSOR 0250 KPa barometer is used for that.

4.1.6 HUMIDITY NETWORK PRESSURE

A "Rosemount" pressure transmitter is used to read and transfer the pressure of that humidity

network to the data collection system. This measurement is necessary because the pump suction

created an error on the dew point reading. The program is built to use that pressure to correct the

vapor pressure table at the test pressure.

4.1.7 DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

Each instrument is connected to a microprocessorwhich, every 15 seconds, records the instrument

reading and, every two 2) minutes, determines the average reading. That is done in the front

mode of the program. In background mode, all the calculation, graphics production and results

are done. Therefore, the results are always available during the test.



4.2 TEST

Now I will shortly describe what happens during the four 4) different steps of the test. First we

pressurize for about forty-five 45) minutes to increase the inside pressure of the R/B to the test

pressures 2.75 KPa). Next, during a six 6) hour period, we monitor the pressure variation of the

T.C.M. tubing network and we transfer that to what we call an "unknown leak". Third, during a five (5)

hour period, we create a known leakthrough a predetermined hole and we monitorthe pressure change

of the T.C.M. That verification confirms there are no gro is errors in the test. Fourth and last, we

depressurize the containment for at least 15 minutes.

As you can see, this test is very simple and only requires that you stay awake for one night during a

week-end.



5 PROBLEMS

During the 1990 full pressure test we had to dry the R/B air 24 hour period) to prevent any condensation

on the equipment inside the building during the depressurization. After that drying period, the dew point

was as low as 18' C to reach 15 C at the end of the pressurization period to 275 KPa. The dew point

meter range is 20' to 25' C. As we were near the low part of it, we experienced lot of problems with the

precision of the measure. To prevent that we start with the dew point between -5' to +5 C.

A greater than normal atmospheric pressure variation gave us nightmares; we started at 101.5 KPa and

finished at 102.0 KPa, creating a drop of 0.5 KPa in the tubing pressure 2-30 KPa to 1.80 Oa).

That pressure variation had a direct effect on the error and to prevent it the test should be done in a

relatively stable atmospheric period as given by the meteorologist.



6 TEST RESULTS

At the 1989 test at 275 KPa we had measured a 39.36 slm after an eight (8) hour period. That leak was

the equivalent of a leak through a 35 mm orifice. This result had been verified by creating a 16.23 scfrri

(2.3 mm orifice) during a five (5) hour period with an error less than of the known leak.

The 1990 test results were r ot what we expected because of all the problems that we had been having,

as discussed previously. At 124 KPa the results were so that after only two(2) hours of reading, we knew

the leak rate, but we had to run the test for a longer period due to the other method used in parallel to the

T.C.M.

After eleven (1 1) hours, the leak rate was 077 % of total free volume/day with a 31 % error of that value

that corresponds to a six 6) mm hole.



7 RECOMMENDATIONS

To have a very good precision in the vapor pressure reading we must arrange the R/B dew point to be in

the range of -5' to +5' C so the dew point meter will operate at maximum precision.

To prevent large atmospheric pressure change from directly affecting pressure measurement, we must

plan the test using meteorologist information.

To increase the precision of the inside pressure reading VS the outside pressure reading, it would be

preferable to use a low range manometer, a 07 KPa instead of a 0200 KPa.



8 CONCLUSION

At the end, the T.C.M. is very precise and it helps us to verity easily the integrity of the containment building.

We also can use that method at high pressure and it allows us to reduce significantly the leak rate period.
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ABSTRACT

Measurements of the vertical vibration acceleration of three �-nd
f t t ng were made at CNE (Embal se Nuc ear St at I on) dur ng a
planned stop-of the plant.
The accelerations signals were recorded and then studied at the
Vibration Laboratory in the Bariloche Atomic Center (CAB).
'he results had been compared with results obtained in a
laboratory "Mock-up", and a clear differentiation was detected
between the signals belonging o the cases where the two tubes are
in contact against the case were the tubes are In normal position.
This conclusions encourage the application of this measurement
technique, because it is a quick' method and it can be implemented
in a IBM-PS system for automatic diagnosis and storage.
The vbrations patterns for all the channels could be establish in
this manner for future comparisons, that could help In the
detection of erly failures, not limited only to the detection of
pressure tube calandria:tube contact.
This report presents the measurements made, the discussion o the
results obtained, and a study of the feasibility of application of
this method at CNE.'



INTRODUCTION

Measurements and analysis of the vertical vbration spec ;-um of
three end fitting of the CANDU CNE reactor were carried out.
Our Interest In these vibration patterns arose in connection with
the possibility that they could be used to detect contact between
a pair of concentric tubes mounted similarly to the pressure and
calandria tubes in a fuel channel of a CANDU eactor (CNE).
To this end, two types of measurements were carried out, one at
laboratory model and a second one at CNE reactor during a
programmed stop of the plant.
The purpose of' these experiments was to detect possible differences
in the signal behaviour when the two tubes are not in contact
against the case when they are in contact.
The laboratory facility was not a realistic model and therefore
the results obtained with It aa�e not directly related to the
results obtained at the plant. However both types of measurements
show that the vibration spectrum In each system changes
appreciably depending oh the contact between the tubes.
Although a full understanding of the results would require a
detailed dynamical model of the two systems studied, our results
show that the vibration analysis Is a sensitive tool to study and
monitor changes In the fuel channels.
A brief description of the principal concepts used In vibration
analysis and signal processing is outlined in the Appendix.

E-�PERIMENTS DEVELOPMENT

A scheme of the laboratory model Is shown in Fig. 1. When the
separation rings are moved towards the extreme ends, the tubes
touch each other. The excitation of the system was done using two
methods: a) using a hammer instrumented with an..accelerometer to
measure and control the amplitude of the Impact applied on the
left end of the Inner tube. b) with a turbulent flow of water
entering the Inner tube from the left end. The vibratory response
was detected by an accelerometer located at the right end of che
inner tube.
The measurements on the real tubes were done during a programmed
stop of the reactor-. The excitation was produced by the water
flow of the stop cooling system. The vibratory response was
detected by an accelerometer located at the end fitting, as shown
in Fig. 2 Three fuel channels were analysed whose conditions
were known in advance in channel N21 the tubes were In the design
position (non-contact), In channels N07 and L09 the tubes were
in contact.

The instrumentation used for the experiments was the following:

Accelerometer & K 4371
Preamplifier B & K 2651
Amplifier IKPH 3350
Magnetic belt recorder Fairchild Weston Model 0
Computer PC (AT)
Signall analyzer SD 380 Z - Spectral Dynamics

The sensors have a frequency range from DC to 15 KHz lineal. The
recorder system has a FM channel with 80 MHz wide band. The
computer has a variable sampling frequency rate from DC to 100



KHz, the data acquisition and analysis software was deve'c-�_'ed or
standard frequency analysis by the Vibration Laboratory. The
signal analyzer was ver I useful to support the "on-line" analysis.
Fig.3 shows the compleZ measurement and analysis chain.

RESULTS

Figures 4 nd show the transfer functions of 'he laboratory
model when it Is excited by means of the Instrumented hammer.
Figure 4 corresponds to the non-contact condition between the
tubes and figure corresponds to the condition when both tubes
are In contact. The comparison of these two figures shows an
increment in the amplitiide of the transfer function and a narrower
band response, when both tubes are In contact, (Fig. 5).
Figures 6 and 7 show the average of 641 amplitude spectrums of
vertical vibrations of the laboratory model when it is excited
by means of a turbulent water flow. Figure 6 corresponds to the
non-contact condition between the tubes and Figure 7 corresponds
to the condition when both tubes are In contact.
The comparison of these two figures shows a clear differentiation
in the spectrum's profile and secially in the frequency range
from 2Hz to 4OHz where the three peaks show changes in their
amplitudes.
Figures to 10 show the reactor's end fittings vertical vibration
spectrum between and 10OHz. Figure corresponds t channel
N-21 (non-contact), figures ad 10 correspond to channels L09
and N07 respectively whose tubes are in contact condition. The
comparison of these three figures shows that the spectrum of the
end-fitting corresponding to fuel-channel N21 has a broad-band
frequency composition in the frequency range of 20 to 3SHz. The
other two end-fittings N07 and L-09, show a narrow-band peak
structure with a predominant peak at 29Hz approximately,
Indicating a possible Increase in the stiffness of the fuel
channel structure, due to the fact that both tubes are in
contact.Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the same effects, but In a more
detailed way due to the expanded frequency re-ige.

CONCLUSIONS

As indicated in Fg. 4 to 9 measurements in the laboratory model
show marked changes in the vibration spectrum and in the punctual
transfer function when the physical conditions of tubes are
changed in a controlled manner.
In particular, measurements of t he transfer function indicate a
tendency to narrow the frequency response of the system when the
tubes are In contact.
The measurementL- at the reactor show that the channel known to
have the garther springs in the design position (N21) presents a
vibration spectrum qualitatively different from those in which
those elements are known to be displaced and both tubes In contact
(NO7, L09). Here again there appears a tendency to a narrow band
response when the tubes are in contact.
The lab-oratory results, when the system is excited with water flow
show the importance of comparing vibration spectra produced in a
given system under the same excitation conditions.
For this reason, our work shows that although the experimental



given system under the same excitation conditions.
For this reason, our work shows that although the experimental
tool appears as sensitive and powerful, more work In this
direction should be done before It can be successfully applied as
a monitoring nd diagnosis tool.
A program for a PC AT Computer for vibration spectrum calculation,
peak evaluation and classification was done with this equipment.
It is possible to measure in other selected end fitting during
future pnt stops. A ending procedure of amplitude, position
and shape of the peaks in the response sectrum, is easy and quick
to Implement, as well as the calculation of signal statistic
parameters.
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APPENDIX

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Power spectral density

X(t) Sample time history record: is the
electrical signal produced by the
accelerometer during the mechanical
vit:-ation excitation.

2 lim 2
x (t).dt

X T-000 0 - Mean square value:is a way to des-
cribe the signal. It is the average
of the squared values of the time
history

T
ip, (fAf) 11M X (tfAf) dt

2 T.*oo 0

X (tfAf)- Portion of the time signal in that
frequency range 3 fron f to f+
Af

For small Af
kp2(f;Af) G M.Af

X X

or

T
412(f ,&f

X 2
G (f) = Ilm lim Im x (tfAf).dt

X Af =)Oo -Af Af -4,00 Af *oo T 0

G (f) is the power spectral density function. The principal
X

application for the power spectral density function measurement of
physical data is to establish the frequency composition of the
data which is related to the basic characteristics of the system
involved.

Transfer function:. For characterization of a constant parameter
linear system it shows modification of the amplitude and phase of
an applied input.



Compu

x

stem

INPUT er test OUTPUT

x t) W

X M Y M

H M Y M H (f): Frequency response function of the
X M system

Y (f.): Fourier transform of y(t) (output)
X (f): Fourier transform of x(t) (input)

-PTH (P) h(T). e dT P = aJ b
0

H (p): Transfer Function; Laplace transform of
h(T).

h (): weighting function; output of the
system at any time to a unit impulse
Input applied a time , before.

y t) r h(T) X(t-T).dT

0

or: IH(f) 12 _YY No phase information (one channel).

G
XX

Denote Average

or: HM YX G (f ):I cross spectrum
YXG

YX

G S (t). S
YX X Y

SYcomplex conjugate

2+ 2H (f /�Re M

= arctg 
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PROCESS SYSTEMS OF P11WR - INDIAN EXPERIENCE
(T.S.1'.Ramanan, J)y. Chief Sperintendent, APS, INDIA)

ABSTRACT:

Three operational-problems are discussed in this paper.

The reactors in Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS), India are
Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors P]1WR), similar to Douglas Point
PGS. The moderator heavy water is pmped into the bottom half of
the calandria (horizontal reactor vessel) through one inlet
manifold plenum chamber and horizontal louvers which help to
distribute moderator evenly at a very low velocity. The otlet
from the calandria is through a smaller manifold structure at a
higher elevation. The moderator is hld on the shell side of the
calandria by means of helium gas pressure differential between
top of calandria and dump tank located below. The primary
coolant system consists of 306 coolant channels containing the
fUel and steam generators SGs) and pmps on either side of the
reactor. Each SC consists of 11 Nos. inverted U be vertical
heat exchangers where heat is transferred from primary coolant
heavy water to secondary light water to produce steam.

PROBLEM N.l:

In early 1989, following a leak detected in a calandria tbe in
Unit-2, inspection of the calandria internals revealed that a
portion of the inlet manifold located jst in front of the inlet
nozzle had sheared off and fallen on the dmp ports. Srprisingly
similar incident was also fnd to have occurred in the other
MAPS Unit when it was later inspected. As an interim measure,
alternate routing of moderator piping was done externally
directing heavy water into the calandria through the original
outlet anifold. The calandria spray flow (fcr cooling internal
structures of calandria) was increased in order to enhance total
flow into calandria. The heavy water in calandria was allowed to
spill over the dmp ports continuously and to rturn from dump
tank t Sction of the pmps. Since the total inflow into the
calandria is less than the esign, the reactors are being
operated at 75% of capacity.

PROBLEM NO.2:

After completion of piping odifications when the performance of
the system was being chocked, the observed oderator dmp timings
of shut down system was above normal by more than 50%. The dp
valves opening time was as fast as pr design. The above
abnormal timing was Masured from the level rop from calandria
operating level to ded Jovel, in a fast speed rcorder.
Investigation revealed that eavy water was getting ai:CUMLIlated
in the gas space on the calandria side of the dmp valves and was
affectiong the hlium CqUalising flow dUring dmping. The 9�s
space has a drainage arrangement hrough gas trap an a drain



valve. It was established that the drainage capacity was not
adequate for the heavy water accumulation (over the dump valves)
which got increased after the calandria spray flow was increased
under the modification programme.

PROBLEM NO.3:

During warming tip of the primary coolant system, low channel flow
alarmed in few of the 16 flow monitored channels. The flow
instrumentation was checked okay. Earlier to this problem, in
the preceding unit outage in January 1990, maintenance works were
undertaken in the primary circuit valves, for which the four
steam generators (SCs) were drained on the heavy water side and
system opened up. After completion of the jobs, the SGs were
filled back by pulling vacuum.

On experiencing the low channel flows, some air entrapment was
suspected in the inverted tbe bond of the Gs, leading to air
lock and throttling of flows. Though system was normalised as
per the procedure, entrapped air was probably not removed
completely due to passing past the seats of the closed isolation
valves. There is no direct measurement to.indicate that SGs are
filled completely and free of any entrapped air. Therefore the
south bank SGs were again drained, vacuum Pulled and refilled.
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PROCESS SYSTEMS OF P11WR - INDIAN EXPERIENCE

T.S.1l.Ramanan, Deputy ELjtf Superintendent, MAPS._

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Hadras Atomic Power Station (14APS) is a twin nit
station comprising of two reactors of pressurised
heavywater type each with a rated Output of 235 1111V
(Electrical). The reactors are natural uranium felled
heavywater moderated and heavywater cooled with on load
refuelling facility. This paper escribes three
significant problems faced in the operation of the
reactors in the recent past.

2.0 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR SYSTEMS

2.1 The reactor vessel (Calandria) is horizontal with 306
calandria tbes (Zircalloy 2 rolled into the tbe
sheets at either end. The oderator is on the shell
side of calandria. The fel channels are concentric
with the calandria tbes and pass inside the calandria
tubes. The fuel channels are rolled into end fittings
located in the end shields at either end of the reactor.
The calandria is connected by an expansion joint to the
moderator dmp tank which is located directly beneath
it. The general arrangement of the reactor is showin in
Figure-1.

2.2 The moderator heavywater is held in calandria by a
helium gas balance system. The dump tank is aintained

under helium pressure. The difference in hel LIM
pressures between the top portion of the calandria and
dump tank aintains the heavywater level in the
calandria. A set of fourteen p ports each shaped
like the letter "S" lying on its side form the bottom
part of the calandria. The helium heavywater interface
is maintained in the central vertical arm of each dump
port. Shut down is effected by equalising the helium
pressures between the top portion of the calandria and
dump tank by opening six quick acting butterfly valves
(dump valves) arranged in three parallel lines
connecting the helium gas header on the top of
calandria to the top of dunp tank and the heavywater
is quickly drained to dmp tank by gravity. The heat
due to moderation is removed by Circulating the
heavywater in the calandria by fr Pumps through two

heat exchangers, rejecting the heat to the process water
system. The entire moderator system is shown in Figure-

2. The dump port arrangement is shown in Figure-3.
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2.3 The primary heat transport system is a pressurised
heavywater system with the coolant maintained at a
pressure of 85 Kg1cm2 at the otlet headers. In the 306
fuel channels, coolant flow in the ajacent channels are
arranged to be in opposite directions. The fuel
channels are connected by feeder pipes from the end
fittings to a set of inlet and Outlet headers on either
side of the reactor. In between the reactor outlet
header and inlet header on either side are connected
four set of steam ga,�?rators and primary Circulating

Pumps. The set of steam generators and pumps on either

side form a series parallel loop as showij in FigUre-4.
Each steam generator is a combination of eleven
vertical, inverted Utube heat exchangers with primary
heavywater on the tute side and secondary feed water on
the shell side. The heavywater side of the eleven heat
exchangers are joined to a common inlet and outlet
headers which in trn connect to the reactor headers..
All the 11 heat exchangers are connected to a c mmon
steam drun,. The arrangement of the feeders reactor
header and steam generators is shown in Figure-5.

Details of steam generator headers and their connection
to primary circulating pump and reactor headers are as
given in Figure-6. Cross section of a single LI tbe
heat exchanger forming part of the steam generator is

shown in Figvre-7.

3.0 Three significant operational problems encountered in
the recent past are described irder this section.

1. Protlem with mcderator inlet distribution n�,rjfold.
2. Retarded heavywater dumping rate.
3. Low flow roblems in fel cannels.

3.1 PROBLEM WITH MODERATOR INLET MANIFOLD:

3.1.1 Description:

The inlet manifold is designed to introduce moderator
evenly alcng the length of the alandra at a very low

velocity and to avoid mixing sc that stratified flow
will take plEce. This gives the minimum average
moderator temperature and best moderatior. The inlet
pipe from the moderator pmp -discharge and heat
exchangers opens into a plenEm chamter inside the
calendria wh Jk c P. distribttes the moderator along the
length of the calandria and also pwards along the side
face of the shell. Horizcntal louvres, arranged one
above the oLhcr, progre5nivcly clorc-r to the she-11, each
�skim off a portion of the flow and direct it towards the
bottom Fart of the calandria. Since the manifold
projects intc the reflectnr portion, Zircalloy-2 (4mir
thick) !4 the material sed for construction from oint

of neutrcn econcmy. The manifold is scured by nuts on

threaded tuds weldgc' to the calandria shell. The flow



arrangement is shown n Figure-8. The inlet manifold
can be seen in Figures I and 3.

3.1.2 ProbleLis in inlet manifold:

In the later half of 1988, Unit-2 experienced a
calandria tbe leak and the leaky tube was identifie to
be in the third row from the bottom. Later the exact
tube was identified by monitoring fUel channel outlet
temperature at this location with the heat transport
system cool and moderator kept warm. This was confirmed
by detecting moisture in the annul US space between
calandria and end shield adjacent to this tube. Fuel
channel at this location was removed and the leaky
calandria tube was blanked off at the tube sheets by
specially developed Self Spporting lugs.

Subsequently, one of the moderator pumps developed a
problem and while attending to it, some zircalloy
pieces were located in the pump casing. These were
identified to be part of calandria tube material and a
small supporting bracket of the louvres in the inlet
manifold.

In the eanwhile a minor fel channel (pressure tube)
leak was experienced in Unit-1 in the second row from
the bottom. The exact leaky tube was located by
acoustic emission technique and failed fel history in
this channel. After defuelling this channel and
isolating the leaky pressure tube from heat transport
system, operation was resumed, bt shortly afterwards
calandria tube leak was noticed at this location.

Calandria tubes at these locations in both units were
removed and inspection of the internals of the calandria
with a camera, revealed that a portion of the zircalloy
plate forming part of the inlet pelnum chambers jst in
front of the moderator inlet pipe connection had given
way in both units (Refer Figure-9). Somce of the pieces
from the manifold were lying on top of the dump ports.
The failure of the calandria tubes1pressure tube was
attributed to direct ipingement by jet of heavywater
from moderator inlet pipe. The failure ot the manifold
is believed to have been initiated by failure of welding
of the holding studs to the calandria shell. This has
to be confirmed by metallurgical examination of the
failed portions of the plate and studs, which are
planned to be retrieved shortly.

3.1.3 Interim Measures:

The damaged portionslying on the dmp port were picked
up and deposited in a cavity adjacent to the tube sheet
where the forces dring dmping will not dislodge them.
The calandria tbe sheet opening was blanked. After
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performing necessary stress analysis and thermal
hydraulic analysis, it was decided to connect moderator
inlet to the original otlet pipe so that the heavywater
enters the calandria through the original -outlet
manifold bt the flow rate was kept lower as a natter of
caution and consequently the power was limited to 75% P.
The heavywaLor was allowed to spill over the dump ports
continuously into dump tank and return to moderator pump
suction through dump tank outlet line. The modified
scheme is shown In Figure-2.

3.1.A Proposed Permanent Measures:

In order to restore the moderator flow to original
configuration and achieve full power, development work
was undertaken and it is proposed to cut pressure tubes
and calandria tubes at three lattice locations near the
bottom of the calandria and install sparger tubes made
of Zircalloy. These will be rolled into the calandria
tube sheet. Another stainless steel insert extending
upto the fuelling machine vaults through the end shield
lattice bore openings will be rolled into the calandria
tube sheet thus sandwitching the sparger tube between
the tube sheet nd the insert. Moderator piping which
is routed into the fuelling machine vaults will connect
to these extended inserts and the layout ensures that
this arrangement will not hinder movement of fuelling
machine to do refuelling in adjacent channels.
Hydraulic studies were made on models and suitable
provisions based on these Studies have'been incorporated
to achieve required flow distribution through these
spargers. The proposed sparger and the rolled joint are
given in Figures 10 and 11. As a parallel measure,
provision of a third moderator beat exchanger to bring
down the moderator inlet temperature and operate the
reactors at higher power in this mode itself are being
studied.

3.2 RETARDED DUMP RATE

3.2.1. Problems encountered:

Subsequent to the altered flow path of moderator into
the calandria, the calandria spray cooling flow joining
the top of the calandria was also increased in order to
take advantage of this flow for increased heat removal
capability from the moderator in the calandria.
Performance tests were being conducted to 'assess the
operation under thealtered conditions. While dumping
this, tests were conducted with fast recorders to record
the calandria moderator level with respect to time, it
was found that in Unit-2 there was a significant
increase in the time taken for the level to reach 35%
from full tank level as compared to the design values.
The level measurement was also indicating an oscillatory
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pattern as shown in FigUre-12.

3.2.2. Investigations done:

In order to check for flow blockage in the gas headers
access to the calandria side.gas header above the dmp
valves was made through the rupture disc connection.
Though no blockage Cld be found, D20 was found to be
present at the bottom portion of the horizontal run of
this header. Design had expected that a small amount of
heavywater will be present in the line due to
condensation from helium. However the quantity present
was found to be more than expected. Provision existed
in original design to drain off any condensed heavywater
on the top of the dmp valves, through a float type trap
to a low pressure portion of the moderator system. This
float had an isolating valve of diaphragm type on the
downstream side. The arrangement is showin in Figure-
13. Accumulation of significant quantity of heavywater
on top of the dump valves was sspected causing an
increase in dump timing by impeding qick pressure
equallsiation. To confirm this, the system was operated
with the isolating valve of the trap closed for varying
periods ranging from 6 to 14 hours and dump test was
repeated at the end of each period. Accumulation of
heavywater over dump valves was confirmed by ultrasonic
methods. The dump tests revealed that higher the time
of accumulation, the slower the dump rate. Examination
of t isolating valve of trap revealed that the
diaphragm was slightly bulged. This is suspected to
have impeded the draiij IT.Low. This alongwith increased
ingress of heavywater had caused accumulation over the
dump valves.

It was 'felt that improper nozzle orientation in the
sprays provided in the gas balance line near the top of
the calandria was possible. This combined with increased
spray flow would have rendered the slope provided in the
gas balalnce line to drain off the heavywater towards
calandria ineffective de to higher reach of the sprays
and caused more ingress towards the top of the dump
valves.

3.2.3. Action Taken:

The calandria spray flows were reduced to original
design values. The diaphragm valve in the drain line
was eliminated. An additional drain trap was provided in
parallel with the -existing one to cater to single
failure criterion. Level measurement with alarm
facility was provided to detect heavywater accumulation
In the gas space above the dump valves to alert the
operator. These modifications are also shown in Figure-
14.
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3.3. LOW FLOW IN FUEL CHANNELS

3.3.1 Arrangement of Coolant Circuit:

The layout of the coolant circuit is shown in Fgure-5.
The arrangement of the feeder connections are sch that
fuel channels in one udrant of the reactor are

connected to a location In the Inlet and outlet headers
nearest to the tap off for a particular steam generator
pump circuit. Out of the 306 fuel channels, flow is

monitored in 16 channels distributed In each zone i.e.
four in each quadrant. Out of these four, twe each are
provided to measure flow In channels with flow in
opposite directions. The flows are graduated in
percentage of design values and low flow larm is set at
80% of the design value. Low flow trip of the reactor
set at 60% of design flow is provided in six of the
above flow monitored channels.

3.3.2 Events prior to the Incident:

In early 1990, maintenance work on one of the steam
generator inlet valves on the south bank was attempted.
For this, the procedure calls for establishing header
level control (i.e.) coolant circulation through core is
maintained by a shutdown cooling pump and the inventory
In the System is adjusted such that the heavywater
level remains below the elevation of the respective
values. As an additional precaution, all the four steam
generators on the bank are drained on heavywater side to
avoid possibility of leakage past the isolating valves
of the steam generators which will affect regulation of
header level. The draining of steam generators Is by
connecting them by opening drain valves to a tank kept
Linder vacuum. Subsequently, the Vacuum i broken by

filling the steam generators with nitrogen.

When attempts were made to remove the bonnet of the
valve requiring maintenance, it was realised that header

level control was not fully effective causing
fluctuations causing the level going above the valve
elevation. Hence the attempt was aborted and the valve
was boxed up and it was decided to start up the unit.

3.3.3 Description of Incident:

In preparation for power operation, all eight primary
circulating pmps were started after degassing the
system. (Normally the degassing is terminated when a
steady level is achieved in storage tank). The reactor
was critical a low power, with flow indications in all
16 flow monitored channels normal (above 100%).

After a few hours of operation, low flow alarmed in one
of the flow monitored channels in the lower west
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quadrant and the flow was 78%. Another channel i Lipper
west quadrant was showing 8 and a few other flow

monitored channels in quadrants other than upper east
were recording flows of jst over 90% of design. Flow

instrumentation impulse tubing was checked and found to
be free of blockage and a new replacement flow
transmitter substituted for flow measurement in the

lowest flow channel confirmed that the reading was
indeed genuine. Power was raised upto about 20% to
confirm from channel Outlet temperatures about the low

flow phenomena. However, due to variation in power
distribution. dring at start LIP, no positive conclusion
could be drawn. The crrent drawn by the circulating
pump motors also did not show any significant
difference.

The reactor was tripped and cooled down. The primary
beat transport system was depressurized. All the flow
instrumentation was rechecked. System was pressurised

and the system was degassed by Circulating through all

steam generators. However, on restarting the

circulating Pumps, the phenomena of low flow continued

to exist, even though no channel was exhibiting flow

lesser than alarm value. Disturbances created

intentionally, by operating pump discharge valves and by

running pumps in unequal numbers on either side did not

show any effect on the flow pattern.

Since the flow reduction observed was not very high and

as the reactor power had been limited to 75% by other

regulatory restrictions, it was decided to proceed with

power operation at 50% P initially, in order to find

out clues to the low flow phenomena from channel

temperature data at steady power operation.

After about 3 days of operation, the flows in the lower

west quadrant improved to near normal values gradually

but the flow indicated in the flow monitored channels in

the upper west quadrant continued to be low.

Delayed neutron counts taken during this period,

indicated an increase in global count rate, but the

channels showing higher DN ratio was continuously

varying, indicating that these were not genuine. A

slight power reduction of 5% resulted in a large

reduction in global DN counts. The 1131 content in the

coolant was also low indicating that fuel integrity was

good and not impaired in any way due to low flow

phenomena.

The radiation monitors near the steam generaor cabinet

was indicating more than normal value though later on it

was partially attributed to drift in calibration at

higher values. It was felt that it could be due to

increased -16 activity.
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From Physics simulations, the channel powers were

calculated and the expected cannel outlet temperatures

at normal flow values were compared with actual values.

It was concluded that marginal low flow is existing In

channels in upper west guadrant.

All the observations led to the belief that some gas

pockets could be existing which could not be go t rid off

during normal degassing.

3.4 ACTION TAKEN

During subsequent poison outage after a week, the south

bank steam generators were drained on heavy water side,

vacuum was plled thoroughly and then refilled. During

the subsequent start Lip, the flows in all the uadrants

returned to normal.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS

From the observations available, it is concluded that

the following could have caused the low flow phenomena.

During the attempted maintenance on the steam generator

inlet valve, header level control was not effective and

during the level fluctuations, air could have entered

the reactor otlet header through the slightly drawn out

valve bonnet. This could have remained trapped in the

header without getting disturbed initially. After full

flow was established, the locked up air could have found

its way into steam generators and occupied top portions

of some of the U-tube heat exchangers. Probably the

differential pressures available were not sufficient to

flush out the trapped air. When the south bank steam

generators were drained, evacuated till steady good

vacuum was achieved and refilled, the air had been got

rid off.

Our experience sggests that the evacuation of steam

generators prior to filling is at times not effective

due to sspected passing past the seats of the isolating

valves which causes continuous D20 inflow from the

reactor headers to the service system vacuum tank

causing inability to achieve the desired level of good

vacuum. Reason for higher activity near boiler

cabinets could not be conclusively established even

though it may be due to N16 forming and accumulating in

air pockets, in the heat transport circuit.
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ABSTRACT

Zr-2.5Z Nb pressure tubes are now used in all CANDU reactors. To ensure
they perform reliably, their performance is carefully monitored. Both in
situ inspection and sampling and testing techniques for tubes periodically
removed from reactors have been developed. The data from these inspections
and tests, together ith models developed from research programs give
confidence that pressure tubes will function effectively and safely for
their design life.

This presentation ill describe how service life affects changes in the
major material parameters in pressure tubes and the resulting maintenance
activities resulting from those changes.

Thermal creep, irradiation creep and irradiation growth change the
dimensions during service, and axial elongation due to growth and sag due
to creep in the older reactors have resulted in major maintenance programs.
However, the dimensional changes continue to follow the behaviour predicted
by the design equations and in the never reactors should not limit service
life.

Extensive in situ sampling and the analysis of the tubes recently removed
from Pickering Unit 3 indicate that hydrogen ingress into the pressure
tubes from corrosion on the inside surface is very low and tests on
irradiated material indicate that it should continue to remain low. The
ingress rate froz the annulus gas side can be significant if the integrity
of the oxide on the outside surface is not maintained as a barrier. To
maintain te integrity of the autoclave oxide, the recommended annulus gas
is carbon dioxide, ith oxygen addition, and adequate flow must be ensured.
An explanation of the cause of relatively high hydrogen concentrations in a
few Pickering A Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes has been developed defining the
role of annulus side ingress. The model developed to predict the time and
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conditions to initiate blisters in pressure tubes that are in contact with
their calandria tubes has been validated by the inspection, removal and
examination of tubes and gives confidence in the predictions of the time
available to relocate spacers.

Leak-before-break is an important criterion in the defence against
pressure-tube rupture. A key property in leak-before-break is the fracture
toughness of the tubes, and a small specimen test procedure has been
developed to evaluate the tubes removed from reactors. In the first few
years, the reduction in fracture toughness is rapid but subsequent changes
are much more gradual. There is a large variability in the measured
toughness of the tubes, and tubes from the never reactors have a higher
toughness after the same fluence than those from Pickering Units 3 and 4.
The toughness levels remaining are acceptable for leak-before-break
purposes.

In situ volumetric inspection of many tubes has revealed manufacturing
flaws and fretting damage in a small number of tubes. Scratches and
fretting damage from fuel bundle bearing pads are shallow and there is no
evidence of any crack initiation. Some deeper fretting damage from debris
has also been observed, but again no cracking has been observed.
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1.0 INTRODUMON

The performance of pressure tubes is important to the economics of
electricity generation by CANDU reactors. As the component experiencing a
severe operating environment and upon which maintenance and inspection are
relatively slow operations, there is a potential for pressure tube problems
to impact on the incapability factor (ICb) for the station. To ensure
pressure tubes continue to perform reliably, their performance is monitored
and evaluated at regular intervals. Hatching this monitoring and
inspection effort is a research and development program to develop an
understanding of pressure tube behaviour. The information is used to
assist the utilities in predicting the performance of their pressure tubes
and also developing better tubes or retubing and new reactors.

The need for a comprehensive program originated ith the problems
experienced ith the early pressure tube alloy, Zircaloy-2, 1. Problems
with the current pressure tubes, cold-worked Zr-2.5 Nb, have been
associated ith channel design problems, installation procedures and
operating environment. These problems have resulted in excessive downtime
in some reactors, and the early retubing of others.

The operating life of Zr-2.5% Nb has now reached about 60 000 effective
full power pressure tube years, Table 1. During this experience, one tube
failed from a manufacturing flaw during cold pressurization for leak
location and about 70 others have failed by delayed hydride cracking
because of improperly rolled joints. Experience ith never reactors has
been extremely good but corrective actions must be carried out on some
units to ensure that the channel design life is reached.

This paper reviews the performance of Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes from the
results of inspection and evaluation and shows how the understanding is
providing confidence in life predictions.

2.0 LIFE-LIMITIM CONCEMS

The serviceability of pressure tubes depends on their performance ith
respect to four main parameters:

- dimensional change

- corrosion and hydrogen ingress

- change in mechanical properties

- flaw development
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Table 

Operating Performance of Cold-Worked Zr-2.5% Nb
Pressure Tubes in Candu Reactors

PT
UNIT NO. OF M. IN-SERVICE EFPY* EPFTa COKKENTS

Pickering A 1 390 1987 Oct. 1(1) 2.4 986 Retubed (1)

2 390 1988 Oct. 1(1) 1.5 585 Retubed 1)

3 390 1972 Jun. 1(2) 11.9 4641 Retubed 2 (1989-1991)

4 390 1973 Jun. 17 13.8 5382 TUBESHIFT 1984), Retube 1991

Pickering 5 380 1982 May 10 7.4 2812 1

6 380 1984 Feb. 6.04 2295

7 380 1985 Jan. 5.4 2052

8 380 1986 Feb. 28 4.3 1634

Bruce A 1 480 1977 Sept. 10.6 5088 TUBESHIFT 1987), Retube 1994

2 480 1977 Sept. 9.1 4368 TUBESHIFT 1987), Retube 1997

3 480 1978 Feb. 10.5 5040 TUBESHIFT 1988)

4 480 1979 Jan. 18 9.6 4606

Bruce 5 480 1_985 Kar. 1 5.3 2586

6 480 198.4 Sept 14 5.5 2640

7 480 1986 Apr. 10 4.1 1968

8 480 1987 May 22 3.9 1872

Darlington 1 480 1991 Feb.

2 480 1990 July

3 480

4 480

Embalse 380 1984 Jan 20 5.5 2090

Gentilly-2 380 1983 Oct 5.6 2128

Wolsong-1 380 1983 Apr 22 6.4 2432

IPt. Lepreau 1 380 1 1983 Feb 1 7.6 12888 1

*EFPY Effective Full Power Years

(1) Initial tube alloy as Zr-2.
(2) Axial growth allowance for the original Zr-2.5% Nb was used up.
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The service life of a pressure tube is determined by the allowable
dimensional changes and by the capability to satisfy the leak-before-break
methodology developed for pressure tubes 2 Dimensional changes are a
function of the creep and irradiation growth as shown by diametral
increase, length extension and pressure tube sag. The leak-before-break
criterion is dependent on the changes in a number of factors including flaw
development and material toughness. Toughness is a function of the initial
microstructure, irradia ion induced microstructural changes and the
presence of hydrides which at present are not well-defined. The monitoring
activities and supporting research are directed toward establishing the
behavioural trend for the main parameters.

Dimensional changes have followed linear behaviour ith service. The
concern is for any trend to non-linear behaviour, but to date this has not
been observed. Measuring devices on fuelling machines give regular
information on elongation behaviour and the other dimensions are measured
during periodic inspection or maintenance activities.

Corrosion has not been a problem with Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes. Hydrogen
ingress has been a concern, but this is easing with substantial evidence
that the rate is acceptably low. If conditions in the gas annulus are not
carefully maintained, oxide breakdown can lead to hydrogen ingress. The
toughness of tubes as measured by small specimen techniques, shows a drop
early in life and appears to saturate out at an acceptable value. Without
substantial hydrogen ingress, the toughness is expected to remain at about
the same level for the design life.

Defects have been produced in the manufacturing sequence, as a consequence
of installation practice and from channels operating outside their design
envelope. operating conditions have caused some flaw production In tubes,
for example, fretting by debris.

3.0 INSPECTION AND MONITORING

Two types of inspection programs produce information on pressure tube
behaviour. The Periodic Inspection Program (PIP), for the monitoring of
generic long-term behaviour, is a program hose requirements are specified
in national standard CSA 285.4, and is a prerequisite for an operating
license by the regulatory authority.

Supplementary inspections, to address reactor-specific pressure tube
integrity concerns, are specified in a more flexible, short term, In-
Service Inspection (ISI) program. This program is regularly updated and is
also reported to the regulatory authority. The main objective of this
program is to monitor tubes ith potential integrity risks due to known
causes, and to gather data for performance and risk assessments.

Most pressure tube inspections are planned to coincide ith existing
maintenance outages. The number and identity of tubes selected, and the
type of inspection, are based on the objectives of the PIP and ISI
programs, and knowledge of the operating conditions in each channel. In
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some cases, the need for large inspection populations has required the
development of specialized tools to reduce outage times.

The inspections monitor changes in four general areas: physical
dimensions, flavs, corrosion (and hydrogen ingress), and material
properties.

3.1 Inspection Equipment

CIGAR; Channel Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors.

Most inspections are implemented ith the CIGAR device. It is
mounted on the fuelling carriage and accesses a vet, cold,
depressurized fuel channel. Its capabilities include volumetric
inspection (UT and EC) for flavs, ultrasonic measurement of
diameter and wall thickness, eddy current detection of garter
springs, inclinometer measurement of sag, and video examinations.

BLIP; BLister Inspection Probe.

The tool contains an eddy current garter spring detector, and
ultrasonic probes hich scan the bottom Outside surface of the
pressure tube for cracked hydride blisters. It accesses a wet,
cold fuel channel and is delivered by a modified fuelling machine
and can inspect large numbers of channels hile minimizing fuel
shuffling operations, and outage time.

PIPE; Packaged Inspection ProbE.

This tool is for the ultrasonic inspection for flaws in large
numbers of rolled joints. It is also delivered by a modified
fuelling machine onto vet, cold channels and minimizes fuel
shuffling operations and outage time.

Elongation is calculated from end-fitting position measurements using both
manual and remote special tooling. Pressure tube sag is determined from
inclinometer measurements along the tube length. Axial variations of
diameter and all thickness are determined by ultrasonic testing (UT). The
gap between the pressure tube and calandria tube is determined from a
combination of UT and eddy current (EC) techniques. The axial position of
garter springs is detected by EC or the sag profile.

3.2 FILavs

Flavs are detected, and sized, using UT and EC. Sizing, and acceptance
criteria are based on the signal responses to standard, machined notches.
Although no hydride blisters have been found in Zr-2.5 Nb tubes they can be
detected by UT if they contain cracks. A probe capable of detecting
uncracked blisters is under development.
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3.3 Corrosion and Hydrogen Ingress

Hydrogen ingress is difficult to simulate and predict for the life of the
reactor. Therefore it is important to obtain as much data as possible from
the tubes in the lead reactors. Until recently, monitoring of hydrogen
ingress was possible only by the analysis of tubes removed from reactors.
A sampling tool has been developed and the hydrogen concentration of
significant numbers of tubes can be determined without removing them from
service. Thin slvers of metal (50-100 mg, 0.1 mm thick) are scraped from
the inside surface of the tube, leaving a smooth, rounded groove, shallower
than the corrosion and wear alowance.

3.4 Material Properties

The changes in mechanical properties can only be measured by removing tubes
from service and conducting destructive tests and analyses. A minimum
removal frequency is now specified by recent revisions to the PIP.
Additional information is gained when tubes are removed for other reasons.
The examination results from these surveillance tubes are used to confirm
the expected changes in properties predicted by the research programs.

4.0 CREEP AND GROVTH IN OPER.ATING REACTORS

During service, pressure tubes undergo deformation by creep and growth.
Creep is a dimensional change which occurs as a result of the interaction
of fast neutron flux, stress and temperature on the material. Growth, on
the other hand, is the dimensional change arising from the effects of flux
and temperature, and is independent of applied stress.

The understanding of creep and growth in zirconium alloys is based on the
processes which contribute to radiation damage 31. Under the combined
effects of irradiation, stress and temperature, the pressure tube elongates
in the axial direction, the inside diameter increases and the pressure tube
wall thickness decreases. The pressure tube also sags downwards and
approaches the surrounding calandria tube, which also sags as a result of
loads transferred through the garter springs hich separate the to tubes.
The extent of pressure tube sag and curvature is dependent on the locations
of the garter springs, vhich affect the load distribution. If garter
springs are displaced or If there are an insufficient number in the
channel, the pressure tube may contact the surrounding calandria tube.

Creep deformation in pressurized tubes occurs most readily in the direction
of maximum stress, the hoop or transverse direction. The deformation of
zirconium is hovever highly directional because of the fundamental
anisotropy of the hexagonal crystal lattice and the texture introduced by
the manufacturing process.
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Both creep and growth depend on the texture and the effects of irradiation
on the crystal lattice of the alloy. Atoms are displaced from their usual
lattice positions and move in preferred directions resulting in the
deformation strains associated with creep and growth 3.

The design equations or creep and growth are based on the measured in-
reactor dimensional behaviour of components and materials, and their
microstructural characteristics. The design equations include terms to
account for both creep and growth. The creep term in the equation has two
components, one for thermal creep and the other for irradiation creep.
These equations allow changes in dimensions, arising from creep and growth,
of pressure tubes and calandria tubes to be calculated and predicted for
the assessment of the effect of in-service conditions on the continued
operation of fuel channels. Elongation, diametral creep, and sag can only
be satisfactorily predicted for a few years beyond current measurements
[4]. Therefore it is necessary to continue to monitor dimensional changes
[5,61.

4.1 Bruce NGS A

4.1.1 Pressure Tube Elongation

In Bruce NGS A, the maximum axial elongation allowance on the fuel channel
bearings varies from 44.5 mm in Units I and 2 to 51 in Unit 3 and up to
nearly 74 mm in Unit 4 Within these allowances the end fittings are
fully supported on their bearings, and interactions between feeders are
acceptable. The differences between the Units are a result of design
changes implemented during construction and were based on Initial
measurements of elongation in older operating reactors. The average
elongation rate of Bruce pressure tubes, in the high flux region, is just
over m/7 000 EFPH. The trend in elongation is a linear function of
operating time, Figure 41. Elongation is a life-limiting factor in Bruce
Units and 2 and to a lesser extent in Unit 3.

4.1.2 Pressure Tube Diameter

The increase in inside diameter is conservatively limited to 5% of the
initial diameter. The fast neutron flux has a peaked or cosine profile
along the axis of a Bruce NGS A pressure tubes, Figure 42, and the
increase in diameter correlates with the flux profile, Figure 4.3.
Diametral increase is also sensitive to the microstructure of the material
with the stronger "back end"* of the pressure tube exhibiting a higher
diametral deformation rate.

*The "back end" of a pressure tube is the end of the tube that exits the
extrusion die last.
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Figure 41: The elongation of BNGS 'Al pressure tubes as a function of
time.
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The increase in maximum diameter is a linear function of operating time
Figure 44. The maximum diametral expansion rate of Bruce tubes, about 0.1
mm/7 000 EFPH, indicates that the 5% increase in diameter is not likely to
be approached during the operating life of the pressure tube.

4.1.3 Pressure Tube Curvature and Sag

Prior to service the pressure tubes are virtually straight under static
deflection, and have a radius of curvature of over 280 m. The radius of
curvature decreases with time as the tube sags. The radius of curvature of
Bruce tubes is now approximately 33 m, after about 75 000 EFPH. The rate
at which the radius of curvature is decreasing indicates that the free
passage of fuel bundles is not likely to become a limiting factor. The
curvature would have to be as low as 4 m before the passage of fuel bundles
would be impeded.

However, the Bruce NGS A calandria contains horizontal mechanisms which are
at right angles to the calandria tubes. When the calandria tubes have
sagged about 43 mm they will contact these horizontal mechanisms. Indirect
monitoring of calandria tube sag is possible from the measurements of
pressure tube sag, since they both sag together after an initial period of
operation. The maximum pressure tube sag rate is in the order of 3 MM/7
000 EFPH, and is a valid measure of calandria tube sag. Remedial action to
prevent interference between the outside of the calandria tube and the
horizontal mechanisms is planned.

4.2 PICMIING NGS A

4.2.1 Pressure Tube Elongation

The maximum allowable axial elongation of fuel channels in Pickering Units
1 to 4 is about 54 mm. The pressure tubes are elongating at an average
rate of 32 mm/7 000 EFPH, which is lower than the Bruce tubes primarily
because of the lower temperature and flux. Elongation is a linear function
of operating time for pressure tubes in Units 3 and 4 as for the Bruce
tubes. Elongation is also a life-limiting factor in these Units.

4.2.2 Pressure Tube Diameter

The flux profile in PNGS A reactors is flat over most of the lengths of the
pressure tubes in Units to 4 unlike the Bruce NGS A reactors,
Figure 42. The increase in maximum diameter is directly proportional to
the operating time and is about 007 mm/7 000 EFPH. The maximum increase
in diameter is less than 2 after over 100 000 EFPH.

4.2.3 Pressure Tube Curvature and Sag

The radius of curvature of the Pickering pressure tubes is still over 30 m,
after more than 100 000 EFPH. There are no horizontal mechanisms running
through the core of PNGS A reactors to cause interference problems from
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BNGS-A PRESSURE TUBE DIAMETERS
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Figure .4: The increase in diameter of BNGS'A' pressure tubes as a
function of time.
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calandria tube sag. Pressure tube sag rates average about 2 mm/7 000 EFPH
which is less than that of tubes in Bruce NGS A.

4.3 Fuel Channel Kaintenance Program

Pressure tube elongation is a life-limiting factor in some of the earlier
reactors, e.g., Pickering Units 3 and 4 and also Bruce Units 1 and 3.
It is possible to extend the life of fuel channels prior to retubing by
implementing rehabilitation programs during planned outages. In TUBESHIFT,
all or some of the fuel channel end fittings are repositioned on their
bearings and refixed, so as to accommodate continued elongation. TUBESHIFT
was carried out on Pickering Units 3 and 4 in 1984, on Bruce Units I and 2
in 1987, and on Bruce Unit 3 in 1988, Table 1. A further life extension is
possible by shifting the fuel channels off their bearings altogether at one
end, and resupporting the end fitting on the lattice tube. This
rehabilitation program is planned on a contingency basis for Bruce Unit 3
in 1998.

All the pressure tubes can be replaced, together with some calandria tubes
if necessary, as has been done on Pickering Units and 2 Large Scale
Fuel Channel Replacement 71 has recently been completed on Pickering Unit
3 and the retubing of Pickering Unit 4 is planned to start late in 1991.
Bruce Unit ill be retubed in 1994, followed by Bruce Unit 2 in 1997.

If the pressure tube prematurely contacts its surrounding calandria tube,
the annulus gap clearance can be re-established by locating the garter
springs and re-positioning them (SLAR) to prevent re-contact [8). Spacer
Location And Repositioning can be carried out on a large scale using
specialized tooling and a remotely operated delivery system that requires a
significant amount of time to install 9 Repositioning of garter springs
is planned for Bruce Unit 3 in 1991, using the remote delivery system.
However the inspection and repositioning tooling can be used on individual
channels without a dedicated delivery system. Garter springs were
successfully repositioned in four Bruce Unit 2 channels in 1989 using the
fuelling machines to deliver and control the tooling.

Several engineering solutions have been developed to eliminate contact
between the calandria tube and horizontal mechanisms.

- The tension on the liquid injection nozzles can be reduced
alloving then to sag and increase the clearance gap to the
calandria tube.

- Calandria tubes can be removed on a selective basis during retube.

- Some mechanisms, e.g., flux detector tubes can be relocated.
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5.0 CORROSION AND HYDROGEN INGRESS

The design of CANDU pressure tubes incorporates a corrosion and wear
allowance of 200 mm (0-008 in.). During service, the Primary Heat Transfer
System heavy ater corrodes the inside surface of the pressure tube. The
products of this chemical reaction are rO2 and hydrogen. The loss of
metal from the reaction is very small and after 30 years service is
predicted to be considerably less than the allowance, Figure 5.1. The
temperature difference along the channel (inlet 250'C, outlet 3001C)
results in the oxide being about twice as thick at the outlet end as at the
inlet end, Figure 52.

Some of the hydrogen from the corrosion reaction is absorbed into the metal
and the remainder dissolves in the heavy ater. When Zircaloy-2 corrodes,
if the oxide films are thin then 40 to 50% of the hydrogen is absorbed by
the metal, but hen the films are greater than about 15 m thick,
significantly more is absorbed 1l1j. In Zr-2.5 Nb, only to 10 is
absorbed ith little apparent dependence on oxide thickness [11]. Hydrogen
can also enter pressure tubes through the outside surface. CANDU pressure
tubes are autoclaved at 400'C for 24 hours producing a black adherent oxide
about m thick which is an effective barrier to the entry of hydrogen
into the tubes.

However, hen oxidised zirconium alloys are exposed to a poorly oxidising
environment at 250 to 3001C, the rate of oxygen dissolution in the alloy is
faster than the rate of repair of the oxide. If the atmosphere in the
annulus is not sufficiently oxidising, the oxide will deteriorate until it
is no longer an effective barrier 121, and hydrogen in the annulus may.
enter the tube. Pickering Units to 4 originally used nitrogen for the
annulus gas, later reactors use C02 and as the Pickering Units are retubed
they are also converted to recirculating C02'

When the ends of the tubes are rolled into their end fittings, the oxide is
damaged in the rolled joint region and is no longer an effective barrier.
The oxide on the inside surface is soon repaired by corrosion ith the
heavy ater, but on the outside surface, exposure to air or heavy ater is
restricted. This results in additional ingress of hydrogen into the tubes
via the 403 Stainless Steel ed fittings and a much higher rate at the ends
than in the body of the tubes, Figure 53. The rate is higher at the
outlet ends than at the inlet ends, and is also higher in the Bruce tubes
than in the Pickering tubes, Figure 54 113). However the rate of ingress
decreases vith time and the predicted concentrations after 30 years service
are less than 100 ppm, Table 5.1 114J.

The ends of the tubes are the first parts of the tubes to reach Terminal
Solid Solubility (TSS) at operating temperatures and be susceptible to
Delayed Hydride Cracking (DHQ during reactor operation. Hence there is a
concern for those rolled joints that have high residual tensile stresses
and also contain any flaws, as they could be susceptible to DHC during
reactor operation. Techniques are being developed to either eliminate the
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Figure 54: The increase in deuterium concentration at rolled joints in
Pickering and Bruce pressure tubes.
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Table 5.1

The Estimated Hydrogen Concentration at the Ends
of Pressure Tubes After 30 Years' Service (ppm)

DISTANCE FROK TUBE END
CHANNEL TTPE 1.5 co 8.0 cm 50. cm

Pickering Inlet 523 K) 109 40 31

Pickering Outlet 568 K) 53 50 34

Bruce Inlet 523 K) 209 44 31

Bruce Outlet 538 K) 181 45 33

Bruce Outlet 578 K) 183 69 39

Initial Hydrogen 15 ppm
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ingress of hydrogen into the tubes through the end fittings or by absorbing
it at a sink on the ends of the tubes.

The total hydrogen picked up by the Zr-2.5 Nb tubes is very low, Figures
5.5 and 56. The hydrogen concentration is also higher near the outlet
ends than the inlet ends, particularly in the Pickering Unit 3 and 4 tubes,
Figures 57 and .8. It is probable that some of the hydrogen in the
Pickering Units 3 and 4 tubes was absorbed through the outside surface. A
similar effect probably occurred in some of the Zircaloy-2 pressure tubes
in Pickering NGS Units and 2 151.

The tube removed from Pickering Unit 3 channel L09 had an unusually high
peak in the hydrogen concentration near the outlet end, Figure 59.
Examination of the oxide on the outside surface showed that it had
deteriorated in the area of the peak 1161. In the 1970's as much as I
volume of D2 was measured in the annulus gas of this Unit and therefore
the combination could have produced the very local high hydrogen
concentration in the tube. Examination of other pressure tubes removed
from Pickering Unit 3 indicates that there is a relationship between the
absence of annulus gas flow and higher hydrogen concentration in the tubes,
Table 52. Therefore it is important to use an annulus gas that has
sufficient oxidising species (CO2 with added 02 rather than Nd and also to
ensure that there is good gas flow through all channels.

It has been of concern, that eventually Zr-2.5 Nb tubes would eventually
show increases in rates of corrosion and hydrogen ingress. Recent
corrosion experiments on material from tubes removed from Pickering Unit 4
have shown that the rate of oxidation of the irradiated material Is much
less than that of material cut off the ends of the same tubes before they
were installed in the reactor 171, Figure 5.10. This improvement in
oxidation behaviour is due to the microstructural changes. Therefore there
is now less of a concern that the rate of oxidation and hence hydrogen
ingress in r-2.5 Nb vill increase significantly after several years
service as they do in Zircaloy-2.

6.0 MECHANICAL PROPMtTIES

The mechanical properties of all pressure tubes installed in reactors meet
the minimum specifications for strength and ductility. Neutron irradiation
introduces damage to the crystal lattice hich increases tensile strength
and Delayed Hydride Cracking (DHC) velocity and decreases ductility,
fracture toughness and Critical Crack Length (CCL). The changes in the
properties of tubes are determined by both irradiating in test reactors
specimens made from tubes and by making specimens from tubes that are
removed from reactors after several years service.

6.1 Tensile Strength

As fabricated, the tensile strength of the tubes is higher in the
transverse direction than in the longitudinal direction as a result of the
strong crystallographic texture. With irradiation, initially the strength
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Figure 5.5: The increase in deuterium concentration in Pickering
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Figure 56: The increase in deuterium concentration in Bruce and

Point Lepreau pressure tubes during service.
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Figure 57: The deuterium concentration along tubes removed from
Pickering Unit 3 after 17 years' service.
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Table 52

Pickering Unit 3 Average Hydrogen Concentrations (ppm D)
Showing the Effect of AGS Flow and Axial Location in Tube

TUBE AAT LOCATION

EXTENT OF AGS FLOW INLET CERTRE OUTLET
(up to 2 m) 3 to 4 m) 45 to 6 m)

AGS NO FLOW MEAN 10.6 11.7 45.0
6 CHANNELS IN STD DEV 5.9 8.7 28.5
3 AGS strings RANGE 3.7-18.7 4.3-30.4 15.5-111

# SAMPLES 5 8 12

AGS FLOW MEAN 4.4 5.0 14.0
193 AGS strings STD DEV 1.7 1.7 12.5

RANGE 2.7-10.4 3.2-10.6 2.5-70.1
# SAMPLES 47 38 109

ALL SAMPLES MEAN 4.9 6.2 17.1
STD DEV 2.9 4.6 17.4
RANGE 2.7-18.7 3.2-30.4 2.5-111
# SAMPLES 52 46 121
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Figure 5.10: The effect of irradiation on the corrosion of r-2.5 vt% Nb
pressure tube material.
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increases rapidly and the ductility decreases, but after a fluence of about
1*1021 n/M2 there is little further change, Figures 61 and 62, and there
is little difference between the longitudinal and transverse directions,
[18,191.

6.2 Delayed ydride Cracking

Special small specimens have been developed to study DHC 120].
Irradiation slightly increases the susceptibility of Zr-2.5 Nb to crack
initiation but the velocity of crack propagation is increased particularly
at the inlet end of the channel as a result of the lower irradiation
temperature, Figure 63.

6.3 Fracture Toughness and Critical Crack Length

To measure the CCL a 500 mm length of tube is internally pressurised at
operating pressure and a flaw is grown by fatigue or DHC until it reaches
the critical length and the tube ruptures 19). Tests on an irradiated
tube take a long time and use a lot of material for each measurement. A
technique has been developed to measure fracture toughness using a small
curved compact tension specimen that can be spark-eroded from the wall of a
tube, Figure 64. This technique enables many measurements to be made from
the same amount of material as one burst test although the CCL values
obtained are generally lover than those obtained from burst tests. There
is a large range in the values of estimated CCL, Figure 65. Initially the
decrease is rapid and then the change is much more gradual. The highest
fluence data are from the tubes recently removed from Pickering Unit 3 and
are the initial results of a program to characterise the variatio in
toughness in a large number of tubes. The tubes installed in Pickering
Units 3 and 4 generally appear to have lower values than the tubes
installed in Bruce Units and 2 and Point Lepreau. These tubes were all
made by the same manufacturer, to the same specifications, and specimens
are being examined to determine if there are any subtle microstructural or
microchemical differences between the batches of tubes that ould account
for the differences in fracture toughness.

6.4 Leak-Before-Break

The consequences of pressure tube cracking in Candu reactor fuel channels
are limited by the methodology of Leak-Before-Break. If a defect is
present in a pressure tube and Initiates a crack, the crack should grow
through the all and leak heavy water into the annulus, the leakage is
detected and the reactor shut down before the crack grows to the critical
unstable length and rupture occurs. Hence, the important questions are:

-Can HC initiate and propagate?
-What is the length of the crack when it leaks?
-'What is the velocity of crack propagation?
-Rov long does it take to detect a leak?
-What is the unstable crack length (CCL)?
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Figure 61: Effect of neutron fluence on the transverse ultimate tensile
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For DHC to initiate and propagate there mst be both hydrides present and
greater than a minimum combination of stress and notch depth. Hydrides are
present when the hydrogen concentration is greater than the terminal
solubility temperature (TSS). The hydrogen concentration is the sum of te
hydrogen that was absorbed by the tubes during fabrication plus the
hydrogen that has been absorbed dring service. Initially, DHC can only
occur when the reactor is cold because the hydrogen concentration is too
low for hydrides to be present at operating temperatures. After many years
of service, the hydrogen concentration may be sufficient for DHC to occur
at reactor operating temperatures if there is the required combination of
stress and notch depth.

Achieving leak-before-break depends on the difference between the time
available to detect a leaking crack and the time required to detect a
leaking crack. The time available to detect a leak is estimated from

CCL - crack length at first leakage
Time available 

2 x crack velocity

In CANDU reactors the length of cracks when leakage of heavy ater has been
detected has been less than 20 mm. During service the CCL reduces and the
DHC velocity increases and therefore the time available to detect a leaking
crack decreases. After 20 years service none of the tubes in CANDU
reactors have hydrides present during reactor operation except near the
rolled joints. However if hydrides were present, and a defect did initiate
DHC, then the time available to detect the leak would be about 18 hours
12].

7.0 FLAVS

The types of flaws encountered can be placed in two categories; those
resulting from pre-service activity including manufacturing flaws,
installation dmage, and commissioning damage; and service-induced flaws
including wear damage, and hydride blisters.

7.1 Pre-Service Fava

7.1.1 Ingot Pipe Laminations

Some of the Zr-2.5% N1b ingots, for Bruce Unit 2 pressure tube production,
contained excessively large shrinkage cavities (pipe) as a result of the
melting practice. These cavities welded up during forging forming
laminations hich ere rotated to the outside surface of the billet, and
were not removed during the subsequent hollow machining of the billets.
These laminations can be very tight, discontinuous, and at orientations
difficult to detect by standard ultrasonic or eddy current inspections
during manufacture-and after installation.
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Two pressure tubes in Bruce Unit 2 channels J-11 and N06, have leaked as a
result of DHC from lamination flaws. B2N-06 subsequently fractured as a
result of cold pressurization during the shutdown to locate the leaking
channel.

Flaws in to other tubes ere discovered during post-installation
inspections (Bruce Unit 2 channel K02 and Embalse channel J-21). The
source of the flaws as discovered after the failure of B2N-06 and 35 high
risk, top-of-ingot tubes were identified in Ontario Hydro reactors from the
materials source records and have been inspected in telve reactors. To
more tubes ith lamination flaws were discovered and as a result of
inspections the tube in Pickering Unit 4 channel L20 as removed. The
tube in Point Lepreau channel C12 shoved a flaw at the outboard end of the
rolled joint, but it as not considered harmful and the tube vas left in
service. In each case, metallographic examination of the pressure tube
offcuts revealed and confirmed the flaw as a lamination.

Current manufacturing practices minimize the size of piping cavities, and
ingot top cropping eliminates them. Inspection by high frequency, normal
beam ultrasonics techniques hich can detect such laminations further
decreases the probability of any such defected tubes now entering service.

7.1.2 Fretting from Dummy Fuel Bundles

During hot commissioning of Pickering Unit the fuel channels ere loaded
with umy fuel bundles as a technique to prevent the movement of garter
springs. Hovever, flov induced vibration of the bundles produced fret
marks on some pressure tubes. Tubes ith marks deeper than 0.5 mm vere
replaced. After tvo years of service one moderately fretted tube vas
removed and examination shoved that the fret marks were benign.

7.1.3 DHC in Over-Extended Rolled Joints

In 1974-75, seventy-one tubes in Pickering Units 3 and 4 ere replaced
because of leaks from delayed hydride cracks in the rolled Joints. These
cracks vere initiated prior to service by the excessive residual stresses
induced by unsupported rolling. Bruce Units and 2 also have rolled
joints made in the same vay but this was detected and they received a
thermal stress relief treatment prior to service. Only three joints
(B2A14, B2X14 and P3Fl3) have leaked by DHC since then, and in these joints
crack initiation occurred prior to any stress relief. Crack growth
initially occurred during cold shut downs and later during hot shut downs
as hydrogen built up.

A few tubes vith small cracks have been left in service in Pickering Unit 3
and have been monitored for several years with ho apparent grovth. The
dormancy of such cracks is probably the result of stress relief by thermal
creep. In never reactors, it is unlikely that DHC ould initiate in the
properly rolled, zero-clearance rolled joints, because of the low residual
stress.
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7.1.4 Other Flaws

In Bruce Unit 3 in 1990, a small pressure tube leak was indicated by a
high dew point rate-of-rise in the annulus gas system. Ultrasonic
examination and subsequent removal and destructive examination revealed an
axial flow on the outside surface of the tube through the rolled Joint.
Although it Is still under review, it is believed that the flaw as present
during rolling and eventually leaked as a result of corrosion.

7.2 Service Induced Flavs

7.2.1 Debris Fretting

Pressure tube fretting damage from debris in the PET system has been
discovered during inspections of many reactors in the past few years.
Debris also causes fretting of the fuel sheaths, and the fuel bundle
failure frequency versus time shows that the quantity of debris is highest
in the first few years of service. Repeat inspections of specific channels
have shown no new flaws, supporting the belief that most debris fretting
occurs early in reactor life.

The debris is believed to be construction-related such as weld spatter,
strainer wires, gasket indings, etc., or svarf scraped from the pressure
tube surface by the fuel bundle bearing pads during the first fuel loading.

Metallographic examination of debris fret marks on removed pressure tubes,
Figure 72, has shown that they have rounded root radii hich helps to
minimize the stress concentration. Hydrides had not reoriented into the
radial-axial plane at the notch tips, indicating a total stress level less
than 180 MPa. Stress relaxation occurs in the immediate vicinity of the
flaws from thermal creep and irradiation creep and growth, and high stress
intensities cannot be maintained. It is unlikely that DHC ould be
initiated from debris fret marks, but monitoring ill continue for
confirmation.

7.2.2 Fretting from Abnormal Fuel Support

In Units that have thirteen fuel bundles per channel, the thirteenth bundle
rests across the inlet rolled joint, and its bearing pads may not be
properly supported. Flow induced vibration of the bundle can cause
fretting wear between the bearing pads and the burnish mark area of the
pressure tube. All inlet rolled joints are susceptible, but inspections so
far have shown the occurrence of fretting to be random. Fret mark depths
have not exceeded 07 mm; they have rounded root radii, and ill experience
significant stress relaxation in service. Some flaws are known to have
seen about 10 years of service. DHC is not expected at these flaws but
monitoring ill continue.
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Figure 73: Typical scratches produced by fuel bundle bearing pads in
Pickering Unit 3 and Bruce Unit 2 pressure tubes.
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Figure 74: Typical crevice corrosion pits in the pressure tubes removed
from Pickering Units 3 and 4.
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7.2.3 Hydride Blisters

Pressure tube sag in fuel channels with significant garter spring
displacement leads to contact with the calandria tube, and a resultant cold
spot on the pressure tube. If the hydrogen concentration in the pressure
tube is high enough, zirconium hydride will precipitate at the cold spot,
draw more hydrogen to it and eventually will form a solid hydride blister.
Many blisters were observed on the Zircaloy-2 pressure tubes in Pickering
Units I and 2 No blisters have yet been observed in Zr-2.5% Nb tubes,
although hydride accumulations were recently found in some contacting tubes
removed from Pickering Unit 4.

Blister growth modelling predicts a threshold concentration of hydrogen
above which blisters will grow at the operating temperature. Two tubes
recently removed from Pickering Unit 4 were predicted to be just at the
threshold for blister formation and metallography revealed significant
areas of hydride accumulation indicative of an early stage of blister
formation validating the model. Based on hydrogen ingress rates assumed
from measurements of scrape samples, no other tubes in Unit 4 were
predicted to reach the blister formation threshold for several years. The
Unit was restarted and will operate until August 1991, when retubing is
required because of pressure tube elongation limitations.

7.2.4 Fuel Scratches and Crevice Corrosion

The extent and depth of fuel scratches, and crevice corrosion under fuel
bundle bearing pads has been monitored on removed pressure tubes for
several years. Scratches are less than 003 mm deep and crevice corrosion
is generally less than 0.15 mm, Figures 73 and 74. This is less than the
design allowance of 02 mm and not expected to be an integrity concern.

8.0 CONCLUSIONS

(a) Dimensional changes during service continue to be linear with
operating time and within acceptable limits.

(b) Zr-2.5 Nb pressure tubes are continuing to exhibit low rates of
corrosion and hydrogen ingress after 17 years' service.

(c) To ensure low hydrogen ingress through the outside surface of the
pressure tubes, the annulus gas atmosphere should be C2 and the
specified flow maintained in each annulus.

(d) The loose spacer design can move during installation and
commissioning and produce larger span lengths than designed. Creep
sag can cause contact between the pressure tube and the calandria
tube.
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(e) Contact between pressure tubes and calandria tubes must not occur
when the total hydrogen concentration exceeds TSS of the cooled
contact zone.

(f) A sensitive leak detection system is essential to ensure LBB and
limit the consequences of pressure tube cracking.

(g) Manufacturing flaws have been detected in a few tubes and the tubes
have had to be removed.

(h) If debris is allowed in the PHTS, fretting damage can occur.
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Abstract

The on-power fuel handling system design at Rajasthan and
Madras Atomic Power Stations (RAPS and MAPS) is essentially based
on the design of the fuel handling system at Douglas Point
Station (CANADA) Although, a number of improvements have been
carried out in the fuel handling system of RAPS and MAPS at the
component and sub-assembly level, some problems of repetitive
nature like frequent deterioration in the performance of B-ram
ball screw, leak detector solenoid valves etc., still exist.
Further, there are certain limitations and drawbacks in the
fuelling systems of these stations. For example, FM carriage
design would not meet current seismic qualification standards.
Also there are chances of fuel transfer room getting contaminated
during movement of a failed fuel bundle. In order to obviate
these deficiencies, a new concr-�,pt has been worked out for the
fuel handling system of Narora Atomic Power Station (NAPS) and
accordingly, major changes have been made adopting a new layout.
For example, FM head supporting arrangement has been changed to
'Suspension' type and a 'Linear-indexed' trans-fer magazine has
been introduced in the fuel transfer system.

Based on the experience gained from RAPS, MAPS and NAPS,
design concept for 500 MWe fuel handling system has been evolved
with further improvements especially in the layout. Also, a
Calibration and Maintenance Facility for maintenance, testing 
calibration of FM head, sub-assemblies and components of fuel
handling system has been introduced in the 500 MWe design.

This paper discusses some of the experience gained from
RAPS, MAPS and NAPS and also highlights the features of 500 MWe
fuel handling system.

Introduction

Indian PBWR's can broadly be classified into three
categories. The first category of reactors are at Rajasthan and
Madras (RAPS MAPS) which are essentially based on Douglas Point
Power Station in Canada. The second category of reactors are
standardised 235 MWe reactors which have been built or under
construction in India. Narora Atomic Power Station (NAPS) and
Kakrapara Atomic Power Project (KAPP) belong to this category.
one of the guidelines in evolving the design of the standardised
235 MWe PWRs was that te design would be subsequently scaled up

--------------

Paper presented at the Candu Owners Group Seminar in Argentina in
April 1991.
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for the third category of reactors viz. 500 MWe units. At
present, design work for the 500 MWe PHWRs is in advanced stage
and construction of the first twin unit station is about to
commence at Tarapur.

Although the fuel handling system of RAPS and MAPS is based
on that of Douglas Point Station, it has undergone a number of
improvements.

Fuel handling system of NAPS which incorporates a number of
modifications has been successfully commissioned and all the
teething troubles have been sorted out. 'On-power' refuelling
capability in auto-mode with cmputer based logics (unlike hard
wired logics in case of RAPS MAPS) has been achieved.

Fuel handling system for 500 MWe PHWR is generally similar
to that in NAPS. Nevertheless, the layout of this system has been
improved upon. Mechanisms in some of the equipment have been
simplified. These are more rugged so as to make them less
sensitive to wear and other forms of deterioration encountered in
water lubricated application. A centrally located Calibration
and Maintenance Facility (CMF) sared by the two reactor units of
the power station has been incorporated in the plant layout.

Fuel Handling System of RAPS/MAPS

In this system, the fuelling machine head is supported on a
carriage which moves on rails to provide X-Motion to the FM head.
The fuel transfer room is common to the two fuelling machine
vaults, with one fuel transfer port in each vault. For rehearsal
operations and for maintenance, the FM heads are taken out of the
FM vaults into the adjacent area called fuelling machine
service area. This area forms a part of the other grade level
areas of the reactor building (See Fig. 1).

Ram assembly of the FM head utilizes a single, ollow, ball
screw which acts as B-Ram. The latch ball screw and the hydraulic
C-Ram, are co-axially housed inside the B-Ram.

Fig.2 illustrates the path followed by the new and spent
fuel in and out of the reactor building.

The spent fuel inspection and receiving bay, as also the
spent fuel storage bay, are common for the twin units of the
station. In the storage bay, irradiated fuel is stored in spent
fuel storage trays. Each tray can hold ten or eleven fuel
bundles (depending on the desigp of the tray). Thirty-high (max)
stacking of the trays is possible. Irradiated fuel bundles are
cooled for a minimum of 465 days before they are shipped for
reprocessing. Shipment is carried out using a 75 tonne shipping
flask which can accommodate twenty trays.

Fuel Handling System of NAPS

Two main considerations have been taken into account in the
design of the NAPS system. First, to overcome some of the
limitations and drawbacks of RAPS/MAPS system, which have come to
light as a result of operating experience; and, secondly to
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design the equipment such that manufacturing is simplified
wherever possible and the components progressively indigenised.

Following are some of the limitations of RAPS/MAPS system

a) Fuelling machine carriage not qualified for seismic
conditions (as per current code requirements);

b) Possible reduction of the dousing efficiency of the
reactor and spread of Argon activity in the accessible
areas during movement of the fuelling machine into or
out of the FM vault when the reactor is operating;

C) relatively long time duration for which the fuelling
machine is engaged at the fuel transfer port during
discharge f spent fuel and receipt of new fuel (during
this time, the machine is not available for refuelling
a channel); and,

d) during transit through the equipment in the fuel
transfer room, exposure of spent fuel bundles, for a
brief period, to the fuel transfer room atmosphere,
leading to possible spread of radioactive Iodine and
particulate activity when handling defective fuel.

These limitations have been circumvented by adopting a
modified layout and a completely redesigned fuel transfer system.

Fig.3 illustrates the fuel path in NAPS. The FM head is
suspended from a trolley which is underslung f om a bridge to
give the X-motion to the FM head. (see Figs. 45). Y-motion is
obtained by movement of the bridge by ball screws supported on
two columns. Fuelling machine service area is located beneath
each of the two FM vaults. The fuelling machine head moves
between the service area and fuelling machine vault through a
hatch on the vault floor. When the fuelling machine head is
brought down to the service area, the vault atmosphere is sealed
off by a solid rubber seal adequately compressed by the weight of
the fuelling machine bridge. A 'roll-on-shield' system is
incorporated in the fuelling machine vault to move over the hatch
after the machine is brought down to the service area, to reduce
radiation levels.

In NAPS. each fuelling machine vault has its own fuel
transfer room. In the fuel transfer room, the airlocks and the
transfer arm of RAPS/MAPS have been replaced by a single
equipment called transfer magazine. The fuel transfer port,
located in the service area with its axis perpendicular to the
coolant channel axis, remains common for transfer of both new
and spent fuel bundles. The fuel transfer port connects the
fuelling machine to the transfer magazine. The transfer magazine
has two more ports; one to connect to the new fuel magazine; and
the second to connect to the shuttle transfer station. Inside the
transfer magazine, a transfer carriage consisting of six fuel
tubes, moves linearly up and down by means of a ball screw drive.
Any of the six tubes can be indexed to any of the three ports of
the transfer magazine.
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Four pairs of new fuel bundles are loaded in four (out of
six) tubes of the transfer carriage and, after refuelling of a
channel, the down stream machine, containing four pairs of spent
fuel bundles, is clamped to the fuel transfer port. Then, all the
four pairs of new fuel bundles in the transfer magazine are
exchanged with the four pairs of spent fuel in the fuelling
machine. After receipt of new fuel bundles in the fuelling
machine and spent fuel bundles in the transfer magazine, the
fuelling macnine is free to move to the reactor face for
refuelling the next channel. Thereafter, refuelling of the next
channel, and the transfer of spent fuel bundles of the previous
channel from the transfer magazine to the bay, can be performed
simultaneously.

Operating Experi nce

On-power refuelling in 'auto-mode' was first demonstrated
in RAPS in 1972. To date about 40,000 spent fuel bundles have
been discharged in RAPS and MAPS.

In the initial days of RAPS-1 operation, during refuelling,
almost invariably, some problem or the other used to be
encountered. Maintaining reactivity by refuelling was barely
achievable. This situation forced the fuel handling team to
improve the systems with a number of modifications; to find ways
to pin point the exact causes of the problems; to reduce the
frequent and random breakdowns by incorporating preventive
maintenance practices; and, to develop special purpose tooling
required for trouble shooting and efficient maintenance.

Some of the modifications carried out and tools developed
are described below 

Ambient Temperature of FM heads during On-power Refuellin2

As per the original design in RAPS-1, heavy water in the
fuelling machine head was required to be controlled at 930C
(2000 F). A complex process system and associated control
including heavy water steam heat exchanger and control valves to
limit the heating and cooling rates were used in the system.
Unsatisfactory operation of the heating system coupled with high
failure rates of the elastomeric seals and hoses in the fuelling
machine, and also leakage through the valve glands and flange
joints, were the major problems of this system. After a careful
study and numerous qualifying experiments, we have eliminated
the heating system without in any way affecting the the safe
operation of the fuelling machine heads, end fittings or fuel
bundles. 'Ambient Temperature' on-power fuelling has been
adopted since 1978 in all Indian PHWRs and to date about 4500
channels have been successfully refuelled in this mode. Failures
of elastomeric seals, and hoses have come down drastically.
Elimination of the heating circuit has resulted in reduced heavy
water escape besides other economic benefits.



Roller Screws as alternative to B-Ram and Latch Ball Screws

Procurement of water lubricated ball screws for B-Ram and
Latch of fuelling machine head have been difficult. Therefore,
ram assembly with roller screws instead of ball screws have been
extensively tested. Results have been successful. It has been
established that more channels could be refuelled by roller
screws as compared to the ball screws. However, our experience
shows that a roller screw is more sensitive to presence of crud
in the heavy water sys'em, thus, occasionally requiring
dismantling, cleaning and re-assembly in between the total useful
life of the roller screw.

Nevertheless, B-Ram ball screw/roller screw continues to be
one of the most frequently replaced parts. We have found that
generally, a ball screw can be used for refuelling of about 200
channels and a roller screw for 350 to 400 channels.
Deterioration of ball screw is indicated by increase in the P
across the oil motor and the stalling tendency of the screw
especially at low speed. The damages usually found, after normal
use of the screw, are, excessive wear, chipping off, and
brinnelling of the screw and nut races especially at the edges of
the grooves.

There have been occasions when the B-Ram screw had to be
replaced after refuelling of as low as 50 channels. The reasons
for premature failure have been found to be dislodging of the
guide inserts in the internal recirculation ball screws from
their normal positions thus causing excessive friction at the
junction of ball races and guide inserts.

Leak Detector Solenoid Valves

The two direct operated solenoid valvesassociated with the
differential pressure transmitter (called leak detector) used for
the leakage detection circuit in the FM head have been
problematic. For proper performance of the leak test, perfect
isolation is to be achieved by these valves. Therefore, a soft
seal ring made of Vespel or Torlon is fixed to the poppet to
give zero leak rate on closing of the valve (see Fig.6). Because
of the thin cross section of the sealing ring, it is found to be
very sensitive to foreign particles. Hence, these valves are
prone to frequent replacement. To some extent this problem is
overcome by relocating these valves at a higher elevation, thus
reducing the chances of foreign particles entering the valves.I

In the 500 MWe design, te leak detector along with better
valves will be located in the fuelling machine valve station.

Tool for Snout Clamping Efficiency and Preload Check

When the fuelling machine head clamps on to a channel,
sealing at the end fitting/centre support interface is achieved
by means of a elf-energising metallic bellow seal (Illydrodynel
seal). Failure due to loss of preload of the Belleville spring
and insufficient clamping force due to reduction in clamping
torque transmission efficiency are among many of the reasons for
malfunctioning of this seal leading to leakage. It may be
mentioned that there is no direct method available for pin
pointing these two aspects.



Hence, a tool (see Fig.7) has been developed to check the
preload of the belleville spring as well as the clamping force
being generated. For checking the preload of the belleville
spring, the fuelling machine ead is clamped on to the tool using
minimum clamping pressure. Then the pressure inside the tool
cylinder is gradually increased in steps ad the length
(indicated as x in Fig.7) of the tool piston protruding out of
the cylinder is measured each time. As the pressure increases
the tool piston exerts an increasing force on the centre
support. When this force exceeds the preload of the belleville
spring in the snout clamping mechanism, it begins to get
compressed and the centre support moves inward. The movement of
the centre support is indicated by the change in length x of
the tool piston and the pressure at this point will give the
spring preload since the area on which the pressure acts is
known.

For determining the clamping force, the tool cylinder is
filled with oil and isolated. Then, the fuelling machine head is
clamped on to the tool and gradually the clamping pressure in the
snout cylinder is increased. The pressure inside the tool
cylinder is indicated on a pressure gauge. As -the clamping
pressure increases the pressure inside the tool cylinder also
increases. From the pressure gauge readings, clamping pressure
necessary to produce the required clamping force can be
calculated.

Channel Isolating Plug (CHIP)

This tool is used in the reactor channel during
rectification of a damaged seal plug seal face with PHT in cold
and depressurised condition. This eliminates te need to form
ice plug in end-fitting feeders and helps in reducing radiation
exposures to the plant personnel.

"CHIP" is nstalled in the channel end fitting by the'
fuelling machine after removing seal plug (closure plug) and
shield plug. The CIP (see Fig.8) gets locked in the shield plug
groove with the help of six peripheral equispaced balls. When
CHIP as been installed, it isolates the sealing face from the
heavy water in the channel by means of rings. After CHIP has
been installed, the detachable portion of CIP occupying the seal
plug space has to be removed to provide access to the sealing
face. After the sealing face is rectified, the detachable
portion is fastened back and the CHIP can again be handled by the
fuelling machine for its removal from the channel.

Highlights of On-Power-Refuell'Lng System of 500 MVqe PHWRs

When the design work on fuel handling system of NAPS was
taken up, our experience in engineering and operations was
limited. Therefore, even though, we had made significant
modifications in the NAPS systems, design of certain features
continued to remain sub-optimal. Majority of such 'deficiencies'
have been rectified and further improvements, as a result of
increase in accumulated experience, have been made in the design
of on-power refuelling system of 500 MWe PHWR's. Some of these
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features incorporated in the systems are described below

Layout of fuel handling system

The overall layout of the fuel handling system is shown in
Fig.9. In te reactor building, both fuelling machine service
areas are interconnected by a tunnel below the calandria vault.
The tunnel opening is sufficient in size, to permit movement of
the fuelling machine head and its service cart. Adequate water
and concrete shielding is available below the calandria to enable
personnel and equipment movement in the tunnel even when the
reactor is operating. In addition o the tunnel, a fuelling
machine airlock is provided at the same elevation as the fuelling
machine service area permitting both fuelling machine heads to be
wheeled out directly from the reactor building. The fuelling
machine airlock opens into the fuelling machine Calibration and
Maintenance Facility in the service building.

The concept of transporting spent fuel from reactor building
to service building using shuttle has been retained. However,
spent fuel receiving bays are located such that 'the shuttle'
transport tube is straight and as short as possible. A separate
spent fuel receiving bay is provided to cater to the spent fuel
coming from any one of the fuel transfer rooms of the reactor
(see Fig.10). This will allow draining of one of the receiving
bays for maintenance while permitting the refuelling operations
on the other side.

Calibration and Maintenance Facility (CMF)

For the 500 MWe PHWRs, a common service bui 'lding has been
provided, centrally located between two reactor units. In the
service building, at the same elevation as the fuelling machine
service area of the reactor, a full fledged light water
Calibration and Maintenance Facility (CMF) has been provided.
(see Figs.11&12). The CMF has two full-size, ambient
temperature, full pressure, coolant channel assemblies. Two
fuelling machine heads can carry out all the on-power refuelling
operations on these two channels. Water Hydraulic, Oil hydraulic
and Electrical controls are provided such that after any major
maintenance, the fuelling machine heads can first be tested,
calibrated and proven to be reactor worthy. From the CMF, the
fuelling machine heads can be carted to the fuelling machine
service area inside reactor building through the air lock
previously mentioned. Besides the two coolant channels, the CMF
also has a hot test facility to simulate the operations performed
by the fuelling machine head when clamping on to a reactor end
fitting during on-power refuelling. Further, several test rigs
to independently assemble, test, calibrate and fine tune various
subassemblies of the fuelling machine head (such as Ram
Assembly, Snout Assembly, Coolant Closure Plugs, etc.) are also
located in the CMF.

Moreover, CMF can be utilized for training of fuel handling
operations and maintenance personnel. (The control console as
well as the electrical control hardware including PLC, closely
resemble the corresponding equipment in the reactor). Also,
maloperations in the FM head systems encountered on the reactor
can be simulated in the CMF. This will help in analysing the
problem and finding suitable solutions.



With these features, it is anticipated that removal of a FM
head from the reactor and its replacement with a tested ead
could be achieved in a very short time.

Ram Assembly

Keeping in view the difficultiesface.1 in the procurement of
specialised items such as ball screws, ram tubes, oscillating
shaft seals and the operational problems being faced in our
existing reactors, a new concept has been evolved for the ram
assembly of 500 MWe FM heads. In this, B-Rain and C-Ram are
powered by two separate (but co-axial) rack and inion drives.
Ea;h o these drives consists of a dual rack system driven by two
pinions which in turn are driven by two oil hydraulic motors,
thus providing a balanced, duplicated drive. Latch Ram is
connected to a ball screw and the mating nut is again operated
by oil hydraulic motors. In addition to the provision of
balanced duplicated drives, a system for emergency movement of
B-Ram and C-Ram, separately, by using heavy water pressure in
the ram housing, has been incorporated. Thus an independent
back-up is available for force generation by B-Ram and C-Ram.
This would be particularly useful in boxing-up the channel in
abnormal situations.

As the B-Ram has to accommodate the C-Ram within it, the
overall dimensions of the rack do not permit its etry into te
coolant channel. (see Fig.13). Therefore, a separate tube has to
be attached to the B-Ram system which has resulted in the
increase in overall length of Ram Assembly.

Fuel Locator

In order to limit the length of the fuelling machine head,
the B-Ram stroke requirements have been reduced to the bare
minimum. This is achieved by placing the sielding plugs in the
end fittings of the coolant channel closer to the seal Plugs and
filling the gap between the twelve-bundle-length core and the
shielding plugs by introducing a thirteenth fuel bundle and one
fuel locator at each end of the fuel string (see Figs.14 & 15).
With this arrangement, the fuel locators serve the purpose of
shield 4ng whereas the downstream shielding plug locates the fuel
string in position. Length of fuel locator is same as that of
a pair of fuel bundles. It has provisions to enable it to be
picked up either by B-Ram or C-Ram. The in-board end of the
fuel locator not only serves to turn the radial flow through the
holes in the liner tube to an axial flow, parallel to the fuel
bundles, but also distributes it in the same proportion as
required by the sub-channels of the fuel bundle.

The increased cost due to the additional components in the
coolant channel is oset by the reduction in the heavy water
inventory and reduced maintenance of h ruqged ra aembly.

Transfer Magazine

The transfer magazine for 500 MWe refuelling system is an
improved version of the NAPS transfer magazine (see Fig.16). it
consists of a ectangular housing in which a transfer carriage
moves in a vertical direction driven by a ball screw. The
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housing is sielded in an enclosure whereas the drive unit,
position sensing potentiometer, and reed switches (back-up to
potentiometer) extend out of the shielded enclosure. This
feature provides approach to these elements even with spent fuel
bundles in te transfer magazine.

Two stop plates, one at te top of the carriage and the
other at the bottom, have been provided. This will prevent
accidental dropping of the spent fuel bundles into the transfer
housing, should there be any malfunction/maloperation of the
fuelling machine rams.

Receipt of new fuel from new fuel magazine and discharge of
spent fuel to the shuttle transfer station are carried out 'dry',
that is, with heavy water in the transfer magazine below the
spent fuel discharge elevation. Operations with the fuelling
machines are 'wet' when both transfer magazine and fuelling
machine are filled with heavy water.

Heavy water spray systems have been provided it the
transfer magazine to cater to different emergency situations that
could arise, to ensure cooling of tFle spent fuel bundles.

In case a pair of fuel bundles gets -stuck, during its
travel from transfer magazine to shuttle station under 'dry'
condition, then, adequate emergency air cooling can be initiated.

Centre Support Cooling

occasionally, hot water from the channel could back up into
the machine when the heavy water outflow from the machine exceeds
the supply into it from the valve station. It has. been
postulated that expansion of the centre support due to hot water
back up into the machine could lead to disturbances of the snout
preloading system, ultimately resulting in the leakage across
fuelling machine - end fitting etallic seal.

In 500 MWe, provision has been made for additional heavy
water supply to the centre support region, which is initiated
after the fuelling machine is hydraulically connected to a
coolant channel. This is expected to reduce the ill effects of
hot water back-up.

Separation of FM and PHT Circuits

As heavy water storage tank is common to FM and PHT System,
FM supply pumps cannot be run to meet fuel handling system needs
during station transients or w.�en te PHT system has been opened
for maintenance. This puts a limitation on the preventive
maintenance and shutdown maintenance jobs to be taken up on the
fuel handling system as heavy water supply. would not be
available. Therefore, a scheme is being worked out to incorporate
an additional small capacity (say 3 to tonnes) heavy water
storage tank together with associated circuits so that fuel
handling system can be operated in an 'isolated mode' (see
Fig.17).
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Conclusions

It has been possible for us to briefly cover in this paper
only a few of the many features and improvements in the 500 MWe
fuel handling system design.

Recognizing the importance of the performance of the on-
power fuel handling systems for the success of Pressurised Heavy
Water (Power) Reactors, we have laid great emphasis on
continually updating the design, manufacturing technologies and
operating practices. The complexities of the fuel handling
system are such that there are no limits to the improvements that
can be achieved. This, in a way, keeps us motivated to strive
for achieving perfection.
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RECENT FUEL HANDLING EXPERIENCE IN CANADA

A C Welch, Ontario Hydro

1.0 Introduction

For many years, good oeration of the fuel handling system at
Ontario Hydro's nuclear stations has been taken for granted with
the unavailability of the station arising from fuel handling
system-related problems usually contributing less than one per-
cent of the total unavailability of the stations.

While the situation at the newer Hydro stations continues gener-
ally to be good (with the specific exception of some units at
Pickering B) some specific and some general problems have caused
significant loss of availability at the older plants (Pickering A
and Bruce A).

Generally the experience at the 600 MWe units in Canada has also
continued to be good with Point Lepreau leading the world in
availability.

As a result of working to correct identified deficiencies, there
were some changes for the better as some items of equipment that
were a chronic source of trouble were replaced with improved
components. In addition, the fuel handling system has been used
three times as a delivery system for large-scale non destructive
examination of the pressure tubes, twice at Bruce and once at
Pickering and performing these inspections this way has saved
many days of reactor downtime.

Under COG there are several programs to develop improved versions
of some of the main assemblies of the fuelling machine head.

This paper will generally cover the events relating to Pickering
in more detail but will describe the problems with the Bruce
Fuelling Machine Bridges since the 600 MW 1P stations have a
bridge drive arrangement that is somewhat similar to Bruce.

2.0 Reliability Problems

2.1 Events Leading to Unavailabill-ty

In the recent past, there has been a number events that have made
the various fuel handling systems unavailable but, a relatively
small number have resulted in maJor contributions and these are:

-During 1990 Pickering Unit 3 was out of service for retub-
ing. In April of 1990, while the fuelling machine bridge was
being moved to bring the retubing shielding cabinet to a
different elevation the south end of the fuelling machine
bridge dropped three feet and came to a stop. A delay to the
retubing program of about ten days resulted from this event.



-In August of 1990, in Pickering Unit 8, while the east
fuelling machine bridge was being raised in preparation for
refuelling a channel, the two ends of the bridge failed to
elevate at the same rate and the tilting of the bridge tat
resulted caused both of the north end ballscrews to frac-
ture. The tilt was limited to about two feet but since the
bridge was at a low elevation, the bending stresses in the
screws were much higher than was tne case in the Unit 3
where the bridge was about half way up and where the screws
did not fail. A station outage of about two weeks was re-
quired to repair the damage.

-In January of 1990, while fuelling of a channel in Bruce A
Unit 4 was in progress, the brakes which lock the fuelling
machine bridge in position during fuelling were inadvertent-
ly released and the bridge coasted down ap proximately three
feet. This event resulted in the end fitting of the channel
in question being permanently bent down such that the fuel
channel had to be replaced. Unit 4 was out of service for
five months while the damaged channel was replaced. Much of
this long delay was caused by a shortage of staff required
to do the channel replacement.

-During the year significant deratings occurred in the
Pickering A Units that were running and some of the Picker-
ing units due to the unavailability of replacement fuell-
ing machine rams that were needed to meet the abnormally
high ram failure rates that were occurring.

2.2 Causes of These Events

-Both of the Pickering Fuelling Machine Bridge problems had
the same originating cause. The bridges, which weigh about
140,000 pounds with the fuelling machine included, are
elevated by four recirculating ballscrews. These screws are
turned by worm gear reducers which are mounted at the base
of each screw. The reducers are connected to each other and
to the brakes and drive motors by line shafting, shaft
couplings and bevel gearboxes, which are needed where the
shafting has to change direction. In each bridge there are
over twenty couplings. The couplings are connected to the
shafting with square keys in open-ended keyways. The origi-
nal design did not pay sufficient attention to securing the
couplings in position and to preventing the escape of the
keys. Loss of one of the keys in one of the couplings on the
cross shaft which connects the north and south ends of the
drive was the cause of both these failures.

-The problem with the Bruce bridge was found to be an error
in the control programs in the computers that control the
fuel handling system.



Because the Bruce fuelling machines are mounted on trolleys
and are moved from unit to unit to perform fuelling as
required, and the control system must control each of the
trolleys separately while also controlling the bridge mo-
tion, the computer programming is quite complex.

The explanation of the control system failure that follows
is a much-simplifed one.

The control system utilizes two different computer func-
tions; one executes the actual control programs and a second
"watchdog" function shadows the actions of the first. This
second function utilizes a set of rules for actions which
are unacceptable due to their potential for damaging the
system.

At the time that the unwanted motion occurred, the bridge in
the central service area was being moved and the "watchdog"
function was temporarily unavailable. An error in the main
control program then caused the release of the brakes on the
Unit 4 bridge.

since the bridge drive system is not self-locking the bridge
drifted down under its own weight until the end fitting that
the fuelling machine was clamped to, together with those in
the two rows below, offered enough resistance to stop its
decent.

-The availability problems for fuelling machine ram assem-
blies at Pickering had several causes. The first of these
was an abnormally high failure rate for the rams. Part of
this can be attributed to the advancing age of the equip-
ment. Secondly, new procedures were introduced to reduce the
amount of dose uptake being experienced by the mechanical
maintainers at the station. Both Regulatory changes and an
unwillingness of the staff and management to expose the
workers to unnecessary radiation resulted in the decision to
do much more decontamination of the ram assemblies before
maintenance work could begin. Enough facilities and staff to
perform this work were not available immediately and repair
work fell behind.

-These major events were exacerbated by a chronic shortage
of resources including money, equipment and personnel.

2.3 Remedial Measures

-As a result of both the Pickering Bridge failures an inves-
tigation was launched into; what had been the- operating
experience with the bridges during the period since Picker-
ing A first went into service, what modifications had been
made to them, what maintenance had been performed and what
changes should be made to increase the reliability of the
equipment.



It was discovered that there had been several failures of
the bridge drives, similar to the current failures, in the
early days of Pickering A and that some improvements ad
been made to reduce the likelihood that this type of failure
would happen again. These changes were also incorporated
into the Pickering design when it was at an early stage.

The bridge drive-, had received periodic maintenance through-
out their operating lives, however, the design was such that
metal cover plates, which were provided to protect the
equipment, were so time-consuming and difficult to remove
and replace that they virtually guaranteed that close n-
spection of the shafting and couplings would not be done on
a regular basis.

As a temporary measure to increase reliability, modifica-
tions are being made to the method of securing the cou-
plings in position in all the Pickering units.

A failure analysis of the bridge drive system was also
conducted and it was found that it was vulnerable to single
mode type failures that could result in loss of control of
the bridge motion. Using input from the designers and the
operators a list of recommended changes was generated. These
changes were based on the premise that no single failure
should result in the loss of control of the bridges and that
all single failures could be detected as they occur and the
bridge motion stopped automatically.

These recommended changes are being implemented as resources
and the opportunity to incorporate them allows.

In the case of the Bruce event, it was determined that the
computer programs that control the fuel handling system
contained an error that had been found previously by the
station staff but had not been incorporated by the designers
of the control system into their design listings of the
programs. A new set of programs, which were prepared by the
designers to incorporate other changes reintroduced this
error into the site computers.

An assessment of the way in which the software was being
written, reviewed and changes to it controlled, revealed
weaknesses in these procedures and measures were put in
place to correct this situation. A review of whether further
protective measures, in the form of hard-wired interlocks
are needed, is still being conducted.

It seems likely that the mechanical part of the Bruce bridge
drive will receive some kind of review, similar to what was
done for Pickering since there have also been several lesser
failures involving loss of keys in couplings at Bruce.
However the Bruce system is inherently less vulnerable to
the effects of the failure of individual components.
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3.0 Use of the Fuellinct Machines as an Inspection Tool Delivery
System

Both the Pickering and the Bruce Fuelling Machines have been used
as delivery systems for performing large scale, fuel channel,
inspection programs.

At Bruce, in 1988, the fuelling machines were temporarily modi-
fied under a program called PIPE (Packaged Inspection Probe
Equipment). The fuelling machines were fitted with equipment that
allowed a number of cables to pass through the centre of the ram
assembly. These cables terminated at a connector at the front of
the ram. A tool containing ultrasonic transducers was loaded into
the magazine. The system was then operated as follows; the
fuelling machine removed the closure plug and the shield plug and
stored them in the fuelling machine magazine, the ultrasonic tool
was picked up and advanced into the pressure tube rolled joint to
inspect for cracks in this area. This system was used twice on
Bruce A reactors and saved weeks of downtime that would have been
required had CIGAR, the dedicated channel inspection system, been
used.

At Pickering, in 1990, the Fuelling Machines were also temporari-
ly modified in a similar way that was used at Bruce only this
time the program was called BLIP (Blister Location and Inspection
Equipment-it also carried eddy current coils to locate the garter
springs). The mission was to locate the garter springs that space
the pressure tube from the calandria tube. These springs were
known to be out of their design position and knowing where they
were was crucial to restarting Pickering Unit 4 In BLIP, not
only did the fuelling machine have to remove the closure plugs
and shield plugs but it had to move the fuel out of the way so
that the pressure tube was uncovered for examination. All 390
channels were inspected in just over two weeks. This same work
would have required over 100 days using CIGAR.

4.0 Development of Improved Fuel Handling Euir)ment

Development of improved fuel handling equipment for the Picker-
ing-based fuel handling system, under the COG umbrella, has been
ongoing for a number of years. As mentioned earlier, the general
perception, up until recently, has always been that not much
effort was needed to improve the fuel handling system and this
attitude has lead to a low level of funding for this work. Never-
theless, worthwhile programs have been underway and several of
them have produced very useful results in the past couple of
years. These programs are:

-Replacement shaft seals for the Fuelling Machine Ram ball-
screws have been developed and successfully applied at
Pickering, Gentilly 2 and Point Lepreau. These seals use
sintered, silicon carbide seal elements and much simplify
the seal design.
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Seals of this design have been in service at Pickering A for
more than two years with little evidence of any deteriora-
tion. This seal design could also be extrapolated to differ-
ent sizes.

-Replacement Guide Sleeve ballsplines have been developed
and tested in simulated service. It appears that the ew
design will last indefinitely. Two prototype splines are
being installed at Gentilly 2 for evaluation in service.

-DELRIN spacer balls were introduced into the Pickering
Fuelling Machine Ram ballnuts a number of years ago and have
been very effective in prolonging the life of the ballnuts
and ballscrews. Their only drawback has been that they wre
out too quickly. Testing of spacer balls made of TORLON (a
plastic by AMOCO) has been very encouraging since they
provide the lubricity of the DELRIN but wear at about he
same rate as the load-carrying balls.

-A program that was completed but has yet to find a home is
the development of an alternate seal ring for the 30 ich
Grayloc seal ring for the Pickering Fuelling Machine Maga-
zine Housing. This new seal requires much less force to pull
the two parts of the housing together and would be much less
likely to damage the housing both in the seal area and in
the area where the clamps have traditionally dug into the
housing flanges. This change is highly recommended and would
also be applicable to the Douglas Point design of Fuelling
Machine Head.

-A small but useful program developed precision measurement
tooling for measuring Fuelling Machine Ram ballscrew and
ballnut wear. With these tools it is easy to determine
whether the backlash in the assemblies is within acceptable
limits. It is worth noting that it has been established that
there must be a certain minimum backlash for acceptable
performance of these assemblies to result.

More recently an increased emphasis on improving the availability
of the existing nuclear plants has developed, particularly in the
past year or two. The undeniable fact that the performance of the
fuel handling systems is worsening has resulted in an appreciable
increase in the funds allocated by COG to address fuel handling
problems. on the basis of this fact, the direction of the program
has been changed to take on the development of new designs for
more major items of equipment that are big contributors to fuell-
ing machine unavailability as follows:

-Design has started on a completely different -concept for
the fuelling machine ram assembly. In this concept the main
ram would have two sets of rack teeth cut on its outside and
two pinions, one located on each side of the ram, would
drive it. Each pinion shaft would come out of the pressure
boundary through a high pressure seal. A separate drive
motor would be mounted on each pinion shaft.
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The main components of this concept have been designed as
has a test rig in which to validate the design. Testing
should begin later this year.

-Another new program that is starting is the development of
a Channel Closure that would replace the face type seal,
that has been used for so many years, with a bore type seal.
This design will simplify the end fitting and the fuelling
machine at the same time. The Fuelling Machine Guide Sleeve
will no longer be required and the Shield Plug, by the use
of spacers, can be retained by the Channel Closure thus
eliminating one mechanism. This change could be fitted to
existing reactors during the outage that will be required
for retubing.

In a future reactor design, this concept could be combined
with a four bundle length Fuelling Machine magazine. This
combination would make fuelling much simpler and faster.

-As resources and funding permit, it is planned also to look
at redesigning the fuel separators

All of these developments would be back fittable to the existing,
Pickering style fuelling machines.

5.0 Conclusion

Although the Fuel Handling Systems have had their share of prob-
lems in the recent past there is some indication that the situa-
tion may be improving as more resources are brought to bear on
resolving them.

In the development area, since Ontario Hydro and AECL have decid-
ed to give design responsibility for the Fuel Handling Systems to
General Electric Canada, one can only speculate as to what the
future direction of the fuel handling development program will
be.
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Fuel Handling Problems At KANUPP

By

Igbal Ahmed, S. Mazhar Hasan and Abdul Muqtadir

Abstract

KANUPP experienced two abnormal fuel and fuel handling
related problems during the year 1990. One of these had
arisen due to development of end plate to end plate coupling
between the two bundles at the leading end of the fuel
string in channel H02-S. The incident occurred when attempts
were being made to fuel this channel. Due to pulling of
sticking bundles into the acceptor fuelling machine (north)
magazine, which was not designed to accommodate two bundles,
a magazine rotary stop occurred. The forward motion of the
charge tube was simultaneously discovered to be restricted.
The incident led to stalling of fuelling machine looked on
to the channel H02, necessitating a reactor shut down.
Removal of the fuelling machine was accomplished sometime
later after draining of the channel.

The second incident which made the fuelling of channel K.11-N
temporarily inexecutable, occurred during attempts to remove
its north end shield plug when this channel came up for
fuelling. The incident resulted due to breaking of the lugs
of the shield plug, making its withdrawal impossible. The
Plant however kept operating with suspended fuelling of
channel K05, until it could no longer sustain a further
increase in fuel burnup at the mximum rating position.

Resolving both these problems necessitated draining of the
respective channels, leaving the resident fuel uncovered for
the duration of the associated operation. Due to substantial
difference in the oxidation temperatures Of U02 and Zircaloy
and its influence as such on the cooling requirement, it was
necessary either to determine explicitly that the respective
channels did not contain defective fuel bundles or wait for
time long enough to allow the decay heat to reduce to
manageable proportions. This had a significant bearing on
the Plant down time necessary for the rectification of the
problems.

This paper describes the two incidents in detail and dwells
-upon the measures adopted to resolve the related problems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:

During its entire operating history since 1972, KANUPP
experienced only a few fuel and fuel handling system related
problems 141. Due mainly to good fuel management and fuel
handling practices coupled with efficient maintenance
schedules followed on a routine basis, the performance has
generally been quite satisfactory.

Of the incidents experienced, only two, could be classified
to be of any safety concern. These include the incidents of
north fuelling machine hose pipe rupture during a fuelling
operation in 1985 and the one happened as a result of
sticking of fuel bundles in channel H02. The later being
a subject of this paper.

This paper describes the encountered occurrences faced at
KANUPP during the peceding year. Besides providing the
details of the measures taken to resolve these problems, an
effort has also been made to analyse the underlying rsons
through in-depth investigative studies which were duly
conducted. The following incidents are covered:

(1) Channel H2 Felling Incident.
(2) ticking of Channel K5 Shield plug.

The channel H02 fuelling incident occurred on March 4 1990
while fuelling of this channel was in progress. One fuel
bundle had already been accepted in the north fuelling
machine at the receiving end, when attempting to rotate the
magazine from MI to M2 position to accept the second bundle,
a magazine rotary stop occurred. Forward motion of the
charge tube was also discovered later to be restricted. The
fuelling machine remained stalled, locked to the channel H02
until its removal on April 6 1990.

The incident occurred due possibly to development of end
plate to end plate coupling between the bundles occupying
10th and 11th positions in the channel prior to this
incident. Due to sticking of bundles the bundle which should
have shifted to position 11 as a result of fuelling
operation, got pulled instead into the fuel carrier with the
discharging bundle. This bundle lodged as it did could be
accommodated only partially inside the fuel carrier, since
it was not designed for two bundles. A large portion of this
bundle remained as such protruded out, restricting the
rotation of the magazine. The forward motion of the charge
tube was also limited due to the restriction faced by the
projected bundle at the channel sealing surface.

An incident similar to the KANUPP channel H02 bundles
sticking problem had previously been experienced at the
BRUCE NGS-A, Unit 2 on April 28, 1985 when fuelling of
channel J14 was in progress [5J. While discharging, a third
bundle got pulled with a pair of bundles and kept protruding



from the fuel carrier, restricting the rotation- of the
North-East fuel magazine. This additional bundle could :not
be pushed back into the channel as it caught on the seal
face in a manner similar to that happened at KANUPP. The
normalization of the fuelling machine which was achieved on
19th day into shut down was made possible through flow
defuelling the channel J14 followed by freezing of J14
feeders to remove the NE FM HI from Unit 2 The nause of the
incident was traced into lodging of a piece of debris
between the 12th and Ilth bundle, resulting in dragging of
the additional bundle into the snout.

A yet another incident, not entirely of similar nature,
though, had earlier occurred at the BRUCE NGS-A Unit I on
April 14, 1979 while a four bundle push through the South
East (Eject) fuelling machine had Just apparently been
performed on channel P13 6 While replacing the hield
plug on the channel exit end, the South West (Accept)
fuelling machine CTA forward motion talled roughly 14
inches from home position. The shield plug was pulled back
into fuelling machine head. The magazine however failed to
rot-ate. While attempting to replace the shield plug into the
channel, the CTA forward motion was found restricted as well.

it was determined that after two fuel bundles had
successfully been accepted, the fuel carrier for the next
pair of bundles got retracted with only one bundle as the
fourth bundle got washed out remaining in the channel. it
subsequently got partially stuck into the shield plug,
initiating the crisis situation explained above.

The painstaking maneuvers carried out through rotating the
shield plug by getting it released from the charge tube and
making use of the ram, made possible the alignment of the
shield plug and the bundle and subsequent crossover from the
sealing surface into the channel. The shield plug with the
bundle lodged into it was deposited in the channel. The
closure plug could however only be partially torqued due
possibly to damage sustained by the closure plug lugs. The
reactor was shut down, system depressurized and
normalization carried out after defuelling the channel. The
bundle involved in the incident got excessively damaged.

In order to workout any correlation between the incidents at
KANUPP and those reported to have occurred at the BRUCE NGS,
it is necessary to point out the basic differences in the
fuel handling systems and fuelling mechanisms employed at
the two respective stations.

While at BRUCE and other modern CANDU's a fuelling machine
magazine can accommodate an entire string of 12 fuel bundles
with each of the six available magazine positions capable of
accepting a pair, at KANUPP the fuelling machine magazine
has a maximum of only four available positions each having a
capacity for a solitary bundle. Also, at KANUPP the fuel
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inventory of a channel is composed of 11 bundles as against
12, at most of other stations. As for the fuelling
mechanism, while the fuelling at KANUPP is performed against
the coolant flow, at BRUCE and many others, it is carried
out with the flow.

As will be obvious later, these differences in the design
and associated process have an important bearing on the
renormalization of the fuel handling system after an
incident of the type under study.

The second of the two most significant problems related to
the fuel handling system experienced at KANUPP during the
year 1990, as mentioned earlier, was the result of sticking
of channel K05-N shield plug at its normal home position
[7]. The incident which ultimately made the fuelling of this
channel impossible occurred during attempts to remove its
shield plug (fuelling end) when this channel came up for
fuelling on April 24, 1990. Difficulties were experienced at
first in disengaging the shield plug from the liner,
followed by inability of the CTA drive to retract it to the
fuelling machine magazine. The incident as will be examined
later in this paper occurred due to breaking of the lugs of
the shield plug in question.

Both the incidents dealt with in this paper have been found
to be of considerable help in developing an expertise in the
planning and execution of salvaging operations relating to a
system which by virtue of becoming part of the reactor
pressure and temperature boundary at the time of fuelling
operation, is a system of significant safety relevance.

2.0 CHANNEL H02 INCIDENT - A CHRONOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION:

The Plant was operating at a steady power level of 80 MWe.
On-power fuelling was in progress as per FCO No- 90/33.
Fuelling of channel J02 had just been completed at 10:27 hrs
without ay problem when the next in line channel H02 was
taken up for fuelling.

At 10:28 hrs, steps to perform fuelling of H02 were
initiated. At 10:59 hrs, north fuelling machine received one
spent fuel bundle from channel H02 in MI position of its
magazine. After completion of Step No 24 (completion of
sequence of operations upto fuel acceptance in the desired
magazine position) of this sequence, tep No (Magazine
rotation to align with the selected fuel channel) was again
initiated for the north fuelling machine to receive another
spent fuel bundle from the se channel HO2) in M2 osition
of its magazine. To achieve this oective the very first
step required t8e agazipe of north fuelling machine to
rotate from 103 to 154 for aligning the empty magazine
No M2 with the channel H02. The magaZine could not rotate
however beyond 118 This indicated the presence of some
obstruction which was hindering the free rtation of the



(2) From the dimensional drawings and initial
investigations, it appeared that two spent fuel bundles,
previously occupying positions 10 and 11 were somehow
dragged together in the north fuelling machine. It was
postulated that:

After completion of step No 24 (sequence 47) the bundle
of position 11 was completely inside the carrier with
its front end near the lip of fuel carrier, while the
bundle of position 10 was about 19 inches outside the
carrier i.e one end on the lip carrier while its other
end on the liner end fitting. When it pushed
forward by TA manually, both bundles including fuel
carrier moved easily upto 67.8 inches. It was
conjectured that the spacer sleeve started hampering
further forward movement slightly before 67.8 inches.
This resulted in bundle of position No 11 getting
further pushed into the carrier by approximately 35
inches. Besides, bundle of position No 'LO also possibly
moved inside the carrier by the same amount.

After retracting the fuel carrier back again inside the
north fuelling machine, the new resting position of the
two bundles became:

(a) Bundle of position No 11 resting in the fuel carrier
at the rear end.

(b) Bundle of position No 10 resting in the snout of
north fuelling machine and partly over the lugs of
closure plug, instead of liner of the end fitting.

Due to the above described newly acquired positions of
the involved bundles. it was not possible to move the
fuel carrier again ins4-de the channel as the protruding
bundle No 10 fell down the sealing face, experiencing an
obstruction in the forward motion at that point. This is
illustrated in Fg. 1.

Having carried out the preliminary investigations and
determined that the north fuelling machine was stuck on the
channel H02 with no possibility of disengaging it at that
point in time, the Plant was finally shut down at 16:21 hrs
(approximately six hr-- into the incident) and efforts
initiated to normalize the fuelling machine and the channel
H02.

2.1 Salvaging Operation:

In order to solve the problem it was obviously necessary to
isolate the channel and the machine from rest of the reactor
core. Three alternatives were considered:

(1) Draining the channel H02 after first emptying the
headers using the south fuelling machine.
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(2) Making the ice plug at the inlet and outlet feeder pipes
followed by draining of the channel H02.

(3) Cutting and plugging the inlet and outlet feeder pipes
followed by draining of the channel H02. Feeders were to
be reconnected after reinstalling the H02, north closure
plug.

Due to +he fuel handling system design constraints, it
became immediately apparent that in order to utilize any of
the above available alternatives, the channel H02 resident
fuel will have to remain uncovered for the duration of the
recovery operation. Such a critical requirement was not
necessary at the BRUCE NGS where the system design features
assisted the salvaging operation by making possible the
channel defuelling as a first and foremost step.

Estimation of Available Time Duration for the Recovery
Operation:

The unlocking/removal of north fuelling machine from the
channel H02-S and retorquing of its closure plug required
suspension of standby core cooling followed by draining of
the channel H02. The time duration in which this operation
should have been completed to avoid heating-up of the
resident fuel-in channel H02 beyond the safety limit was
restricted not only by the rise of temperature in that
channel but also by the cooling requirement of the maximum
rated bundle/channel in the reactor core H8/6).

The analytical studies assumed that:

(1) The channel H08, decay energy was dissipated in all the
components of the channel i.e. (a) the resident bundles
(b) coolant (c) pressure tube and (d) end fittings in
proportion to their heat retention capacities.

The fraction of energy absorbed in the coolant was then
used to infer the time to reach the boiling temperature.

(2) The time a channel could remain devoid of any cooling
was determined bg the 0duration to reach 'a sheath
temperature of 320 C 612 F). This part of the analysis
also assumed conservatively that the bundles were
perfectly insulated and none of the heat generated in
the bundles was lost to the surroundings through
conduction. convection or radiation and the generated
heat was simply used to raise the temperature of the
bundle.

At the time of the incident, KANUPP had been operating
almost continuously for 86 days at an average load
corresponding to 57% R.P. The channel and maximum bundle
power in H2 and H08 were as follows:
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Channel Channel Power Max. Bundle
(W) Power ()

H02-S 1044 185

H08-S 1868 316

Based on the above assumptions, the maximum time for which
(a) the core cooling could remain suspended and (b) the fuel
in a channel could be left uncovered was expressed
analytically as a function of cooling time T to be as
follows:

Ta(Hrs = 1590 0,1-1-'5 T,(Days) .... 10 < T < d
C 35

Tb(Hrs = 0208 Ta(hrs)

Making use of the above relationships, derived specifically
for the subject case, taking into consideration the core
irradiation history prior to March 4 incident and the
maximum channel/bundle powers prevailing then, the available
time for (a) making ice plug on the channel H02 feeders and
(b) retorquing of its north end closure-plug were inferred
as tabulated below:

Time into Tiine to Make Time to Retorque Total Time
Shut Down Ice-Plug and Restore Available

(Days) (Rrs) Cooling Mrs) Mrs)

10 2.0 1.0 3.0

20 3.0 1.5 4.5

30 4.0 2.1 6.1

At the time of salvaging operation, about a month into shut
down, the core decay heat had reduced to 200 kW and that of
the maximum rated bundle in channel H02 to 15 W.

Although the allowable times Ta and Tb computed on the basis
of the conservative assumptions outlined above were
sufficiently adequate for the accomplishment Of the
operation, one would have liked to have sufficient margin to
cope up with unforeseen delays.

Allowing for the fact that the core heat is dissipated to
the boiler room environment through the feeder piping, it
was reasonable to asume that the core cooling could be
suspended for time longer than estimated. CANDU Owners Group,
(COG) was consulted and they also agreed 7 that the core
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cooling could be stopped at that point in time for duration
extending into days without any harmful effect on the
resident fuel in the reactor core.

As for draining the channel H02, a recently conducted study
based on a more thorough theoretical foundation and
supported by measurements showed that the irradiated fuel
could be left uncovered preferably only after its decay
power had fallen to < 350 Watts 8]. At this powSr its
temperature was not expected to increase beyond 220 C and
even a defective fuel could be exposed to air for hours
without the possibility of formation of higher oxides of
Uranium and any further adverse effects resulting from
consequent volumetric expansion of Uranium pellets.

As the post incident, PHT Iodine analysis had not shown any
abnormal increase, it was reasonable to assume that all the
remaining nine 9 bundles residing in channel H02 atleast,
were free from any measurable defect..

On the basis of the reasoning given above, it was ultimately
concluded that not only the core cooling could be suspended
for indefinite period of time but the fuel in channel H02
could also be left bare for extended period without any
harmful effect on its integrity.

The fuelling machine retrieval operation was accordingly
planned for carrying out on April 4 1990.

A few days into shut down it had already been realized that
due to presence of high radiation emanating from spent fuel
bundle(s) lodged in the NFM magazine and snout, the acces-s
to North Feeder Box for making ice plug or cutting and
capping H02 feeder from reactor north inlet header, were
difficult tasks to achieve. It was obvious also that cutting
and welding the feeder pipe at the header was a rather
drastic method to solve the problem. The alternatives 2 3
of the salvaging operation mentioned above were accordingly
abandoned.

2.12 Fuelling Machine Retrieval and Normalization of Channel H02:

In order to accomplish the retrieval -of fuelling machine, it
was necessary to terminate the flow of coolant through the
channel H02. This as explained above was to be achieved
through first draining both the inlet and outlet headers. In
order to fulfill this objective in shortest. possible time
duration, the quantity of D20 in headers was re 'duced to the
lowest possible levels subsequent to stopping of the SH
PUMPS. This was also necessary to guard against any spill
which could possibly have taken place. The south fuelling
machine was then locked on to the channel H02. The feeder
pipes leading to this channel are inclined to the headers at
45 position. The headers and the channel H02 as allowedto
drain, before the fuelling machine was locked to channel
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F02 which by virtue of being connected to the headers at 0
not only led to complete but also quicker draining of the
headers (Fig. 2 Selection of the channel F02 for the
purpose was also due to the fact that it was a channel with
decay power even lower than the channel H02.

The closure plug of channel F02 was -torqued and the south
fuelling machine was again locked to the channel H02.

Having thus ensured that the channel H02 had neither the
coolant flowing through it nor had it any residual D20 left,
procedure to retrieve the north fuelling machine was then
initiated.

The retrieval of the stuck fuelling machine could be a
simpler task if the two coupled bundles were intact and
resting within magazine and the snout. Other possibilities
couldn't however be ruled out altogether. Particularly
following in addition to other visualised scenarios were
considered. These could potentially make the operation
difficult to different degrees of complication.

(1) Two bundles coupled, inside the snout jaws but one
bundle expanded.

(2) Two bundles damaged and coupled with few pencils
protruded outside the snout jaws.

Depending upon the enacted scenarios, appropriate procedures
were prepared and simulations carried out, well in advance
of the actual operation described here under.

The snout jaws of the stuck north fuelling machine were
opened and the machine retracted slowly (Z-direction.).
Before fully withdrawing, the machine was stopped and the
gap between the jaws and end fitting visually inspected from
a safe distance, to determine if the bundle previously
occupying position 10 in the channel H02 was intact or
broken with pencils protruding out.

In the event the bundle was broken and its pencils fund
protruding out of the snout jaws, the procedure
necessitated, rotating the magazine towards M2 position to
trap the bundle, preventing it from falling on the floor.
Raising the machine 3 inches, the fuel carrier would then
have been pushed slowly past the sealing face, followed by-
retracting of CTA. Machine w ould then have been lowered to
the channel H02 level and nout jaws looked to the H02 end '
fitting, followed by complete pushing of the bundle into the
channel using the fuel carrier. Having successfully-
accomplishing this, the closure plug would then have been
retorqued and Fuelling Machine separated from the channel.
The procedure visualized removing the pushed over bundle
subsequently by replacing the north Fuelling Machine fuel.
carrier with a sooping tool (designed specifically for the
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purpose) and utilizing it for the removal of the damaged
bundle and associated debris into a hanging bucket provided
for the purpose.

As neither the bundle nor any of its pencils could be
observed extending out of the snout, the machine was fully
retracted and brought down (Y-direction) to the spent fuel
discharge port level, before moving (X-direction) it towards
the ports.

The machine was first locked to the service port, on the
other side of which a TV camera had been installed in
advance. After inspecting the integrity and extent of damage
suffered by the bundle, the machine was moved to the spent
fuel port, where the bundles were finally transferred with
the fuel carrier into a specially designed container which
was subsequently lowered into the discharge bay.

Arrangements were also made in advance to transfer the
damaged bundle into a can, had it been a case of the bundle
being expanded to diameter larger than the Spent Fuel Port.

Having successfully discharged the bundles, following
inspections were carried out, as a necessary final step to
achieve normalization of both the fuelling machine and the
channel H02.

(1) The magazine Ml was inspected remotely for any left over
part or pieces of fuel bundles, and found free from any
debris of the kind.

(2) Visual examination of the Channel H02 sealing face and
its closure plug lugs was carried out to determine the
presence of any debris or damage sustained. It was found
that while the lugs were normal, the sealing face had
suffered some damage in the form of inor scratches.

The inspections having been carried out, the fuelling
machine was looked to the channel H02 and its closure plug
retorqued. Although the machine had been, the channel H02
had yet to be renormalized, for which following steps were
taken:

(1) The headers were reflooded and channels H02 and F02
filled before restoring the PHT flow through the core.

(2) The Channel H02 fuel inventory was completed by fuelling
a new bundle.

(3) Lapping of the damaged Channel sealing face was carried
out.

(4) The bundle occupying position 9 in channel H02 prior to
the incident was also discharged for inspection.
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The breakup of time from draining to refilling of channels
H02 and F02, necessary for the retrieval of the north
fuelling machine from the channel H02-S is as follows:

(a) Time duration for which the Channel H02 2.25 Hrs
remained dry

(b) Time duration for which the Channel F02 1.20 Hrs
remained dry

(c) Time duration for which the core 2.80 Hrs
cooling remained suspended

(d) Time required for the accomplishment of 1.10 Hrs
complete operation from retrieval of
fuelling machine to retorquing of
channel H02 closure plug

After carrying out all the prerequisites of the
renormalization procedures and ensuring that the bundles
resident in channel H02 were reactor worthy (conclusion
reached after a thorough inspection of bundle occupying
position 9 in channel H02, prior to the incident) the Plant
was synchronized to the grid at 17:03 hrs on April 13, 1990.
This incident resulted in a Plant outage of 38.4 days.

'7' o Sticking of Fuel Bundles in Channel H02:
Investigations int

The fuelling incident of March 4 1990, occurred due to
development of end plate to end plate coupling between the
bundles occupying 10th 851474) and 11th 840962) positions
in the channel H02-S prior to the incident.'It was possible
that these bundles may have got entangled as a result of
originally present material or manufacturing defect getting
further deteriorated under the effect of irradiation. It was
important therefore to determine if such a. defect was
generic in nature or an isolated single occurrence.

The fabrication and irradiation histories of the two bundles
were thoroughly scrutinized, ome features of which are
presented below for reference.

Bundle Channel Fuelling Discharge Burnup Irradiation
Id Pos Date Date (MWd/TeU) (FPD's)

851474 10 22-07-85 06-04-90 6947 486

840962 11 21-08-84 06-04-90 6917 561

The manufacturing dates of the two bundles involved in the
incident were separated by a period of about an year. These
were fabricated from entirely different batches of component
materials. Their end plates in particular were punched from
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Zr-4 sheets of different stocks.
Most of the bundles accompanying the bundle 840962 had
successfully been irradiated and discharged after achieving
their normal burnups. Majority of bundles which accompanied
the bundle 851474 were still however in the core, as these
were predominantly fuelled in the outer reactor channels.
It may be mentioned that the bundles found to have been
involved in the incident, inspite of having normal
exposure 480 and 580 PD'6 respectively) had extended
period of stay 46 and 5.5 years respectively) in the
reactor core. Apart from this observation, the in-core
performance of all the other bundles received with the two
bundles was found to be quite satisfactory. It was
accordingly concluded that.there was no generic defect,
atleast in their manufacturing.

The stuck fuel bundles were also visually inspected after
having been discharged on April 6 1990. The inspection was
carried out essentially to determine the, cause of their
sticking together and to ascertain the damage sustained by
them in the aftermath of the incident. Following is a brief
summary of these investigations.

Inspection QJ Bundle 851474m

At the time of the incident the bundle 840962 was completely
and 851474 partly in the -north fuelling machine fuel
carrier. Both these coupled fuel bundles were extracted from
channel H02 with the fuel carrier which held them together.
The end plate of the protruding fuel bundle 851474 which was
examined through the service port (before discharge) on a
monitor using a previously installed T.V. camera was found
to be broken at 4 & 5 o'clock positions respectively, with
portions of end plate rim removed as shown in Fig. 3.

Both the bundles were discharged lodged in the fuel carrier.
The bundle 851474 could easily be dislodged under water by
tilting the carrier at an angle. It was identified through
its Id No. engraved on both of its end plates. Atleast one
of its pencils got separated from the assembly as the bundle
was being taken out of the carrier. Two other pencils
remained loosely bound however. Later after a close under
water viewing, it was revealed that the end plate facing the
channel sealing face was badly damaged. It was broken at
three 4 & 8 o'clock) positions rather than two noticed
previously. The separated pencils did not get disconnect at
the weld joints but came apart due to breaking of end plate.
The broken piece could be seen attached to the pencils at
still intact weld Joint. The other two loosely bound pencils
could also be noticed to have separated from the end plate
at the remaining two break locations. These remained
attached to the assembly by keeping secured to the opposite
end plate at their respective weld joints. The end plate
showed the effects'of severe hammering which was received by
this end of the bundle.
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The end plate facing the 11th bundle was also found to be
broken at the outer periphery of pencils. Deep scratches
left by the severe mauling received by the bundle were found
on the surface of the end plate. The dislodged fuel pencil
was observed to have tken away a broken piece of the end
plate at this end too. Hammering received by this fuel
bundle left it severely damaged at both ends. Its pencils
were however found to be in good shape and th--re was no
evidence if the fuel sheath of any of the element had
ruptured.

Tnspection af Bundle 840962a

The bundle occupying 11th position in channel H02 could only
be removed from the fuel carrier with some difficulty. it
was identified through its Id No. One of its pencils was
found separated. Its weld joints were found broken at both
end plates. Inspite of the fact that the element got
separated from both ends, it remained part of the assembly,
protruding in the direction of the 10th bundle. The
condition of the end plate facing the bundle 851474 too was
similar to the two end plates of the bundle at 10th position
(851474). The opposite end plate (facing the fuelling
machine) was found to be free from any noticeable effects of
hammering, evidence of which was found on the other end
plates.

Unlike in the case of 10th bundle where pencils got
separated at the break locations taking away part of end
plate material while still keeping the weld joint intact,
the pencil in the case of 11th bundle was clearly separated
at the joints. It was possible that the dislodging of this
pencil may have occurred prior to the incident of March 4,
1990. It was not however likely for this pencil to engage on
to the end plate of the bundle 851474), pulling it thereby
into the fuel carrier.

It was observed that the end plates of bundle 840962 which
coupled to the bundle 851474 was damaged on the inner side
of the outer ring, giving an impression as if some sharp
object had got hooked on to it, before getting snapped
released. Slight chipping and rubbing off oil the end plate
material at that location could clearly be recognized.

On re-examination of the end plate o dislodged pencil of
bundle 851474, facing bundle 840962 it was noticed that the
broken piece of end plate attached to it (at the weld joint)
did indeed form such a hook. If this could be imagined to be
the cause of coupling together of the two bundles, then it
could be inferred that the pencil in guestion (of bundle
851474) was dislodged with portion of end plate attached
to it, before the incident of March 4 1990.
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Concludin Rmarks:

It is probable that the end plates of the two bundles got
coupled due to breaking of end plate of the bundle at 10th
position (851474) and subsequent entanglement of its
dislodged pencil (with a piece of broken end plate attached
to its end cap) with the end plate of 11th bundle 840962.

The breaking up of a bundle end plate during its in-core
residence, though unheard of at KANUPP could be visualized,
provided the plate had an inherent material or manufacturing
defect. Such a pre-existing defect could potentially get
further deteriorated leading to accelerated cracking under
the effect of irradiation. the probability of such an
occurrence increases with the irradiation and is maximum at
the fag end of the residence period of a bundle in a
reactor channel, when it gets excessively brittle.

3.0 Channel K05 Shield-Plug Problem:

KANUPP has occasionally been experiencing shield plugs
related problems, almost always however with the plugs at
the PHT outlet side. It is different in design from that at
the inlet side which has an orifice for the control of
coolant flow. The shield Plug comprises three portions, the
nose (front end), the body (solid central part, made of
carbon steel) and the tail (rear end). The Plug is made in
gray cast iron. It is 26.5 inches long and has a diameter
ranging between 4012 and 4025 inches (Fig. 4.

The channel K5 shield-Plug problems had been continuing
intermittently since December 3 1987 as both the removal
and replacement of the shield-plug on occasions needed to be
carried out in manual mode. While the removal of the hield-
plug was possible through jogging of the drives, its
replacement required an increase of upto 15 b-ft in applied
torque.

The incident which ultimately made the fuelling of channel
K05 impossible occurred during attempts to remove its
fuelling end shield-plug when the ring 71, to which it
belongs came up for fuelling on April 24, 1990. In view of
the difficulties experienced earlier, following steps were
taken (without exceeding the limits):

(1) The setting of V-21 (for charge tube rotary counter
clock wise motion) was increased by 25 psig from 365 to
390 psig.

(2) The setting of RV-3 (for charge tube aial high pressure
forward motion) was increased by 20 psig from 430 to 450
Psig.

Inspite f these measures the CTR drive could be rotated
from 1328 (locking) to the pre-unlocking (di-sengagement of
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0shield-plug from the liner) 15 rotary position only with
considerable difficulty. Subsequently during retraction, the
CTA drive which should have stalled at 42 inches continued
to withdraw to stop at 1.0 inch. This implied that the
shield-plug couldn't somehow get pulled and occupy its
position in the fuelling machine magazine.

Atleast two more attempts were made later without any
success. On the basis of te&.;s carried out on the check-out
port, it was concluded that the pulling of the shield-plug
was made impossible due to breaking of its lugs.

It was obvious that the plug could only be removed manually
making use of the special tools. This further required the
reactor to be in shut down state for several days as the
procedure necessitated channel isolation and draining.

It was necessary to assess (1) for how long the Plant could
continue to be operated and 2 the minimum reactor hut
down time for successful accomplishment of the shield-plug
removal operation.

3-1 Plant Operation With Held Up Fuelling of Channel K05:

The channel K05-N belonged to ring 711 comprising beside
itself, channels G05-S, G12-N and K12-S. One of its sister
channels G12 stood defuelled since January 27, 1989 due to
channel sag problem 101.

The normal fuelling frequency of the group of channels to
which K05 belonged was about 35 FPD's. The delay in fuelling
of channel K05 could result in (1) an increase of its burnup
(2) reduction in its power generating capacity and 3)
modification of neutron flux and power distribution in its
proximity.

At the time of occurrence of shield plug sticking problem
the cumulative burnup of bundles residing in channel K05 was
about 45,000 MWD/TeU and the burnup, of maximum rated bundle
at position 6 in this channel was about 4000 MWD/TeU. The
corresponding maximum figures then existing for one of the
central channels (channel H08) were 55,000 and 5700 MWD/TeU
respectively.

The maximum linear power rating of the outer element to
which a bundle could be subjected to for sustained power
operation was by design 41.27 W/Cm. The mximum bundle power
at position 6 in this channel at the time of incident was
310 kW (at the existing 65 X R.P) and the corresponding
linear power rating 28.2 W/Cm.

The power generating capacity of a bundle decreases with
increasing burnup, but not with the same rate as demanded by
the power vs burnup defect threshold line (Fig. 5), which
for the 19 element KANUPP fuel bundle has been defined as:
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BP (kW) = 469.804 - 0022815 X BU (WD/TeU)

Although the maximum burnup to which a bundle could in
principle be irradiated was 12,500 MWD/TeU, zero defect
criteria dictated that the bundle at position 6 may not be
irradiated in excess of 7600 MWD/TeU, without reducing the
reactor power. Based on this criteria, it was estimated that
the plant could continued to be operated without fuelling
of K05, for about 100 PD's from the time of the occurrence
of the shield plug problem.

The channel K05 shield plug problem occurred at 1920 FPD'--
of plant operation. Th -e plant was shut down - 105 FPD's later
at 2025 FPD's (September 23, 1990). The bundle at position 6
in that channel had by then attained a burnup of 7500
MWD/TeU.

Following Table compares the bundle ower distribution (at
the the existing 65 R.P) in channel K05 with that of it--
mirror image channel G05 at the time of Plant shut down
(2025 PD's). The channel G05 during the period between the
occurrence of shield plug problem and plant shut down had
continued to be fuelled regularly at the usual frequency of
about 35 FPD's.

Bundle Power (kW)

-----------------------------------------------------------1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11

K05 16 101 177 234 265 267 240 191 126 55

G05 16 101 185 253 291 29" 263 27 134 57

It is seen that due to enhanced irradiation, the bundle
power at positions 5 6 7 in channel K05 had decreased on
the average by about 9 

Nominal channel power (kW) in K05 and its neighboring
channels as existing at 2025 FPD's is compared with the
mirror image channel G05 and its neighbors in the following
illustration:

04 05 06 04 05 06

i 1714 1860 1911 F 1546 1711 1820

K 1658 1672 1865 G 1676 1800 1676

L 1534 1700 1824 H 1722 1871-l-, 1916

It is seen that power generation in channel K05 had reduced
by 7 as compared to that in channel GO5.
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3_ Estimation of Plant Shut Down Time for the Removal of
Channel K05 Shield Plug:

The removal of stuck shield plug of channel K05 required
draining the channel K05, as in the case of channel H02 for
the retrieval of north fuelling machine. The calculation of
the reg-ired cooling time after which the resident fuel
could be allowed to be uncovered was based on the following
considerations:

(1) For intact fuel the temperature limit is determined by
the Zircaloy oxidation 0temperature. For sheath
temperature greater than 5 C it would take only a few
hours or even minutes to fail the fuel element. For
temperatures under 550 0C, it takes months for Zircaloy
to significantly oxidize.

(2.) For0defective fuel bundle if temperature s greater than
300 C then significant oxidation could be expected in
just a few hours or minutes. 2n the other hand if the
temperature was lower than 250 C than i takes days for
the exposed 02 fuel to oxidize significantly.

('3) For a bundle of decoy power 500 Watts, the fuel
temperature never reaches the intact fuel (or Zircaloy
oxidation) limit. The defective fuel (or U02 Oxidation)
limit (2500C) would however reach in barely 45 minutes.

(4) For a bundle of 350 Watts the temperature will never
exceed 220 0C.

Based on the rationale presented above and the maximum
bundle power of 300 kW, prevailing in channel K05 prior to
shi�r, down, the ooling times of 16 and 28 days were
considered necessary for intact and defective fuel
respectively.

Although the I131 analysis of the PHT samples had not
indicated the presence of large fuel defects, the
possibility of the existence of small pin hole defects could
not be ruled out altogether. In order to determine if the
bundles in channel K05 were free from small fue s eat
defects, it was necessary to perform Delayed Neutron (DN)
Scanning with power cycling.

The most desirable form of power cycle for his purpose was
considered to be a negative power change first, followed by
a positive change back to the original power. This makes use
of a principle called 'water logging'. In this mechanism the
reduction of power decreases the internal fission product
gas pressure in the fuel pencil and wter is drawn n the
fuel through the defect. On the subsequent positive change
of power the internal pressure increases and drives out
water mixed with delayed neutron emitters. This is then seen
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during the scan in progress at that time.

In order to perform the above mentioned DN scanning with
power cycling, the plant was brought down to minimum
manageable load of 30 MWe 30 R.P.) at which power it was
held steady until I131 in the PHT had stabilized. The power
was then reduced to 23 MWe 24 R.P.) with holdup period of
3 minutes at that power, before it was reverted back to %30
MWe. The power cycling was carried out at the maximum
permissible rate of 20 er minute. The delayed neutron
scanning which subsequently was performed on 12
representative channels including the channel K05, indicated
an increase in the delayed neutron activity of K05, after
the power cycling, six 6 times that at the steady
generator load of 30 M`We. The count rate variation for other
channe ls except one other G2) remained constant (Fig. 6.

On the basis of conducted test, it was concluded that
although the channel K05 did not contain fuel bundles with
large defects (defect size larger than 0.01 inch diameter)
it did have in residence bundles with pin holes.

These pin holes were taken into account from the view point
of Uranium oxidation and appropriate shut down time for such
a case was considered necessary for draining of the channel
and subsequent removal of its stuck shield plug.

3, Removal of Stuck Shield Plug:

The removal operation of channel K05 shield plug was carried
out on Oct 30, 1990, 37 days after plant shut down. As
anticipated the operation had to be conducted manually.
Prior to actual operation several mockup runs both for the
removal of liner with the shield plug and its installation
with the shield plug were conducted. The actual operation
was initiated by draining the channel. This was followed by
removal of the plug with the liner.

A new liner and shield plug were put in place. The end
fitting closure plug was re-installed with the help of
fuelling machine before the channel was renormalized. The
channel K5 along with another R-10, remained dry for a
duration of about five hours for the accomplishment of this
task.

Total dose incurred by all personnel on this job added uto
4.15 Man-Rem, of which 29 Man-Rem was committed due to
tritium uptake. Maximum individual dose was 220 mRem.

Having successfully accomplished the channel K05 shield plug
removal operation, the plant was brought back on line on
November 13, 1990.
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3-4 An Investigation into the Cause of Incident:

The cause of the incident could be traced in either of the
following three possibilities:

(1) Damage to Charge Tube Head Fingers.
(2) Restriction within the liner assembly and/or
(3) Breaking of the shield plug collar where the the charge

tube fingers lock onto it.

The charge tube head fingers of the north fuelling machine
were inspected and these were found to be in good condition.

While the removal of channel K05 shield plug had still not
been accomplished, difficulties were encountered in removing
the shield plugs at the fuelling ends of two more channels
F07 and P05 11-121. The respective liner assemblies of both
these channels were checked using a spare shield plug. No
restrictions were discovered within the liners however, as
the shield plug could be inserted, locked, unlocked and
retracted without any difficulty.

The visual inspection of both the shield plugs causing
problems indicated crud deposition along its leading end.
The dimensional checks which were also performed
demonstrated moreover the tail end to have undergone a
Slight deformation with a marginal increase (700-600
micron--) in dameter.

The slight bulging/deformation of the shield plugs which had
been noticed at the tail end was removed through machine
-scrapping. After removing the raised portion of the shield
plugs, ts outer diameter was made identically equal to that

the new shield plug. These plugs after testing at the
check out port could then be inserted in their respective
channels satisfactorily.

At the time of removal of channel K05 shield plug, a CCTV
Camera was installed to check the condition of the shield
plug face and any broken metal pieces. The video display
indicated the presence of several small pieces of metal
which were detached due to broken shield plug collar at the
two points where the fuelling machine charge tube fingers
make contact. The metal pieces were removed and the
remaining debris and dust were also vacuumed out into a
disposal bag.

It is concluded that the channel K05 shield plug sticking
problem was the result of its deformation resulting in
diametral increase to an extent that it got Jammed in the
liner. The shield plug collar where the charge tube fingers
lock on to it, could be conjectured to have broken
subsequently during efforts to extricate the plug, closing
any oSsibility of its removal in the usual manner.
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4.0 DISCUSSION:

Following lessons could be learned from the two incidents
described in this paper:

(1) The system renormalization after both the channel H02
fuelling machine incident and channel K5 shield plug
sticking problem, necessitated channel draining and
consequent baring of the irradiated fuel bundles. Such
an eventuality was never thought of prior to these
incidents at KANUPP. The Station Operating Policies and
Principles (OPP) infact forbids this and states that
"There must always be coolant in contact with the
fuel". One of the important lessons learned from the
two incidents is that the currently available improved
analytical methods coupled with better understanding of
the processes and encountered phenomenon should be
utilised in the revision of previously held philosophy
which unduly restricted the plant operation and
critical requirements of maintenance. The experience
gained at KANUPP has demonstrated that subject to
necessary precautions, if required the fuel could not
only be uncovered but also necessary maintenance work
carried out without risking any radioactive release.

Since however the relationship between the temperature
and allowed time varies sharply around the critical
temperature, at which oxidation is initiated, it is
not entirely unspeculative to venture into defining a.
finite time for which the fuel could be left bare of
liquid coolant cover. It is therefore recommended that
fuel should only be uncovered if and only if on the
basis of its decay heat, calculations ermit exposure
to air for infinite period of time. It is obvious that
in such a circumstance too the fue my not be allowed
to be uncovered for a time exceeding the barely minimum
for the completion of a given job.

(2) The channel H02 incident, which happened as a result of
sticking of two fuel bundles could possibly hve been
avoided, had the operator calculated the distance
between desired position and stalled position of CTA,
before using manual operation. Had this been done. this

might have indicated involvement of a bundle. it 
probable that some method could then have been evolved
to disengage the coupled bundles.

(3) The inside diameter of the liner tube varies between
4.074 and 4054 inches. The new shield plug with its
average rear end diameter of 4015 inch can slide
within the liner without any difficulty.

The maximum diameter at the rear end bulge of the
shield plugs of channels F07 and P5 were measured as
4.054 and 4048 inches respectively. I, iS ob--viou-- tha,
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the diametral increase in the channel 5 shield plug
must have been even higher leading to its complete
ja=ing in the liner assembly.

The increase in diameter of over 800 microns necessary
for causing a difficulty in the free movement of the
shield plug within the liner assembly can not be
accounted for on the basis of deposition f crud or
corrosion film which earlier was thought to be one of
the possible reasons.

Several shield plugs specially of outer zone channels
have since been examined. These have shown no
abnormality. It is possible that the problem could be
due to an inherent material or manufacturing defect,
deteriorating with time.

There is an important point however that the bulging
has in all cases been noticed at the rear end where the
charge tube looks on to the shield plug. The thermal
stresses coupled with mechanical sresses due to
locking and unlocking operations could lso contribute
to the observed phenomenon.
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KANUPP OPERATION WITH FOUR OUT OF SIX STEAM GENERATORS

BY

S. BADSHAH HUSAIN

SAFDER HABIB

ABSTRACT

This paper highlights the experience at Karachi Nuclear
Power Plant of operation with 4 out of 6 steam generators
in service. Removal of two steam generators, one from each
loop of the normal circuit, was necessitated due to the
development of leak in one of the steam generators. The
normal approach of leak search, plugging of tube and,��
subsequent ISI of steam generator could not be attempted
mainly because of lack of tools, expertise, and experience
in the rel�eavant field. Suitable modif ications were, howeve�'r ,
carried out to isolate the faulty steam generator from the
circuit and restart the plant with 4 steam generators
instead of 6 The primary pumps in operation were also
reduced from 3 pairs to 2 pairs.

The modifications required a series of studies, analyses
and changes to piping work in the steam boiler feed water
circuit. Comprehensive stress analysis was carried out to
make sure that steam & PHT headers can withstand the uneven
expansion of hot and cold pipings steam generators. The
plant rating was reduced to ensure that design criteria are
not violated with the new configuration. Various trip
limits and set points were adjusted accordingly. A number
of special commissioning tests were done to validate the
theoretical predictions. Finally the Plant was restarted and
connected to the grid on Jan. 03, 1991 and loaded to 50 MWe
(45% R.P).

The present modified mode of operation is considered
temporary and all efforts and resources, both indigenous
and international, are being mobilized to carry out leak
search, ISI, plugging the leaking tube and restoring the
plant to normal configuration for high power operation.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the age related deterioration common to the
operation of nuclear power plant is the failure of
tubes in steam generators. This aging phenomena, not
only affects the availability but also has the
potential to affect safety of NPPS, if appropriate
measure are not taken. KANUPP, designed in late sixties
& commissioned in early seventies, experienced first
tube leak in one of its six steam generators in
September, 1989. At that time the plant had completed
approximately six full power years of operation, and
the six steam generators were estimated to have
remained in service for about thirteen years at varying
PHT flows and temperatures since commissioning.

A leak in one of the steam generators PH-BO3, was
detected during routine sampling by an increase in
tritium contents. The tritium level was about 45 times
higher than the normal value of 1-10 uci/lit, however,

.the heavy water leakage to the secondary side was as
low as 10 ml/hr. Since the leakage was too small to
be located by the available leak detection techniques,
the plant was kept operating under strict surveillance

Wand enhanced monitoring programme. The leak rate and
tritium level remained fairly stable to an average
value of 10 ml/hr 40-50 uci/lit) for about a year.
Leakage of heavy water to the secondary side started
increasing in late November 1990 and ultimately reached
4.0 kg/hr on December 05, 1990, when the plant had to
be shutdown mainly because of economic considerations,
as there was no fuel failure, and the tritium hazard on
the secondary side was insignificant.

Immediate inspection of steam generator and attempt for
leak detection and plugging could not be performed due
to lack of tools, expertise, and experience in the
relevant field. Alternatively a study was carried out
to check the feasibility of isolating the affected
steam generator from the normal circuit and operating
the plant with 4 steam generators instead of 6 'Based
on the recommendations of the initial studies, special
commissioning tests were performed, to validate the
theoretical predictions. Parallel to this, initiatives
were also taken to fabricate steam generator mock-up,
develop leak detection procedures, and carry out
welding practice at the mock-up.

On successful accomplishment of the commissioning tests
conditional clearance for limited period operation at
50% R.P power was accorded by the regulatory
authorities. The decision for this modified mode of
operation was taken to avoid extended plant shutdown
and to meet the power shortage requirement of the



Karachi Electric supply Corporation (KESC) grid, hich
was under immense pressure at that time due to
unplanned outage of some of its own generating units.

2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

KANUPP, in its Primary Heat Transport system, has four
PHT pumps and three steam generators (Boilers) on each
side of the reactor. Normally six PHT pumps and all the
six steam generators remain in service to remove the
fission heat generated in the reactor.

At full power, the total amount of heat to be removed
by the coolant from fuel is about 433 MWth. This is
done by circulating a total coolant flow of -about
28,200 IGPM 16.75 million lbs/hr) through the 208 fuel
channels. Of this total flow, half flows through 104
channels from north to south direction and the other
half flows through the remaining 104 channels in the
opposite direction.

The pumps only circulate the coolant (do not pressurize
it) by generating a pressure rise just enough to
overcome the flow resistance of the circuit, which is
about 196 psig. The three steam generators on each side
remove 216.5 MW of fission heat from 104 channels. Hot
D20 coolant at 560OF enters the tub� side of each steam
generator at the rate of 254 million lbs/hr from the
outlet header and flows out at 474'F to the pump
suction header giving /\T of 86OF through the reactor
at full power.. Feed water at 334'F enters the shell
side of each steam generator at the rate of 0277
million lb/hr and leaves as 'steam at 48OoF, 550 psig.

3.0 BRIEF HISTORY OF BO 3 TUBE LEAK PROBLEM

In the absence of on-line monitoring facility, the
integrity of the steam generator tubes for any possible
leak is checked by manual sampling of secondary water
for tritium concentrations. The accepted normal level
of tritium in the steam generator feed water syste is
around 1-10 uci/lit. An increase in tritium level on
secondary side of the steam generator was observed in
September, 1989. Analysis indicated that tritium
concentration in steam generator 3 had increased by
4-5 times of the normal value, while the heavy water
leak rate was estimated to be around 10 ml/hr. Since
the leak rate was too small to be located by any known
methods, plant was kept in operation for about a year
with a persistent stable leak rate of 10 ml/hr.

It was only in late November, 1990 when an increasing
trend in leak' rate and tritium concentration was
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observed and finally the plant was shutdown when the
heavy water leak rate increased to about 4 kg/hr on
December 5, 1990 (Fig. 1).

4.0 FEASIBILITY STUDY

A study was conducted to identify possible course of
action and their implementation feasibility. Two
alternatives were considered:

Alternative: 

Leak detection and plugging of the defective
tube/(s).

Alternative: 2

Isolation of the affected steam generator from the
circuit and plant operation with 4 out of 6 steam
generators.

The logical approach would have been-to carry out leak
search and plug the defective tube/(s). However, this
option, as an immediate solution to the problem, was
not considered feasible, mainly because of:

Unavailability of proven leak detection &
identification procedures.

Lack of experience in tube plugging techniques.

Access problem through manhole to carryout plug
welding (about 'th of the tube sheet is
inaccessible).

It was, however, decided to design and fabricate a
mock-up of steam generator to carry out experiments for
the development of effective tube leak procedures and
practice of plug welding.

The possibility of acquiring technical service from
the vendor or any other international organization
having experience in the inspection and repair of steam
generator tubes was also explored, but no immediate
assistance was forthcoming. To avoid an extended plant
shutdownt the other alternative i.e. isolation of the
affected steam generator from the circuit and operation
of plant with 4 instead of 6 steam generators was given
serious consideration. The approach although unique and
difficult, was thought t be the only viable solution
which could have been tried utilizing indigenous
resources. A preliminary study was carried out which
identified some critical areas where detailed analyses
and modifications were needed, before the option of
operating the plant with reduced number of steam
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generators could be tried. The major issues were:

- Effective isolation of steam generator from:
Steam Lines
PHT Headers
Boiler Feed Water (BFW) Lines

- Stress Analysis on
Steam Lines
BFW` lines
PHT Headers

- Measurement and control of pressure drop (,6 P)
across the steam generator within design limits.

- Derating of Plant.

- Modifications in steam generator level control
logic.

- Modification in steam generator level trip logic.

- Trip set points adjustment.

The concerns were carefully assessed and it as
concluded that all such issues could be resolved
utilizing in-house capabilities.

5.0 COMMISSIONING

In order to implement the scheme of plant operation
with 4 instead of 6 steam generators, a team comprised
by experienced technical personnel from the plant was
constituted and entrusted the task of commissioning,
testing and temporary safe restart of the plant. Major
steps taken to isolate the affected steam generator,
commission the system, and connect the plant back to
the grid are summarized below.

5.1 Isolation of Steam Generator from Primary, Feed and
Steam Circuit.

The design of PHT and BFW system hardware are such that
individual steam generator could be isolated from the
respective circuit through the isolating valves. No
such positive isolation is available on steam lines,

except that a non-return valve is installed in the
steam line-of each steam generator. The steam generator
feed water isolating valves have past history of
passing in closed position while the steam non-return
valves.could not be assured of providing perfect steam
leak tightness during all plant conditions. This
limitation necessitated provision of mechanical
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isolation, such as cutting and blanking of feed water
lines and installation of internal jacks on non-return
valve' discs. The affected steam generator (PH-BO3)
occupying central position in its loop alongwith a
healthy steam generator (PH-BO4) having similar
position. in other loop was isolated. Isolation of one
healthy steam generator (BO#4) in the other loop was
considered necessary to provide symmetry, thermo-
hydraulic balancing and ease in transient handling for
operators. Complete and positive isolation of the two
steam generators from the PHT, BFW steam circuit was
thus obtained by:

Closing the PHT inlet and outlet valves and
confirming their integrity.

Installing internal jacks on steam non-return
valves to apply extra torque on the discs for
positive closure (Fig. 2.

Cutting and blanking BFW lines leading to steam
generators (Fig. 3.

Chemical injection and nitrogen blanketing lines of
these steam generators were also disconnected. These
steam generators were, however, filled and kept
s-1'ightly pressurized with helium to avoid ingress of
air by any possible means.

5.2 Stress Analysis

Development of stresses on PHT headers due to uneven
expansion of in-circuit (hot) and isolated (cold) steam
generators was the area of utmost concern. At KANUPP:

As the steam generator heat up, thermal expansion
of the shell along its vertical axis takes place.
Since the steam generators are supported on legs,
thermal expansion takes place upwards with the
result that part of the supported load on the
spring hangers is transferred to the support legs.

As the primary piping heats up (i.e feeders and
main headers), the primary pump suction header
movement is restricted by steel supports such that
the resultant thermal expansion thrust is directed
at the steam generator nozzles. This resultant
force causes the steam generator to slide on its
support leg pads to alleviate the thrust.

The non-uniform lifting of in-circuit (hot) steam
generators with respect to cold, and its
consequent impact on PHT headers due to
development of stresses was thoroughly analyzed
for various conditions including severest possible
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scenarios. The stress analysis was carried out in
collaboration with CHASNUPP-a sister organization
of KANUPP-where required expertise and tools were
available. The major objective of the analysis was
to determine:

Maximum possible twist in the header in case one
steam generator is isolated and the other two
operate at maximum possible temperature.

Maximum stresses produced in the piping between-
the header and the steam generators if the header
twist is restrained.

Possibility of buckling of the header due to the
above conditions.

The analysis indicated that there are little chances of
header buckling for the modified mode of operation and
the maximum stress ratio are also well within the
design limits.

Similar stress analyses were also performed for steam
generator feed water and steam lines, and found to be
within allowable limits. Refer attachment-1 for
results.

5.3 Measurement and Control of Pressure Drop (A P) Across
the Steam Generator.

KANUPP steam generators are designed for a maximum
pressure drop of 24 Psi at the tube side measured
between inlet and outlet nozzles.

During normal operation, with all the six steam
generators and primary pumps inservice, a flow rate of
2.54 million lb/hr results in a head loss of 24 Psi
across each steam generator.

Calculations were done to predict the effect on flow
rate and head loss due to isolation of one steam
generator in each loop. These indicated that flow rate
and pressure drop through each steam generator would
increase by 17% and 42%, respectively, from the design
value. The head loss through each steam generator was
predicted to be as high as 35 psig. Later, during
commissioning and testing phase, the measured value
were found to be in close agreement with the predicted
values (Fig. 4.

Instead of subjecting th-e steam generator tubes to
higher risk of failure due to increase in.flow and /'\P,
steps were taken to reduce the PHT flows by throttling
the PHT pump discharge valves, to a position where
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pressure drop across the steam generator could be
maintained around 24 Psig. Throttling of PHT pump
discharge valves to an optimum position where this
objective could be met, was successfully achieved
during commissioning and /\P was maintained to the
required value during plant operation.

The throttling led to a reduction in the gross flow to
66% of design value. It was, therefore, decided to
lower the reactor operating power to less than 60% R.P.
so that fuel rtings would not be violated.

Detailed analysis was also done to determine whether
there are any detrimental effect n the process system
or discharge valve itself, due to throttled valve
operation. No safety significant or operational problem
could be identified. It was, however, recommended to
check the valves for any sign of vibration and noise
during commissioning phase and inspect the seats and
discs during plant shutdown to carryout reconditioning
if needed. The scheme was also referred to the vendor
(HOPKINSONS) for expert advice who gave a clearance
for 3-4 months of continuous operation in this
configuration. Performance of the throttled valves
during commissioning tests and plant operation was
found satisfactory and no sign of vibration or noise
was detected.

5.4 Derating of Plant

Based on the reduced primary flow and /\T limitations,
the maximum allowable power where the plant could be
operated was estimated to be around 60% R.P 75 MWe).
However, the regulatory authorities further restricted
the operating power to 50 % R.P which corresponds to 60
MWe. The plant was eventually operated at an average
load of 50 Mwe throughout thi's modified mode of
operation.

5.5 Modifications in Steam Generator Level Control Logic

At KANUPP, the water level in the steam generators is
controlled by two 3elements controllers, one for each
bank. Each level control loop employs feed water flow,
steam flow, and steam generator level signals to
regulate the steam generator feed water control valves.

Both the steam generator banks have their separate
feed control systems. Each control unit senses either
the average level in the three steam generator on the
bank (normal position) or level in one particular steam
generator. The selection is possible through a selector
switch in Control Room. Selecting a single steam
generator level for control not only bypasses the time
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delay unit which is required for a good control but may
also create other'control problems due to fuelling and
control rod position in the core. As one Steam
Generator on each bank was isolated and drained, the
level sensing logic was modified to average out the
level signals of two remaining steam generators. The
logic was initially tested in the laboratory and on
satisfactory accomplishment of results, finally
implemented for on-line level control. Behavior of
steam generator level controller remained extremely
satisfactory during commissioning and plant operation.

5.6 Modification in Steam Generator Level Trip Logic.

A reactor trip on low steam generator level is
provided at KANUPP. This low lev'el trip is operated to
trip the reactor should the level in any two steam
generators of one bank fall below the minimum required
inventory level. Consequent upon isolation of one steam
generator in ea 'ch bank, this low level trip logic was
also modified to initiate reactor trip on low level in
any one out of two steam generator in one bank
inherently safer than the original 23 circuit. Since
trip is a part of the protective system, all possible
efforts were made to implement this. logic with minimum
disturbance to the wiring nd hardware. The. modified
scheme was satisfactorily tested during commissioning.

5.7 Trip Set Points Adjustment

Based on the power limitations and reduced primary
flow, due to 4 PHT pump operation, corresponding trip
set points, such as Lin N High, Lin N Override,
Primary Gross Flow Low and Reactor /\T High were re-
adjusted to lower settings.

6.0 MONITORING

Monitoring the Integrity of jacked steam non-return and
heavy water inlet/outlet valves of the isolated steam
generators during plant operation was of ultimate
importance. For effective and quick detection of the
impending degradation of the isolation boundaries,
following monitoring facilities were provided.

- Pressure gauges installed on steam generator blow
down lines for high pressure steam leak detection.

- Thermocouples at four different locations on steam
generators shell and legs were installed for
surface temperature measurement, providing
indirect means of detecting leakage of steam and
heavy water to the. steam generator (Fig. 5).
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In addition, as the tube sides of the isolated steam
generators were continuously vented to the primary
relief tank, constant monitoring of pressure and
temperature trend of the tank was initiated to detect
passing of hot primary heavy water through the
isolating valves.

During plant operation the measured parameters remained
within limits and no abnormality was observed. The
thermocouples, during initial stages of heat up and
loading registered an 'increasing trend due to
conduction effect and then stabilized to a constant,
value as the plant attained stable operation.

7.0 SAFETY TESTS

A number of Safety related tests, to assess the trip
logic performance and heat sink capabilities were
also carried out, before placing the plant for
prolonged service in the modified mode of operation.
The tests includes protective system trip, cool down
capability and PHT pumps run-down & Thermosyphoning
effectiveness tests.

7.1 Protective System Test

Steam generator level low trip logic, after its
implementation, was tested by conducting a dynamic test
for all steam generator. Reactor trip on low level in
any one out of two steam generators in any bank was
successfully achieved.

All the trip paramerters whose values were changed for
2x2 steam generator/pump combination were tested for
proper actuation of trip signal by performing a
protective system test for all three channels. All
parameters actuated on trip signals as expected.

7.2 Cool Down Capability Test

Operation of the plant with 2x2 steam generator/pump
combination resulted in reduction of one steam
generator on each bank, therefore, it become mandatory
to check the effectiveness of crash cool down mode of
operation, to assess the heat sink capabilities of
remaining steam generators. The test was performed to
cool down the system from the operating temperature to
a lower value by manually blowing off the steam and
attaining the recommended cool down rate of 3-
5'F/minutes. The test was successful as predicted.
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7.3 PHT Pump Run-down and Thermosyphoning Test

At KANUPP, following a sudden loss of primary pumps due
to power failure or due to reactor trip, from full
power, the stored energy in the fly wheels of the pump
motors will provide a flow run-down which matches the
reactor power decay characteristic following trip, for
over a minute. The flywheel is designed to provide at
least 70% of rated flow seconds after the trip and at
least 6 of the rated flow 50 seconds after the trip,
when the reactor power has decayed to about 6 of full
power. Just before the pump speed reduces to zero,
cooling of the fuel is taken over by thermosyphoning
which is sufficient to remove 5% of the full power.
This is achieved by locating the steam generator
sufficiently high above the reactor so that differences
in the coolant density between the "hot leg" and "cold
leg" provide-the motive force.

Thermosyphoning can cool the system to about 250'F
(provided feed water available) after which the cooling
is effected by standby cooling system, because
thermosyphoning is not effected below 2500F.

The thermosyphoning calculations for the modified mode
of operation have shown that with the primary pumps
discharge valves throttled, cooling due to
thermosyphoning would be effective but will cease to
exist at temperature near 300'F due to extra flow
resistance offered by the throttled valves. If the
operator opens the valves to full open position, still
lower coolant temperature will be possible.

A test was conducted to determine PHT pumps flow
run-down and reactor power characteristics following
reactor trip from 31.6% R.P. 30 MWe). It was observed
that the decreasing flow matched with the reactor power
as predicted. Reactor power decreased to less then 
in 60 seconds while the flow decreased to about 6% In
the thermosyphoning mode the PHT was, thus., cooled
satisfactorily at recommend rate of 35 OF/minute.

A summary of commissioning 'and safety tests is provided
in Attachment -

8.0 TEST OPERATION AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Plant was temporarily restarted on January 03, 1991
after performing all the commissioning and safety
tests. Its performance during the past more than two
months of operation at 45% R.P. was excellent and no
safety significant problem was encountered. During this
run, the plant also experienced a severe transient when
both the transmission lines feeding to the grid were
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lost for about 35.minutes, the plant did not, however,
trip and continued supplying its uxiliary load during
the line loss incident. This was first time in the
history of station operation that plant survived on
such type of transient without tripping on either low
or high steam generator level.

8.1 Core Performance

The plant operation with 2x2 combination of steam
generators and pumps, also necessitate as mentioned
earlier in the text, throttling of primary pumps
valves. This mode of operation modified the /\T across
the inlet and outlet headers to an' extent 6f` 33 on
average as depicted and compared with normal operation
with 3x3 steam generator and pump combination in Fig.
6. Based on the rise of temperature across the headers
and maximum design /\T limit of 86*F, the limit on
maximum attainable power was calculated to be 60% R.P.
(75 M`We).

The channel power variation in the radial direction as
existed during and prior to test operating conditions
is shown in Fig. 7 It can be seen that flow variation
due specially to valve throttling did not produce any
uneven distribution of power in the reactor core.

9.0 RENORNALIZATION

After acquiring the leak search procedures and repair
capabilities, the plant was shut down on March 07, 1991
for necessary leak detection, plugging and placing the
unit back for high power operation.

10.0 CONCLUSION

Steam generators have been a significant source of
problems to the plant operators throughout the world.
Steam generators contain thousands of tube, and it is
not very uncommon to experience tube leak due to
variety of problems.-

Among other things, heat exchanger problems can stem
from design deficiencies within the heat exchanger or
system, system operating errors, incompatibility with
other materials within the cooling system and quite
often a water chemistry problem. Performance of KANUPP
steam generator tubes (Monel-400) has so far been
excellent, as during its 19 years of operation, only
one incident of tube leak has been experienced.
Operation of plant with 4 steam generator instead of
six was a difficult task as no previous experience,
either in-house or external was available on this
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special mode of operation. The entire work of study,
stress analyses and steam generator isolation by
disconnection capping of connecting pipings was done
utilizing local and indigenous resources.

This modified mode of operation, although resulted in
derating of the plant, the cost/benefit analyses proved
it justified. Instead of keeping the plant shutdown for
a lengthy period of time and importing electricity for
plant loads, it was found cost effective to carry cut
necessary modifications and export power even at
derated conditions. During over two months of
operation, the plant not only generated over 74 million
Units of electricity, but also allowed sufficient tme
to develop leak search procedures and repair techniques
on the mock-up facility.

The importance of carrying out an intensive IS to
determine the health and to forestall actual leakage of
tubes, cannot be overemphasized. Lack of special
inspection tools and capabilities are the two major
limitations which did not allow performance of an
effective In-service Inspection of KANUPP steam
generators in the past.

The ISI of KANUPP steam generators, particularly after
the current* tube leak incident, -is now absolutely
necessary to ensure continued safe operation of
KANUPP. Steam generator tubes are part of the primary
coolant boundary and their integrity has a direct
bearing on plant safety. Negotiation with the vendor to
carryout full scale ISI of steam generator is underway.

It is an accepted fact that the quantum of R&D, design
and operational safety experience of the vendor
country cannot be matched by a NPP operating country
alone. It is, thus, extremely important for the
utilities to receive whole hearted co-operation and
technical assistance by the vendor countries on
continuous basis to resolve special issues
particularly those where safety is the prime concern.

The role of COG in establishing nd promoting such o-
operation has been excellent in the past and it is
expected that COG will continue playing its vital rle
in exchange of technical information and arrangement of
technical services to the CANDU family for safe and
reliable plant operation.
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Summary of Commissioning nd Safety Test

A. Commissioning Tests

S.No TEST RESULTS REMARKS

01. ISOLATION OF THE Isolating valves No heavy water rec-
BO#3/4 FROM PHT SIDE holding perfectly eived during plant

operation in Relief
Tank with BO#3/4
D20 blow down
valves kept open.

02. ISOLATION OF THE Nitrogen pressure No leakage through
BO#3/4 FROM BW SIDE hold test was blanked welded line

successful. observed.

03. ISOLATION OF THE N2 pressure hold No steam/water at
BO#3/4 FORM STEAM test successful. steam sampling sta-
LINES Jacked TS-NV's tion received dur-

holding steam ing plant operation
perfectly.

04. STRESS ANALYSIS

i Steam lines No effect on Meets the flexib-
steam generators ility requirement

Analysis done on the until TS-NV's of ASME codes
basis; lose their inte- section III

grity instantly.

- Normal Operation
- 50% Power
- 500 Psig Pressure
- 481 'F temp.

- Transient Condition;
- 672 Psig pressure
- 500 'F temp.

- Design Condition
- 700 Psig pressure
- 500 'F temp.



S.No TEST RESULTS REMARKS

ii BFW lines

Analysis done on the No effect on BFW system meets
basis; steam generator all the requirement

BFW pipings. of ASME code
-Normal Operation section III.

- 50% Power
- 0-1000 Psig Press.
- 100-300 F

-Transient Condition
- 1000 Psig Pressure
- 300 OF

-Design Condition
- 000 sig
- 334 OF

iii PHT Headers

Normal Condition; PHT headers and Assessed for Bil/3
- 50% Power boiler are safe. /5, outlet and pump
- _1500 psig press. Max stress Ratio suction headers.
- 100-480 F temp. - 0391 for 500'F

- 0493 for WOOF

- 0-1581 Psig press.
- 100-567 F temp.

Design Condition
- 1750 Psig pressure
- 600 F temp.

06. BOILER LEVEL CONTROL Successful Modified level
control working
satisfactorily



B. Safety Tests

S.No TEST RESULTS REMARKS

01. Steam Generator Reactor tripped 1 out of 2 steam
Level Low Trip on individual generators on each

steam generator bank trip logic
low level cond- successfully imple-
ition. mented.

02. Protective System Successful All parameters
Test actuated on trip

signals as they
were expected.

03. Cooldown Capability Successful Cooling rate >3 F
Test /min was achieved

by blowing off
steam. No degrada-
tion in cool down
capability as comp-
ared to 3x3 steam
generator, pump co-
mbination observed.

04. PHT Pump Run Down PH-pumps stopped Past data record
Test completely in 151 (PDR) print out

sec. showed that reactor
power reduced to
0.93% in 60 sec.
While flow in chan-
nels decreases to
5.8%. Decrease in
flow thus matched
with the reactor
power as predicted.

05. Thermosyphoning Successful Initial cooling
Effectiveness Test rate observed 8F/

min. which grad-
ually reduced to
normal rate of 3F/
minute. No degra-
dation in thermosy-
phoning capability
as compared to
3x3 steam generator
pump combination.
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ONTARIO HYDROIS OPERATING E(PERIENCE WITII STEAM GENERATORSWITII
SPECIFICS ON BRUCE A AND BRUCE PROBLEMS

J. W. Eatock, R. W. Patterson, R. W. Dyck 

ABSTRACT

'Me performance of the steam generators in Ontario Hydro nuclear power stations is reviewed. This performance has
generally been outstanding compared to world averages, with very low tube failure and plugging rates. Steam generator
problems have made only minor contributions to Ontario Hydro nuclear station incapability factors. The mechanisms

'ble f leaks been to
response or the observed tube degradation and failures are described. The majority of the have due
fatigue in the U-bend of the Bruce A7 steam generators. There have been very few failures attributed to corrosion of the
three tube materials used in Ontario Hydro steam generators.

Recent performance has been deteriorating primarily due to deposit accumulation in the steam generators. Plugging of the
broached holes in the upper support plates at Bruce W has caused some derating of two units. Increases have been
observed in the primary heat transport system reactor inlet temperature of several units. These increases may be attributed
to steam generator tube surface fouling. In addition, several units have accumulated deep, hard sludge piles on the tube
sheet, although little damage been observed. Recently some fretting of tubes has been observed at BNGSB in the U-bend
support region.

oternedial measures are being taken to address the current problems. Solutions are being evaluated to reduce the
generation of corrosion products in the feedtrain and their subsequent transport to the steam generators.

* : Ontario Hydro - Central Production Services Division
595 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario M5G 2C2
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1. INTRODUCITON tubes, mostly near the periphery of the bundle. Many of
these were preventively plugged. Pickering 'A7 has had only
I tube leak in 1974, attributed to a manufacturing defect.

The operating performance of the steam generators in Further details on these and other failures are given in
Ontario Hydro Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors has been Section S.
excellent compared to world-wide xperience in PWRs AU
the Ontario Hydro nuclear units operating or under Table 3 shows the total station incapability factors since in-
construction employ recirculating inverted U-tube steam service and the incapability attributed to steam generator
generators fabricated by Babcock and Wilcox Canada Ltd. problems. For the four Pickering AO units which went in-
This paper will present the operating experience of the service between 1971 and 1973, the steam generator
Ontario Hydro steam generators with emphasis on recent incapability has only been 0.1% since in-service. About half
Bruce A and Bruce experience. of this was from repairs requ-, '_ to the blowdown lines. le

Pickering OB' incapability of 04% was mostly from two steam
generator tube leaks caused by debris in the boiler.

2. OVERVIEW OF MATERIALS AND DESIGNS
The largest icapability has occurred at Bruce 'A' and has
represented the only incidence of forced outages. In the

T"�DU steam generators differ from PWR units in several early years of operation, this incapability arose from a small
important respects, and numerous changes have been number of tube failures and also from a 'sagging and
incorporated into the CANDU steam generator designs in humping' problem with the common horizontal steam drum.
successive units. Table I briefly summarizes the principal The latter was caused by temperature differentials during
characteristics of the steam generators in Ontario Hydro transient operating conditions. This led to several outages
CANDU reactors. for inspections, and some operating restrictions and deratings

which have since been ifted. The. more recent contributions
to incapability have been from power deratings caused by

3. OPERATING STATISTICS boiler level oscillations from broach support plate blockage.
In 1990, the latter resulted in a 16.3% incapability of the
station (see Section 42). The Bruce 'B' incapability until

Overall, the operating experience with CANDU steam 1990, was mainly due to a tube failure caused by a loose part,
generators has been very good. Table 2 summarizes the but now tube fretting is the major contributor.
numbers of tubes failed and plugged for all Ontario Hydro
plants.

The overall failure rate of approximately 0003% for the
population of over a half million tubes is very much below 4. PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DUE TO DEPOSITS
the industry average Blomgren I . he total number of
tubes plugged, 76, has been correspondingly low. About a
third of these were plugged following removal of a tube Up to the mid 1980's, virtually no performance degradation
segment for metallurgical examination. had been xperienced at any of the Ontario Hydro plants

from deposit accumulation in the steam generators. However
Bruce OA" has had the largest number of failed and plugged in the last years, steam generator deposits have begun to

have a significant impact. The most serious is the plugging



of the broached holes in the upper support plates at Bruce deposits were composed of feedtrain corrosion products
'A'. Some effects attributed to tube fouling are also (magnetite, metallic copper) but with a roughly equal
beginning to show. Most uits have accumulated sludge piles proportion of cooling water impurities due to extens
on the tubesheet giving rise to considerable concerns for condenser leakage � More recently, data from Bruce---r
under-deposit corrosion, although to date sludge piles have shows deposit thicknesses ranging from 0.05 to 04 mm, wit
not had a direct impact on unit performance. a potential deposit load ranging from 1250 to 5600 kg per

steam generator. To date, Pickering 'B' and Bruce B'
4.1 uyvort Plate Fouling stations report only very light deposits on the tubes, but th(

inspection data is relatively sparse.
'Me most serious deposit-related performance degradation of
the Ontario Hydro steam generators has been the result of The accumulation of deposits on steam generator tubing is
blockage of the broached holes of some support plates. At believed to be responsible for steam pressure losses in PWF
Bruce W, this blockage has caused flow instabilities in the and increasing reactor inlet header temperatures in CANDI
steam generator as evidenced by apparent oscillations in the units. The concern over changes in re-actor inlet header
boiler level Mewdell�. Figure 3 shows an example of temperatures arises from a plants having tightly-set inlet
differential pressure measurements made on an oscillating temperature limits related to reactor safety channel trip
boiler (unit 2 boiler 3 and a non-oscillating boiler (unit 2 margins. These margins are approx. 4 or 'C at unit
boiler 1) in October 1987. commissioning, and a temperature increase of a few degree.,

is enough to have an impact.
To date, this phenomenon has only been observed on two
units at Bruce A*. To circumvent the osculation, deratings The best analysis to date is that the temperature increases ai
have been necessary. Uit was derated to 55% power prior due to fouling of the steam generator tubes Soulard 3 .
to its maintenance outage in July 1990, and Unit 2 was Other mechanisms, including primary side fouling, primary
derated to 76% power just prior -to its maintenance outage in head bypass, and steam separator bypass, have been rejecte(
1989. Inspections of the top four support plates in the Unit as explanations.

2 steam generators have shown 40,01o-100116 blockage of the

trefoil broached holes, with the hot leg being more severely The Bruce 'A' and Bruce 'B' have observed gradual

blocked than the cold leg. 'Me blockages decrease towards increases in the primary heat transport system reactor inlet
the periphery of the tube bundle. The deposits consist of temperature. A recent Ontario Hydro analysi 4 of '

feedtrain corrosion products, magnetite and copper, with temperature increases indicates that unit uprating arftwve

some odes of Zn, S4 Ca, Mg also present. The deposits are fouling are the major contributors. There is a significant

hard and tenacious, and difficult to remove (Malaugh �. variation in the data over time and among units. 'Me presei

Recently completed inspections on Unit I have indicated analysis suggests, if past tends continue temperatures will

similar fouling to Unit 2 with ome small differences. The rise at Bruce A by 20'C every five years on average in the

Unit deposits seem t o be softer than Unit 2 and the outer zone, less in the inner zone. At Bruce B temperature

deposits seem to be more evenly distributed between hot leg rises would be less. Figure 2 shows temperature change dai

and cold leg sides of the steam generators. Deposit for Bruce-A_

composition data from Unit is not yet available.

The trends at Bruce 'A' are more pronounced than Bruce I

Computer simulations predict that the Bruce 'A' boilers wl and -.. present only two units of the four are showing

oscWate if the average blockage of the top support plates of - ernible temperature increases. Nonetheless there is

the bundle is above 70% 5, in close agreement with the c3acern at Bruce A*, that this mode of performance

observed results. Unless corrosion product transport to the degradation could increase in the future. Some reduction i,

steam generator can be greatly reduced, it may only be a RIH temperatures has been noted on Unit 2 since its 1990

matter of time before other units will also have to be derated waterlancing, Te reason for this apparent temperature

due to these oscillations. reduction is not fully understood.

4.2 Tube Foulin2 A preliminary reactor inlet header temperature analysis dor

at Pickering NGS shows no apparent trend.

Tube deposits were first noted in Ontario Hydro steam

generators at Pickering W in 1983, during visual inspection

through a hand-hole machined a few inches above the

tubesheet. The deposits were estimated to be 0.5 mm in

thickness, increasing toward the center of the hot leg. 'Me



41 Tubesheet Slud2e Plies erosion/corrosion. There has been a gneral move towards
lowering steam generator ntaminant levels to the EPRI

lfwtsheet dposits were first detected at Pickering 'A' in guidelines In addition, considerable
1979 during routine eddy current inspections. Sludge piles emphasis has been placed on upgrading station equipment for
with a maximum height of approximately 30 cm were noted. chemistry monitoring and control, and on improving the
More extensive inspections carried out a few years later adherence to specifications and action levebr, Progress has
showed the pile had grown at a rate of about 2 cm)year. The been made at some plants in reducing turbine/condenser air
pile was deepest in the hot leg and had a kidney bean profile. inleakage, from typical values of 50->100 SCFM 24->47
The deposits were also determined to be extremely hard, with Ltcc) to current levels of 10-20 SCFM 4.7-9.4 I./sec).
an average compressive strength of 17 MPa 2500 psi), Various feedwater cleanup methods are being contemplated
comparable to that of concrete. 7be deposits had very low by a plants to reduce transport of corrosion products into
porosity, in the range 20-25%, and a high degree of the steam generators.
crystallinity 

To meet the recently published Ontario Hydro 25 Year
The concern in the early 1980's for Pickering 'A' was for Energy Supply and Demand Plan, units at Bruce-NGSA will
under-deposit corrosion of the tubes. Ontario Hydro, have to operate with an 80% capacity factor. To ensure that
therefore, embarked on a program of removing tubes Bruce-NGSA meets this target a program was establish to
periodically to better define their surface condition, and in upgrade plant equipment This program was named
parallel carrying out some development of cleaning REHAB. Within the Bruce A Rehab program, several
procedures in case they would be required. To date, corrosion product transport reduction alternatives are being
however, tubes removed from Pickering 'A' have shown no considered Tese alternatives include: full flow condensate
evidence of a corrosion problem. filtration and, or polishing, condenser air removal zone

retubing with stainless emel, replacing copper alloys in high
Other Ontario Hydro plants are also experiencing the build- and low pressure heaters and blowdown recovery. A study
up of sludge pes on the tubesbeet. The maximum hot leg identifying the impact of these options, using generic PWR
depths are show in Table 4 At Pickering 'A', there has corrosion product transport data, has recently been
generally been good agreement between eddy current sludge completed. In parallel with this study, corrosion product

proffle measurements and physical measurements (see transport studies are being conducted at Bruce A so that the
1AWre 4 At Bruce 'A', the agreement has not always been benefits of the Rehab options can be fully quantified. Final
as good. Recently, January 1991, Bruce A* sludge pile was recommendations from these programs should be available by
physically measured in Unit I Boiler 3 and found to be 24 Mid 1991. It is anticipated that the evaluation techniques
cm. 'Me sludge pile was found to be very hard. used for the Bruce A REHAB program will be extended to

the other stations in the future.
T'he main concern at all plants remains the high potential for
under-deposit corrosion, particularly in the event of Several programs are underway that address the cleaning of
accidental ingress of chemicals from the water treatment steam generators. In the mid 1980's, attempts were made at
plant or the ingress of impurities from condenser leaks. Pickering 'A' to remove the hard tubesheet deposits using

This concern even more severe at the Bruce stations which water-lancing. The narrow inter-tube gaps presented new
are tubed with 1600 and the tubesheet are inaccessible. equipment challenges. Deposit removal rates were very low,
Some minor tube attack has already been xperienced during largely attributed to insufficient focusing and alignment of
such events, as described in Section S.2. the jets. For example at Pickering A% the deposit removal

translated to 'skinning' the sludge pile face at a rate of
4.4 Sludee Manaeement approximately 2 cm penetration per hour per tube lane.

Subsequent development work has shown the benefits of

AU Ontario Hydro stations have taken some measures to using higher water pressures and of polymeric additives to

minimize the ingress of corrosion products to the steam enhance the focusing and cutting effectiveness of the jet.

generator, and to rmove deposits from the steam generator. Development work continues, including conceptual work on

inter-tube water-lancing equipment

All stations have made revisions to their chemical

specifications to minimize corrosion and sludge generation. Ile cleaning of the Bruce 'A' tube support plate broaches

The feedwater pH has been revised.upwards to >9.5 for a- using water lancing was demonstrated in the last year 

ferrous plants, hydrazine levels have been lowered at some Although not totally successful in removing the hard deposits

ferrous/copper plants, and a minimum morpholine from Unit , it was believed that the upper plates were

'fication has been imposed at most plants to control cleaned sufficiently to eliminate or reduce the derating



discussed earlier. This was verified when Unit 2 return to (caused by flow-induced vibration) of defects on the OD
power in July 1990. For the past months Unit 2 has surface of the tubes. It was, however, not clear what initiate,
operated with no deratings associated with steam generator the cracking and whether the high sulphate and silicat -el
Tube support plate waterlancing has recently been completed in the crevices near the defects played a role in the i.,.,jr
on Unit 1. Based on the Unit 2 experience it is anticipated
that Unit I should return to full power operation on startup
in early April 1991.

All these U-bend region Mures occurred in so-called 'inner
Preparations are underway to chemically clean the steam steam generators: Le. the eight steam generators in each uni
generators at Bruce OX. The present reference solvents are are aanged in two banks of four, consisting of two inner
EDTA-based for both iron and copper removal, similar to and two outer steam generator 'Me inner boilers were
those developed for the ERI Steam Generators Owners' expected to receive somewhat higher heat transport flows,
Group. It is recognized that some combination of water resulting in higher heat loads and steaming rates. Followinc
lancing and chemical cleaning may be necessary at Bruce OX. the occurrence of the failures, some modifications were mad,
The current schedules call for cleaning of the first unit in to equaLize the flows to the boilers, presumably reducing the
1992. At present, there are no other Ontario Hydro stations steam flows and vibrational excitation of the tubes in the U-
with units scheduled for steam generator chemical cleaning, bends of the inner boilers. This may account for the lack of
although preliminary scoping work is in-progress. tubes failures since these changes were made in 1983.

In November 1990, Unit 2 was shutdown due to a steam
5. TUBE DEFECTS AND FAELURE MECHANISMS generator tube leak. The inspections found the lealting tube

in boiler 4 (outer boiler) just below the 40' U-bend support.
Detailed inspection showed a 100' circumferential crack in a

As shown in Table 2 there have been a relatively small large radius tube 7 rows into the tube bundle). 'Me tube
number of tube leaks in the Ontario Hydro stations, and could not be removed for metallographic examination. It
these have been due to several failure mechanisms. In appears is not clear whether the mechanism is similar to the
addition, there have been some instances of tube degradation 10 tube failures between 1978 to 1983.
which has led to plugging without having caused any tube
leaks. These failures will be discussed in this section. During the expanded inspection around the Unit 2 e" g

tube, eddy current indications were identified in the id
5.1 Vibration-related Deemdation 9(r U-bend scallop bars in both hot and cold legs of borer 4.

Of the tubes inspected in Unit 2 almost all tubes showed
The most significant degradation in Ontario Hydro steam what appeared to be ID distortion in the scallop bar. No
generators have ben fc,-Iated to vibration in the U-bend exact physical measurement was possible at that time.
region of the Bruce steam generators: circumferential Inspections were then conducted in Unit in January 1991.
cracking in several Bruce 'A' units, and fretting damage at Out of 231 tubes inspected 215 showed eddy current
the U-bend support bars in Bruce 'B' units. indications in the scallop bars. 'Me indications are not

restricted to the periphery of the bundle, some are found
Bruce 'A' Circumferential CracIdne, Between 1978 and 1983, almost as far as the no tube lane. The indications with the
there were eight instances of largest eddy current signals however, are found closer to the
through-wall circumferential cracking in the U-bend regions periphery. Profilimetry was performed on a sample of the
of steam generators in units 2 3 and 4 of Bruce OX (see tubes, using a special eddy current probe, which showed tub,
Table 5). AU the failures occurred on the hot leg side of ID deformation upto .54mm. The deformation is around thi
large-radius tubes, near the uppermost support plate or at full circumference to the tubes examined. 'Me exact cause, 
the 4r U-bend support (which at Bruce OX resembles a propagation rate of this tube damage is presently unknown.
drilled-hole plate). hese failures have been described in Inspection records going back ten years mention some U-
detail esewhere bend support eddy current indications, but they were never

quantified. Present plans are to remove a section of tube
Because the failures were in tubes near the periphery of the complete with scallop bar for detailed examination and
bundle, five of the defected tubes were removed. 'Me cracks amend the In-service Inspection Plan to closely monitor the
extended 140-180' circurnferentially around the tubes. region to determine if the damage is propagating, and if so,
Metallographic examination showed that the failures were at what rate.
generally attributable to high-cycle fatigue propagation



Bruce W U-Bend Support Fretting: The U-bend structure in Inconel 600 Corrosion: Ile steam generators at Bruce 'A'
I" Bruce 'B' steam generators was made and *B' have a been exposed to significantly faulted water

derably more fl=ble than that in the Bruce 'A' steam chemistry as a result of failures in the water treatment plants,%warI
gWerators to avoid damage during beat treatment of the in January 1986 at Bruce W, and in July 1989 at Bruce B,.
boilers. 'Me carbon steel scallop bars which at Bruce 'A' are Based on subsequent tube removals and inspections, both
bolted together to form a solid plate were alternately offset events caused shallow corrosion attack of the Inconel 600
(so that the tubes are held in semi-circular holes) and the tube material.
ends of the bars disconnected from one another. Tbe entire
structure is held in place by the tube bundle itself. At Bruce W, a sulphuric acid release from the water

treatment plant resulted in an eight-hour acid excursion in all
During an eddy current inspection of two boilers in Bruce the steam generators, with the deviation in steam generator
unit 6 in February and October, 1989, indications were chemistry being greatest in unit 3 (pH as low as 43, sulphate
detected of fretting wear of large-radius tubes at the 90' and levels up to 4000 ug/L). Five tubes removed from unit in
400 supports. A visual inspection showed axial wear marks at January 1987 a showed patches of shallow (10 um max.

the intersection of the tube and the surface of the scallop depth) inter-granular attack (IGA) under tiie sludge pile. A
bar. Twenty eight indications were found in the approx. 650 tube removed from unit 3 before the chemistry excursion had
tubes inspected, and four tubes with >40% throughwall shown no sip of any OD attack, reinforcing the suggestion
penetration were plugged. that the damage was caused by the acid ingress. It is

expected that a the steam generators in each of the units
Further inspections of seven steam generators in Units 56 will be affected to some extent.
and have now confirmed extensive tube fretting damage at
U-bend supports in Bruce-B steam generators. To date, a A tube removed from Unit 2 in December 1989, shows
total of 3400 tubes `iave bezen inspected. The extent of visually similar regions of attack to tubes removed in 1987.
damage in the i - -aed tubes in shown in Figure 5. Of the Detailed metallo,7aphyll has shown non-uniform attack,
approximately 4200 tubes in each steam generator it is under the sludge pile, the nature of the attack made it
estimated that upto 8% may be fretting. The majority of the difficult to aess depth. Wall loss appears to be 10 urn, and
fretting is confined to the long radius tubes. As indicated in maybe as much as 30-40 um. It was difficult to asess IGA
F- -ire most of the frets are less than 2011o wall loss. The attack depth, but it appears to be about um. A tube was

ic (BNGSB) nature of these defects has raised concern removed from Unit I this January 1991) to assess
a t pressure boundary integrity. propagation of damage from the 1986 acid excursion.

Preliminary metallographic analysis' shows little propagation
A program was initiated in 1990 to gain an understanding of of the corrosion since 1987. This tube appears to show
the fretting problem and develop a response. Tbe initial attack slightly different from the Unit 2 tube, reinforcing the
results of this program indicate that flow induced tube point that each unit was affected a little differently by the
vibration at the U-bend supports is the cause of the fretting 1986 acid excursion.
damage. It is being recommended that installation of
additional U-bend supports, and tightening of existing
supports, could reduce or even eliminate the fretting At Bruce W, the water treatment plant released both
problem. The present plan is to try to implement the sulphuric acid and sodium hydroxide into all the units.
recommended solution on a trial basis in 1991 Sulphate levels up to 11,000 ug/L and sodium levels of

several hundred ug/L were detected. Only the Unit 7 steam
Pickering has similar U-bend supports to Bruce B. generators experienced a significant pH depression, reaching
Inspections of Pickering B Unit 7 showed only minor values as low as pH 66. A section of tube removed from
indications of U-bend fretting. the tubesheet region showed widespread shallow non-uniform

corrosion, mainly pitting to a depth of 40 um and IGA to a
5.2 Corrosion depth of um '3. A tube removed from the same steam

generator a few months before the chemistry xcursion had
There has only been one tube leak in Ontario Hydro steam indicated that pitting and IA were absent at that dm4t

generators attributable to corrosion. In addition, there has
been some shallow corrosion attack in the steam generators The striking difference between the attack seen on tubes
at Bruce 'A' and Bruce 'B' due to water cemistry excursions following te BNGSB acid excursion is the presence of
at each of these plants. pitting outside the sludge pile and tubesheet crevice region

on the tubing from Unit 6 Analysis of Unit 8 4 tubing



removed in Mid 1991 showed pitting attack up to 3040 um Ontario Hydro steam generators.
deep along with shallow non-uniform coffosion. It is
believed that the 1989 water treatment plant acid excursion is Primary side: In 1985, an experimental acoustic monii
responsible for the Unit tube damage. installed at Pickering unit 3 detected impacting oise ode

of the steam generators. It was found to be due to a bolt-
Although the observed depth of attack in both instances was like piece of metallic debris of unknown origin. There was
relatively minor, the presurnably-widespread extent of the extensive flattening of the ends of the Monel 400 tubes and
damage is of concern should snificant propagation take seal welds. However, no leakage developed and no repairs
place. were carried out.

Other than the damage resulting from the chemistry Secondary side: Debris on the secondary side has caused
excursions, there have been only isolated instances of leaks in two steam generators. Al
corrosion-related failures of Inconel 600. In 1982 a pinhole Pickering 'Bw unit 8 a leak in 1987 was found to be due to a
defect 250 mm above the hot leg tubesheet in a Bruce unit tape measure left in the boiler during manufacture. The leak
steam generator caused a leak. The origin is presumed to be was in a peripheral tube in the hot leg approximately 20 cm
a random anufacturing dfect Later that same year, a leak above the tubesheet. Two damaged tubes were removed, and
developed in unit 3 and was concluded from eddy current and the metal tape was wound around a large number of other
horoscope examination to haw been caused by a fine axial tubes as well. Ten tubes were plugged, including the leaker
crack extending from the rolled joint to approx. 37 mm above and tubes with indications >40% throughwall. A 9 cm port
the tubesheet. The failure was attributed to primary-side was machined in the side of the boiler to permit the debris to
stress corrosion cracking (SCC), but this has been the only be removed. Pieces totalling 3 m (118 inches) of the
instance of rolled joint SCC in all the Inconel 600 tubes in estimated 37 in 144 inch) length tape were recovered.
service.

In February 1989, Bruce B" unit 6 was shut down due to a
boiler tube leak. The leaking tube was in the outer region of

Incoloy 800 Corrosion: DNGS is the only Ontario Hydro the hot leg of boiler 6 about 10 cm above the tubesheet.
station with 1M steam generator tubing. Due to limited Visual inspection through the tubesheet following tube
operation at DNGS, little experience exists. removal showed a piece of ire extending into the bundle,

which had worn through the leaking tube. The we r
believed to be the remains of a welding electrode. EC,...,

Monel 400 Corrosion: 'Mere have been no corrosion-related inspections of tubes around the leaker showed that an
failures at the eight-unit Pickering adjacent tube had a 0% through-wall indication at the
plant tubed with Monel 400. One leak in January 1974 contact point of the wire. AU attempts to remove the wire
located 12 mm aLove the tubesheet in a peripheral hot leg were unsuccessful and it was left in place. AU the contacted
tube in unit 2 was attributed to a random manufacturing tubes were plugged.
defect Since then, tubes removed for metallographic
examination have not shown any significant corrosion attack.
Tube sections from several regions (near the rolled joint, 6. SUNUAARY
under the sludge pile, above the sludge pile) showed a
uniform oxide layer and shallow 10-25 um) IA. 'Mere are
no signs of any localized corrosion. This performance is a Overall operating experience with steam generators in
the more impressive given the extended periods of chronic Ontario Hydro nuclear power plants has been excellent
condenser leakage which resulted in ppi-a-levels of Na* and Problems with steam generators have been responsible for
Cl', and the presence of deep tubesheet sludge piles which only a small amount of station incapability. Plugging and
will concentrate these impurities further. The lack of any failure rates in Ontario Hydro steam generators have been
degradation is presumably a result of the good resistance of very low compared to industry averages. Most of the tbe
the Monel 400 aoy to corrosion and the generally failures which have occurred have been due to mechanical
satisfactory oxygen control in the Pickering steam generators. degradation phenomena (fatigue, fretting, loose parts). 'Me

U-bend support fretting appears to be limited to Bruce ,
5.3 Loose Parts pro ms presently underway are dealing with the problem.

'Mere has been relatively little corrosion to date. The recent
There have been a few instances of loose-parts damage in the identification of significant D deformation of tubing at
primary channel head and on the secondary side of some BNGSA scallop bars will have to be monitored carefully in



t�- future for sign of corrosion attack on tubing. The
i iulation of deposits in the steam generators has
pRruced some performance degradation. Tube surface
fouling, plugging of the broached holes in the support plates,
and the formation of deep, hard tubesheet sludge piles have
been observed in some plants. Programs have been
established at the various stations to minimize the ingress of
contaminants and to remove steam generator deposits by
water-jetting and chemical cleaning.
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TABLE 2

STE" GENERATOR TUBES FA=
AND PUGGED IN ONTARIO HYDRO UNITS

NUMBER OF TBES

STATION Failed Plugged

Pickering'A' 1 7

Pickering'B' 1 10

Bruce 11 37

Bruce B' 2 22

Totah 15 76

Rates 0.003% 0.014%

Total number of tubes in-service: 535,600

TABLE 3

INCAPABa= ACTORS OF ONTARIO HYDRO
STEAM GENERATORS

STATION IN- SGINCAPABaM *
SERVICE
DATE 1989 199000 SIS

PICKERING-A 1971- 0.1 % 0-3 0.0 %
1973

PICKERING-B 1983- 0.4 0.0 % 0.4 
1985

BRUCE-A 1977- 2.2 16.3 3.4 
1979

BRUCE-B 1984- 0.4 2.6 0.9 %
1986

Since in-service

Preliminary values



TABLE 4

DEPTH OF TUBESHEET SLUDGE ILES IN HOT LEG OF
ONTARIO HDRO UNM

STATION MAX HEIGHT(crn)

Pickcring'A! 50

Pickering'B' N/A

Bruce W 40

Bruce V <2

NIA. data ot available

TABLE5

BRUCEW U-BEND TBE AILURE AND DEFECT SUMMARY

Date unitiso Leak Tube Description of Circumferential
Removed Defect Extent of Crack

(degrees)

02178 2/3 Yes No Circumferential crack near 7thi support N/A
plate

02178 Z13 Yes No Circumferential crack nar 7th support N/A
plate

0Z178 2/3 No No 80% throughwmil eddy current indication N/A

12179 216 Yes No Circumferential crack at 40' U-bend NIA
support

01/81 2/7 Yes Yes SCC (ID) initiated circumferential crack at 1400
4(r U-bend support

03/83 Q3 Yes Yes Circumferential crack at 7th support plate 1800

03/83 317 Yes Yes Circum ferential crack at h support plate 1w

06/83 3/7 Yes Yes Circumferential crack at 7th support plate 1500

09/83 317 Yes Yes Circumferential crack at 7th support pate 180"

L290 2/4 Yes No mfercatial crack 400 U-bend support 1000
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lhe ffect of mixpd ed esin ingress into the Embalse PHTS

NG,';, GNI'A:

A- rern.-71ndez, F_ Fi.orini, 14. R. Hinz, W. Yacotw)n(--,.

Reactor Chemistry Pt-, Research nd Development: Branch, CNEA:

M.A_ Blosa, R. Bordoni, M. Chocr6n, M.C. Geld:3tein, L.J. Hetzel
Garc la, A.J.G- Maroto, M. M yagusi.tku, A. M. 1 I mil, 1.4 H.
Piacquadlo, G.A. Urrutia, M. Villegas-

Introduclion

Embalse NGS is provided Witt] fOUr in-line utoclzives fr a
routine materials surveillance pogram- 1hrough a operative
program etween the utility management and the Resoarch nd
Development Branch of CNEA, the I-OLItine program was expanded o
include Materials I-ests acording to te on-going R&D pograms-

The availability f the autoclave facilities a the joint
Embalse/R&D program proved Ver�' valuable n casion f the
re,�in ingress ito the PHTS due to the collapse f a Jnhn,_�ori
str.-iiner o April 9 1988- 1he details of the nident. htve been
conimunicz--ited previously, and it is not the purpose f tis
presentatio t describe the sequence of event- o April 9 19o7--_-,

and fllowing dys-

Rather, we present here the reSU I t of the ac
surveillance pogram that w adopted to follow t ffiateri�-.kls
behaviour and to check the ossible negative ipact of the resin
ingress- The mixed bed esins were subjected t6 hydrothermal
,degradation under high radiation fields (the eactor wnt ito)
hot shut-down state in two hours ad was further cooled i a six
hours interval)- Formation of ammonia, carbon dioxide, sfate,
nitrate and hloride ae all Possible ",`).

The long terr n SUrveillance pogram w carried ot durinq
the following 400 EFPD o orrosion coupons provid(-�td h,
and on �jjlq_J4-1-4cnal samples ppared in ONEA on riginal materialts
from Embalse's PHTS. Comparisons were made of the behaviour of
AECL aterials ingressed in the Autoclave System i CNEA
inaterials inserted in 19816, and additional CNEA c oupons
installed i 19G8, after the. incident-



The degradation of- HTS chemical parameters is Listed n
Table I.

Corrosion._.Monitori[og

Zirconium alloys

No *,-evidence of aage wall. seen light microscopy anelInt-
SEM in -_;amples of ry-4 arid t-2.5% Nb. All (-oupons wer(-) toal-.r-.1
with a lack, shiny oxide.

Weight gain values corresponding to ry-4 ae equal or less
than those obtained using Hillner's expression 3 After 910
EFP t 050C te mean weight gain per unit area for 2ry--4
Samples Was 31 Mg/dM2. Fuel elements in the Subsequent operation
period did not how any important corrosion phenomena.

The corresponding mean value after 420 EFPD at 2601r, for
specimens of Zr-2.5% Nb was 18 mg/dmz. This is i good agreement
with 20 mgldm-, obtained using the corrosion kinetics at 16-IC
shown by Urbanic et al and the energy of ativation eported
by the same author Visual inspection of tho internal
surface of different pressure tubes, performed during the August
09 Outage, showed no corrosion problems which might be
attributed to ion-exchange materials

Cat-bon steel

The inspection after the resin ingrpss hwed that the
magnetite film on the surface had been descaled. Degraded rsin
beads were found in some samples and a thin orange-brown eposit
covered all the surface of the coupons.

Specimens w6re examined by light microscopy and by SEM.
Corrosion morphology consisted of wide shallow pits that can e
described as non uniform general orrosion- The man orrosion
value for 730 EFPD was 25 um. The monitoring program that
followed indicated the growth of a defective oxide film through
changes in colour and morphology �6), the film tned ito a
loose dark gray oxide with small aas f a granular rwn
deposit and finally achieved a dull black colour.



stabilization through the enhancement of the protective
characteristics of the oxide layer. Hydrazine, rather than
EDTA (� was chosen as the conditioning reagent because Of its

lesser agressivity and the convenience of the plant since it
does not involve degradation of D20.

Conditioning was-carried out during the August 9 programmed
outage. An equivalent to 48 ppm hydrazine in stages of and
10 ppm were added to the HTS, with continous filtration through
1 um filters, at a temperature of 150 -C uring 26. hrs and 7 hrs
at 180 -C as is shown in Figure 3-

A detailed monitoring of parameters was carried ou t,
Figure 4- Crud was kept below 2 ppm, Figure 5- Ammonia raised up
to 33 ppm and was eliminated afterwards by a non-lithiated
cation resin ed-

Postconditioning �!ph�gyiour

Subsequent operation showed that crud and dissolved 
concentration had returned to the original values of the plant,
Table II-

During the inspection that followed the conditioning
procedure a lustrous, black oxide was found on the surface of
the corrosion coupons of carbon steel- Data of weight los of
carbon steel coupons signaled a clear trend towards
stabilization.

.... .... ..... .... ..... .... ... .. ... ...

I.- R_ FernAndez Prini, C.R_ de Pattin and P. Shulman- Power
Ind. Research, 2 1982) 101.

2-- R_ FernAndez Prini, P- Schulman- J_ of Applied Polymer
Science, 29 1984) 341-

3-- E_ Hillner. ASTM STP 633, ASTM 1977, pp 211-235-

4.- VF- Urbanic, BD_ Wart-, A Manolescu, C.K- Chow, MW_
Shanaham, Eighth International Symposium on Zirconium in
the Nuclear Industry, San Diego, USA, 1988-



V-F- Urbanic, P. Choubey, -K- ChOW, Ninth Ink'--t-nationE11
"Ymposium o ZirconiLIM in the Nuclear Industry Kobe,

Japan, qQo-

M. Villegas, N- Piacquadlo, M-C. Geldstein, R- Bordoni ,
A-M- 01medo, '-'VII Scientific meeting of Argentine NLICI.ear
Technology Association, Buenos Aires, 19::39-

A-J.G- Maroto, A-M- 01medo, M- Villegas, M-A- a le-sa,
M- Mijalchik, A-E- Regazzoni, G- Rigotti, Proc f ord-
Research Progr- Meeting o Investigation of FUel Element
Cladding Iteraction with Water Coolant i Power, Reactors,
Bombay, Idia, 196'6-

1 - A B esa, A-J-G- Maroto, R. s I nz , F1
PZ- arotond_!, XI Sc ientific Meeting of Argentine Nt.. C .. ea r

Tc-�r-hrjology Association, Buenos Aires, 1).



�,Iew samples that were introduced during Jne, Spptomber arld
DE-c mber G: kept showing small orange-brown deposits whic' h wr2re

,-- t t r i bu t ed to minor resin bursts produced e i ther du r i ri g
I-efl-]E�.Ilin o power transient-s-

'z;EM examinations of the oxide film gve fl-It-ther- evidence f
the difforenc-� i morphology between the orange-hrown dposits
prr-�-,ijmed to be iron oxo-hidroxides and the dark ray OICS"
PtE--J.JMatlY fnagrietite. (7)-

Ihe corrosion behavioi.ir f rarbon ste(? w al-�o arialyzed by
t h e t os t sa fnp I s arid the da t a f rom specimens c f t h four
au toc lves Ijp to t h e May :.- :14 j- rispec t i on are Presen ted i ri
F i gu r e I Mean va I es o f weight I os,� per un i t area f rnm
aijtoc:I,--ive Y4 gave the erlier stabilization indications but the
rest of h speciniens fom Y1, ",'2 z-:iri(J (7 howed a constant s7lope

Of in weight lss with exposure tes.

A I (-)", Z-:00

The weight gain per i-in t � t c: d u r rig a ri d 19:::9 i
presented in Figure 2.

1he latge defil-ming effect due to rin ingres i cleal-]Y
shown i the graph- This as confirmed y SEM analysis but he
dissolution process was restricted t the exterri-t.l oxide lciyer
arid no amage was see i the ier- I'Iyer of t filai-

I he mean value of weight I c for AErL cni.ipons di-to to
defilming after 730 EFPD was 55 ing/din-- ',-�pecimeris int-t oi-l(-,-d ir,
the Cictober P.;F86. outage (ONEA origin) gave a mean weight lo,:31-�
value of -9 g1dm2 after 424 EFPD. Duting the fol-lowing piod,
coupons increased their weight, bu t tho rate f weight q ai n
�howed instabilities in the lorig Tom a cpared r h new
samples that were introduced Jr h re,,iri vent- Thi� i,
evident in the urves i Figure 12.

(-onditioning Procedure

. .. .... ..... ..... ..

Results from carbon steel and Alloy D0 together- with the
operational parameters of the station made advisable t ay
out a reconditioning of the metal surfaces t ahieve corrosion



TABLE I

HTS CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

NORMAL AFTER THE EVENT

pD Io

L ; f 3

5 0

2-5 5

I j (Ppm) 0. 1 5 0 0

t� p M 0 I

TABLE II

CRUD AND DISSOLVED DEUTERIUM IN HTS

NORMAL VALUES BETWEEN RESTN EVENT AFTER N2H4
BEFORE EVENT AND N2H4 CONDITIONING CONDITIONTNG

D2 (cc/kg') 2 - 4 7 - 10 4

C:1-1-((j k/ppm) 0-01 5 - I )
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FIGURE 4



CRUD CONCENTRATION

crud; �,prn temp; oC
35 350

3 0 . .... ... .. .................. ....................................................................... ................................... ..................................................................... 3 0 0

................................ .................................. ........ ............... .......... ................................... ................................... ................................25 250

............. ................................... .................................. . ................. ................. ............................. ................................2 0 ...... ............ 2 0 0

............................. ............ . ............... 1 5 0
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. ... .................................... ................................... .................................. . ......................... .... .................5
,+4- +

0-6:6.9 0
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FIGURE 5
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HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE FAILURE
IN HE HEAVY WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM

Carlos J. Semino and Alberto D. K eitelman
Departamento de Materiales - CNEA

Buenas Aires - Argentina

1. IntrodUCtion.

The heavy water purification system heat exchanger o-F the Embalse
t'.IL[Clear Power Station i a vertical caLer with 7) tUbeii )�

C: L I oy 860 and Inconel 6 alloy cladded carbon steel tUbe sheet.
n-)tzre -ire +ive AISI �;,04 Stainle-zs Steei Support pl,;.�tei. rhe sheli
is ade crbon steel. It has also 2 4 _ t Lk 1:3 e S in the first
stage, 27'46 in the second tge And 22 in the third n.

Hea.,v wter stream t temperatures ranging between 42 ad 9 C
circulate's in-side the tubes, winile resh water t the t- 49 'IC
circulates on the sll side.

Due to a heavy ater lea�--:age the heat exchanger Was inspected
through non destructive test. Three leaks were identified bv
Helium test, and another 67 tbes ith wall thickness reduction

were detected by Eddy-CUrrent test.

All the tbe leaks and wall redUCtionswere in the contact zone
o+ the tbes with the 4 and 5""' Spport plates in the Up er
section a+ the irst stage a+ the hot leg.

-L.-70 and 0-8 tbes were removed rm the bndle for Visual. :and
SE111 observations.

Visual and SEM observatians,

I-via di++erent types a+ damage were detected on the tLibe-SUPPOrt
plates contact region:- one was a mechanical damage, while the
other one was a corrosion na.

rhe mechanical damage wAs present in almost a I I the nspec ted

tubes and Visually appears as radial shining mar�--:s. Thi� dmage

wAs more pronounced on the upper part a+ the bndle, especiAliy
on the bend region o+ the tbes.

The corrosion damage was mainly localized an the hot leg af the

+irst section a+ the tbes at the 41 and 5-" Spport plate-tUbes

contact regions, and were coincident with the mechanical damage.

PiCtUres o-f tbe samples were ten a-fter internal decontamina-

tion.

Fig. 15 show a general view a+ samples a+ damaged tbes. 0-70

hot leg tbe at Sport plate are seen in Fig. -71, Upper

bend region o+ the Same tUbe is shown in Fig. 4� , while Fig. 5

,=-haves, -98 ot leg tU;3e, at te 5" SUPPOrt plate rgion.



SEM micrographs of the same samples are shown in Fig. 625.

Corrosion morphologies are seen in Fig! 616.- Almost all these
tube corrosion zones were placed on the support plate-tabe o.11-
tact regions or near them. The type of localized attack mor-
phologies resembles crevice corrosion (Fig. 68, 13, 14, 16) and
pitting corrosion Fig. 912, 15). This attack was found prin-
cipally on the hot legs.

Almost all the micrographs were taken on the support plate-tube
contact region of the two hot legs and also in the tube b?nd
region, of the removed tubes. Fig. 78 show with greater mag-
nification the crevice atEack seen in Fig. 6 (Q-70 hot leg tube).
Fig 13, 14, 16 also show the same type of attack. Fig. 14 shows
that the crevice attack begun at the radial mechanical damage
produced by the support plate edge Q70 upper bend region).

Crevice corrosion attack associated with radial mechanical damage
(0-38 hot leg tube) is shown in Fig. 16.

Pitting corrosion was also found in the support plate-tube con-
tact region. Fig. 10 shows this typ- of attack in 0-88 hot leg
tube, while those in Fig. 11-12 were taken from 0-88 cold leg
tube. Fig. 15 shows pits found in the same region of Q70 upper
bend tube. The pit shown in Fig. 9 was found outside the tube-
support plate zone.

EDAX analysis of corrosion products present in the pits, detected
Cr, Ca, F Ni, Ti, Si. In the git of Fig. 9 Fe, n, Or, C were
detected.

-Mechanical damage on the tube surface are seen in Fig. 17-25.
Those damages were found o support plate-tube contact region on
hot and cold legs.

This type of damage was more pronounced in the upper part of the
bundle.

Mechanical damage morphology is not the same for all the sampl-es
observed. Fig. 17-18 show a trench type morphology with sliding
radial marks inside. This may suggest a certain rotation -,movement
at the support plate edge-tube region.

Fig. 19-21 show a different type of mechanical damage, a ore
general one, apparently riginated also by certain cyclic move-
ment an the support plate-tube region.

In Fig. 22-25 another mechanical damage morphology is seen. In
this case, trenches are more pronounced than in the first case,
resembling the surface tube has having been "bitten" by the up-
part plate edge. In this case the deformed metal flowed transver-
sally to the trench edge. There is no evidence of sliding marks
as it was observed in Fig. 17-18. This type. of damage was
detected on the upper part of the tube bend and may have been
produced by a certain angular movement of the vertical support
plate.



3. Discussion.

3.1. Corrosion damage.

Corrosion damage was found mainly an the hot legs tubes, at te
support pla�e-tube contact zone. Localized corrosion phenomena
-Found were crevice corrosion and pitting. Both corrosion
mechanisms are similar.

The presence Of crevices an the support plate-tube tact =ne
creates the necessary conditions to develop a low pH and a igher
concentration o agressive anions. In those conditions initiaton
and propagation crevice corrosion ay occtjr... rhis anialn
transportaian and concentration in this crevice is inareased by
heat transfer eect and the low water flow n his component.
The increase o crevice corrosion attacl.-. at Lhe 4-" --ind S-up-
port plates may be de to his -Fenomenan.

in previous eperimental wrk on Incoloy SO() allov lcalized ccr-
* as i n it Was fOUnd that thi-i -Allov iti ssceptible to cra,.Lcs
* or r os i n

There was not a clear relationship between meci.-i-.cal ad corr-0-
sion damages. In two cases (Fig. 14 and 16) there my have been
some sort interaction between oth types damage.

-�.2. Mechanical damage.

The SEM pictures show that the mechanical damages may hve bper
produced b a certain type cyclic: m8vement o the tbe bundl'e.
This may explain the tube sliding type damage. This toe oi
moveament may happen i the tube bundle asteners became losen In
this case, even with low water flow, this cyclic movement my oc-
cur.

Tt is not likely that th i s type of mechanism my have boen
produced due to therma eects. rhe Low temperature differences
in this exhangers rules out tis effect as the ain cause o� tne
extensive tube mechanical damage etected. A thermal t n d LLC 0Z d
damage should produce longitudinal scratches instead o+ radial
damage in the longitudinal tube section.

4. Conclusions.

4.1. There are external mechanical and corrosion damage an t r, e
Inc-oloy 800 allay tubes in the c6ntact -One With support plates.

4.2. Mechanical damage morphology resembles retting.

4.3. Crevice corrosion is tt-9 ain type localized corrosion
found in the tube contact zone with Spport plates, and it is
particularly itense at -the 4 and 5" support plate position.
in-the upper part the heat echanger.

4.4. According to previous report, Incolay Soo alloy is suscep-
tible to crevice corrosion attack at low temperatures. 'raking
into account this fact, the low water flow in the heat exchanger
and the presence agressive anions in the resh water, he
development crevice corrosion at te tube-suppcrt plate Q�k LS



possibLe, independantly of any inechanical d.Al-nACje nechal-Ilsin.

lhe localization cf this tvpf- 04 COi-rL)SiCJI-l at te U1.3per C)ArtC

the exchanger my be dU t higher te--inperatUreS. The water ot-4

velocit,'/ was icreased in order to prevent trip initiation L +

crevice ttack.

4.5. Mechanical damage may be prOdLiC&d b Lhe L,.Lbtp bUndie inove-
ments that was corrected during the --hUt OVJrl.

6. Biblicaraphy.

A. D. �-�P-itelman, E. N. RodrikjUe- end C. J Eemino.
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PEER EVALUATION AND SOME VALUABLE LESSONS

A.G. HOLT
STATION MANAGER BNGSA

1. Introduction

2. Peer Evaluation Process
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My paper riovides a review of the Peer Audit Process at Ontario
Hydro and then some concrete examples of some lessons learned.

First, let's review the process review.

In the oral presentation I do not intend to cover everything
written in the paper but just to highlight certain areas as I go
through it.



Introduction

In the mid 1980s there were some signs that Ontario Hydro's
nuclear program performance was deteriorating. Such signs
included increased maintenance backlog, increased number of
jumpers, decreased capacity factors and increasing
regulatory concerns.

Factors influencing this deterioration were:

(a) Pressure tube creep and hydriding rates were excessive
leading to increased reactor maintenance and early
pressure tube replacement in Pickering NGS-A and Bruce
NGS-A.

(b) Preventive maintenance was reduced to a minimum owing
to manpower and budget restraints. This led to more
forced outages, deratings and breakdown maintenance as
the urgent was dealt with rather than the important.

(c) New systems were installed in the older units,
Pickering NGS-A and Bruce NGS-A, in order to backfit
safety related s_-_em improvements principally to meet
increased regulatory requirements. This put additional
strain on tight resources to assist with the installa-
tion, commissioning, testing and maintenance of these
systems that generally increased the complexity of
units. Again this led to a reduction of preventive
maintenance.
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Shown in Table are the 10 Precursors to Declining Performance.

TABLE 

10 KEY PRECURSORS TO DECLINING PERFORMANCE

1. Acceptance of low standards of performance.

2. Line management and workers not held accountable.

3. Ineffective management monitoring of performance.

4. Insufficient direction provided by management.

5. Deficient control room activities.

6. Inadequate procedures.

7. Ineffective training.

8. Insufficient use of operating experience.

9. Root causes not determined.

10. Design configuration not controlled.
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Table 2 shows the Attributes of Excellent Plants. As a test for
yourself, see how you think these apply to your plant then ask
some of your staff.

TABLE 2

ATTRIBUTES OF EXCELLENT PLANTS

1. Personal involvement of management in directing
improvements.

2. Effective corporate support.

3. Strong focus of line management on goals.

4. Excellent development program for supervisors.

5. Ability to learn from experience.

6. Cult:ivation of team work.

7. Long-range outlook in developing plans.

8. Delegation of responsibility to the lowest level.

9. Enthusiastic stable staff.

10. Strong training programs.

11. Effective and efficient use of manpower.

12. Workers motivated to assume responsibility.

13. Effective engineering input.

14. Strong preventive maintenance programs.

15. Extensive refurbishing of equipment.

16. Maintenance of a clean orderly plant.

17. Application of safety related controls to all equipment.

18. Careful selection of supervisory personnel.

19. Extensive outage planning effort.
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Soon after the TMI event in the US in the early 80s, INPO,
the Institute of Nuclear Power Operators was formed to help
and improve the Nuclear Generating Industry by:

- event analysis and information exchange

- upgrading industry approach to training

- assistance programs

- evaluation of station performance



Ontario Hydro sent senior staff on attachment to INPO for 1 to
24 months to learn their evaluation process and adapt it to the
CANDU system.

The first peer evaluations were conducted in 1987 at Bruce NGS-B
and Bruce NGS-A. Since that time evaluations have also been
conducted at Pickering NGS and Darlington NGS. It is planned
that the evaluations will be conducted every 2 years at each
facility.

The results identified significant deficiencies in the nuclear
program and led to substantial resource increases at all stations
over the next few years.

Currently, five senior Nuclear Generation Division and Health and
Safety Division staff have been trained as evaluators and/or team
managers at INPO. Two more will complete their INPO assignment
shortly and others are being selected to undergo training at
INPO.

The evaluations completed and planned are identified in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

Peer Evaluations Completed/Scheduled

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Bruce NGS-A x x -S

Bruce NGS-B x x S

Pickering NGS x x

Darlington NGS x

Bruce HP x

Bruce NPD-S x

Corporate S

X = Completed
S = Scheduled

Peer evaluations are conducted every 2 years. A follow-up or
mini-evaluation is conducted I year after each evaluation to
determine progress towards rectifying the findings.
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2.0 PEER EVALUATION PROCESS

The objectives of the Peer Evaluation are:

To assess the extent to which the station is operated
safely and reliably.

To promote excellence in the operation, maintenance and
support the plant.

The knowledge and performance of station personnel, the
condition and performance of systems and equipment, the
quality of programs and procedures, and the effectiveness of
station management are all assessed. This is generally ac-
complished by reviewing the appropriate programs, policies
and procedures for adequacy and BY OBSERVING STATION PER-
SONNEL PERFOR14ING THEIR DAY-TO-DAY WORK. The team spends
the vast majority of its time in the field. They perform
their evaluation with as little impact on station personnel
as possible (however, that does not mean zero!).

The evaluation team is led by a team manager and consists of
approximately 15 evaluators. The team typically has over
200 years of nuclear experience. The following areas are
evaluated:

- Organization and Administration (OA)
- Operations (OP)
- Maintenance (MA)
- Technical Support (TS)
- Radiological Protection (RP)
- Chemistry (CY)
- Training and Qualification (TQ)
- Planning (PL)

Time utilization during the evaluation is iportant. Plant
procedures, operating data and activity schedules are
reviewed in advance so team members can prepare before
arriving at the station.

Approximately six weeks before the evaluation, the team
Manager visits the station to meet with the Station Manager
to discuss details of the evaluation and associated arrange-
ments.



The evaluation work begins with eight days of training and
preparations. Training includes the various evaluation
techniques to be used at the station. Evaluators review
recent plant data, reports, and procedures so that they are
acquainted with the station policies, procedures, and per-
formance. Normally the final three days of preparation are
conducted at site. Administrative details such as security
clearance and orange badge training are dealt with at this
time.

During the 2 week period, the evaluation team meets daily to
share information and discuss what has been observed. As
well, each evaluator meets daily with a station counterpart
to discuss activities and observations. Site activities
culminate with a debriefing of station management. Each
evaluator having responsibility for an evaluation area dis-
cusses all issues relative to that area. Questions are
answered and the debriefing is conducted with candour and in
a spirit of cooperation.
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3.0 PEER ORGANIZATION AND PROCESS

3.1 Team Organization

As stated previously, the evaluation team consists of indi-
viduals experienced in their evaluation area and nuclear
management in general.

3.2 Team Manager

The evaluation team must be properly coordinated and
directed. This task is the basic function of the team man-
ager. He has overall responsibility for conducting the
evaluation and for relaying the findings of the team to
plant and corporate management. Normally the team manager
is or has been a station manager and reports to the Assist-
ant to the Vice-President, Production Branch for all matters
related to the evaluation. During the plant evaluation, the
team manager may also evaluate or assist in the evaluation
of one or more areas. His plant counterpart is the plant
manager.

3.3 Organization and Administration Evaluator

This person reviews overall station management. Areas
evaluated include the station organization; policies; effec-
tiveness of meeting commitments; management and supervisory
monitoring of station performance; planning for an adequate
staff of qualified personnel; industrial safety; station
nuclear safety oversight; and quality assurance.

3.4 Operations Evaluator

This person reviews the performance of that portion of the
station organization that is tasked with operating the plant
equipment. Areas evaluated include the effectiveness of the
organization, the manner in which the staff conducts oper-
ations, how plant and equipment status is controlled, the
quality of station operating procedures and documents, and
the quality of plant facilities and equipment.

3.5 Maintenance Evaluator

This person's review includes organization and administra-
tion, how well maintenance activities are conducted, the
effectiveness of the work control system, the material con-
dition of the plant, the quality of aintenance documenta-
tion, maintenance facilities and equipment and material
management.
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3.6 Technical Support Evaluator

Those sections that provide engineering and technical exper-
tise are covered by the TS evaluator. Station performance
is evaluated in the areas of surveillance testing, the docu-
ment control program, investigation of operating incidents,
implementation of plant modifications, optimization of fuel
performance, plant performance onitoring, the quality of
technical documents, and the station's usage of industry
operating experience.

3.7 Training and Qualification Evaluator

This person reviews all training functions related to site
staff. Areas evaluated include facilities, new employee
training, training programs for supervisors and managers,
all operators, maintenance personnel, technical staff, chem-
istry personnel, and emergency response personnel and sinu-
lator training.

3.8 Radiological Protection Evaluator

This person reviews the organization and operation of the
station radiological protection program. The review
includes the organization and staffing of the Healthy
Physics Section and Radiation Control Unit, the qualifica-
tion of all personnel in radiological protection, how exter-
nal and internal exposure is monitored and controlled, how
instrumentation and dosimetry are maintained and used, and
how radioactive contamination and waste are controlled

3.9 Chemistry Evaluator

This person reviews the organizations that are responsible
for station chemistry. His review includes the organization
and staffing of the chemistry group, how well station chem-
istry personnel are trained to perform their jobs, the con-
trol of chemistry and laboratory activities, and how radio-
active effluents are controlled.

3.10 Planning Evaluator 

This person reviews the effectiveness of all station plan-
ning functions. Specific topics evaluated include planning
unit organization; operational planning; outage planning;
and planning of modification work.
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4.0 OBSERVATION PROCESS

A measure of the effectiveness of plant procedures and pol-
icies is how well they are carried out. During the evalu-
ation, the evaluation team will focus on those aspects of
the station organization that are important in achieving
quality or high standards in the end product. The commit-
ment to meeting the performance objectives and criteria
requires plants to strive for excellence in each performance
area. HOW STATION PEOPLE PERFORM, RATHER THAN HOW WELL A
PROGRAM IS WRITTEN, IS THE BOTTOM LINE IN ACHIEVING EXCEL-
LENCE.

An observation is a critical look by an evaluator at the
performance of an activity that leads to an objective, fac-
tual, written report of the performance witnessed during the
conduct of the activity.

The site work consist of observing station personnel per-
forming their day-to-day work. During their observations
the evaluators may ask questions and take notes. However,
names are not recorded, and any comment or observation is
strictly anonymous. Prior to the actual commencement of
site work, an opening meeting is held with the evaluation
team and the various plant stakeholders. The stakeholders
include senior section representatives, Production Manager,
Operating Superintendent, Maintenance Superintendent, Tech-
nical Superintendents, and employee organization representa-
tives, eg. Chief Union Stewards. During the session, the
importance of the evaluation is stressed as well as the
process is explained, eg. done by observation and talking
with people in the field. It is stressed that people's
identities are not recorded as what people are observed to
do generally reflect what the people believe management
accepts or implicitly condones, eg. the Peer Evaluation is
not primarily a judgment of people, but of the systems the
people work within.

Those activities that are observed to be performed in a
generally acceptable manner are not written as observations.
Unfortunately written observations of such performance are
of little value to management in improving station perform-
ance.

Written observations from each evaluation area are compiled
by the team manager into a observation package. This
package is given to the station at the conclusion of the
evaluation along with support team concerns about aspects of
plant performance.
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Although any activity may be observed, the evaluation team
concentrates on those activities that potentially have the
most significant effect on safety and reliability. In the
operations area for example, observations are made of shift
turnovers, operator rounds and surveillance testing.

Where a particular activity is performed by many plant
people, several observations of the conduct of that activity
are performed to assess performance in a generic sense.
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5.0 REPORTS

As observations are performed by the team, the details of
the observations are provided to the team members at the
daily team meetings.

The magnitude, seriousness, or repetitiveness of performance
problems noted during observations could lead to findings in
the formal evaluation report. On the other hand, even if no
finding is made from problems observed, the counterpart
discussions and the written observation provide station
management with information that can be used constructively
to improve the performance of that activity.

During the evaluation, each team member meets frequently
with his station counterpart to discuss the details of the
evaluation. The purpose of the counterpart meetings is to
ensure that no misunderstandings exist about concerns.

Prior to leaving the station at the end of the evaluation,
the team meets with station management, the Exit Representa-
tive and the Director, NGD, to discuss all the strengths and
potential findings in each area. --. ,Lis discussion should
identify to the station all potential findings, strengths,
and good practices that may later be placed into the formal
evaluation report. It also provides station management an
opportunity to clarify any misperceptions the team may have
concerning station performance.

The evaluation team completes its report during the week
following the evaluation. It is composed of findings,
recommendations, strengths and good practice; and is called
the exit package. This is presented to the Station Manager,
the Director of NGD, and the Vice-President, Production
Branch by the team manager and exit rep at a formal exit
meeting held within 2 weeks after the evaluation. This exit
meeting serves two purposes. First, it allows the Vice-
President, Production Branch, who did not participate in the
evaluation, to understand the issues and areas for improve-
ment. Second, it provides an opportunity for the station to
comment on the findings and correct any inaccuracies.

Neither the facts used to support each finding nor the
observations written during the evaluation are placed into
the evaluation report.

The first draft is reviewed and approved by the exit repre-
sentative for the evaluation. It is then printed and mailed
to the station along with a request that the station provide
written action plans for correction of the findings in the
evaluation report.
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When the station action plans are received, they are
reviewed by the team manager and exit representative to
ensure the intended actions will address the performance
problems, eg. NOT THE SYMPTOM--IDENTIFIED IN THE FINDINGS.
The station is expected to correct each finding but is not
obligated to follow the recommendation published in the
evaluation report. After inclusion of the station action
plans, approval by the Director of NGD and the exit rep, the
report is published as the final evaluation report.
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Peer Evaluation Results
For Ontario Hydro Nuclear Operations

The first evaluations were performed at BNGSB and BNGSA in 1987.
I had the Pleasure of having the first one in 1987 at BNGSB and
then transferred to BNGSA and had the second one. The initial
results at all stations were quite poor. INPO has a rating scale
of to where is the equivalent to being able to walk on
water and means you would not recognize water. Initially all
stations were close to 5. In 1989 a mini audit was done at BNGSA
and BNGSB. These mini audits only review the performance in
those areas noted in the original audit. Improvement was noted
in many areas. To this end an over-all quality improvement
program has been implemented at each NGD Generating station.

These issues were identified through Peer Evaluations of Ontario
Hydro nuclear stations.

All issues listed are clearly not applicable to each Ontario
Hydro nuclear facility. However, each issue listed does have
broad applicability among nuclear f_ilities.

A conscious effort is made to keep the list short, to focus on
important current issues as the Peer Evaluation Section sees
them. The list will be updated annually with a status in addres-
sing the presently listed issues.

1. Management and Supervisory Involvement

(a) Management expectation for workers to perform to high
standards is not always clearly identified or communi-
cated to workers.

(b) Many supervisors do not devote sufficient time to
observing, correcting, and training personnel. As a
result, some maintenance and operations activities are
not consistently performed to desired standards.

(c) Inspections by station and corporate managers to deter-
mine plant conditions are not performed in sufficient
depth nd frequency to identify areas needing improve-
ment.

2. Plant Conditions

(a) The material condition of some plants reflects a need
for additional attention. Material deficiencies
include steam and water leaks, oil leaks, damaged
insulation, and defective and missing equipment.
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(b) Housekeeping and cleanliness deficiencies in many areas
of some plants indicate a need for increased management
attention.

(c) Maintenance job sites are frequently not restored to a
pre-maintenance housekeeping condition.

(d) Storage areas for tools, equipment, chemicals and oils
need to be clearly established and identified.

3. Configuration Management

Modification control programs are not effectively managed
and coordinated to support plant operations. Problems
include:

(a) The number of temporary modifications/jumpers is often
excessive, resulting in an adverse impact on operators'
and workers' knowledge of plant configuration. Some of
these temporary modifications/jumpers have been in
place for a long period of time.

(b) The quality of some modifications does not represent a
high standard of design, construction and maintenance.

(c) Some temporary modifications/jumpers for safety systems
are not reviewed and approved at the appropriate level
of station management.

(d) The change control process is sometimes not implemented
with the same rigor for computer software changes as it
is for plant hardware/equipment changes.

(e) Modifications are sometimes made without the appropri-
ate document revisions (such as flowsheets, drawings,
operating manuals, procedures and training manuals) or
personnel training.

4. Safety System Test Progra

(a) Some safety system tests and calibration of some safety
system instruments are not performed at the required
frequency.

(b) Safety system testing can be suspended for significant
lengths of time without the appropriate level of appro-
val.
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(c) Deficiencies identified through safety system tests are
not always corrected in a timely manner.

(d) Some systems related to safety do not have complete
testing.

5. Technical Surveillance Program

(a) Technical Section personnel do not routinely inspect
plant systems and equipment to ensure the systems and
equipment are maintained in optimal condition.

(b) Technical Section personnel do not always effectively
monitor and trend test results, maintenance reports and
performance indicators to monitor system and equipment
performance and take appropriate corrective actions.

(c) Technical Section personnel need to review operating
manuals and procedures to ensure self-consistency,
consistency with design assumptions, consistency with
plant odifications and the inclusion of temporary
changes.

6. Operations Activities

The lack of clear directions and expectations, combined with
the absence of supervisory monitoring, results in an incon-
sistent and sometimes inappropriate level of operations
performance.

(a) Control room standards are inconsistent and activities
do not always reflect high expectations.

(b) Field operators do not always perform good quality
routines, nor always comply with station radiological
protection and safety requirements.

(c) Safety System Tests are not always executed under the
direct control of licensed personnel.

(d) Field aids are frequently not effectively controlled.
As a result, inappropriate revisions of flowsheets,
procedures and operating memos, annotated aids and
notes exist in the field as aids to perform work activ-
ities.



7. Maintenance Activities

Insufficient planning, coordination and support of mainten-
ance activities result in reduced performance of some sys-
tems and equipment.

(a) The work control system does not accurately reflect
plant material deficiencies and the backlog of work.

(b) The priority for preventative and predictive mainten-
ance is not sufficiently high to ensure a low backlog
of such maintenance.

(c) Maintenance is sometimes performed without a procedure,
with an unapproved procedure, with an annotated pro-
cedure, or with an inadequate procedure.

8. Chemistry Control Program

Station and corporate managers place insufficient emphasis
on, and support of the chemistry program at nuclear sta-
tions.

(a) The importance of chemistry in preventing deterioration
of components and in minimizing radiation levels, is
not recognized. As a result, chemistry programs do not
effectively and efficiently monitor station chemistry
conditions.

(b) There is not corporate chemistry program document to
identify the objectives of the chemistry program,
responsibilities, program requirements and chemistry
specifications for the nuclear stations.

(c) Trends are not routinely used to monitor equipment
performance and control plant chemistry.

(d) On-line chemical monitors are not effectively used to
monitor and control plant chemistry. Some monitors
have long-standing deficiencies. Some important chemi-
cal parameters do not have on-line monitoring.

(e) An effective quality assurance program for chemistry
sampling and laboratory analyses has not been imple-
mented.

(f) Chemicals, oils and cleaning agents are not effectively
controlled to prevent improper use, personnel hazards,
or inadvertent introduction in plant systems or the
environment.
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9. Radiolocfical Protection

Station managers and supervisors are not sufficiently
involved in promoting high radiological protection standards
and performance.

(a) Managers and supervisors do not enforce adherence to
radiological protection procedures.

(b) The contamination control program does not minimize the
contamination of clean areas, equipment and personnel.
As a result, contamination is sometimes found outside
the radiation area.

(c) Solid radioactive waste controls do not minimize the
volume of radioactive waste.

(d) The control of work involving internal or external
exposures is not sufficiently effective to minimize the
potential for unplanned exposures.

10. Planning

The planning and coordination of work sometimes lack
coordination and priority setting.

So much for the theoretical, process part. Now what about some
actual lessons learned from the process.
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In this part I want to briefly run over some actual examples of
lessons learned.

1. One of the Peer Evaluation recommendations read:

7(b) The priority for preventative and predictive main-
tenance is not sufficiently high to ensure a low
backlog of such maintenance.

In short, what the evaluators were saying is there was not
enough attention being paid to preventive maintenance.

It was true. For various reasons, including decreased
budget levels which controlled available dollars and
manhours and increased sudden and unexpected major problems,
preventive maintenance did decrease significantly. Because
of budget and staff limitations we generally did maintenance
on items that leaked on the floor, sparked or made grinding
noises or reduced power output. It didn't do any of the
above, the implied theory was "If it is not complaining, do
not be proactive and look and therefore, certainly don't
fix it".

Here are a number of examples:
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SERVICE WATER PUMPS

They were installed in 1973 and were placed in-service in
1975. They ran and ran and ran with no maintenance atten-
tion.

In April of 1989, an operator noticed that the pressure
gauge on the output of one pump read zero pressure. Sus-
pecting a defective gauge, the gauge was replaced with the
same result. The pump was removed and the shaft was found
to be broken. The lower wear rings were gone - worn away.
The impeller vanes were eroded all the way through and the
stationary vanes likewise. This required a really signifi-
cant maintenance effort seeing that we had 6 pumps and all
with similar numbers of operating hours. Shortly after the
first pump was removed a second pump failed at the shaft.

The major effort to get new shafts, new impellers and to
repair the stationary vanes was initiated. It took over a
year to overhaul eight of these pumps. There were reactor
safety concerns as some of the pumps were Class III to
provide back-up cooling water to the reactor systems.

MORAL: Don't neglect routine inspection and overhaul of
water pumps. Have a good Preventive Maintenance
Program.
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1.2 STEAM TRAPS

A second example is that of steam traps. We use various
types of steam traps in the power train systems, on steam
lines and turbine drains and also on the building steam
heating system. We had no scheduled inspection or mainten-
ance system on any of the 1000 traps at Bruce A. The conse-
quences of failed traps can be severe. Failed traps can:

1. Cause equipment damage ranging from turbine blade
damage due to water backing up from traps failed shut,
(or)

cause water hammer damage from steam blowing through
traps and condensing suddenly in condensate headers and
damaging piping and it's supports. (We had examples of
this.) (or)

cause steam heating coils to freeze and burst the coil
when the trap fails shut. (We have done this many
times.)

2. Waste valuable energy/fuel/money. our assessment is
that we were wasting'250 k$ annually in this regard.
We now have a Steam Trap Maintenance Management Pro-
gram.

The Steam Trap Management Program is a Computerized Predic-
tive Maintenance Program. It uses two independent 'methods
of inspection to establish the condition of a steam trap.
The repairs and replacements of steam traps are done on the
basis of diagnostic results. This enables us to allocate
our resources to fix only the bad traps.

Figure-1 is a smary report of our first inspection survey
completed recently. It explains current situation of our
steam trap performance. 500 traps were inspected giving a
failure rate of 49.6%. 21.4% blowing/leaking traps waste
about 250,000 worth of live steam per year. 11.2% failed-
closed traps contribute to waterhammer problems and reduce
equipment performance on which they are installed.

With this program in place, we expect to achieve trap per-
formance level of 90% by December 1992, compared with cur-
rent level of 51%. This will save us about 250,000 per
year in steam savings only. The other potential benefits
include enhanced performance of equipment like Heat
Exchangers, Fan Coil Units etc., and reduction in waterham-
mer in the steam piping.
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All steam traps at Bruce NGS A are inspected twice a year
using Troubleless Valve Company diagnostic device TM1. This
device combines ultrasonic and temperature techniques to
establish the condition of a steam trap. A trap management
software contains steam trap database and facilitates fail.-
ure analysis. The trap diagnostic device and trap manage-
ment software communicate electronically thus eliminating
any paper work. The steam trap repairs and replacements ae
done using Station Deficiency Reporting process.

The cost of software and hardware purchased for trap diag-
nostics is about 24,000. It took about 6 man-months to
develop and implement this program. No extra resources were
required for implementation of this program.

A total of training seminars were held in 1990/91 by
Maintenance Support Unit for operators and mechanical
maintainers to keep them abreast of the program, new devel-
opments and findings. The on-site training organization and
Yarway Corporation assisted greatly in implementing the
required training programs for staff.

The Preventive Maintenance crew in the Mechanical Mainten-
ance Unit has the ownership of this program and is respon-
sible for trap inspections and diagnostics. A dedicated
group of two mechanics from day staff is responsible for
trap repairs.

With the Steam Trap Management Program in place, we now know
we are going to direct our efforts to correct this defi-
ciency situation and monitor it.

MORAL: Have a good Preventive Maintenance Program.
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1.3. HEAT EXCHANGERS

A final example in the Maintenance Area is that of Heat
Exchangers. Again most of the time they operated without
complaint and thus they received almost no inspection or
maintenance.

Therefore, we should not have been surprised when in 1987,
an FRF heat exchanger on the turbine governor sprung a leak
and we discharged 2700 litres of FRF (Tri-Aryl Phosphate) to
the lake or when later the same year the turbine lube oil
heat exchanger sprung a leak and discharged 400 kg of oil to
the lake.

Later the same year, a moderator HI sprung a leak and dis-
charged some 30 Ci/kg water to the lake. We now have a
program of heat exchanger inspection and standards for when
we plug tubes. Inspection will not prevent heat exchanger
wall thinning but will alert you to it so that (a) you can
plug tubes and (b) can order replacement tube bundles on a
timely basis.

MORAL: Preventive Maintenance is important.
What you don't know can hurt you.
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2. HOUSEKEEPING

Another example is that of Housekeeping. The words in the
PEER Evaluation were:

2(b) Housekeeping and cleanliness deficiencies in many areas
of some plants indicate a need for increased management
attention.

From April 1989 until June 1990, we had a very extensive
maintenance outage on Unit 2 When the unit was close to
start-up and the containment areas were supposedly clean and
tidy, the Technical Manager and I went in to inspect con-
tainment. Several people suffered severe shock when seeing
the Manager in "Browns" and a "Plastic Suit". We inspected
for two hours. When we exited, we told the people in charge
of the outage "it may be a 6 out of 10 in tidiness but only
a 4 out of 10 in cleanliness". Start-up was held for 0
days while a THOROUGH clean-up job was done.

The grating floor was filled with fibreglass, bits of con-
crete, welding rod, there were rubber gloves in out of the
way places. In all, another 50 plastic bags of DIRT were
removed from inside containment.

Why worry about cleanliness?

All that dirt is just waiting to plug cooling coils, dryer
desiccant and ECI coolant pump suction lines.

Why did it not meet our expectations?

There had never been a published standard for cleanliness.
There is now a detailed standard. In order for people to
believe you mean what you say, you, the Utility Managers
must say what you mean and then demonstrate that you mean
it. Eg - go and inspect, hold start-up if necessary (and
it is usually only necessary once).

It is also necessary to keep the plant looking reasonably
good, which may mean doing some painting, some reinsulating
and some other maintenance. The following photos give you
some ideas of what can be achieved.
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3. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Another generic issue that the Peer Audit identif ied was CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT. The specific words were:

Modification control programs are not effectively managed
and coordinated to support plant operations. Problems
include:

(d) The change control process is sometimes not
implemented with the same rigor for computer software
changes as it is for plant hardware/equipment
changes.

You may recall that we had quite a significant event during the
early hours of January 23rd, 1990. At that time a fuelling machine
that was locked onto channel C08 east, was lowered by about
40 cm, while still locked onto the channel and with the reactor
at almost full power. The unit was shut down, the situation stabilized,
and eventually, after replacing the channel, the unit was restarted
in June of 1990. Why did this event occur? There is a long complicated
explanation, but the real reason is found in the above wordF

The change control process was not used with the same rigor whE
the fuelling system extension trolley and it associated programmin
was placed in-service in the early 1980s. Change control on softwar
is more difficult to do and it requires a much more thorougl
checkout process. We had not done that and the problem was lyinc
in wait for the right set of circumstances, which occurred in
the early morning of Jan 23rd.

Since that event, we have been much more rigorous with fuelling
handling system software. In fact, we had to install a new piece
of hardware on our fuelling system trolleys. The change was called
trolley locks, which prevents trolley movement in accident situations.
We required several major walk-throughs of the software by independent
experts before we loaded it into the computers. This resulted
in the delay of about 6 months in getting the change into service.
While the regulatory body was not pleased with the delay, they
were quite anxious for us to ensure that the software was adequately
verified before being loaded.

CONCLUSION

There are many more such lessons that we could tell you about, but
the lesson is clear, a PEER EVALUATION will tell you where you stand
relative to excellence and then you had better quickly get about correcting
some of the deficiencies in your program that it has found.

Thanks for your attention, any questions you would care to ask?
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ABSTRACT

The basic concern from regulatory perspective in the operation of
Indian PHWRs is for radiation exposure to the occupational workers and to
the members of public during normal operation as well as abnormal
cond - t o; �I'he radiation exposure to the o�up:! n I workers is the
result of radiation conditions in the plant and the practices followed for
operation and maintenance. Both technical and administrative actions are
responsible in controlling the radiation exposures. As far as exposure to
the members of public is concerned, integrity of heat transport and
moderator systems, performance of the ventilation system and integrity of.
fuel cladding are important elements during normal operation and some of
the anticipated operational occurrences. Containment systems play an
important rle in controlling the impact in public domain during accident
conditions. Elaborate emergency preparedness plans ready in advance
perfected and optimised through drills and exercises give an assurance that
should a mishap our requiring eergency action in the public domain,
adequate and necessary ations to reduce the radiological consequences will
be taken. In this context, four areas of interest are : Radiation
Exposure of Occupational Workers, Fuel Performance, Containment Systems and
Emergency Preparedness in Public Domain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The basic concern from regulatory perspective in the operation of
Indian PHWRs is for radiation exposure to the occupational workers and to
the members of public during normal operation as well as abnormal
conditions. The radiation exposure to the occupational workers is the
result of radiation conditions in the plant and the practices followed for
operation and maintenance. Both technical and administrative actions are
responsible in controlling the radiation exposures. As far as exposure to
the embers of public is concerned, integrity of heat transport and
moderator system, performance of the ventilation system and integrity of
fuel cladding are iportant elements during normal operation and some of
the anticipated operational occurrences. Containment systems play an
important role in controlling the ipact in public domain during accident
conditions. Elaborate emergency preparedness plans ready in advance
perfected and optimised through drills and exercises give an assurance that
should a mishap occur requiring emergency action in the public domain,
adequate and necessary actions to reduce the radiological consequences will
be taken. In this context, four areas of interest are as follows

i) Radiation Exposure of occupational Workers
ii) uel Performance

iii) Containment Systems
iv) Emergency Preparedness in Public Domain

These are discussed here in some detail.

2. RADIATION EXPOSURE OF OCCUPATIONAL WORKERS

Collective radiation exposures to occupational workers at Madras.
Atoruc Power Station (MAPS) and Rajasthan Atomic Power Station (RAPS) are
sum)arised in Figure 1. Occupational workers consist of plant eloyees,



transit work force and contractor's personnel. Tritium contribution to
the whole body exposure was around 12% for MAPS, wereas for RAPS, it was

40% in 1989 and 1990. Also the collective radiation exposure at RAPS was
higher as compared to MAPS. Tritium exposure contribution to totai'man-rem
both as fraction of total exposure as well as absolute terms is causing
concern. Stations are being insisted to improve upon thiough achieving
better integrity of heavy water systems and use ofappropriate protective
equipment. In parallel, development work is being undertaken for tritium
removal system. Another common reason for these radiation exposures is
fuel performance. There have been larger fuel failures since 1985-86 as
compared to earlier operation at RAPS. The analysis of contamination on
the internal parts of the PHT system indicated predominant presence of Zr-
Nb-95. In addition, spread of A41 is seen in the accessib 'le areas of
RAPS. This is mainly dte to unsatisfactory integrity of the boiler room
area which results in ingress of A41 into the accessible area. Also,
vault drier system integrity, which gets affected due to the "presence of
oxides of nitrogen, needs to be attended often. An area of high man-rem
consumption has been the work on pressure tubes for creep measurement and
adjustment. The zig-saw panels are required to be opened for doing this
job, hich take time and consume high man-rem. Technique of creep
measurement with the help of fuelling machines has resulted in saving
considerable man-rem. Concerted efforts have been made in the past to
improve fuel integrity. Better schemes for detecting failed fuel and its
removal from core as soon as possible depending on the location and burn up
have _been implemented. The Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB)
appointed a Committee to investigate the reasons for high man-rem for RAPS
and MAPS and to suggest technical and administrative measures to reduce the
same. The objective was to reduce the exposures progressively and operate
these reactors within abudget of 500 man-rem. RAPS and MAPS have started
implementing some of these reconTnendations. These have been found to be
effective 4nd the radiation exposures are reducing at both RAPS and MAPS.
MAPS recorded collective dose of 700 nan-rem in 1990. This indicates that
both RAPS and MAPS could be operated in less than 500 man-rem exposure with
concerted efforts, irovement of work practices and innovative practices.

The information on the recent Reconmndation of International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP-90) has become available now.
Studies on the fraction of occupational workers receiving more than 2 rem,
per year whole body exposures have been undertaken. The maximum umulative
individual exposure till 1990 was about 50 rems. RAPS and MAPS Units has
seen 2 and 13 years of reactor operation respectively so far. Thc!se
indicate that about 1.5-to 2 occupational workers received more than 2 rem
exposure in 1990. It is felt that administrative measures alone would make
it p.Ible to ensure less than 2 rem per year exposure. Where the
individuals whose exposures are found to be more than 2 rem, redeployment
could be one of the actions resorted to deal with such cases.

3. FUEL PERFORMANCE

Performance of fuel in the core for clad integrity has been of concern
for a few years. This was recognised by higher than normal I-131
concentration in PHT system, short-lived airborne activity in some areas of
the reactor building, release of fission product noble gas from stack and
increasing trend in the radiation fields on boiler cabinets, end fittings
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and feeder cabinets. During this period while the Technical Specification
limit of 100 uCi/1 for I131 was not reached, howeverthe count rate of
Del ed Neutron Monitoring System had been showing increasing trend. The
c�uy sample of the PHT system, showed about 1% activity from Co-60. The
crud levels in the system are generally very low. This indicated that
chemistry control of the system was good.

AERB started an investigation into this problem. As a preliminary
step the DN ratio was reduced to 12 from 14 to declare a channel as
containing failed fuel and the same was required to be refuelled as soon as
possible. Increased background count rate results in lower statistical
spread. Hence, the lower ratio also gives satisfactory indication. This
action alone resulted in reducing concentration o 1.31 in the PHT system.
Post irradiation examination of suspected failed bundles is being insisted
upon. This will consist of dry/wet sipping and under-water visual
examination at the power station sites and selective examination in hot
cells. An evaluation of the manufacturing process was undertaken to
improve the quality of fuel. On-site hot Helium leak test is conducted
for all the bundles used for refuelling. Refuelling strategy has been
adopted to reduce power-peaking in the neighbouring channels.

The other technique eployed to recognise the integrity of fuel clad
is to measure I133/I-131 ratio. The PHT system water samples are
regularly analysed for this ratio. Results of this study for a sample
period are given in Figure 2 and 3 for MAPS and RAPS respectively. It is
seen from these figures that removal of failed fuel increases the ratio and
its appearance decreases it. This is presently being used for failed fuel
detection along with DN ratio as stated above. In parallel, progress is
being ade to introduce Can-lub fuel.

The prompt recognition and subsequeril removal of failed fuel i having
�j,,_)od effect on the radiation fields on PHT system and equipment. The
radiation fields have generally reduced by a factor of 34 on boiler
cabinets, feeders and end fittings.

4. OTAINMENT SYSTEMS

The containment systems in PHWRs have evolved from single containment
building with dousing to limit peak pressure during accidents and coolers
to reduce the pressure subsequently as at RAPS. The slight overpressure
during post OCA phase towards the end is released through a combined Hepa
and charcoal filter in a controlled manner. The MAPS containment consists
of a partial double containment with a suppression pol for initial energy
absorption, other features being similar to RAPS. The reactor buildin is
fully pre-stressed concrete. The current design of 235 MWe unit upto
Kakrapara has full double containment, primary containhient made of
pre-sti-c-,; concrete and secondary made of reinforced concrete. Future
reactors of 235 Me and 500 MWe will have full double cntainment, dome in
dome as shown in Figure 4 The suppression pool and other energy removal
features are retained. In addition, Narora onwards the primary containment
has a Filter Pump Back System consisting of Hepa and charcoal filters in
addition to a purge system through Hepa and charcoal filters as shown in
Figure 5. Presently, discussions are taking place on design leak rate for
primary as well as secondary containments. The calculations indicate that
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upto Design Basis Acident (DBA), leak rate of 0.3�1,, V/V per hour and 09%
V/V per hour for primary and secondary containments could be acceptable.
The primary containment filter pump back system could also be used for
hydrogen anagement, if required.

AERB has focused its attention on standardization of leak rate test
procedure. Integrated leak rate test for primary and secondary containment
or to treat secondary containment as a confinement feature is also being
discussed. The availability of primary containment filter pump back syst,,;j
beyond DBA, due to aerosol loading, is also being activply evaluated, as
this feature is to be used for post accident hydrogen management. Amongst
other aspects which are actively under consideration are on-line gross loss
containment integrity, automatic data acquisition, passive isolation
dampers and analysis capability during leak rate testing etc. Containment
being the last barrier between the plant and public during accident
conditions, it deserves utmost attention.

5. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS IN PUBLIC DOMAIN

Emergency preparedness n the, j-'.dic - �iin to deal with large scale
uncontrolled release of radio-active material to the environment has been
receiving added emphasis following the Three Mile Island and Cernobyl
accidents. It has attracted attention in the highest quarters and
organisations have been set up at National, State, Headquarters and Plant
levels (Figure 5). Div�rgejic-y preparedness plans are very detailed ix�
specifying equipment, facilities, manpower etc. for taking emergency
measures in the public domain as required from radiological considerations
and for protection of the public. The areas of responsibilities,
func-L.-'Lons, channel�; of communications, identification of parameters for
measurement, levels for taking countermeasures, line of authority etc. have
been identified. Since these plans i7olve multiple organisations and
demand mobilisation of resources only during low possibility high
consequence events, drills on limited scale where activity of menibers of
public are not disturbed are conducted on a periodic basis. Feedback by a
team of independent observers including those from AERB, serves to
strengthen the weak links in these plans.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Each of the area discussed above deserves much more detailed
discussion. An attempt, however, has been made here to focus only on some
of the salient aspects. This is an account of limited expertise on my part
and the time available to me for the preparation of this paper. The views
expressed in this paper are my Fcrsonal.
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ABSTRACT

Multi-Unit Shutdown due to Boiler Feedwater
Chemical Excursion

Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'B' consists
of four 935 W CANDU units located on the east shore of Lake
Huron in the province of Ontario, Canada. On July 25 and 26,
1989 three of the four operating units were shutdown due to
boiler feedwater chemical excursions initiated by a process
upset in the Water Treatment Plant that provides
demineralized make-up water to all four units. The chemicals
that escaped from an ion exchange vessel during a routine
regeneration very quickly spread through the condensate make-
up system and into the boiler feedwater systems. This
resulted in boiler sulfate levels exceeding shutdown limits.
A total of 260 GWH of electrical generation was unexpectedly
made unavailable to the grid at a time of peak seasonal
demand. This event exposed several unforeseen deficiencies
and vulnerabilities in the automatic demineralized water make-
up quality protection scheme, system designs, operating
procedures and the ability of operating personnel to
recognize and appropriately respond to such an event. The
combination of these factors contributed towards turning a
minor system upset into a major multi-unit shutdown.

This paper provides the details of the actual event
initiation in the Water Treatment Plant and describes the
sequence of events that led to the eventual shutdown of three
units and near shutdown of the fourth. The design
inadequacies, procedural deficiencies and operating personnel
responses and difficulties are described. The process of
recovering from this event, the flushing out of system
piping, boilers and the feedwater train is covered as well as
our experiences with setting UP upplemental demineralized
water supplies including trucking in water and the use of
rental trailer mounted demineralizing systems. System
design, procedural and operational changes that have been
made and that are still being worked on in response to this
event are described. The latest evidence of the effect of
this event on boiler tube integrity is briefly summarized.



MULTI-UNIT SHUTDOWN DUE TO BOILER REDWATER
CHEMICAL XCURSION

Michael E. Diebel, Ontario Hydro, Bruce NGS B

1. Introduction

Over the past 20 years Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Generation
Divisic'n has experienced a series of boiler feedwater
chemical excursions due to acid or caustic releases from our
water treatment plants into our boiler feedwater systems.
Table I shows a summary of these events. The most recent,
and most significant of these excursions, and the subject of
this paper, occurred at Bruce Nuclear Generating Station in
July of 1989.

2. System Description

The Bruce water treatment plant is a Degremont Infilco
design and was commissioned in 1981. It consists of a
pretreatment section to filter and disinfect the raw water
supply from Lake Huron followed by three parallel
demineralizing trains. The trains feed into one of the two
demineralized water storage tanks while the second tank is
kept full and isolated. Figure I shows a simplified
schematic of the system. This plant provides a continuous
flow of demineralized water to match the station demand which
is typically 55 litres/sec 870 gpm). The water treatment
plant is located in a building separate from the main power
house and has its own local control room that is manned
around the clock. The assigned operator is responsible for
matching demineralized water production to station demand by
keeping the storage tank topped up. He is also required to
monitor the status of the plant equipment and initiate the
regeneration of the ion exchange vessels. The automatic
regeneration logic consists of a series of steps during which
sulfuric acid and or sodium hydroxide solutions are passed
through the resin beds and then rinsed out.

The demineralized water storage tanks provide an on-line
reserve from which the station condensate make-up pumps take
their suction. These pumps provide make-up water to all 4
units through a common header. There is a pneumatic valve on
the condensate make-up system for each unit that opens and
closes automatically to maintain the level in the unit clean
condensate tank. This tank provides make-up water to the
unit feedwater system via an automatic inventory control
system. Figure II shows a simplified schematic of the
condensate make-up system.
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3. Event Description

Immediately prior to this event all four units at Bruce NGS B
were operating at near full power and no significant abnormal
conditions existed. The event began with the initiation of a
routine regeneration of one of our mixed bed ion exchange
columns which is the last vessel in each demineralizing
train. The other two trains remaineO in service supplying
water to the station. The operator was using the automatic
regeneration logic and had just started into the chemical
injection step of the regeneration when he experienced
several automatic trips due to one of the process parameters
being out of specification (flow, temperature or
concentration). This was not an unusual occurrence and the
normal practice was to use the "PLANT RESTART" button to
reset the time delayed trips and give the out of
specification parameter time to stabilize. After using this
button several times the logic seemed to hang up and the
operator was unable to get the regeneration to proceed. At
this point in time the mixed bed vessel was filled with the
regenerant acid and caustic solutions.

In order to proceed with the regeneration it was decided to
abandon the automatic logic and use manual handswitch
operations to complete the remaining steps. Shortly after
attempting the switch from automatic to manual control of the
regeneration, the common plant outlet high conductivity trip
logic was activated. This put the two in service trains into
recirculation mode, closed the common plant effluent
protection valve and brought in the local "PLANT EFFLUENT
CONDUCTIVITY HIGH" alarm. This indicated that some high
conductivity water had escaped from the mixed bed vessel into
the common plant outlet header. The automatic water quality
protection logic appeared to have operated properly and to
have contained the out of specification water. The operator
shutdown the regeneration and proceeded to follow the
prescribed procedure for such an event which called for
draining of the outlet header to dispose of the contaminated
water and then returning the plant to service.

The operator experienced considerable difficulty in draining
the header due to the plant automatic control logic which
kept restarting the plant as the trip condition appeared to
clear itself and then tripping it again when the trip
condition was repeated. Unknown to the water treatment plant
operator, the "CONDENSATE MAKE-UP HIGH CONDUCTIVITY" alarm
came in at Unit in the Main Control Room at this time but
was not acted upon for nearly an hour. This alarm indicated
that the out of specification water had escaped from the
plant, passed through the storage tank and had entered the
main condensate make-up header feeding all four units.
During this hour all four units continued to draw
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water as required by their automatic inventory make-up
systems.

The in-line storage tank provided very little hold-up time
for the contaminated water since the inlet and outlet nozzles
on the tank are quite close together. Unit make-up trends
show that the contaminated water had reached all 4 unit
condenser hotwells within 45 minutes of the event initiation.
The relative amount of contamination that each unit received
was dependent on its make-up rate in this time frame. The
boiler cation conductivity trends for all of the units
started to rise sharply at around 90 minutes into the event.

When the main control room "CONDENSATE MAKE-UP HIGH
CONDUCTIVITY" alarm was recognized, the potential
significance became clear and actions were initiated to
isolate, identify and ascertain the extent of the problem.
These actions included:

- Shutting down the condensate make-up pumps,
- Closing the unit make-up valves,
- Sampling the in service demineralized water storage tank,
- Sampling the unit condensate storage tanks,
- Switching the demineralized water make-up water supply to

the isolated standby tank,
- Terminating intermittent and continuous boiler blowdown on

all units so as to reduce demin water demand and limit make
up with contaminated water.

It took approximately one hour for the first chemical
analysis results to be reported and the conductivity readings
indicated significant contamination of one demin storage
tank, the condensate make-up line, and each of the four unit
condensate storage tanks. Actions were initiated to attempt
to flush the condensate make-up lines containing contaminated
water to drain. This proved very quickly to be futile due to
the large size of the pipes and the small size of the drain
lines. Approximately three hours into the event it was
decided that the only expedient way to clean up the make-up
lines was to flush the line from the water treatment plant
into the contaminated storage tank and flush the condensate
make-up header from the clean storage tank into the units.

The first set of boiler water sodium measurements were
available hours into the event and indicated elevated
sodium levels (Action Level 2 in two of the units. The
first set of boiler sulfate analyses were available about six
hours into the event and indicated that Units 7 and had
exceeded the Action Level 3 limit requiring shutdown within 4
hours. Units and 6 were at Action Level 2 requiring
shutdown within 24 hrs if their boiler chemistry did not
improve. At this point Units 7 and began their shutdowns.
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The water treatment plant was returned to service about 
hours into the event but experienced several more trips over
the next 12 hours as pockets of contamination continued to be
flushed from the piping. The contaminated storage tank was
kept isolated and full for emergency backup while the second
tank was fed from the water treatment plant and supplied the
station. Sampling of this in-service tank indicated that
some contamination had entered it but there was no option but
to use it. Over the next 24 hours all efforts were directed
at saving Units and 6 but the %hemistry conditions
continued to deteriorate and it became necessary to shut-down
Unit 5. Unit 6 remained in operation even though 2 of its 
boilers marginally exceeded the shutdown criteria. One of
the key considerations in the decision to keep Unit 6 in
service was to avoid further aggravating the sudden large
loss of generation to the grid during a period of near peak
seasonal demand.

4. Syst Desi and Procedural Inadequacie

One of the most interesting findings to come out of
investigation of this event was that all of the components in
the water quality protection system appeared to have
functioned correctly. There was no apparent failure of any
of the in-line instruments that monitor the water quality; or
the water quality protective trip control logic; or the
valves that are controlled by this logic. The water quality
protective system included the following components (Figure
III).

- Conductivity, sodium and silica meters monitoring each
train outlet, each of which will automatically take the
train out of service if their setpoint is exceeded.

- In line triplicated conductivity meters with two out of
three trip logic, as well as sodium and silica analysers
with automatic plant trips on the common water treatment
plant outlet header.

- A single high conductivity alarm on the condensate make-up
line feeding the four units.

Call-ups were in place to test this trip logic and at the
time of the event there were no known difficulties with it.

The incident investigation concluded that numerous unrelated
factors had contributed to, and magnified the severity of,
this event and no single root cause could be identified.
This event brought to light several unforeseen design and
procedural problems that when combined resulted in the
failure of this seemingly adequate protective system.
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These deficiencies are summarized in the following 7 items.
The corrective actions that we have since taken, and some
that we are still working on, are also outlined.

4.1 Lack.of Isolation Point Independent of Regeneration Logic

During the chemical injection steps of a regeneration the
logic calls for two valves to be closed between the vessel
and the plant outlet header. Normally these two valves would
only be open if the train was selected to service. In this
case it is not certain whether the opening of these valves
was the result of a spurious fault in the control logic or
due to improper handswitch selections as the operator
attempted to switch the regeneration from automatic to manual
control. Either of these causes is credible under the
circumstances. It was estimated that approximately 350
liters of process strength regenerant chemicals were released
from the mixed bed vessel which would have required the train
to be in service for about 10 seconds.

The first weakness apparent in our design and procedures was
that both of the isolation points between the vessel full of
chemicals and the plant outlet header were controlled by the
process logic. No isolation point independent of the process
logic was utilized.

We have since added a step to the regeneration procedure that
requires the operator to close the manual isolation valve on
the outlet of the train at the start of each regeneration and
not to open it again until the train is ready to be returned
to service (Figure III).

4.2 Train Protective Trips Inadequate for Fast Excursions

Each of the three trains has its own independent
conductivity, odium and silica analysers that can trip the
train. These meters are however located in a remote sample
panel such that there is a time delay between when the sample
leaves the train and reaches the analysers. There is also a
time delay in the trip logic, requiring the monitored
parameter to stay above the setpoint for a prescribed period
of time before the trip is initiated. This time delay is
intended to reduce the number of spurious trips resulting
from instrument noise. These time delays are acceptable
under the normal operating scenario where the water quality
deteriorates very slowly as the resins are exhausted during
their normal service runs. They do however render this trip
inadequate for protecting against a sudden and large step
change in water quality as we experienced in this situation.

We have marginally reduced the time delays on these trips but
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they are till inadequate for protecting against a fast
excursion. We now rely on the closing of the manual isolator
on the train outlet to protect us against fast chemical
excursions during regenerations which is the time when they
are most likely to occur.

4.3 Common Plant Trip Logic

The common water treatment plant water quality trip consists
of three in line conductivity cells, utilizing 2 out of 3
trip logic, that will respond immediately to any
contamination in the line. This conductivity trip is the
primary protection against fast excursions. This trip logic
did have a 30 sec time delay, but there is sufficient
separation between the location of the conductivity cells and
the isolation valve such that the valve has adequate time to
close before any contaminated water reaches it. There are
also sodium and silica analysers monitoring the common outlet
line but they are located in a remote sampling panel and have
time delays in their trip logic which make them inadequate
for catching fast excursions.

In this particular case the triplicated conductivity cells
did see the contaminated water and the trip logic closed the
outlet valve and the operating trains were all isolated to
contain the out of specification water. Our procedures then
called for the operator to open a manually operated drain
valve to drain the contaminated water from the outlet header
and return the plant to service (see Figure III). Shortly
after the draining of the outlet header began the trip
condition suddenly cleared and the automatic logic returned
the plant to service. The header still contained
contaminated water but the conductivity trip logic time delay
was reset so the plant ran for another 30 seconds before
tripping again. This automatic tripping and restarting of
the plant repeated itself numerous times and with each
repetition the contaminated water was pushed further along
the system. Eventually the chemicals passed through the
storage tank and into the condensate make up system.

The cycling of the trip condition believed to have been
caused by the fact that as the header was drained the three
conductivity cells became exposed to air which presented an
artificial, low conductivity indication. This caused the
trip logic to reset before the header was fully drained. As
the plant was automatically returned t ervice the cells
were then again exposed to contaminated water such that the
trip was reinitiated and stayed in until the draining again
exposed the conductivity cells and repeated the cycle.

This starting and stopping of the plant could also have been
caused by repeated use of the 'PLANT RESTART' button which
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acts to reset all process and protective trips. Repeated
use of this button is not believed to have occurred while
the line was being drained following the plant trip.

In the follow up investigation it became apparent that the
protective trip logic should be independent of the process
logic and that once a trip occurs it should lock in and
require manual reset to return the plant to service. To
achieve this, procedures were modified such that in the event
of a plant trip the operator now locks in the trip by
manually selecting two of the three conductivity meters to
the tripped state. He then drains and refills the header and
flushes through the drain valve until the instruments
indicate that the water in the line is again within
specification. He can then return all three of the
conductivity meters to service allowing the plant to return
to service automatically.

The time delay in the conductivity trip logic has also been
minimized to limit the volume of contaminated water that must
be drained and flushed from the line. The plant trip logic
has been separated from the influence of the process logic
and further changes are being worked on to have the trip
logic lock in automatically and require a manual override to
be reset.

4.4 Condensate Make Up Water Quality Protection

At the time of this event there was a single conductivity
cell in the common condensate make up line feeding the four
units. This cell was used only for trending and alarm
purposes. The associated alarm "CONDENSATE MAKE-UP
CONDUCTIVITY HIGH" did come in at Unit in the Main Control
Room but unfortunately was not acted upon for nearly an hour.
The investigation attributed this oversight to: the alarm
being masked by other more conspicuous alarms; the panel
operator being preoccupied with other activities; and the
generally heavy workload the operator was experiencing at the
time.

The fact that there was a significant delay in the time taken
to respond to this alarm undoubtedly contributed to the
severity of the incident. It became apparent in the
investigation however, that an event that can occur with such
speed and with such ramifications should not rely upon
operator response to a nondescript alarm. Recommendations
had in fact being previously made, following chemical
excursions at other Ontario Hydro stations, to install
automatic trip logic on the condensate make-up pumps. At the
time of the event these changes had not yet been implemented
at Bruce B.
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The condensate make-up high conductivity alarm has now been
converted to an automatic pump trip. Additional improvements
are planned to make this a 2 out of 3 trip for improved
reliability and to locate the new conductivity cells closer
to the pump discharge.

4.5 Inadequate Draining/Flushing Provisions and Procedures

This event demonstrated that for such extensive contamination
of our demineralized water supply and condensate make-up
systems, our ability to quickly drain and flush the systems
is not adequate. The drain valves provided are of the to 2
inch size while the lines are 12 inch diameter and up to
1,200 feet long. It was recognized that flushing is a much
more expedient way to clean out a line than draining and
filling. Flushing allows the instrumentation to give
continuous feedback as to the water quality and avoids the
complications associated with exposing the instruments to
air. It also eliminates the water hammer concerns associated
draining and filling the lines.

In order to better facilitate flushing it is planned to add a
new line with appropriate valving such that the full length
of the water treatment plant outlet header can be quickly
flushed out while the plant remains isolated. New flushing
lines are also to be added on each end of the main station
condensate make-up header. Larger drain valves are to be
added to the unit condensate storage tanks to speed their
draining should they become contaminated (see Figure IV).

Even after these improvements are implemented the cleaning up
of the condensate make-up lines and the unit condensate tanks
and piping following an event such as this will remain a very
awkward and time consuming task. It must be stressed that
every effort should be made to prevent the contamination from
getting so wide spread by ensuring that the out of
specification water is caught as near as possible to the
source before it leaves the water treatment plant.

4.6 Chemistry, Monitoring-and Actions

Such a large and unexpected common mode chemical excursion as
this, involving 4 operating units, put unprecedented demands
on the Chemistry Lab personnel available at the time. The
Shift Supervisor required immediate advice as to the extent
of the contamination, the relative status of the units and
how to best recover from the upset. The investigation found
that there were no formal procedures for handling such an
event and that no clear direction was formulated as to how to
best manage the chemistry related actions during the critical
early hours. This resulted in some inappropriate and
unnecessary actions being taken.
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The Chemical Technicians available were tasked with gathering
and analyzing a multitude of samples from the water treatment
plant, the condensate make-up system and from the four
operating units. The samples were not well prioritized and
it was several hours before the Shift Supervisor received
feedback as to the actual status of the systems and each
unit's boiler chemistry.

In the heat of the moment the immediate availability of on-
line chemistry trends seems to have been largely overlooked.
It was found that the availability of a newly acquired data
logger was not well known and that the historic tendency was
to not trust in-line instruments. In actual fact the in-line
instruments did show the relative status of the four units
and gave good indication of the spread of the contaminated
water through the station. Knowledge of this information
early in the incident would have aided operating staff in
prioritizing their actions and formulating a more appropriate
multi-unit response.

The Chemistry Unit is working on improving the reliability of
the in-line instruments and endeavoring to get staff to
utilize it more fully to monitor chemistry trends.
Procedures are also being developed to provide more details
on how to best respond to chemistry excursions.

4.7 Procedures, Staff Levels and Training

The investigation of this event found the documented
procedures available at the time to be inadequate to provide
an appropriate response. The information that was available
was spread throughout several different station system
Operating Manuals and it was very difficult to put it all
together into a coordinated response. The Chemistry Section
is working on developing a manual to cover the overall
station response to chemical excursions. The operating
manuals for the water treatment plant and the condensate
make-up systems have also been revised to include more
detailed procedures for such upsets. Well thought out,
detailed procedures, covering the multi-system and multi-unit
actions, are required to formulate an appropriate response
and minimize the consequences of chemical excursions.

The minimal number of shift personnel available at the time
of this event was identified as a significant constraint in
our ability to respond to it. It can be argued that
additional staff may have lessened the-severity of the event
but it is felt that the primary deficiencies were of a design
and procedural nature and the follow up actions have not
addressed the issue of staff levels.
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There was not at the time of the event, and still is no
formal training program specifically for the operators
assigned to the water treatment plant. It has long been felt
that due to the complexity of the process and its importance
to station operation that a formal operator training and
certification program should be developed. Such a training
program is being prepared but has not yet been implemented.

5. Recovery, Fromthe Event and Returning'The Units to Power

Twenty-four hours after the initiation of this event we were
left with Unit 6 operating with poor chemistry and Units 5 7
and shutdown with various levels of contaminated water
throughout their feedwater systems. The contamination was
most heavily concentrated in the boilers and it was decided
that the most expedient way to clean them up was to fill the
boilers using the normal high power flow path and then to
drain them using the intermittent blowdown path. This
filling and draining of the boilers was repeated about four
times on each of the shutdown units to get the boiler
chemistry down to less than 100 ppb of sodium and sulfate.
Once these levels were achieved each unit in turn began its
start up. 10% and 30% full power chemistry hold points were
utilized to allow extra boiler blowdown in order to keep the
chemistry in specification.

Prior to starting the units back up it was recognized that
the demineralized water supply rate might be the limiting
factor in how fast we could fill and drain the boilers and
eventually bring the units back on line. The water treatment
plant was again operating normally but a million liter
demineralized water shortfall was estimated if the units were
to be brought back on line at the desired rate ' In order to
help make up this anticipated shortfall of water we attempted
to truck in demineralized water from our neighboring sister
station Bruce A. The rate at which the water could be
trucked quickly proved to be inconsequential and this idea
was abandoned.

We experienced greater success with the use of rental trailer
mounted demineralizing systems. Three of these units were
ordered from the United States and arrived within 24 hours.
They were fed with hoses from a fire hydrant and discharged
via hoses directly into our demineralized water storage tank.
They permitted the contaminated storage tank to be drained
and refilled from the trailers while the water treatment
plant continued to feed the station (Figure V).

Four days after the start of the event three of the units
were back at power with normal chemistry. The fourth unit
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was delayed in starting back up due to unrelated maintenance
activities. It was a full seven days from the start of the
event on July 25, 1989 until the last unit was again
synchronized to the grid on August 1, 1989. These unplanned
shutdowns resulted in 261,630 MW hours being made unavailable
to the grid with a replacement energy cost of 43 million
dollars.

6. Assessment of Damage to Steam Generator Tubes

This chemical excursion caused increased concerns over
corrosion of our Inconnel 600 boiler tubes. A tube was
removed from Unit 6 boiler 6 in November of 1989 By
comparison with another tube that had been removed in May
of 1989, from the same boiler, it was possible to assess the
contribution of the July chemical excursion to tube
corrosion.

Shallow non-uniform corrosion and pitting, up to 60 um deep,
was found beneath magnetite deposits on the tube surface.
Since this corrosion had not been evident on the tube removed
earlier it is believed to have been caused by aggressive
under deposit solutions formed during the chemical excursion.
It is deemed likely that the boiler tubes in the other three
units will have experienced similar corrosive attack.

Although the corrosion in evidence penetrates only to 5 of
the tube wall thickness and does not presently threaten the
integrity of the tubes it does show the intolerance of the
tubes to chemical excursions. It also serves to demonstrate
the need to optimize boiler chemistry and avoid conditions
that will lead to the further advancement of this corrosion.
Continued sampling and analysis of the condition of the
boiler tubes on all of our units is required to assess the
long term consequences of this event.

7. Summary

It is evident from the history of chemical excursions at our
nuclear stations that we have not always learned well enough
from each other's experience. Prior to this chemical
excursion at Bruce we had reasonable confidence that we
were adequately protected from such an event. We were proven
wrong. Table II lists a series of recommendations that if
rigorously adhered to would have eliminated virtually all of
the chemical excursions that have occurred at our stations.
Many of these recommendations are well known practices within
the nuclear industry but we have not consistently applied
them to some of our conventional systems.
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TABLE I

ONTARIO HYDRO N.G.D. CHEMICAL EXCURSIONS

STATION DATE TYPE

DOUGLAS POINT 1970 ACID

DOUGLAS POINT 1974 ACID

PICKERING 1972 ACID

PICKERING 1979 CAUSTIC

PICKERING 1987 CAUSTIC

BRUCE A 1977 CAUSTIC

BRUCE A 1978 ACID

BRUCE A 1979 CAUSTIC

BRUCE A 1986 ACID

BRUCE 1989 ACID/CAUSTIC
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TABLE II

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Ensure that an isolation point independent of the process control logic
exists between regenerant chemicals and the water treatment plant
effluent line.

2. Ensure that automatic protective trips are adequate to protect against
fast excursions. Beware of time delayed trips and remote sample
stations.

3. Ensure independence of protective trip logic and process control logic.

4. Ensure adequate provisions for quickly flushing lines to remove
contaminants.

5. Have detailed procedures on how to recover from a chemical excursion.

6. Have an automatic water quality trip on the condensate make-P!p
pumps independent of the water treatment plant trips.

7. Routinely test and verify operation of the protective trips and the
integrity of isolation points.
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FIGURE I
BRUCE NGS-B WATER TREATMANT PLANT
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FIGURE 1

BRUCE NGS-B CONDENSATE MAKE-UP SYSTEM
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FIGURE III
MAKE-UP WATER QUALITY PROTECTION
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FIGURE IV

MAKE,-UP WATER QUALITY PROTECTION
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FIGURE V
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1. INTRODUCMON

The SLAR (Spacer Location and Repositioning) program was initiated to
develop the technology to locate and reposition the fuel channel spacers that separate
the pressure tube from the calandria tube. The requirements for SLAR are for the
system to be operable on channels with up to 100,000 EFPH (effective full power hours)
and to be used on a continuous basis in an automated mode. The SLAR system was
therefore developed based on existing fuelling machine technology. The CANDU 6
SLAR Delivery Machine is shown in Fig. 1, it is sghtly larger than a CANDU 6
Fuelling Machine. The SLAR delivery machine contains a mechanical ram which
removes the channel closure and shield plugs and a telescopic hydraulic ram which
deploys the SLAR Tool into the fuel channel, these two rams are indexed by means of
a turret which is attached to a conventional fuelling machine magazine and snout
assembly. A large drum is located beneath the magazine to take up the umbilical cable
which supplies the SLAR Tool.

SLAR requires the removal of a fuelling machine from the fuelling machine
bridge which is replaced by the SLAR Delivery Machine. The SLAR Delivery Machine
works in conjunction with te other fuelling machine to defuel the channel and in effect
becomes part of the fuel handling system with the operation run from the fuel handling
control console. The SLAR operating system is shown in Fig. 2 It is expected that the
SLARing of a complete reactor in this manner will take 38 months (depending on the
amount of spacer movement needed).

The SLARette system evolved from SLAR in response to a need by some
utilities to avoid the long outage associated with SLAR and achieve the same results over
several annual (short) outages. The basic requirements for SLARette were therefore
still to be operable on channels with up to 100,000 EFPK to make maximum use of
developed SLAR technology and to be quick and easy to install and remove.

The SLARette system as described below meets these requirements.
SLARette utilizes essentially the same in channel tool and inspection system as SLAR,
the SLARette delivery system is however quite different.
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2. SLARette MARK SYSTEM

The initial development of SLARette required feeder freezing to isolate the
fuel channels. 'Me fuelling machine defuels the channel and removes the shield plug and
replaces the channel closure. Freeze plugs are then installed in the inlet and.outlet
feeders a proress that can take up to 15 hours. Once the adequacy of the plugs are
confirmed by a hydrostatic test the channel is drained by the downstream fuelling
machine. At the SLARette end the closure is removed manually and the SLARette
delivery machine is aligned and clamped onto the end fitting. The channel is then back
flooded from the downstream fuelling machine and is then ready to receive the SLAR
Tool.

The SLARette Mark 2 system was developed to eliminate the need for
feeder freezing thereby improving the productivity of SLARette. Many of the features
of the Mark system have been retained or improved on in the Mark 2 version. A
detailed description of the full SLARette Mark 2 system is given below.

Two SLARette Mark I system have been produced. One delivered to
Embalse and the other to Ontario Hydro and used on Bruce Unit 2 One SLARette
Mark 2 system has been produced and delivered to Point Lepreau.

3. SLARette MARK 2 DELIVERY SYSTEM

Ile Delivery System is shown in Fig.3 & 4. It consists of a
carriage/platform assembly to support the delivery machine from the fuelling machine
bridge, an elevating platform to position the delivery machine, a turret to provide access
to non isolated fuel channels, axial and rotary drives to control the position of the Tool
in the channel, a calibration tube to calibrate the functions of the Tool and a D2 Spply
system to fill and drain the delivery machine. The functions of each component are
described below.

Carriage and Platform

The SLARette platform is approximately 1.5 m wide and 66 m long and
is constructed of structural steel and aluminum. The platform is hung from a SLARette
carriage which is supported by the rails of the fuelling machine bridge. The
platform/carriage provides for a stable surface for the Delivery Machine and the
operators. The carriage and platform is supplied with its own electric motor and drive
to provide X motion along the bridge. It can travel between 09 and 1.8 m/
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Elevating Platform

The elevating platform is an electromechanically operated scissor lift and
is the base of the Delivery Machine. It provides the Delivery Machine with sideways or
X motion (manual), L- and down (fine Y) motion adjustment within /- 75mm and
for the aft tilt adjustment to +/- 50mm frrm horizontal. On top of the platform are
two linear bearing tracks which provide for the Z-motion. These various motions aow
alignment and homing onto any fuel channel.

Turret and Transition Tube

The primary and secondary turrets and transition tube are the m
components of the SLARette Mark 2 Delivery System which allows the system to access
a non-isolated fuel channel. The primary turret has a housing which attaches to the end
fitting and is securely clamped by four mechanical jaws which draw the turret housing
against the end fitting "E' face. An O-ring provides the seal between the end fitting
and the delivery machine.

The rotor of the primary turret contains the channel closure removal tool
and also allows the transition tube to slide axially through it into the end fitting. The
rotor of the primary turret rotates to aow either the channel closure removal tool or
the transition tube to be agned with the fel channel.

The channel closure removal tool is capable of removing, storing and
installing a channel closure. The tool is capable of removing a channel closure which
has been installed by a fuelling machine at standard Force 4.

The calibration tube is attached to the secondary turret housing and the
transition tube to the secondary turret rotor. The transition tube is the link between the
primary and secondary turret rotors.

When the channel closure is removed and stored in the primary turret, the
turret rotors and transition tube are rotated to align the transition tube with the fuel
channel. The transition tube, secondary turret, calibration tube and drive unit assembly
are all advanced forward approximately 300 mm to allow the transition tube to enter the
end fitting. A manually driven ball screw arrangement is provided to accomplish this
axial movement. Ile transition tube has the same internal diameter as the calibration
tube, end fitting liner and fuel channel pressure tube. Clear access to the fuel channel
is now available for the SLARette tool.

The pressure boundary of the primary and secondary turrets, transition tube,
calibration tube and main seal assembly are Nuclear Class components.
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Axial and Rotary Drive

The SLARette drive produces and transmits both rotary and axial motions
to the SLARette Tool while producing position indication signals, of both rotary and axial
positions. The assembly consists of a fixed structure which attaches to the calibraVon
tube and an outboard structure which is supported by the fixed structure and can rotate
relative to it. he fixed frame houses, the rotary drive and the rotary position encoder
while the rotatable frame houses the axial drive assembly, drive rollers and the aal
position encoder.

The drive rollers are pressed against sectional push tubes. There are five
push tubes each about 2.4m. long and they form a flexible attachment to the Tool (to
negotiate a bent channel) and are jointed together by a special quick disconnect. The
push tubes are ylindrical (50mm. OD) and have a flat of about 12 mm wide machined
full length. This flat engages with a flat on one of the drive rollers to prevent rotation
or spiralling of the Tool. The push tubes are externally pressurized when in the fuel
channel and as such are part of the Class pressure boundary. The push tubes travel
through a special seal package located on the fixed structure of the drive. The Tool
umbilical cable passes through the internal of the push tubes.

A conveyor is attached to the back end of the elevating platform and is
used to support the push tubes and provides a surface for adding and removing the
sectional push tubes.

The axial drive is capable of moving the push tubes between and
55mm/sec. The rotation drive is capable of rotating the Tool at speed of 03 to 3 rpm.
The rotational drive and therefore the push tubes can be rotated plus and minus 20
degrees at which point limit switches are contacted to stop further rotation. Mechanical
stops are provided at plus and minus 205 degrees in case of failure of the limit switches.

Calibration Tube

'Me calibration tube is a reactor grade pressure tube which has been
specially selected to have a circumferential wall thickness variation of at least 025 mm
and have a sinusoidal wall thickness change. This tube is required to calibrate the tool
which is located inside it as well as provide a carrier/storage location for the tool. The
calibration tube forms part of the class pressure boundary, and is attached to the axial
and rotary drive on one end and the secondary turret at the other end.

The calibration tube has several machined features which can be used for
tool calibration. These include a slanted groove, wall thickness reduction, constriction,
ultrasonic notches and flat bottom holes.
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The gap calibration device consists of a movable section of calandria tube
which is held round by a series of nylon rings. Te calandria tube moves radially up and
down with respect to the calibration tube. This is accomplished by horizontally pivoting
the calandria tube and providing an electrical stepping motor and jack screw assembly
to provide fine adjustment of the calandria tube's vertical movement. The annular gap
between pressure tube and calandria tube is measured by a VDT (Linear Variable
Differential Tran iformer).

D2 Spply System

The D20Supply Station incorporates three 10 gallon Stainless Steel tanks.
Two of the tanks are interconnected and used for filling venting and draining of the
delivery machine. Ile third tank is used exclusively for leakage collection from the Push
Tube Main Seal.

4. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS (MARK 2 DEUIVERY SYSTEM)

The Mark 2 Delivery System works in conjunction with the fuelling machine
and is set up to SLAR in the following sequence:-

Fuelling machine defuels channel, removes shield plug and reinstalls closure
plug.

SLARette Delivery Machine manually clamped onto end fitting.

Fill and Vent Delivery Machine

Manually operate Channel Closure removal tool and open the end fitting.

Rotate the turret 1800 to align transition tube with the end fitting and
calibration tube.

Advance transition tube into the end fitting.

Move Tool into the channel by adding push tubes as required.

Perform SLAR activity on channel spacers.

Removal operations basically the reverse of the above.
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5. SLARette TOOL

The in channel tools for the SLARette system are basically identical to the
SLAR Tools with the exception that the Umbilical Cable is considerably longer and has
no armour between the cable bundle and the urethane j.-itet. (ig.5)

The Tool is approximately 185 cm long, to 10 cm in diameter, ad weighs
80 kg. The Tool consists for the following components:

A central bending tool for unpinching te spacers.

Two LMs Ijnear Induction Motors), one located on each end of the
bending tol, for moving unpinched spacers.

Two eddy current spacer location probes, mounted concentrically under the
bearings of the bending tool.

A spacer tilt eddy current coil mounted inboard of the free end location
probe.

Four pressure tube to calandria tube gap eddy current detection probes, one
mounted at each of the 6 and 9 o'clock positions, adjacent to the location
probes.

Four ultrasonic pressure tube wall thickness probes, one mounted
immediately inboard of each of the gap eddy current probes, for
compensation of the gap readings.

A cluster of six line focused ultrasonic blister detection probes, mounted on
the free end of the Tool, which scan the bottom 60' of the pressure tube,
between and 7 o'clock, for indications of cracked blisters.

Articulated joints at the ram end of the tool, and between each of the
LIMs and the bending tool to allow the tool to be sufficiently flexible to
pass through a sagged pressure tube.

The umbilical cable, a hybrid cable containing the power conductors for the
LIMs, the signal cables for the inspection probes, and a hydraulic hose to
supply pressurized D20 for the operation of the pistons of the bending tool.

The coupling which attaches the tool to the delivery machine push tubes.
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6. SLARette INSPECTION SYSTEM

Schematic of the SARette system is shown in Fig.6. Signals from the
probes in the tool are transmitted through the ubilical cable and processed through two
inspection system computers and displayed to the Inspection system operators. The
SLARette inspection system is basically identical to the SLAR inspection system.
Inspection System I basically consists of an eddy current sub system and ultrasonic sub
system and a DEC inspection computer sub system.

The eddy current system consists of transmit and receive channels and is
used for spacer location, spacer tilt and gap measurements.

The Ultrasonic sub-system consists of two Novascope 3000 UT instruments
for each of the wall thickness probes. Wall thickness data is collected from either the
two Ram end probes or two free end probes and transmitted directly in digital form to
Inspection Computer 

The analog eddy current and digital ultrasonic outputs are sent to Inspection
Computer which is a DEC I-11 computer board and module. This Inspection
Computer System performs all calculations and outputs a wide variety of graphic
displays for the spacer location, spacer tilt and pressure tube to calandria tube gap
capabilities. A video printer is also connected to provide hard copy of all graphic
displays.

Inspection System 2 consists of an ultrasonic sub-system and a DEC
inspection computer system. The KB 6000 ultrasonic instrument operates six ultrasonic
probes and is used to detect flaws in the pressure tube. Inspection computer 2 also
contains hardware based on DEC SI-11 computer boards and modules. The graphics
monitor and video printer are shared with System 

A position reference computer (PRQ is used within the SLARette system
to determine the axial and rotational positions of the SLAR Tool and communicates
this information to the inspection system and SLARette operators.

The inspection computers use the positioned information from the PRC to
trigger the data acquisition necessary for SLARette inspections and to correlate the
collected data to fuel channel position. This is required for the inspection computer
functions of spacer location, gap profiling, spacer tilt determination and flaw detection.

The complete SLARette system is set up within containment at a CANDU
6 station with -the SLARette inspection control system located in Room 005 of the
reactor building.
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7. CONCLUSION

T'he SLARette system (Mark 1) has been modified by incorporating a turret
assembly into the delivery system thereby eminating the need to isolate the fuel
channels by feeder freezing. T1-- turret incorporates a channel closure removal tool and
is rotatable to align the SLAR Tool with the channel. The elimination of feeder freezing
is a major productivity improvement that should significantly reduce the duration of
SLARing a channel. The target of one channel per 12 hour shift or better should be
achievable. The SARette Mark 2 system incorporates the current SLAR inspection
system and tool designs and has been successfully tested at AECL-CANDU. This system
has been delivered to Point Lepreau and will be used on reactor for an outage scheduled
for April 15, 1991. The SLARette Mark 2 system as designed can be used on other
CANDU 6 reactors as well as the Pickering reactors. With some modifications the
system can be adapted to the Bruce end fitting/closure configuration.

The complete SLARette Delivery and control system can be set up and
operational in a CANDU 6 station in less than 48 ours and dismantled and removed
for storage in less than 24 hours.

Ile SARette delivery system is a versatile system that could be used to
deliver other (i.e non SLAR) heads into the fuel channel.
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Ontario Hydro currently operates 18 nuclear electric generating units of the CANDU design with a
net capacity of 12402 MW(e). An additional 1762 MW(e) is under construction. 'Me operation of these
facilities has underlined the need to have decontamination capability both to reduce radiation fields, as well
as to control and reduce contamination during component maintenance. This paper presents Ontario Hydro
decontamination experience in two key areas - full heat transport decontamination to reduce system radiation
fields, and component decontamination to reduce loose contamination particularly as practised in maintenance
and decontamination centres.

Part 1: HEAT TRANSPORT DECONTANEINATION

INTRODUCTION

With Ontario Hydro's large commitment to nuclear power, the need to control radiation dose became
obvious in 1970 during early operating experience with the CANDU prototype reactor - Douglas Point NGS.
There, high cobalt-60 radiation fields seriously threatened the ability to operate and maintain the unit. 'Me
radiation fields were principally due to the deposited activity on the large surface area of the carbon steel
feeders. Clearly, similar radiation fields would be unacceptable for planned commercial reactors. Concerted
efforts were therefore undertaken both to eliminate cobalt bearing alloys as well as to develop a
decontamination process specifically to remove activity from the carbon steel feeders. The result of this
program was the CANDECON process. Although this initial development was successful, operating experience
demonstrated the need for further development. This part of the paper traces the development of the
CANDECON process together with experience with it's application.

INITIAL PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

The CANDECON process was developed jointly by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and
Ontario Hydro. Development began in 1970. Extensive loop tests were carried out at AECL's Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories to demonstrate the ability of the process to decontaminate, its corrosion behaviour to
materials in the CANDU HT system, and its effect on mechanical components of the HT system such as valves
and pump seals. The loop tests led to three successful tests of the process at the Nuclear Power Demonstration
(NPD). The decontamination chemicals could be added, removed, regenerated and used to decontaminate.

The essence of the process involves the addition of organic acid reagents to the HT coolant to form
a 0.1 solution. These reagents dissolve and complex the corrosion product layer and activity deposited on
the HT system internal surfaces. 'Me resultant solution is circulated through cation ion exchange resins in the
purification circuit to remove the complexed metals and regenerate the reagents. ixed bed resins are
subsequently used when the cation beds are exhausted to remove both the reagents and the remaining
corrosion products from solution. Filtration in the form of submicron filters installed in the purification circuit
(and later directly to the HT system) is used to remove fine particulate crud produced during the
decontamination.

'The development program culminated in 1975 with a full scale decontamination of Douglas Point
NGSM. The decontamination factors (DFs) achieved on the heavily contaminated HT system ranged from
3 to 6 on the reactor face. Tis reduction resulted in a station dose saving of 162 em in the ensuing
maintenance outage with additional savings over te next few years as fields slowly increased.
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EARLY OPERATIONAL EXPER NCE

Due to much lower radiation fields at Pickering
NOS compared to Douglas Point NOS, dcontaminations
were not anticipated to be required except for major
maintenance efforts such as Large Scale Fuel Channel
Replacement SFCR) Programs. Any maintenance on fuel
channels has to be carried out in the vicinity of the reactor

ce where a dominant source of radiation fields is the large
surface area of contaminated feeders as shown in figure .
Hence, as a contingency, arge 12 rn� purification skid
was pocured.

Early attempts to apply the CANDECON process
to Pickering were not successful and prompted a enewed
development program to understand why a process, so ....
successful at Douglas Point, was unsuccessful at Pickering.
'Me failure of a Pickering NOS unit 2 pressure tube in
August 1983 intensified development efforts to provide a
process that could be successfully applied at any station.
77he immediate need at Pickering NOS was to reduce the
dose required for pressure tube inspection. However, before
proceeding to Pickering, although the required
improvements were intuitively thought to be at hand, it was Figure 1: Pickering Reactor Face
considered prudent to better characterize the oxide on the
carbon steel surfaces to be decontaminated and to test a modified process in a full scale HT system
decontamination.

Both of these activities were carried out at NPD in December 1983. A sample of carbon steel feeder
was removed and a demonstration of the modified process completed. Several chemical strategies were tested
during the NPD decontamination. Analysis of the results suggested that the critical parameters were the use
of 100 mg/kg D20 of a corrosion inhibitor and the maintenance of EDTA concentrations in the range of 400
to 500 mg/kg D20-

'Me wisdom of removing a feeder from the HT system was clearly demonstrated. At NPD the oxide
on the feeders was much greater than anticipated. Because of limited ion xchange capacity, predictions for
a decontamination factor were reduced. Even so, the decontamination showed that improved results could be
achieved. At this point, a process applicable to Pickering was available.

PICEYERING DECONTAMINATIONS

The usefulness of obtaining a sample from the system being decontaminated was clearly shown at
NPD. A feeder section from Pickering unit 2 was therefore removed. The oxide on this feeder was twice as
thick as that at NPD. Calculations of iron to be transported during the decontamination indicated that there
was limited ion exchange capacity. 77his limited capacity would in turn limit the decontamination effectiveness.
A decontamination factor of 2 was predicted for the first decontamination. The actual results (January 1984)
were close to those predicted. This suggested that with additional ion exchange resin, higher decontamination
factors could be achieved. With the decision made to replace the pressure tubes of unit 2 a epeat
decontamination of unit 2 in April 1984 confirmed the confidence in the process(2). Decontamination factors
at the reactor face of up to 10 were achieved as shown in figure 2.

The pressure tube problem was not confined to Pickering unit 2 but also affected the identical unit
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1. Replacement of a the pressure tubes was RZACTDR FACE PSnDN (ROW)

therefore undertaken on both units. Unit was BEFORE
DECONTAMNAMN

decontaminated with similar results to unit 2.
These Pickering units I and 2 decontaminations AFTER APRIL

DECONTAMNAMNwere highly successful. They were a major factor
contributing to the viability of the pressure tube G
replacement program on these units. In excess of
2400 rem of dose was avoided by the reduction in
reactor face radiation fields. M

In 1985, P3 was also decontaminated in
support of a single fuel channel replacements. P3 0 4:>
reactor face radiation fields were reduced from 1700
m.R/h to 350 mR/h.

A major lesson learned during these early V
decontaminations was that the success of a
decontamination was due in a large part in the 0 ?gap op 60 top 1901-%00�1�0

ability to commission and operate the large AVffft(M GAMIA UMM (mR/h)

purification system. This system consisted of the
original 12 in ring ion exchange skid Figure 2 PNGS Unit 2 Decontamination
supplemented by a new 24 1113 skid. Experience has shown that such a large purification system must be
rigorously commissioned to esure flawless operation and to avoid costly outage extensions.

Again, to support reactor retubing, PNGS unit 3 required decontamination in 1989. 'Me LSFCR
program in 1989 had changed from 1984. More restrictive dose limits placed on workers and the need for
accelerated maintenance work determined the criteria for the success of a P3 decontamination. Reactor face
radiation fields would have to be reduced from 440 mR/h to 70 mR/h. Greater fields would result in removing
workers from the job due to dose limits. These fields would in turn result in an extended outage time due to
the loss of worker experience and the need to start over again on the learning curve.

Four sources were recognized as contributing to reactor face radiation fields. These were feeder
contamination, end fitting contamination, crud, and antimony-124. An effective decontamination strategy had
to include procedures for quantifying and dealing with these sources.

P3 DECONTAMINATION STRATEGY

'Me general strategy for reducing P3 reactor face radiation fields was first to carry out a traditional
CANDECON decontamination. Should this action achieve the goal of reducing fields to 70 mR/h, the
decontamination would be declared complete. Should radiation fields plateau substantially above target levels,
the initial decontamination would be terminated. On the basis of on-line survey equipment and gamma
spectroscopy data, strategies developed for a subsequent decontamination would be applied.

Because it was ecognized that the decontamination may have to be mended past the initial
CANDECON, a prototype on-line electrochemical corrosion monitor was installed directly to the coolant
circuit. This would allow measurement of materials corrosion rates in real time rather than after the fact using
traditional corrosion coupons.

Within this general strategy, were the strategies for monitoring and controlling each of the four major
sources contributing to reactor face radiation fields.
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Feeders

Although decontamination factors of up to 20 have been achieved on carbon steel surfaces during a
CANDECON step, samples of feeder piping removed after the decontaminations indicate that contamination
remains on the surface. After the initial CANDECON decontamination, residual cobalt-60 activity of about
1 Ci/m2 on the feeders was expected to contribute about 20 mR/h to radiation fields one meter from the
reactor face.

The strategy for the feeders was therefore to monitor their field reduction using shielded survey probes
connected directly to the feeder external surfaces. The feeder activity would also be measured in-situ before
and after the decontamination using a calibrated' gamma spectrometer(4).

Additional feeder decontamination factors were recognized as possible by using the Alkaline
Permanganate (AP) process or by simply completing a second CANDECON (even though these possibilities
could not be demonstrated in laboratory tests).

End Fittings

End fitting sources were expected to be the main contributors to reactor face radiation fields following
the initial CANDECON. For the P3 decontamination the total contribution was assumed to be simply the
difference between the total reactor face fields and the feeder contribution. Mese fields were known to be
from contaminated stainless surfaces and deposited crud in end fitting dead spaces. Experience has shown that
leakage from the reactor core is negligible.

Due to its relatively high chromium ontent, the oxide on the stainless steel end fitting surfaces was
not expected to be effectively removed during the CANDECON process. If the end fitting activity were to
remain high, an AP step could condition the oxide for subsequent removal by a second CANDECON
decontamination.

The strategy for the end fittings was to monitor activity emoval using shielded survey probes istalled
on the end fitting external surfaces. Data obtained from these probes, together ith historic end fitting
contamination analysis and P/P2 post decontamination radiation field surveys, would be used to estimate the
relative strength of the end fitting contaminated ode source. Should contamination remain high, the
AP/CANDECON step would be undertaken

Crud

Crud is transported to the dead space between the end fitting closure plug and shield plug (see figure
3) during a decontamination. Previous experience at Pickering indicated that active crud could account for up
to 50% of post CANDECON reactor face radiation
fields. In addition crud would contaminate tooling COOLANT FLOW
thereby slowing retubing operations. 'Mere was,
therefore, a great incentive to control this source.

The strategy for crud control was to add 36-1
additional filtration capability. Calculations indicated
that any increased filtration package would have to be
capable of removing up to 100 kg crud at a total flow
rate of about 100 kg/sec. Two filters and associated
valves, shielding and piping were installed directly on CLOSUR C UD
to the coolant circuit These filters would remain in PLUG END FITTING SHIELD PLUG
service during the two CANDECON decontaminations. BODY

Figure 3 End Fitting Dead Space
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Antimony-124

This short lived isotope (half life - 60 days) is a relatively minor contributor 2%) to reactor face
radiation fields before a decontamination. However it is transported from in-core and boiler surfaces and
deposits on feeder surfaces during a decontamination. Because the antimony-124 resides predominantly in-core
it was not possible to accurately estimate the potential effects of its transport during a CANDECON
decontamination.

The st- tegy for antimony-124 was therefore to use a combination of radiation survey and gamma
spectroscopy data to determine the relatke contribution of the radionuclides responsible for reactor face
radiation fields following the initial CAN,)ECON decontamination.

Should the antimony-124 be a major contributor to these fields, two possible techniques were available
to us. Either use the AP step could be used to oxidize the deposited antimony-124 to soluble, ion exchangeable
species or a process based on the addition of hydrogen peroxide could be used to oxidize the deposited
antimony-124. Peroxide has been used to remove antimony-124 from PWR reactor systems.

Ire*der Centwt nP/b)
DECONTAMINATION RESULTS SW

Initial CANDECON Step
400

Radiation fields one meter from the reactor
face were reduced from 440 mR/h to 200 znR/h by the
initial CANDECON decontamination - well above the 300

target level of 70 znR/h. Figure 4 shows the dramatic
decline of feeder activity as measured by on-line
gamma survey probes attached to selected feeders. Tis 210
trend was confirmed by cobalt-60 count Tate measured
by a collimated gamma spectrometer pointed at the
reactor face (see figure 5) 'Me net result was that the 100
reactor face cobalt-60 radiation fields had be-en reduced
from 395 mR/h to 140 mR/h. le balance of the fields
was principally from antimony-124 deposition. 01
Antimony-124 fields increased at the reactor face by a 0 10 20 30 40 so

factor of about 4 (from 10 mR/h to 40 mR/h) as shown XJVnd T� Hn)

in figure 5. Figure 4 Feeder Activity

On-line survey probes attached to the end fittings indicated little activity removal from the stainless
steel surfaces but some deposition of crud in the end fitting dead space between the closure plug and shield
plug.

'Me major conclusions from this data was that most of the activity had been removed from the feeders.
However an AP odizing step would be required to "condition" the stainless steel end fitting oxides for
subsequent removal by a second CANDECON decontamination. Antimony-124 fields had risen bu.t not to the
point where the hydrogen peroxide decontamination step would be required.
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AMANDECON Step C060 Count Rate SbIZ4 Count Rate

The plan for the AP step was to inject "'000 SW co"
potassium permanganate KMn04) to a concentration SbI24

of 1000 mg/kg with the reactor coolant system 6.000 1 400 - - - -

operating at a temperature of 850C and a pH of 11 10
(using sodium hydroxides. On addition of the AP
chemicals, KMn04 concentrations were found to be
much lower than the target value of 1000 mg/kg. 5,0" 300

Although additional quantities of KMn04 were added, A
concentrations never increased above 540 mg/kg. As
the KMn04 decomposed, considerable quantities of 4.000 200

particulate manganese dioxide were produced which
.plugged' a large capacity Mter located upstream of the 1.
ion exchange column his filter was subsequently by- 3.000 100

passed for the second CANDECON decontamination.
Because KMnO4 concentrations had dropped and
further quantities could not be added without 2.000 0

jeopardizing the ability to remove chemicals at the end 0 so 20 30 40 so

of the step, the AP process was terminated 13apoed Time (Km)

prematurely. Figure 5: Gamma Spectrometry Results

Cobalt-60 radiation fields were not significantly affected by the AP process. Surprisingly, antimony-124
radiation fields were not significantly changed either. This was somewhat disappointing since it was expected
that KMnO4 would oiddize the deposited antimony-124 to soluble, ion exchangeable species. In addition,
chromium dissolution was lower than )ected with a maximum concentration of 25 mglkg.

Tbe second CANDECON decontamination was carried out immediately following the AP step to
remove the 'conditioned' stainless steel end fitting and residual feeder oxides. As with the initial CANDECON
decontamination, comprehensive radiation field surveys were taken before, during and after the
decontamination.

As shown in figure 6 cobalt-60 fields on the
feeders dropped at a steady rate for the first 15 hours Cobalt-60 e*der Gamma Count Bake

before plateauing out. lds appears to indicate that the
AP step affected the residual feeder oidde enabling
subsequent removal by the CANDECON step.

Gamma spectroscopy count rate data indicated
that antimony-124 was removed from the end fitting 2.WO

and feeder surfaces. This as contrary to experience
during the initial CANDECON decontamination where
antimony-124 was seen to deposit on the feeder and
end fitting surfaces.

LWO

Subsequent inspections following the
decontamination indicated that some crud was
deposited in the end fittings. However the quantities
were much less than expected based on pevious
Pickering de-contamination experience. 0 10 20 30 40

Results of the corrosion monitor indicated that tiapsodnme Hn)

for the initial CANDECON decontamination, carbon Figure 6 Reactor Face Activity
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steel and 410 stainless steel corrosion rates were minimal. For the second CANDECON decontamination,
carbon steel and 410 stainless steel corrosion rates were low at 013 and 0012 lim/h respectively. Although
some indications of pitting were observed on the 410 stainless steel, it was sporadic in nature and not
considered to be significant.

'Me net result of the AP/CANDECON step was that radiation fields one meter from the reactor face
had been educed from 200 MR/h to 75 mR/h. The target had essentially been met! More than 1700 Rem of
dose has been saved during the P3 SFCR operations as a result of the decontamination. Further dose savings
will continue during future operation from the now low radiation fields.

While an extensive understanding of the CANDECON process has been developed and while it's
application to commercial reactors has been demonstrated, the knowledge remains empirical in some areas.
The development program is therefore continuing. The program now focuses on four key areas:

• Decontamination factors are difficult to predict due to uncertainties about the relative contribution of
contaminated feeders and end fittings to radiation fields at the reactor face. Comprehensive radiation field
surveys are currently in progress on PNGS unit 3 during the LSFCR program to obtain a better
understanding of the elative contribution of feeders and end fittings to reactor face radiation fields.

• Thought to be required, but not available, is a corrosion inhibitor suitable for use on later stations where
the steam generators are tubed with Inconel-600 (as distinct from Pickering NGS where the steam
generators ae tubed with Monel-400). Programs are in place at A.ECL and Ontario Hydro Research to
develop such an ihibitor.

• Amtimony-124 has become a major contributor to reactor face radiation fields particularly at the later Bruce
stations. It presents problems both with nornial* radiation fields and with radiation field enhancement
following a CANDECON HT decontamination. An additional decontamination process needs to be
developed specifically for antimony-124.

• With the present CANDECON process, reactor face radiation field reductions are limited due to residual
oxides on both carbon steel and end fitting surfaces. To achieve further reductions:

- why odes remain on carbon steel surfaces following a decontamination must be determined.
- a process to decontaminate the remaining odes on (stainless steel) end fittings must be developed.

Part 2 COMPONENT DECONTANIINATION

IN'TRODUC17ON

Decontamination of nuclear power plant components i equired to reduce man-rem exposure, to
reduce the potential for internal or external contamination of workers, and to minimize the potential for
contamination spread.

Typically decontamination of components is carried out in a designated decontamination facility using
processes which are not unlike conventional cleaning techniques. Within Ontario Hydro, decontamination
facilities are now being upgraded by modifying layouts, reviewing operations and evaluating and using new
decontamination techniques.

Proper decontamination facility layout is essential to minimize the spread of contamination. The
decontamination facility should be laid out such that the components to be cleaned flow in one direction only,
from the 'dirty' areas to the 'clean' area. Maintaining a similar flow path of personnel is equally important and
therefore the facility must have separate entrance and exit doors. Current upgrading pograms are addressing
deficiencies in this area.
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'Me operation of the decontamination facility is also being changed by assigning a dedicated crew to
work solely within the facility. This 'ownership' of the facility is expected to result in more effective
decontamination, better housekeeping, improved maintenance of decontamination equipment and development
of decontamination expertise.

The third area being addressed is the development and evaluation of a variety of decontamination
techniques and equipment. The balance of this paper discusses ecent experience with the evaluation and use
of numerous component decontam na ion techniques including high pressure water jetting, vibratory finishing,
parts washers and liquid abrasive blasting.

HIGH PRESSURE WATER F17MG

High pressure water jetting has been successfully applied for removal of loose and semi-adherent
contamination from a wide variety of components. Portable high pressure pumps operating at discharge
pressures between 21 and 69 Wa 3,000 - 10,000 psi) with flows of 20 to 4 lAnin 5.2 to 10.4 USgpm) have
been used with various x% of nozzles for component decontamination.

The following sections describe some typical applications and esults.

Fuelling Machine Ram Assembly Decontamination

The fuelling machine Tam assembly consists of a cylindrical housing which contains three telescopic
rams. Two of the rams are moved by hydraulic power while the third ram is driven by four ball screws. 'Me
rams, mm ball screws, and other internal components are removed from the housing for maintenance. Each
component must be decontaminated to emove the loose contamination prior to maintenance.

Ram assembly decontamination is carried out in two stages. The first step is to remove the internal
components and then clean the inside of the ram housing. After the ram housing is cleaned, each of the
internal components is decontaminated individually.

Ram Housing Decontamination

Prior to the use of high pressure water lancing the interior surface of the 35 m long ram housing was
decontaminated manually with long handled
brushes. 'Me manual method is labour intensive,
dose intensive and did not always achieve the
desired results. oose contamination on the Water

2 NozzJe, jets
internal surface up to 5,000 cpm/100 cm often High Pressure Head
remained after the manual brushing. swivel

High Pressure
High pressure water lancing with a rotary Hose

cleaning head was used to overcome the
deficiencies of manually cleaning the inside of the
ram housing. The rotary cleaning head used is
shown in figure 7 'Me head is a stainless steel high
pressure swivel that is self-rotated by jet force. The Housing
rotational speed is controlled by an internal entering Slider
viscous fluid governor. Two sapphire pencil jet Cut-away Showing (Nylon)
nozzles angled sghtly forward are contained on Nozzle Assembly
the head. Inside Ram Housing

High pressure water lancing
Figure 7 Rotary Cleaning Head
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decontamination has been found to be much more effective than manual cleaning. One pass of the nozzle head
through the ram housing reduces the loose contamination level to less than 00 cpm/100 CM2. In addition,

water lancing reduces the time required to decontaminate a housing and lowers worker radiation exposure(5).

Decontamination of External Surfaces of Ram Components

'Me external surface of the ram housing, rams, and ram ball screws have previously been

decontaminated by manually wiping with rags. The disadvantages of this method are similar 'to those
experienced with manual decontamination of the ram housing internal Srface. High pressure water lancing

was identified as a better technique.

Initial attempts at water lancing decontamination of the component surfaces was conducted by hand

held shotgunning. The results obtained were varied. Generally the surfaces were cleaned to loose

contamination levels less than the required limit, however, areas of high contamination remained. 'Me varied

results were attributed to the difficulty in controlling the high pressure lance to ensure nstant attack angle

and 100% coverage.

A remotely operated lancing machine was designed and fabricated to improve the consistency of

results attained. In addition the use of this machine would also be beneficial in improving worker safety by

eliminating fatigue and reducing radiation exposure. The remotely operated lancing machine is shown in figure

8. The lancing machine is positioned over the component to be cleaned and the stand-off distance is set by

hand wheels. A nozzle head is traversed, at variable rates, along the cross beam by a chain drive powered by

an air motor. A hose carrier is provided to prevent the high pressure hose from becoming entangled in the

chain. The nozzle head consists of a high pressure swivel joint with two pencil nozzles. An air motor is used

to rotate the nozzle head. A control panel is included which can be positioned up to eight meters from the

machine. The operator controls te horizontal traverse rate of the nozzle head and the rotational speed of the

nozzles from this panel.

One of the first trials with the lancing machine was to determine the difference in decontamination

Hand
Crank Ew4twa Sam

A

COMM "MCWM
Perim C-� So& fta'�7

tL T3--------------------
----------

------------- -

12' x 16'Tube'
to be Urayad

'7-

LWkW4
'40�� -Cow

6nd
of YAWS

Figure 8: Lancing Machine
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effectiveness between the machine and shot gunning. A ram ball screw was decontaminated by each method
and the contamination emaining was determined. 'Me effectiveness for the surface of the screw was similar
for the two methods however the lancing machine was more effective for decontamination of the threads. he
post lancing contamination levels with shot gunning were ten times those for the lancing machine.

The high pressure water lancing machine is now being used for decontamination of exterior surfaces
of the ram assembly components. Decontamination results far surpass those obtained with manual wiping.
With three passes along the length of the screw loose contamination was reduced from 20,000 cpm/smear to
< 10 cpm/smear in most cases. The time equired to decontaminate the screw was reduced by a factor of 2
to 3 as compared to hand wiping.

Fuelling Machine Head Decontamination

Decontamination of the interior surfaces of fuelling machine heads have been carried out at Pickering
NGS using various manual methods such as hand srubbing, wire brushing and even with a hammer and chisel.
These methods were dose and labour intensive and led to a spread of contamination throughout the
decontamination facility.

High pressure water jetting was suggested as an alternative technique to eliminate the problems
associated with manual cleaning. A Unit 2 fuelling machine head was successfully decontaminated by manual
shot-gunning.

'Me initial step in the decontamination of the head was to split the head at the Grayloc seal and
attach a splash guard to each half 'Me splash guard is an aluminum end cap which is clamped onto the FM
to contain the deflected spray. 'Me high pressure lance is then inserted through access ports in the plexiglass
front face of the splash guard.

'The initial dose rates on the exterior surface of the1ead were 50 R/h. High pressure water jetting
reduced the fields to mR/h. Average loose contamination levels were reduced to < ,000 cpm/smear.

Kelly Decontamination Machine

A Kelly Decontamination Machine was purchased for the decontamination of structural surfaces. 'Me
Kelly system involves the use of high pressure water 1.7 Wa) and water heated to 1501C to overcome the
adhesion of the contamination to surfaces. Along with the hot high pressure water, a high efficiency vacuum
is used to remove the contaminated water through the cleaning head.

'Me Kelly system was used successfully to decontaminate a section of the concrete floor of the
Pickering NGS fuel transfer tunnel prior to repair of a leaking bulkhead. Radiation surveys of the area showed
gamma fields to be 12 R/h and beta fields to be 300 mRad/h at the floor. Loose contamination on a smear
was 15 rnR/h. Approximately 24 square feet of concrete floor and wall were decontaminated in 60 minutes.
The initial and final radiation results are impressive. Beta radiation was reduced from 300 mRad/h to
undetectable levels, and loose contamination was reduced from 15 mR/h per smear to 100,000 cpm per smear.
Further eductions in loose contamination levels were expected but time limitations did not allow the
decontamination beyond 60 minutes.

'Me Kelly decontamination system is considered to be an effective tool for the very specific task of
decontaminating structural surfaces.

VIBRATORY FINISHING MACHINE

Vibratory finishing is a method used in the metal finishing industry to deburr, clean, and polish parts.
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Application as a decontamination technique had been evaluated �a
in about 1980 with decontamination factors of 100 being T"Norm V&A"

obtained. Advantages of vibratory finishing include; low
manpower requirements, no hands-on requirement during

SOLU"Moperation, low waste volumes, and the ability to remove slightly V
adherent material.

A five cubic foot vibratory finishing machine was
purchased for evaluation purposes. Stainless steel ballcones',
football shaped with one round end, were chosen as the initial Ai
media to be used as they provide good surface coverage with a
moderate aggressiveness. A commercially prepared proprietary PUW

solution was used to carry away the loosened contamination. A
cartridge filter was used to remove contamination from the WM
solution. A schematic of the PNGS vibratory finishing system
is shown in figure 9.

Initial evaluation has shown the vibratory finisher to be Figure 9 Vibratory Finisher
effective on various components including hand tools, bolts, and small machined components. Pressure tube
closure plugs were decontaminated from 30,000 to 2500 cpm/ smear in approximately 2 hours. Currently
evaluation of a more aggressive media, pins, and alternative flushing solutions are under way.

PARTS WASHERS

Automated parts washing has been used on two size scales for decontamination purposes. A residential
dishwasher was purchased for use in the PNGS fuel handling equipment decontamination facility to clean small
components like valves, flowmeter, bearings and tools. This machine has been used almost continuously since
it was purchased in 1989. Components are cleaned to < 000 cpm/smear. In addition tests have been
conducted with highly contaminated closure plugs. Typically it was found that the exterior of closure plugs can
be cleaned from 30,000 cpm/smear to < 000 cpm/smear in two to three wash cycles. 'Me dishwasher has
recently been replaced with a commercial laboratory equipment washer. This machine has the advantage that
the inside is stainless steel and therefore will resist contamination better than the dishwasher. Water pressure
and temperature are also somewhat higher.

An industrial parts washer with a 00 kg load capacity has recently been purchased and is undergoing
commissioning tests in the PNGS decontamination facility. This machine is somewhat different from those
previously purchased by Ontario HydTo in that it has 21 MPa rinse cycle sprays. Peliminary results indicate
good decontamination effectiveness. Decontamination trials on valve bodies, heat transport pump seals and
other mechanical components have reduced loose contamination to less than 1,000 cpm/smear. Further
information on the effectiveness will be obtained as commissioning continues.

LIQUID ABRASIVE BLASTING DECONTAMINATION SYSTEM

A liquid abrasive blasting (LAB) decontamination system, shown in figure 10, was purchased for use
at PNGS for removing adherent loose and fixed contamination from reactor retube tooling. 'Me LAB system
purchased has the capability to decontaminate with liquid abrasive blasting or high pressure water jetting 21
MPa). The LAB system combines abrasive media to provide the cleaning action and air and water t provide
cushioning and flushing.

The LAB booth. has been in service since 1989 and has been used extensively for decontamination of
retube tooling. Decontamination results have been very good. Loose contamination on tooling is routinely
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reduced to below required limits.

Specialized tooling has been fabricated
for this booth to aow decontamination of
various equipment geometries. In one case a RINSE
tool to clean the bore of a cylindrical sleeve PROCESS
was designed and fabricated. During the GUN
previous retubing programs these sleeves could FILTERED
not be decontaminated with manual methods RINSE LINE
and as a result had to be capped and stored. (OPTIONAL)
Using the bore cleaning tool the sleeves were SUPPLY
cleaned to acceptable units and reused.

ATIC
The LAB booth has operated LE

relatively problem free since being
commissioned. Minor problems are usually
traceable to improper operation and SLURRY TIRRER
maintenance as a result of lack of expertise for PUMP FILTRATION/
this equipment. Purchase of a second booth SLUDGESETTLING
to be used for decontamination during Bruce TANK P
NGS Retubing is being ecommended.

Figure 10: Liquid Abrasive Decontamination

CONCLUSIONS

For HT decontamination, development of the CANDECON process and extensive experience with
it's application, has enabled Ontario Hydro to apply tailor made decontaminations, with excellent radiation
field reductions. Development to enhance these essential capabilities is ongoing.

For component decontamination, layout of te decontamination centre, ownership of the centre by
dedicated manpower, and the availability of a variety of decontamination tooling, are alI essential for effective
decontaminations. High pressure water jetting, vibratory finishing, partswashers, and liquid abrasive blasting
have all been demonstrated to be effective component decontamination techniques.
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INTRODUCTION

Fugen is a 165 MWe prototype heavy water reactor which mainly uses plutonium-

uranium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

(PNC) has taken responsibility for the advanced thermal reactor (ATR) project, with

its name "FUGEN" taken from te Buddhist God of Mercy. The project started in October

1967,to develop and establish the technology for this new type of reactor and to

clarify MOX fuel performance in the reactor. Site construction began in december197O

at Tsuruga and the plant commenced commercial operation on March 20, 1979. Since then,

Fugen has been operated successfully for more than twelve yars.

The plant performance and reliability of this type of reactor has been

demonstrated through the operation. All these operational experiences have contributed

to the establishment of the ATR technology (ref. 1).

ROLE OF ATR IN JAPAN

ATR is a unique reactor with outstanding flexibility regarding nuclear fuel

utilization, because it has superior properties concerning the utilization of

plutonium, recovered uranium and depleted uranium. Furthermore MOX fuel can be loaded

in full core.

Therefore the role of ATR is considered to contribute to the national energy

security of Japan by reducing the demand for natural and enriched uranium. At the same

time, ATR can adjust the plutonium stock by selecting fuels, plutonium or uranium,

depending on the conditions as availability of nuclear fuel material and introduction

of fast breeder reactors (ref. 2). Such fuel utilization is shown in Figure 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT

Fugen is a direct cycle, heavy water moderated, boiling light water cooled,

pressure tube type reactor. The main parameters are listed in Table and the

schematic flow diagram is shown in Figure 2 The reactor has two independent coolant

circuits, each consisting of a steam drum, two recirculation pumps, an inlet header

and associated pipes. Each of 224 cluster type fuel assemblies is loaded in a vertical

Zr-2.5%Nb alloy pressure tube. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the reactor and

the reactor coolant system.

Four kinds of standard fuel are used in the core ; MOX fuel type A and type of
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different fissile material content, U02 fuel type A and type of different enrichment.

Besides these standard fuels, four special fuel assemblies WO 2) are also used, which

contain specimens of the pressure tube material for irradiation tests. These fuel

assemblies are shown in Figure 4 Since Fugen is also used as an irradiation bed for

the development of ATR fuel assembly, nine experimental fuel assemblies, the same

with the ATR demonstration plant called demonstration fuel assembly, are now loaded

in the core.

The fuel handling systems, of which the major component is a computer-controlled

refuelling machine situated at the bottom of the reactor, is designed so that either

on- or off-loaded refuelling can be performed. Figure shows fuel handling and

storage facilities. At present, however, only off-load refuelling scheme is adopted

in order to avoid the problem of pellet-clad interaction which would occur during the

on-power loading of fuel.

Plant control system are shown in Figure 6. During routine operation, the reactor

thermal power is controlled to maintain the rated electric power. The electro-

hydraulic control system governs the turbine control valves to maintain constant

steam pressure and turbine speed. The water level in the steam drum of each loop is

controlled by three-element signals of the main steam flow, the feed water- flow and

the steam drum water level.

Core reactivity is controlled by 49 motor-driven control rods and by adjustment

of liquid poison (0B) concentration in the moderator. Four of the control rods are

automatic regulating rods, each of which is installed in the central position of each

quadrant of the core. The liquid poison concentration is increased by injecting B

into the dump tank of heavy water circuit, and reduced by passing the heavy water

through strong basic ion exchange beds.

The clean-up of the moderator during the operation is achieved by treating the

heavy water with the mixed resin beds consisting of strong and weak basic ion exchange

resin to remove impurities except boron dissolved in the moderator.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE

As shown in Figure 7 Fugen commenced commercial operation on March 20, 1979 and

has continued stable full ower operation for more than twelve years, except during

scheduled shutdowns for maintenance, inspection and refuelling. The overall electrical

load factor for the past twelve years (March 1979 - March 1991) is more than 63%, and

the cumulative electric power output is 11.0 million MWh at the end of March 1991.
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The causes of the unscheduled shutdown in the past twelve years have not been peculiar

to the Heavy Water Reactor, and the repair works have been smoothly carried out.

Fugen is the first thermal reactor to use MOX fuel. A total of 79 MOX, 424 U02

and 11 demonstration fuel assemblies was loaded into the core through initial loading

and sixteen refuellings. The maximum burnup of discharged fuel reaches 24 GWd/t for

MOX fuel and 19.8 GWd/t for U02 fuel assembly. No fuel has failed for more than 2860

effective full power da-9 of operating up to the end of March 1991.

CORE MANAGEMENT

A scatter loading scheme of symmetrical quadrant is adopted in every cycle to

make core management and power control simple. The refuelling scheme and the control

rod pattern are decided so as to achieve the power generating plan, to satisfy the

fuel design and plant safety criteria and to maximize the average burnup of

discharged fuels. The power flattening is achieved by means of control rods and fuel

shuffling. Fuel shuffling has been actively adopted from the 8th cycle and the power

flattening has been successfully achieved. The fuel loading history is listed in

Table 2 Figure shows cumulative MOX fuel utilization in Fugen. While in the initial

core, 96 MOX fuel assemblies were loaded, in the 16th cycle core, the number of MOX

fuel assemblies is 161, 72% of total fuel assemblies in the core. Since the 4th cycle,

type fuels, which have higher fissile content, have been used, instead of type A

fuels initially used in order to reduce the fuel cycle cost by obtaining higher

burnup.

While the withdrawal of control rods raises the power from cold condition up to

40% of rated thermal power, the control of 11B concentration in the moderator is

mainly used from 40% to 100% power. A slow power raising procedure is adopted above

certain power level to reduce the pellet-clad interaction (PCI).

During power operation, short-term reactivity changes are controlled by control

rods, mainly by the automatic regulating rods. The moving range of the regulating rod

is restricted to -5% of the full stroke to maintain within the power distribution

envelop in each cycle. The long-term reactivity loss caused by fuel burnup is

compensated by removal of 0B from the moderator.

CORE CHARACTERISTICS

By adopting the scatter loading scheme and fuel shuffling, it is almost

unnecessary to insert the control rods in order to suppress the radial power peaking

- 3 -



While boiling water cooled HRs tend to have a large positive void reactivity,

the reactivity can be reduced to nearly zero by using MOX fuels. The coolant void

coefficient of Fugen is very small. This has been demonstrated at the time of stepwise

speed change of recirculation pumps that causes the rapid void fraction change in the

core.

FUEL INSPITION

Every spent fuel assembly is inspected visually and dimensionally using an

inspection instrument installed in the spent fuel storage pool. As the result of

inspection, no abnormal appearances in fuel rods have been found except crud adhesion.

Post irradiation examinations (PIE) for the MOX fuels burned to 18,200 Md/t have

been carried out to get detail experimental data. Most of the crud is easily removed

prior to PIE by ultrasonic washing. Non-destructive tests such as visual and

dimensional inspection, gamma-scanning, and destructive tests such as puncture and

metallographic test are carried out (ref. 3).

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION

Annual inspection and maintenance in Fugen are carried out to confirm the safety

and integrity of the systems and to satisfy the regulations, safety guides, JEAC

(Japan Electric Association Codes) and the technical specification of Fugen. The

contents of the inspections and maintenance are as follows;

- Function test and overhaul of the components

- Tests of the instrumentation and control system

- Visual inspection and sipping test of the fuel assemblies

- In-service inspection of the major components

The time schedule of the 1st and 4th annual inspection are shown in Figure 9 and

Figure 10, respectively.

All failure and maintenance data of Fugen plant are documented and recorded in

the computerized maintenance management system (MMS) through on-line terminals. The

MMS supplies statistical performance data of every equipment and supports maintenance

personnel to review maintenance perioc or procedure and to make a plan of a

modification work.

PLANT EXPERIENCE



Neutron detector

The local power monitors (LPM) system consists of 64 miniature fission chamber

detectors located in the moderator through the core. Each of 16 LPM strings contains

four detectors spaced vertically at equal intervals to provide uniform coverage in

the axial direction of the core. In Fugen a long-life regenerative neutron detector

has been developed, which is composed of a combination of "'U and "'U. Two

assemblies containing the new type detectors have been loaded in the core-since the

first cycle to test those irradiation characteristics. The total neutron irradiation

dose reached 13 X1022 nvt. No abnormal characteristics have been found. The test

results confirm that the new type detector has four times longer life compared with

the ordinary one.

In-service inspection of pressure tubes

The reactor has 224 pressure tubes made of heat-treated Zr-2.5%Nb alloy. A

remote-controlled in-service inspection (ISI) equipment has been developed. The

equipment is capable of performing three kinds of inspection; ultrasonic flaw

detection, measurement of inner diameter and visual inspection of the internal surface.

ISI of pressure tubes was carried out in the forth annual inspection in 1984 and

eighth annual inspection in 1989 using this pressure tube monitoring equipment (ref.

4).

Stress corrosion cracking

Cracks were found in the type 304 stainless steel piping of the residual heat

removal system, high pressure core injection system and low pressure core injection

system during the scheduled shutdown in November 1980. The metallographic and

fractographic investigation showed that the crack resulted from inter-granular stress

corrosion cracking (SCC) in high temperature pure water, the same as experienced in

BWRs. Based on the experience and R&D on the SCC performed in BWRs in Japan, all the

defect pipes were replaced with 316 (low carbon) stainless steel pipes. In addition,

pipes which had the possibility of the SCC have been also replaced with the new pipes

or applied with the method of induction heating stress improvement (IHSI) in each

annual inspection and maintenance. To supplement these countermeasures, hydrogen gas

has been injected into primary coolant to reduce the content of the dissolved oxygen

since December 1985.

Chemical decontamination

Chemical decontamination method is considerably beneficial for reduction of

occupational radiation dose. In August 1989 and January 1991, the chemical

decontamination for each primary cooling circuit was performed successfully in Fugen
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as the first experience in the operating nuclear power station in Japan. The R&D for

decontamination started in 1977 and had confirmed material integrity during and after

decontamination and characterized the decontamination reagent. By the chemical

decontamination in Fugen, the decontamination factor was obtained 34 and 51,

respectively.

WATER CHEMISTRY

The primary coolant in Fugen is kept neutral with no chemical additives as in

BWRs'. Specification of the primary coolant is shown in Table 3 and the measured

values indicate good chemistry. One of objectives of the primary coolant chemistry

control is to suppress iron transport to the core as low as possible, since the

reduction of iron input is effective to reduce surface dose of the primary circuits.

From this point of view, oxygen injection into the feed water has been carried out

(ref. 5).

Heavy water of Fugen contains no chemical additives except boron. Purification of

heavy water is carried out using resin beds in order to prevent corrosion of te

system and to minimize accumulation of deuterium in the helium gas used as blanket gas

of the moderator. The typical chemistry parameters are listed in Table .

In early days of the start-up test in 1978, unexpected deterioration was found in

weak basic ion exchange resin beds used in the heavy water purification system. This

was caused by deuterium peroxide, and resulted increase of the conductivity and the

radiation dose in the heavy water system. Countermeasures to improve the quality of

the heavy water, such as nitrogen gas reduction from helium covering gas, cooling of

the resin beds and improvement of the resin have been carried out. By this, the

conductivity reduced by half and increase of radiation dose stopped. Decomposition of

deuterium peroxide with a atalyzer and employment of a strong basic resin are being

studied for optional countermeasures.

HEALTH PHYSICS

Typical example of radiation dose level change in the reactor building is shown

in Figure 11. The occupational dose rate is mainly dominated by the annual inspection

and maintenance works. Average annual occupational dose rate from 1978 to 1990 is 61

man-Sv/y. Forty percent of that was resulted from works for countermeasures of stress

corrosion cracking. It should be mentioned that total tritium intake since 1978 is

negligible in the total man-Sv. The computerized occupational dose rate monitoring

system using thermo-luminescence dosimeter badge is working to make the radiation

protection management more effective.
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Average annual release of noble gases, liquid waste excluding tritium, gaseous

tritium and liquid tritium to environs are 7X1011 Bq, 7X101 Bq 12 x101 B and

6.5 10'2 B, respectively. These values are well below the control targets in spite

of build up of radioactivity.

R&D FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF ATR

Several R&D iems for the development of ATR are now underway on Fugen site.

These works prepare useful data for design and commissioning works of the ATR

demonstration plant.

Fuel assembly

Three MOX fuel semblies of new type, which are the same type of the ATR

demonstration plant consisting of 36 fuel rods, have been loaded since 9th cycle. One

of these are to be irradiated for about 4 years and others for about 6 years to reach

the design discharge burnup of the ATR demonstration plant. After irradiation, two of

these are inspected through the post irradiation examination. In addition, two 36

rods MOX fuel assemblies which are so called "segmented fuel' and use Zr-lined

cladding and/or hollow pellet have been irradiated since March 1987 for the

development of the high performance fuel. Six Gd topped MOX fuel assemblies in order

to confirm the burnup characteristics of Gd in the MOX fuel have been irradiated

since June 1990 and will be confirmed the integrity of fuel assemblies after the high

irradiation, nearly 0,000 MWd/t.

Pressure tube material

The pressure tube material (H.T. Zr-2.5%Nb) to be used in the ATR demonstration

plant, is now under irradiation in the special fuel assembly in order to confirm the

integrity under high fluence exposure.

Instrumentation

On-line 10B concentration measurement equipment and the failed fuel detector are

equipped on Fugen system and to be confirmed the equipment performance.

CONCLUSION

Fugen is the first to use mainly plutonium mixed oxide fuel in thermal neutron

power reactors in Japan. A total of 479 MOX, 424 U02 and 11 demonstration fuel

assembles have been loaded the core through initial loading and 15 refuelling times.

The maximum burnup of discharged fuel has reached 24.4 GWd/t for MOX fuel and no fuel
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has failed.

In this type of reactor, the use of plutonium makes the coolant void coefficient

nearly zero, thereby providing good reactor stability. Exchange of control rod pattern

is seldom necessary due to the flat power distribution.

Plant experience has demonstrated the reliability of the main components and

systems. Some problems experienced during the plant operation are not peculiar.to the

atr, and the repair works have been smoothly carried out.

The operational experiences are expected to contribute effectively to the design

works, construction and operation of the 606 MWe ATR demonstration plant to be

constructed at Ohma-cho, Aomori prefecture.
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Reactor type Heavy water moderated, boiling light water cooled, pressure tube
type

Out put Gross thermal output ............ 557 MWt
Gross electrical output ......... 165 MWe

Core Core height ...................... 3,700mm
Core diameter ................... 4,050mm
Lattice ........................... 240mm Square lattice
Number of fuel channels ......... 224
Fuel inventory .................. 34 t as metal

Fuel Fuel material ................... MOX type A Z pu fiss.)
0.8/0.8/0.6

MOX type (Z Pu fiss.)
1.6/1.6/1.1

U02 type A "SU)
1.5/1.5/1.5

U02 type ( SU)
1-9/1.94.9

Pellet diameter ................. 14.4mm
Fuel assembly ................... 28 fuel rods, 12 spacers
Total length of fuel assembly ... 4,388=
Cladding material ............... Zircaloy - 2
Cladding thickness (min.) ....... 0.8mm

Pressure tube Material ........................ Zr - 2.5Wt% Nb alloy
Inner Inside diameter ............ 117.8mm
Thickness ....................... 4.3mm
Length .......................... 5m

Steam drum Diameter ........................ 2m
Length .......................... 16m
Material ........................ Low carbon steel clad with

stainless steel

Calandria tube Material ........................ Zircaloy - 2
Innerinside diameter ........... 156.4mm
Thickness ....................... 1.9mm

Moderator Heavy water inventory ........... 160 t
Heavy water temperature(max.) .... 70"C

Control rods Number of control rods .......... 49
Material ........................ B4C in stainless steel
Mechanism ....................... Motor driven wire drum

Primary Coolant ......................... HZO
coolant system Coolant pressure in steam drum 68kg/cmz

Coolant emperature in seam drum 284%
Coolant flow rate ............... 7,600 t/h
Steam exit quality (mean) ....... 14%
Number of cooling loops 2

Primary Configuration ................... Cylindrical steel
containment Diameter ........................ 36m

Height .......................... 64m

Turbine Steam pressure .................. 63.Skg/cm2
System Steam temperature ............... 279%

Steam flow rate to turbine ...... 910 t/h
Rotational speed ................ 3,600rev/min.
Generator rating ................ 20ONVA
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Table 3 Chemistfy pafametefs of primary coolant

Unit Specification

pH 5. - 8.5

Conductivity US/cM 0.0

Cl- PPM <0.2

SiO2 PPM <2.0

B03 PPM <2.0

Dissolved oxygen PPM <0.4

Table Chemistfy pafametefs of heavy water

Unit Specification

pH 4.5 - 5

Conductivity -,US/cm <5.0

Cl- PPM 0.0

SiO2 PPM 0.0

Suspended solid PPM <0-5
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Steam drum Control rod drive mechanism
AAAA

Control rod guide tube

Outlet riser tube
Lower header

Downcomer pipe

Calandria, tube
Checkvalve.,!

Calandria, tank

1H

Pressure tube assembly

Recirculation pump

Inlet feeder tu e.'

Refuel ng machine

Fig 3 Reactor Core and Reactor Coolant System (Vertical)
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Fig MOX Fuel Utilization in the Fugen
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(Feb. 1980-May. 1980)

Day Passage 0 50 (84) 100 (105)

Shutdown P.C. Press-Test Syncronized Permit
Main Schedule

Power-up

Reactor Fuel discharge Fuel loa�Z I

measurement I

Fuel Handling Overhaul of refuelling machine i i
0System

Reactor Coolant I Partial overhaul of RCP
1 0System

MSIV, steam drum relief valve
- I 0 1

In-service inspecti

Reactor Overhaul of moderator recirculating pump
Auxiliary 0
System

Monitoring C�ntrol rod drive mechanism
and Control
System

Neurton monitor (SUM/PUM) i

Replacement of local neutron monitor

Rad Waste Off gas system

Liquid and solid rad waste system

Radiation Radiation monitor
Control 0 0
System

Containment Leakage test of air lock le 1,
Vessel o-o 6-6

Leakage test of
containment vessel

Emergency Overhaul of diesel generator Auto pick-up test
Power Supply 0 ___o 0-0
Equipment

Turbine Overhaul of turbine Test
0 0

Electrical Overhaul of generator Test
Equipment a 0________0

Fig 9 Time Schedule of the First Annual Inspection
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(Feb. IN64-yUly. 110,4)

Day passage 0 50 100 (135) 150 157)
1 -_ - I I J_

Shutdown System restoration Syncronized Permit
Main Schedule 0

Power-uI P.C. Press-Test 9-9 11 p

Reactor Fuel discharge
6-6

1-131 Fuel
measurement loading;

Pressure tube monitoring,

Fuel Handling Overhaul of refuelling machine
0System

Reactor Coolant Repla�ement of feed water line (for!SCC)
System. 6

Partial overhaul of RCP
Induction heat stress improvement

Overhaul of MSIV, steam drum relief valve
0 0

Reactor Moderator recirculating pump overhaul
Auxiliary 0 _____o
System

Monitoring Control rod drive mechanism
and Control 0
System Replacement of local neutron monitor

0------ 0
Neutron instrumentation

0

Rad Waste Off gas system
0- _4_0

Replacement of off gas-system (for SCC)
i

Liquid and solid rad waste system

Radiation Radiation monitor
Control _____0
System

Containment Leakage tcst of air lock Leakage test
Vessel o-o of

Automatic isolation valve actuating test containment
6-6 vessel

Emergency Overhaul of diesel geneator Auto pick-up test
Power Supply 0-0
Equipment

Turbine Overhaul of turbine Test
0 0 ------0

Electrical Generator, main transformer, metal clad switch gear, power center
Equipment 0

Fig 1� Time Schedule of the Fourth kinual Inspection
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the 1990 annual outage at Gentilly 2 the Preventive Maintenance Program
inspections on the digital control computers (DCCs) revealed an alarming
degradation of cable insulation at several locations. It was found that
approximately 20% of the cable connector assemblies inspected showed signs
of degradation. These findings raised the concern of an increased risk of
random short-circuit faults at the very heart of the station control system.

Given the excellent reliability of the Gentilly 2 DCCs and their inherent design
robustness, it was decided to proceed with the replacement of all of the complete
cable connector assemblies within a reasonable time frame. It is planed to
replace all assemblies of DCCX and DCCY during the 1991 annual outage.

The degradation of the insulation was traced to a material incompatibility
problem originating during cable manufacture. A migration of the plastifier
contained in the PVC of the transparent sheaths, surrounding many of the cable
conductor to terminal block connections, resulted in the chemical attack of
the conductor insulation.

This paper summarizes the problem identification and disposition process followed
by Gentilly 2 Technical Unit personnel.
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2. EVENT CHRONOLOGY

2.1 Problem Discovery

In 1987 the computer maintenance group was requested to diagnose an analog
input fault on the station master digital control computer (DCC X). The
fault origin was eventually traced to the analog input card connector
deficiency. However inspection revealed some cable conductor insulation
polypropylene degradation and a short circuit.

2.2 Planned Inspection

Additional inspections performed on the station development computer
(DCC Z) in 1989 indicated that a generic problem existed. As a result
it was decided to initiate a thorough program of planned inspections
to obtain a better understanding of the nature and amplitude of the
problem. Inspection is possible only during a Guaranteed Shutdown
State outage and the physical access is restricted.

Approximately 10% of all input/output cables (approximately 300
assemblies)of both station computers, DCC X and DCC Y (slave), were
inspected by station personnel during the 1990 annual outage. The
inspection revealed that about 20% of this sample displayed some
indication of conductor insulation degradation immediately adjacent
to the terminal blocks connections. It was deemed necessary to proceed
immediately with the replacement of 10% of the inspected cables.
The condition of the replaced cables was judged to be unacceptable.

2.3 -Initial Reaction of Operations

The operating staff reaction during the 1990 outage to the news of
widespread cable degradation was immediate. The outage start-up of
the station was in jeopardy. A study of te potential impact of
computer cable short circuit faults on station safety and production
was requested.

A technical report was produced during the outage to investigate the
incidence of computer cable degradation upon station safety. The
principal conclusions of the report were:

1- The excellent availability of the station computers did not justify
immediate cable replacement.

2- The redundant design of the computers and the principal station
systems is fault tolerant in many cases.

3- An upgraded computer preventive maintenance program had significan-
tly reduced the number of deficiencies in recent years.

4- Only one case of a "degraded cable conductor" short circuit fault
had been identified.

The Atomic Energy Control Board was advised of the situation and
HydroQudbec's plan to resolve the problem. Station start-up following
the 1990 annual outage, proceded according to schedule.
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2.4 Problem Investigation

The Energy Research Institute of Qu6bec (IREQ), the research wing
of Hydro-Qu6bec, was requested by Gentilly 2 staff in October 1990
to perform a materials analysis of several degraded cable conductor
samples. The physical-chemical analysis revealed that a combination
of temperature and humidity conditions could induce migration of the
plastifier contained in the PVC sleeves surrounding the connections.
The liberated chlorine (HCI) was able to chemically attack the
polypropylene of the conductor insulation. IREQ considers that PVC
instability, not uncommon with the available technology of the early
1970's, initiated the chlorine migration.

An independent investigation initiated by CAE Electronics, the computer
vendor, reached the same conclusion. However, CAE believes that trapped
trichloroethylene under the transparent PVC sleeves initiated the
migration of chlorine. In accordance with the cable assembly technique
in use at that time, a solution of trichloroethylene was used to soften
the PVC sleeves and facilitate connection assembly.

2.5 -Inter-Utility Communication

The other Canadian nuclear utilities were contacted to investigate
the existence of computer cable degradation phenomenon at their sta-
tions. No evidence of advanced degradation comparable to the replaced
Gentilly 2 cables has been reported to this date. However, there
is evidence to the effect that a chemical reaction has been initiated
at several stations. The evidence includes some signs of greenish
colouring of the transparent PVC sleeves, an accumulation of white
salts and a discoloration of the conductor insulation. It appears
that these stations only exhibit phenomenon characteristic of the
initial stages of the degradation process. All of these phenomenon
are clearly visible on roughly 20% of the Gentilly 2 computer cables.

It is pointed out that only the Gentilly 2 computers were subjected
to high temperature endurance testing prior to site delivery. The
ambient temperature was maintained at 350C in the test area for two
days. It is also noteworthy that in the early years of Gentilly 2
operation, the computer room ambiant temperature was not adequately
controlled. Air conditioning was upgraded in 1985 to maintain an
ambient temperature of 200C.

2.6 Replacement Decision

The decision to replace all computer cables was taken in December
1990 prior to release of the investigation reports. It is now known
that the potential of a repeat of the identified problem is nil since
the cable assembly techniques have evolued to eliminate the PVC sleeves.
However it was recognized that a strict quality control program is
necessary to minimize the risk of defects in the material and
manufacturing process.
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The idea of removing only the affected end of the cable was also
considered. This would cause the resulting cable length to be
insufficient in many cases. However the greater risk of assembly
error and the potential for prolonged down-time eliminated cable
amputation as a viable optior Hydro-Qudbec decided to remplace all
of the computer cable connector assemblies including the associated
terminal blocks.
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3. PROBLEM DISPOSITION

3.1 Emergency Spare Cables

Immediately following the 1990 annual outage, emergency spare cafes of
each type were ordered from the vendor. This approach would reduce the
risk of prolonged station unavailability in the event of a degraded cable
fault.

3.2 Interim Maintenance Instructions

The computer maintenance group was instructed to curtail preventive mainte-
nance activities involving cable disturbance. However all relevant correc-
tive maintenance activities would be utilized to perform a systematic
inspection of the cables.

3.3 Procurement of Replacement Cable Assemblies

The procurement program was initiated by a thorough review of all cable
drawings and documentation by Technical Unit personnel. It was critical
that all site "as-builts" and modifications be integrated prior to the
order of material by the vendor. Numerous deficiencies in the design
documentation were identified and corrected.

Several meetings with the "sole-source" vendor, CAE Electronics, were
held to define the scope and content of the cable assembly replacement
contract. The contract scope included material procurement, engineering
review, manufacture of the cable assemblies (including terminal blocks),
factory testing, site installation and verification and quality assurance.
The contract was prepared in view of minimizing the risk of the old and
new problems, Particular attention was paid to material selection and
testing. Ageing tests of the new cable assembly were initiated at an
early stage of procurement.

The contract was placed early in 1991 to permit DCC X and DCC Y cable
replacement at the 1991 annual outage beginning on August 4 1991. The
"20 week" manufacturing schedule is tight and did not allow for pre-contract
award testing.

The cable assembly manufacture and replacement program is to be executed
to the CSA Z 299.3 quality assurance standard. Several Hydro-Qu6bec inspec-
tion points have been defined to verify compliance. The contract also
requires an update of the engineering documentation and a complete set
of new drawings to be produced. The drawings are to prepared using CAD
technology.

3.4 Cable Replacement Work Plan

The 1991 annual outage duration is 73 days. However the SLAR program
requires the availability of DCC Y for the major portion of the outage.
In any case computer unavailability must be minimized.
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CAE Electronics will provide 4 teams of 4 people under Hydro-Qudbec
supervision to enable the site replacement work to proceed around the
clock. This allows cable replacement on one computer in a 15 day period
(note that extensive system dismantlement is necessary). Commissioning,
followed by the computer preventive maintenance program require 6 addition-
nel days. The total unavailability for one computer is estimated at 21)
days.

The commissioning plan will ensure that all cable connection assemblies
are tested with the fields signals. The complete computer control system
integrity will be demonstrated prior to station start-up. Note that all
computer input/output signal cables must be disconnected and reconnected.

- 6 -



4. CONCLUSION

Given the vital nature of the station control computers, the cable assembly
manufacture, testing, inspection and replacement program must be conducted
in accordance with stringent quality assuran,.z standards. An extensive
commissioning program is needed to confirm the computer control syste!11 integrity
prior to station start-up.

The original cost of the Gentilly 2 digital control computers was $1.5 million
in 1975. The total replacement program cost (including overhead and interest)
will reach $1.0 million 1991 dollars). It was not possible to predict the
latent defect during manufacture of the Gentilly 2 DCCs. This is however,
a moot point. One can argue that the Gentilly 2 problem constitutes a good
example where the original quality assurance effort was not "enough".
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ABSTRACT

At 09:29 Sept. 1, lq88, Woisong unit I we,,, operating at 1,00 'Y F1.11.1 nower
when a primary hea tansport pump was sddenly tr�pppd by breaker rip du-
to round fault the power distribii'. ion onector assemkily. Soon after the

pump trip, reactor ws shut down automatically on low ht transport flow.
Operatators triple t restart te pump twice bt faiied. 4 field operator
reported to shift spervisor that lie Yound an electric sparR ad m t
th,7 vcinity of the pmp wen the pump ws started to rill-1.

Inspection sowed that a power distribution connector assemhly fr nakinE�
fast and easy per connections to the PHT pumr) motor, 331.2-PN-12, W.115 rinmaszed

severely bv termal shock. Particulariy, broken prts of te nsuiatinE pug
were flied away across h boiler room nd dropppd to the f(or.

Direct causes of t failure were bad contact and deterioration nr inte-
grity along the creep paths between te insulating plu, ad te connector
housing. The failed connector assembly had been ed for more than 7 vers.
Itz ttus had been checked infrequently during in-service period. Standard
torque value-. was not applied to installation of connectors. Therefore, we
concluded tat ongterm iti."rvice in combinations of ,application of mproper
torque vue induced failure of insulation,

This paper describes te scenarios, causes of the event and corrective
actions to prevent recurrence of tis event.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Wolsong uit I is a 679 MWe (Gross) piant with a ANDIJ pressurized heavy
water reactor. The nuclear steam spply system has two loop. Each loop has
two treat transport pumps and two U-tube steam generators.

PHT pump motor is a vertical squirrel-cage induction motor rted at 9000
Hp, 1789 RPM, 13.2 kV, 3 phase, 60 ertz. Electric power is spplied from
BUA or BUB rated at class IV, 13.8 kV, 2000 A, 750 MVA.

Each pump mat-or is provide with thre P power distribution connector
assemblies to make fast ad easy onnections for main ower supp.1y. Figure
I h a cutaway view of the ssembly.

The assembly consists of an elbow onnector, an apparatus bshing, and a
basic insulating pug.
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The elbow connector is EL cable- to-apparatus power distribution connector.
It is a fully shielded housing. The inside diameter of the cable adapter is
sized to fit the cable. This dimensional fit provides creep path ntegrity
and watertight seal. The crimped cable terminal called as "Spade Terminal"
is surrounded b the internal shielding which is made of conductive rubber
vulcanized to the insulating portion of the connector. So, electrical
contact between the crime) (,contact and the iternal shield is attained.

The connector assemblies are connected to the stator of pump motor by
cables via the apparatus bushings. The bshing can be clamped or welded to
the apparatus. The bushing is sized to fit the connector as same as the
cable adapter. The dimensional fit exerts a 360' radial pressure along the
surface of apparatus busbing giving total creep path integrity.

Connection is completed by installing the basic insulating plug. Adequate
torque value must be applied for reliable connection. The nut on top of the
insulating plug is te capacitive testing point. This gives operators a
positive means of identifying circuit condition before disconnecting the
assembly from the apparatus.

The connector assembly is provided with all parts premolded. Field
fabrication of the connector requires no taping or potting and it takes very
little time to complete an installation,

Photo I shows a typical heat transport pump motor. And photo 2 shows te
iriternals of main terminal box where one side of bushing can be seen(Item 9.
Figure 2 is a detail drawing of terminal box equipment assembly. Equipments
in photo 2 and figure 2 correspond to each other.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On September 1, 1988, the unit was operating at a steady-state powerOf

100 % full power.

At 08:29:29, the "5314-BUBf7 BREAKER TP0312-M)" annunciator alarmed
suddenly and 3312-PM2, one of four PHT pump motors, tripped. In a moment,
reactor power was reduced by step owing to the PHT pump trip.

At 08:29:33, 4 seconds later after te pump trip, shutdown system No-1
initiated by the shutdown parameter of low PHT flow and reactor was shutdown
safely.

NOTE: The trip setpoint of low HT flow is set at 80% of norminal

flow in four pump mode and 48.1 in two pump mode

respectively.
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At 08:38:29, reactor operator made a 4-rial to restart the PHT pump motor,
3312-PM2, but failed by the same phenomenon as before. F4._-ld operators in
MCC room confirmed and reported that 'the breaker, 5314-BUB/7, was tripping
by energization of the over-current ground fault relay, 5314-RY-50G. Also,
other field operators dispatched to boiler room in reactor building reported
that they could swell something burned but didn't find any abnormality.

At 08:55, reactor operator tried to restart the pump again when a field
operator in boiler room, communicating with reactor operator in main control

room, shouted th&t he could see a flash and smoke at the terminal box of PHT
pump motor, 3312-PM2. Immediately, reactor operator turned the handswitch
off. Arid operators abandoned preventing reactor from poisoning-out.

At 09:03, another PHT pump, 3312-PM4, in the other loop was shut down
manually to keep flow balance between loop I and 2 When stable PHT flow had
been established by two pump mode at about 09:19, inspection and aintenance
were conducted on the defect terminal box of PHT pump motor, 3312-PM2.

Later, remaining pump motors, 331.2-PM4, -PMI & -PM3, were also inspected
precisely. Some parts of te power dstribution connectors were cleaned or

replaced.

Then, reactor was reached to criticality at 21:25, September Z. The uit

was synchronized at 05:25, September 3 The power was rised to 00 fl

power at 12:12, September 4.

INSPECTION RESULT AND RAINTENANCE

On the whole, damage was very small. There was no fire. The pump motor
was quite safe. Merely, one of three power distribution connector assemblies,

phase c, was damaged severely.

The apparatus bushing was burped and te spade terminal was deteriorated
severely. Particularly, the insulating plug was broken by two parts and
f I ied away by thermal shock and f ound on the f loor.

Also, some minor defects were found at several places in the other power

distribution connectors.
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Followings are findings of ispection and results of aintenance
activities taken during shutdown period.

Table 1. -Lj�t of._Re-ec�s. anr Maint? ance Activities

PM PjiASE DEFECTS MAINTENANCE REMARKS
No. ACTIVITIES

C - The bushing was - Replaced Photo 

overheated to 
- The plug was broken - Replaced

3312
-PM2 A Trace of overheat - Replaced

was found at the
bolt of bushing

B None

A None

3312 B Trace of oerheat Replaced the

-PM4 was found t the insulating
insulating plug plug
Trace of overheat at Reused after

1 the spade terminal cleaning

C None

3312 ABC None
-PM1

A Trace of overheat -�'Replaced te

was found at the insulating
insulating plug plug

331.2 Trace of overheat at Reused after
-PM3 the spade terminal cleaning

BX None

4
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CAUSES

1. Contact between te insulating'plug and the (��onnector housing became
worse and the integrity along the creep path was lost. This brouj�ht increas�,
of rontact resistance and generation of overheat. The excessive heat brought.
deterioration of isulation gdually and induced a round fult filially,

NOTE: Elbows and bushings are manufactured from etylene-propylene
conjugated diene modified terpolymers EPDM). EPDM displays
electrical ad physical properties which make it ideal for
high voltage application. One property is its retentio of
tensile strength over long periods of time, It maintains
the majority of its properties after exposure at about
250 F.

2 Te ut, had been restarted on August 19, approximatc-3y 10 days before
this vent, from the cooldown state to rpair the tbe leak at te delayed
neutron sensing tube. It was suspected tat the hh cren. de to
restart-up of PHT pmp rought further eterioration of the connector
assembly.

3. Severe damae�e such as break of h nlating lui2� seemed to ha-ve been
occurred b repetitive high current supplied for pump restart-up operation.

Fundamental..Causes

LongttL Iqerv The failed connector assembly had been put in service
for 7 years since the first installation during construction period. It was
suspected that te integrity along the ereep'paths in the connector assembly
had be�:ome worse as inservice time passed.

J,�!.QLpjer rLqtallatign- The standard installation procedures were not.
followed. According to manufacturer's recommendation, torgue value of 60
ft.-lb, must be exerted wen connectors were installed, But te rcommended
value was not applied.

lijaccu te Iispe-Qt L21L._ The status of ech connector asembly had been
iTispected four tmes since the first installation, The final inspection was
conducted half an year before the event, on February 9 1988. Inspections
were conducted generally by visual inspections and measurement of resistance
to heck the integrity of isulation or growing fult.

The result of the final inspection had been recorded as good. But it was
cited whether the cdition hd been really ood. This oubt came from the
fact that e had discovered several defects at te other power distribution
connected assemblies by the precise inivoection after the event.

5 
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Enforcement of Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance such as replacement of te assembly, �ncludjng

inspection is performed more freqbently. A strip of tape of wich 0.10113-
changes according to the temperature Temperature Range 95 - 15V F) was
bonded to each of the assembly and monitored dring pump startup and normal
operation periodically to fiDd deterioration of insulation at an arliest
time as possible.

AnDlication of Standard Torgue VAlue

The standard torgue value (60-ft.-lb.) is applied to installatIn of
connectors as possible as it can be.

NOTE It is still reported that the recommended torgue value can
not be applied easily beoause the insulating pug run idle
even at lower level of the recommended torgue value,

Precise jnspg�ction

inspection is conducted more refully.

- 6 -
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ATTACHMENTS
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The ELASTI?,AC)L;� 60 DITIP connectc)r 2SSernbly provides the
w�q wh ll partr prernoided And prP,tested. Field fabrication
of the cormr2ctor requites no taping or potting, A typical con-
nector instrillatio b a line crew hat hd never before used
ihe ii '�A-D GUO zinip connecLor, trek ess than 20 m1nutes

.rl rcabl pparation.

T

hW

Rpk-f A-1mr+.-t - is sized to the cable shield n provides
Stress rrl1r-( or the tern-Owition, 1he radiii pressure exerted o te
c,bli? shipid by h adopter precludes the Presence of air at te
'Ara t of U ie stress svr facv.
'�t- !n TrrnlmM--�t�rrii crinij)4�!(I-brflted connector is sized
joi the spcofic conducljr. Ciimped om with standard tools and dies.

rilir)itnum 1 tick condurtive outer 8ke of
inold�-d El'ON1 posi(ivOy bonded to the connector insulation.

q f:'�? - pnvj�le a .onvenient point to connect ground
Wire to comiectoi housitig,

S. Vliep-Arwirid Ceitchicthre lrineit - bori(led to the isulation Within
Vic, cvnr?,:ctot housij)g, compi2tely jackets any entrapped air arid
folinvf:- %Ol1:�ge stress.

fl. Ye�lfrvr T,1 Point Cap - rrioldod or concluctive rubber materials,
fi(-, rvc-i ttie te5t point and or) to te nnecto husing,

'T, V-1tfIg" T-�M 1%011`1 - the 16X OUt loczttt�d on h too of the insulting
pilirr, IlnvJ5 the circuit to h listed Without disturbing te c.
ncctiori. he ut wh�cli is fully insulated from te conductor icks
u a t�PIcitarlcu voltage,

- Cr-cp Ps-th ritigrlly -- because designed ierference fit, the
COMWC101' IMLI-Sklg eheltB A 350 rdial pessure along Ilia apparatus
burhing surface giving total reep path integrity,

ElsiphIng - coil be Yielded or clamped to te apparatus.

F i6dure 1. Cutawu View of the Connector AS)Sembl-
7 -
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CANADIAN ENERAL ELECTRIC

26 1 2

25
4

24
5

L

7

8
23

9

10

221

21
12

V

19

18 14

17

15

16

I Brake cover 10. Air solenoid valve 19. Oil level switch

2. Rib with mo,,Or II. Ground cable 20. Main terminal box

lifting hole Mo. 3 12. support for main 21. Protective cover

3. Air piping cooler housing 22. Ground servit post

4Air hose 13 Access cover to 23. Access cover to Cvrrent

S. Oil valve heater elements transformer secondary conneCtlons

6. Sediment separaror 14. Stator frame 24. Lifting boss

7. High-pressure oil 15, Motor mounting fange 26. Upper bearing bracket

piping 16. Skid timbers 26. Lwg for anti-rotation
a Seismic restraint paid 17, Olt drain valve device

S. Air pressure switch 18. Oil view gouge

',Veto 1. Heat Transport Pump Motor
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELE CTHIC

3

10

9 ------- 4

-dk6--

7 .5

70V

8 7

1. Junction box for current-transformer connections
(contains termime; blockl

2. Current-transforrmer secondary connections
3. Seats for removable, gasketed covers
4. Clamp rings for bushings
S. Surge capacitors
6 Insulating channels
7. Ground cables
8 Internal ground servit Post
S. Protective boots over Arnerace buz;hings

10 External ound serviT 130,11
11, Cutrent transforniets

Photo 21 IMain Terminal Box Detail
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

26 1 2

25

�4 / 4
A

5
A

6

19 0
7

23

10

Z2 XWW

1 1

21-
12

20 13

19

18 14

17-

15

16

1. Br&kP cover 10. Air solenoid valve 19. Oil level switch

2. Rib with mzor 11 Grovnd cable 20. Main terminal box
lifting hole no 3 12. support for main 21 Protective cover

3. Air piping cocier housing 22 Ground servit post
4. Air hose 13. Access cover to 23. Access cover to currtrit
5. Oil valve heater elements transformer secondary conriecllom:�
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0 Ethernet LAN supporting production and technical
units

0 6000 station computer variables on the LAN

0 Emergency conditions monitor

0 Simulator, test, program production data on the LAN

0 Reactor heat sink monitor

0 Generic monitor system (operational or planned)

- Safety System monitor

- Vapour Recovery System monitor

- Plant chemistry monitor

- Plant data logger

- Containment integrity monitor

- Containment leak test monitor

- Heavy Water inventory monitor

- Emergency diesel exhaust head monitor

- Water treatment plant monitor
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1. INTRODUCTION

Significant event data from operating nuclear plants in many countries
consistently indicates human errors* are the root cause for 40-60% of operating station
significant events.

Because so much information is already in digital form, opportunities exist to
improve the CANDU control centre with retrofits that exploit this information. These
opportunities are enhanced because of rapid technological development in computers and
electronics, coupled with significant progress in the behavioural sciences that greatly increases
our knowledge of the cognitive strengths and weaknesses of human beings.

CANDU control rooms are undergoing retrofits and for future CANDU stations, a
new concept of the control centre is emerging. The objective is to significantly reduce the
incidence of human error, reduce operations and maintenance costs and improve both reliability
and safety.

It is important to note that the ultimate root causes of most human errors are not attributed
to plant operators or maintainers. The errors result from inadequate provision for human
factors in design, training and administrative procedure.
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2. DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF CANDU CONTROL CENTRES

AU CANDU Control Centres have certain characteristics which are indicators of
the quality of the overall design.

A few of the highlights are:

a. Information by Exception

In 60OMW CANDU stions the "dark panel" concept is followed. If there is a light on the
main control room panel it means there is a discrepancy - a deviation from the optimum. In
other CANDU stations, exceptions are indicated by colour coding, dark panel coding and
electromagnetic indicator orientation.

b. Operator Work Stations

A CRT/Keyboard combination is provided for each major plant system. Up to eight
operators or maintainers can work individually or as a team from that work station.

c. Use of High Resolution Graphic CRTs

Only CANDU control rooms, in the late 1970s and the 1980s utilized the discrimination
features of colour and made extensive use of graphics.

d. Integrated Displays

Starting on Bruce A in 1975, CANDU control rooms featured information display that cut
across traditional system boundaries bringing together a the information an operator needs
for a particular function such as reactivity management.

e. Good Anthropometrics

The panel layouts gave careful considerations to grouping of devices, consistent shape
coding, colour coding, tag identification coding and general user friendliness in the physical
layout.
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3. CONTROL CENTRE RETROFITS - GENERAL TRENDS

A brief overview survey of the activities in the control centre in operating
Canadian CANDU units reveals a consistent trend to the provision of additional computer
monitoring and surveillance facilities. This provides the operating staff with strategically
important integrated packages of previously scattered information. Often the data existed in the
station computers but could not be presented in a form that allowed the staff to make timely
decisions. Since all of this retrofit activity was initiated by and funded by operating stations,
immediate practical benefits will be realized. A few of the highlights are:

a. Bruce A

- The "flight recorder" described in this paper.

- Replacement of the DCC by a Varian clone

- Replacement of the obsolete Data General Safety System Monitor computer

- Proposed separate computer to handle display, annunciation and logging

b. Bruce 

- Alarm Recorder. An extension of the flight recorder concept (1)

- New plant wide LAN based information management systems.

c. Pickering A

- SDSB a retrofit shutdown system

- A monitor computer is part of SDSB

- Replacement of the IBM 1800 computers is being considered

- Replacement of the SDS trip meters and trip logic by digital logic and CRT screens.

d. Darlington

- Equipment Status Monitor and Process Data Distribution System

Details are given in Section 4 of this paper.

e. Gentill II

- Safety System Monitor

This exploits the opportunity to utilize existing safety system computer data to provide
operators with margin to trip and interchannel discrepancies to reduce the incidence of
forced outages.

- An Ethernet based plant information communication system is planned.

f. Lepreau I

- A comprehensive Ethernet based operations information system providing many
functions and services to operations staff.

- General Purpose Monitor Computer

912DWOO 3da."
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This retrofit uilizes a Hewlett Packard data acquisition front end, an AECL "Gateway card"
to acquire existing station computer information and an Ethernet data highway that performs
a wide range of operational and administrative functions in the station. The result is a
monitor system that can be used for many purposes in this station. Figure 6 summarizes the
wide verge of functions provided. Reference 4) provides more details.
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4. ONGOING RETROFIT PROJECTS

This part of the paper will focus on improvements to the already successful
implementations of computers in the CANDU control room and extension of the technology to
thL, technical support offices. We will refer to three computer based innovations that have been
in place at some stations but have yet to be developed to their full potential. Specifically:

a. The 'Flight Recorder'

b. The Process Data Distribution System

c. The Equipment Status Monitor System

4.1 INTRODUC71ON

Since these ternis are not formally included in the documented designs of
CANDU stations, brief explanations follow:

4.1.1 Flight Recorder

The term 'Flight Recorder' was coined in the late 1970's by the commissioning
team for Bruce NGS A. While the original design for the man machine interface did a superb
job of informing the operator about process alarms, it did not extend its functionality to provide
effective post-event analysis tools for the responsible technical support engineers. There were
attempts to store hardcopy of alarm printouts and trends, but with multiple computers, and
multiple units, exacerbated by the volume of data produced by the DCCs effective information
handling soon became unmanageable. In an attempt to focus on the need for a computer based
system that would record all alarms and possibly snapshot records of key data sets, the ten-n
"flight recorder" was introduced.

The metaphor of a flight recorder was of course, taken from the successful and
reliable automatic logging system carried by aircraft for examination after an accidental event.
It was intended to adopt the automatic recorder connotation while ignoring the disaster
reference. The intent was to enable the technical analyst to confirm theories and/or explore for
facts in SER (significant event report) postmortems.

The first such system was designed by AECL at Sheridan Park in 1982 and
deployed at Bruce A in 1983. Its programmed logic was a joint effort between AECL and the
Bruce NGS A staff. Its results were very encouraging and were adopted for retrofit using
modified technology at Bruce NGS. The flight recorder idea leads naturally into the more
comprehensive Process Data Distribution System.

4.1.2 Ile Process Data Distribution System

The term 'Process Data Distribution System' or PDDS, was proposed in 1990
at Darlington NGS A. The intent here is to refer to a system that would faithfully log all of the
"points" read in by the DCCs input/output system (including calculated variables) every two
seconds and to distribute them to any of the desktop PCs in the station. Although anyone
connected to the network can see the data, it is mainly intended for use by the Technical support
section. The function of PDDS includes the eventual collection of data from all other useful
source computers, safety system monitors and fuel handling systems.
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Since PDDS data structures hold the current copy of all alarm limits, it can
recreate the stations' alarm history as well. Thus PDDS functions can be viewed as a superset of
those of the flight recorder.

PDDS does not analyze the data - it distributes it like your electrical distribution
system distributes electrical energy. It is up to the user to perform technical surveillance or to
use the data to reach useful conclusions about the status of the plant. The PDDS has a passive
but enabling role.

A forerunner of the PDDS system was developed in 1978-79 at the Bruce A
station. The focus there was on providing the Reliability and Perf- r-mance unit personnel with a
way of gathering the heat balance data and quickly utilizing it in calculations, without the need
to key in the values. Basically the design utilized a numeric variable selection and dump routine
on the DCCs; to select the required data points, then allowed the user to punch out the data set on
paper tape. This data could be directly input to the spare DCC and utilized in any software that
the user wished to develop. 'Me immediate application was a FORTRAN written program to
perform a heat balance but was also used for a few other tasks as well. The technology of that
day seems crude by the standards of what could be achieved today but it did work and it did
form the basis of many of today's requirements for PDDS.

The commissioning staff at Gentilly II can also claim PDDS pioneer status. They
have the ability since early on in 1983 to send key physics related data sets, ex. flux maps to
their Montreal head office from Three Rivers utilizing modem technology.

'Me universality of the PDDS data can again be seen in the joint efforts between
AECL and Point Lepreau NGS where the same aims are currently being actively pursued.

Interim systems at DNGS include a system for delivering daily chemical data
from the lab to the Chemistry unit, using an in-house developed system of instrumentation,
computers, and modems. 'Mere is also a magnetic tape based system being programmed for the
DCCS that will make use of hourly log data of ALL of the approximately 6000 points on each of
9 DCCs at DNGS. 'Me magnetic tape will be read onto the Information systems IBM 4381
mainfi-ame where it will be stored and made available via IBM standard 3270 technology to
connect to its users (about 600 terminals). A feature of the system will be the users' ability to
download a data subset into the users PC hard drive where it will be imported to the standard
spreadsheet (LOTUS 123 and Quattro Pro). These standard packages will be used to the limit of
the users capability, taking advantage of the excellent graphic and mathematical features of the
modem spreadsheet programmes.

4. 1. J Equipment Status Monitor (ESM)

ESM is operational at Darlington 2). Its role is to provide for a computer based
solution to management of the plant configuration of operable devices, i.e. valves, breakers, air
supplies, etc. Extensions to the LAN are already planned to bring ESM terminals to the
Planning and Technical offices so that this information can be shared.
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The term ESM means Equipment Status Monitor. ESM was the product of the
imagination of many Design and Operating staff members who realized the need for a computer
based system that could assist in improving the operators cognizance of the lineup of their
operable equipment. Initially, conventional economic evaluations proved to be difficult to apply.
The original proponents were also held back by the computer market, waiting for an economic
but powerful workstation hardware and suitable data base and graphics software.

ESM in the early days, meant 'pinboarding' large flowsheets of the systems.
When work protection was applied for, the pinboards (located in the Work Control Area) would
be consulted for the current status of the devices; opened, closed, throttled. After the application
of work permit procedures, the operating staff would change the pinboard's tags, then reverse the
process when the permits were removed.

As time went by and stations grew more complex, the need for pinboarding
remained while the feasibility for doing it eroded. In the end Darlington Operators did not try to
maintain the practise. The only way to do the job was to refer to a normal flowsheet, then search
through the Order to Operate records for information on how the lineup had changed. Although
trades staff should still insist on cautious walkthroughs of the systems before accepting the
permits, their confidence in the operators' work should improve leading to better production
team efficiency. It is a clear requirement to account for their equipment status, but due to the
sheer volume of operable devices (over 15000 per unit, not counting power and air supplies) a
powerful and efficient data based system is required.

It was the lack of confidence in the process of keeping track of this magnitude of
operable devices, and a regulatory requirement for device lineup control that finally forced us to
focus on the inadequacies of the current practise. Evaluation of several uninspiring options
coupled with the convincing demonstration of a computerized graphics and barcode system led
to the approval to spend the money on the ESM system in 1988.

Today Ontario Hydro has a design for ESM based on the SUN Sparcstation
products connected in a local area network. The station mainframe is also connected to supply a
controlled, single source list of power and air supply devices. The design also features the user
of computer connectable bar code readers for field status transfer from/to the ESM server. ESM
is in service on the Tritium Removal Facility (chosen as a pilot) and is expected to be deployed
on the Darlington nuclear generating units starting in June of this year.

4.2 DESCRUMON AND BENEFITS

4.2.1 Flight Recorder

Since some of the flight recorder functions and benefits are carried over into the
PDDS concept, only a short description will be presented.

Briefly, the system is an on-line one relative to the DCCs. Alarms are already
being annunciated on the CRT in real time, and logged to the printer. The original flight
recorder idea was to redirect these DCC alarms to the moving head disk instead of the printer.
This action achieved four ends, viz.
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a. the timely retrieval of event related information which could not easily be lost or misplaced.

b. elimination of the need to print the alarms continually

c. the alarms could be easily read back with appropriate search criteria on or off the DCCs.

d. the alarms could be archived by removal of the moving head disk pack.

Since the design allowed selection of the printer, the moving head disk, or both
devices for alarm outputs it eliminated the need to store any printer paper at all and offered the
benefits of significantly lower printer paper and maintenance costs. These economic side
benefits easily justified the costs.

Figure I shows the selection menu for the Bruce Alarm Recorder.

4.2.2 PDDS:

The PDDS as previously mentioned, is being achieved by various means at
several CANDU Owners locations. There are different requirements and different technologies
behind the various designs. his paper will focus on the present day efforts at Darlington
Nuclear Generating Station.

The Darlington Nuclear Generating Station approach can be described as
occurring in three phases.

a. 'Me ability to collect, transmit, store, manipulate, and report on chemistry lab data. This
phase uses a minicomputer to PC system using modems and has been in service for several
years at Darlington Nuclear Generating Station A.

b. Phase II is a magnetic tape to tape system with source from DCC and destination the
IBM 4381 mainframe running the VM operating system. About 600 Darlington users are
connected using coaxial cable and 3270 emulation software (in their PCs).

c. A proposed a electronic design involves capturing the data at source every two seconds (on
most points) and delivering the data to a powerful file server via a token ring LAN. This
design, while sll not approved at time of writing, is based on a similar design being done at
a Nuclear Power Station, owned and operated by Duke Power in South Carolina, USA.

For Phase III the server would receive data on a continuous basis from each
source computer: DCC, Safety Monitoring, Fuel Handling Controller, etc. The data would be
queried on demand from any user connected to the IBM SNA network (present) or station LAN
(future).

The data will be viewed by the user in one of two venues. In the simplest mode,
the user will have access to relatively crude mainframe data lists, barcharts and trends. They
would also have the ability to specify user defined data sets for packaging and do-. mloading the
users PC hard drive.

In the second mode, the user would import the data sets (from his own partition
on the IBM VM storage) to Quattro Pro or Lotus 123 data formats. This gives the user almost
unlimited capabilities to manipulate the data, trend it, then display powerful graphics. These
tools of technical surveillance make it unnecessary to disturb control room operating staff or to
rely on the ability of clerical staff to retrieve paper copy.
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Design and simulator verification are two off site benefits to PDDS. It will be
possible to send a disk with a turbine or reactor trip incident with all pertinent data in time order
to design. New designs or tuning constants could be tried against the old scenario to help verify
improvements. Simulators could "play" their scenario using the present models vs. the actual
data, leading, to improved accuracy of modelling.

Finally, we should mention the intent to archive the data. Since it is a
requirement to do so, it has been a design goal to provide for storage for an indefinite time,
perhaps for the whole life cycle of the station. To accomplish this, we see the need to utilize an
optical disk storage sub system. With anticipated developments in optical storage capacities and
effective data compression techniques, we may be able to reduce the data some day to fit nicely
in a stack of shoe boxes.

Exact details of this design will have to wait for full approval and implementation
of the system.

4.2.3 Equipment Status Monitor

The equipment status monitoring is a complete computerization of the work
protection process from initial discussion of work permit requirements, preparation by an
operator, authorization, implementation, and finally removal.

The enabling feature of ESM was the bar coding early on of all operable devices -
a far sighted pre-ESM decision. A unique barcode on each device and careful use of an
impersonal device like a barcode reader, makes it nearly impossible to approach and
unknowingly operate the wrong equipment. Reading these tags is therefor, an important part of
the ESM process.

A cent actual event that occurred at Darlington Nuclear Generating Station in
the Tritium Removal Plant will be described so that the reader can appreciate the part played by
the barcode reader. The following is an excerpt from a Darlington Nuclear Generating Station
document called a "Report to the Production Manager"; an event of serious nature but less so
than a "Significant Event Report".

"During performance of OTO 69510... power supply 0-53330-MCCO52-B3
was incorrectly opened, tested and tagged. The correct device on OTO was
0-53330-MCCO-52L-B3".

This mistake is easily made by even a trained operator, but would certainly have
been picked up by an accurate barcode reader. As a matter of record, the Managers' response
was to "give more urgency t installing the ESM system to avoid errors of this type".

A well accepted data integrity strategy calls for a single source of a data set with
one owner/update person. This principle, and the need to avoid clogging up the ESM databases
with thousands of more devices, led to a decision to use the official verified list of air and power
supplies resident on the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station mainframe storage.
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To place a permit on a system requiring isolation, one would bring up the
dynamic flowsheet on an ESM terminal, and either start selecting devices into a properly
sequenced order to operate, or bring in a previously recorded but relevant version of what is
currently requireA Either an original or an edited version can be prepared and downloaded into
a barcode reader as well as its being used to create a permit document output to a laser printer.

Field implementation will involve walking" the permit with a barcode reader,
malting a operations AFTER scanning a barcode tag on each field device, then returning to the
ESM terminal to download the completion status to the server database. Figure 2 illustrates a
typical OTO".

The ESM data source is the equipment database of all of the stations operable
devices taken from Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) produced flowsheets (see Figure 3 Once
the flowsheet devices are converted to symbols in the database, their description state, and
involvement in an existing or pending permit can be displayed on the high resolution screen.
The graphic then, becomes a dynamic live flowsheet. You may be interested to know that the
Darlington Nuclear Generating Station will have a total of 2350 such flowsheets including those
of four units, the common processes, and the Tritium Removal Plant. Even floor layouts with no
operable devices wl be included. The Darlington breakdown is:

Operating Facility Flowsheets

TRF 150

Common Processes 600

Units to 4 4 X 4QQ Approximately 13 operable devices each.

Total: 2M

The main benefit then, is an up-to-date knowledge of the state of all operable
devices - a necessary responsibility to ensure the safe operation of the GS. This accuracy will
lead to:

• faster permit preparations since the operating flowsheets are used to select the isolating
devices, and since past completed permits are available for recall (ex. a major turbine permit
may easily involve over 120 valves).

• safer work protection since previously approved permits will be on file and recalled when
applicable.

• safer work protection since it is extremely unlikely that a barcode reader would read the
device identification code in error.

• higher long term capacity factors due to shorter commissioning perijds, shorter outages,
and fewer human errors during maintenance.

• Improved accident management because the operating staff will be confident in that they
know the actual status of every operable device in the plant.

Figure 4 iustrates the Darlington ESM equipment configuration and installation
schedule.
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5. FUTURE CANDU STATIONS

The control centre for future CANDU designs will feature new concepts in
information management 3). Substantial reductions in &M cost and improved safety will be
realized.. Figure illustrates the concept. The following points summarize the features and
concepts.

5.1 RAnONALIZING CONFLICTING OBJEC71VES

The Chernobyl and Three Mile Island incidents were partly the result of
conflicting operational objectives. Procedures in these plants did not adequately resolve the
potential for inappropriate action. For example, at Three Mile Island, the objective to cool the
fuel conflicted with the objective to maintain two phases in the pressurizer. For future CANDU
stations, the human machine interface, the detailed procedures, and the detailed interface design
will be systematically derived from. a complete set of high level operational objectives.
Instances where safety objectives conflict with production objectives will be identified, and then
addressed in the design phase.

5.2 AUTOMATION

In future CANDU control rooms, automation will seek to transfer the low level,
distracting, and stressful procedural tasks from the human to the machine. Both manipulative
and cognitive tasks of this type will be automated. For example, the normal equipment
sequencing required to valve in the shutdown cooling system will be performed by the machine.
This will allow the human more freedom to perform at the level of a planner or situation
manager. When complex manual sequences are automated, the operator must still be kept aware
of and involved with the process. A key factor will be to provide the operator with flexibility in
manual interaction with sequences and procedures.

5.3 EMPOWERING THE OPERATIONS STAFF

In the past, the control room design left to the operating station staff with
insufficient scope to apply their experience to determine the form of information presentation or
to define operating methodologies. Fourth generation control rooms will utilize CRT-based
operating consoles for interaction and banks of CRTs for information displays. The utility will
have more capability to influence operational procedures and make changes over the life of the
plant.

5.4 CHANGING THE DESIGN PROCESS

For the advanced CANDU control centre, the design process is a significant
departure from pvious practice. The traditional approach was to break the information
interface down by plant system or equipment. Each system designer then specified the alarms,
displays, and control interactions they believed were adequate in that narrow context. The
station technical unit was then given the job of creating operating and emergency procedures
based on the design as given. In the new approach, after the basic plant operational
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requirements are established, draft procedures will be produced. Then a mixed team of
designers and operating staff will define an information/interface system design that will be
based on the objectives, tasks and activities of the operators.

5.5 CONTEXT SENSITIVE INFORMATION

The traditional large area of panels containing complex configurations of
handswitches, recorders, meters and indicator lights will be eliminated. 'Me operator interface
will consist mainly of computer consoles that will provide information to the operator that has
been processed to reflect the context of his specific objectives and tasks in each particular
situation.

5.6 "BLACKBOARD DISPLAYS"

In addition to the CRT-based display system, large dynamic colour graphic mural
mimics will be available. One might depict the major equipment and system status of the entire
plant. Another may provide an easily interpreted picture of critical plant parameters and how
they are changing or interacting. These displays are the "blackboards" upon which information
is presented to everyone in the control centre without censoring because of limitations in the size
of regular CRTs. Current plant satus at the most detailed level will be available on both the
"blackboards" and console CRTs. Figure iustrates these features.

5.7 COMPUTER ASSISTED PROCEDURES

Computer assisted procedures will minimize the need for paper procedures. The
operators will use CRT screens that present integrated text, graphics and check lists. The
displays will guide them in a systematic and rapid execution of the procedure. A particularly
valuable aspect of the procedure presentation is an Event Confirmation Field which, at each
stage of an event specific procedure, indicates to the operator if plant conditions are confirming
the correct event diagnosis. Some of the procedures may be "context sensitive" in that the
computer will edit and simplify them based on its knowledge of the actual state of the plant (e.g.
it will not display an instruction to turn on a pump that is already on, but the status of the pump
would be shown because it is key to the success path of the procedure).

5.8 DECISION SUPPORT ACILITY

In advanced control rooms a knowledge-based decision support system utilizing
several on-line expert systems wl provide the operator with information and, when appropriate,
a "what if' query facility to help him anticipate and plan for future action. Associated with this
facility are knowledge-based event diagnostics that will help the operator to locate root cause
events. The output is in the form of recommendations with the rationale for each
recommendation provided on request.

Already available is a system to inform the operator which channel to fuel next
and another to indicate the exact channel containing a defective fuel bundle.
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5.9 VOICE ANNUNCIATION

Voice annunciation may be tested in a few selected situations where redirecting
the operator's attention is imperative. For example, voice may be used to announce that the
entry conditions for an Emergency Operating Procedure have been realized.

5.10 EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AND STATUS

Plant Equipment Status Schematics on the control room CRT will be operated
directly from the plant Computer Aided Design and Drafting data base. The state of devices
such as locally operated valves will be semi-automatically updated on the CRT displays from
barcode readers connected into the data highways by the plant operating personnel.

5.11 OPERATING INFORMATION SYSTEM

The basis for an Operation Information System will be provided. his capability
will electronically integrate and automate many of the tedious, labour intensive activities
associated with operating a nuclear station. For example, maintenance records, work control,
exposure statistics, equipment status, event logging and reporting and work scheduling. 'Me
result will be a reduction in operating costs and operator and maintainer workloads. This facility
will be developed by the operating utility associated with the plant.

5.12 STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMENT AND CONSISTENCY OF DESIGN

Although there may be several design and architect engineers performing the
equipment selection. The layout, architecture, human factors and control philosophies will be
performed by a single authority.

5.13 ACCESS TO CONTROL ROOM DATA

Because all plant data is available on high speed data highway, access will be
provided to all control room monitoring information for use in the plant management computer
system or from a terminal on or off the site.

5.14 TESTING

In future CANDU units, more testing will be automated to reduce human errors
that are often associated with tedious, repetitive tasks. When manual tests are required, the
design ensures that tests are "non-intrusive". This ensures that maintenance staff do not modify
or contact the internals of the plant equipment to carry out the tests (for example, relay terminal
jumpers).

5.15 COST

The reduction of fixed panels, utilization of CRT-based operator consoles, the
application of computers to operational configuration control and the reduction in trunk cabling
has the potential to yield significant costs benefits.
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6. CONCLUSION

Retrofits in the Control Centre are providing powerful information management
tools for the plant operators and maintainers. This is a unique advantage for operating CANDU
units because most of the information is already in digital form.

ffigh quality information is on the CANDU Owner's doorstep and we must
extend that confidence in our abilities to deploy and use it. We foresee new innovations in
graphic representations, applications of expert system based methods, and multi-media
technology directed to training and rehearsal activities as promising examples of even more
advanced retrofits into the CANDU operating environment.

Future CANDU control centres will combine the principles of cognitive science,
new technology and lessons learned by CANDU operations and design. 'Me operators use tools
that are crafted to serve their objectives and work on their tasks. Most important, the operator
has time and support systems to function on a level that exploits his unique ability to innovate
and form strategies to deal with unanticipated or obscure cause events.
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23 JUL.88 EX ALARM RECORDER 15:33:35

STORED MESSAGES START FROM HH:MM 00 MMM YY

DEFINE SEARCH INTERUAL: CURRENT SELECTIONS:
I START: ENTER /HH/Hfl/0D/HH/YY HH:lm 0 mmm y

Z END: BO Z/HH/HH/0D/MM/YY HH:MH 00 mm y

PRINT: 3 SELECT PAGE LIMIT: M 3/PP CURRENT PAGE LIMIT: XX
4 ALL MESSAGES

5 MESSAGE CLASS: ENTER OR CLASS I
6 UNIQUE MESSAGE: DO OR 6 CLASS I MESSAGE I

10 ABORT CURRENT FUNCTION

SELECT MODES: CURRENT MODES:

I I NORMAL 12 SUSPEND NORMAL,

13 RECORD 14 ECORD/PRINT RECORD/PRINT

ALARM RECORDER FAILURE OR MAJOR FAULT
A.//R EQUIPMENT FAULT OR LASER DISK FULL

ENTER:



All- AECL FACL
AECL CANDU EACL CANDU

PURPOSE OF ORDER

To pump out 0-39360-TR1 701 to a Drum

Item Device Operation
1 0-3931 -V2208 Check closed

2 0-39360-VI 716 Check closed Caped

3 0-39360-Vl 718 Check closed Caped

4 0-39360-Vl 715 Check Open

5 0-39360-Vl 719 Check Open

6 0-39360-Vl 752 Open

7 0-39360-Pl 701 Have C/RM Select on

8 0-38500-VH82 Check Connected to Drum Check
Vented Active

9 0-38500-VH82 Open to Fill Drum

1 0 0-38500-VH82 Close

TYPICAL ORDER TO OPERATE

2 D6r00
"WolIrrelead

9 1/03,26 Page I
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OPERATING EXPERIENCES WITH
NEUTRON OVERPOWER TRIP SYSTEMS

IN ONTARIO HYDRO'S CANDU NUCLEAR PLANTS

J.Hnik, JKozak
Electrical and Controls Engineering Dept.

Ontario Hydro

ABSTRACT

Operating experiences with Neutron Over Power
Trip (NOP) Systems in different Ontario Hydro
CANDU nuclear power plants are discussed.
Lessons learned from the system operation and
their impact on design improvements are
presented. Retrofitting of additional tools,
such as Shutdown System Monitoring computers,
to improve Operator interaction with the
system is described. Experiences with the
reliability of some of the NOP system
components is also discussed. Options for
future enhancements of system performance and
operability are identified.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron Over Power (NOP) Trip systems, sometimes also alternately
called Regional Over Power (ROP) or High Neutron Power Trip
systems, are used for reactor protection in shutdown systems, (i.e.
Shutdown System No. and Shutdown System No. 2 of all CANDU nuclear
power stations) The NOP Trip systems protect the reactor from'Loss
of Regulation (LOR) and Loss of Coolant (LOCA) accidents. These
systems have somewhat varying configurations and use somewhat
different instrumentation hardware in different Ontario Hydro CANDU
nuclear power plants. The differences and operating experiences are
discussed.



PICKERING NGS 'A'

Pickering NGS 'A' is Ontario Hydro's oldest CANDU nuclear power
plant. Its NOP system, (ore often referred to as the High Neutron
Power Trip system), is quite different from the later plants, NOP
systems. A brief description of the system and its operating
experiences are presented for historical reasons only.

Three ex-core protective system ion chambers are used as the
primary sensors for measurement of the reactor power. As the in
chamber signal is affected by the conditions within the reactor
core, such as boron concentration or fuelling operations in the
vicinity of the ion chambers, compensation of the ion chamber
signal is required in order to obtain a signal that is
representative of the reactor core average neutron power. This
compensation was provided in the original design by a system which
measures average reactor power using detection of nitrogen 16 decay
activity in the vicinity of the steam generators in the boiler
room. The signals from the ion chambers and the N16 systems are
combined in the neutron power compensator to produce a compensated
reactor neutron power signal used to trip the reactor when the
setpoint is exceeded.

The original system design used fully depleted silicone detectors
to measure high energy gamma radiation 61 and 71 MeV) resulting
from nitrogen 16 decay. That system had very low efficiency in
detecting the high energy gamma radiation, resulting in frequent
signal drift. This in turn caused system unavailability and high
maintenance cost. High detector failure rate also contributed to
the system's poor performance.

For a number of years the manual compensation of the ion chamber
signal was used (with the N16 system taken out of service) to
operate the Pickering NGS 'Al High Neutron Power Trip system. This,
however, had implications on the system availability via human-
machine interface, as frequent trip setpoint adjustments were
required to be performed by the operator.

To remedy the situation, a development program was initiated and an
improved N16 system, using a high efficiency sodium iodide
scintillator connected to state-of-the-art electronics was
designed, procured and installed. This system is now in trial use,
however, its compensation range is somewhat limited (i.e. +5%, -8%
of the nominal setting) due to the restrictions imposed by a recent
safety covering a loss of the moderator postulated
accidents.

The ickering NGS 'Al High Neutron Power Trip block diagram is
shown in Figure 
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BRUCE NGS 'A'

Bruce NGS 'A' is the first Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power
station using an NOP system (in both the SDS#l and SDS#2) base on
multiple, self powered in-core neutron flux detectors. The Shutdown
system Number (SDS#l) uses 39 flux detectors distributed within
three SDS#l channels (i.e. 14 detectors in channel ID', 13
detectors in channel 'El, and 12 detectors in channel IF'). The
detectors are supported in 17 assemblies in Units 3 4 and in 12
assemblies in Units I 2 The assembly and detector location in
the reactor core was determined by safety analysis to cover all the
postulated accident scenarios. The Shutdown system Number 2 (SDS#2)
uses 12 detectors, 4 in each of the channels G, H and J.

Two types of in-core neutron flux detectors and their respective
support assemblies are currently used:

(i) coiled encapsulated platinum detector assemblies in Unit 3 
4 SDS#l and in all four units for SDS#2. The SDS#l detectors
are single ended, located within vertical assemblies. Tfte
SDS#2 detectors are double ended, located within 3 horizontal
assemblies. The etectors are protected by he assembly sealed
dry pure helium atmosphere.

(ii) hybrid encapsulated straight individually replaceable (HESIR)
detector vertical assemblies in Unit 1 2 (SDS#l and RS
detectors). The HESIR assemblies carrying straight
individually replaceable (SIR) platinum clad inconel detectors
were installed as replacements for the original wet coiled
platinum detector assemblies that failed &n masse due to the
detector sheath corrosion.

A typical arrangement of an NOP instrumentation channel is shown in
Figure 2 the coiled platinum detector and assembly is found in
Figure 3 4 and SIR detector and assembly in Figure 6.

The use of a multi-channel, multi-detector system provides the
required trip coverage for the postulated high neutron power
situations, such as fuel channel and/or fuel bundle overpower
resulting from the postulated process system failures.

Additional new features, such as manual and automatic trip setpoLlt
switching had to be incorporated into the NOP system design --o
satisfy the reactor safety requirements. This resulted in a much
mort- complex system when compared to the 2ickering NGS 'Al system.
The increased system complexity, together with the largely
increased number of instruments and other e4uipment, led to more
complex operation, man-machine interface (MMI), and more testing,
calibration and maintenance at the plant.
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The system amplifiers, dynamic signal compensators and trip-
test/alarm control/buffer amplifier modules are located in tte
SDS#1 instrument rooms, while the required displays are on the main
control room panel. These displays consist of one indicator fr
each detector signal and one indicator for each setpoint, (i.e. 8
indicators for SDS#l and 24 for-SDS#2).

This large number of indicators made it very difficult for the
operator to be aware of the situations in which a detector reading
was getting close to its trip setpoint. Such situations occur
frequently during normal plant operation, including fuelling and
power manoeuvring operations. The probability and frequency of
spurious reactor trips was increased and excessive operator
attention was required to meet the system availability targets. The
original design did not provide direct margin to trip indications
or alarms. Experience has shown that such direct margin to trip
indications and alarms are necessary aids to the operator and these
were identified as an essential requirement for the system.

As the syst�jm instrumentation hardware was already installed and
working in an operating power plant, any changes to the trip system
configuration were not allowed or considered. Any improvements in
the system had to accomplished with a minimum disruption to the
plant operation. These preconditions and other design
considerations led to a decision to provide an improved operator
interface with the shutdown systems using computer technology.

A proposal was made and accepted to retrofit and install a Safety
System Monitoring Computer (SSMC) system in Bruce NGS 'Al and, as
Bruce NGS B was in the acquisition phase at that time, that
decision was extended to include the Bruce NGS 'BI station.

The Bruce NGS 'A' SSMC monitors the Shutdown System No.1 and
Shutdown System No.2 neutronic trip parameters and their trip
setpoints as well as the Emergency Coolant Injection System (ECIS)
variables. A number of digital inputs which provide the safety
system status is also monitored. The SSMC block diagram is shown in
Figure 7.

The system configuration is based on channelized multiplexers,
(i.e. one multiplexer each for channels D, E and F for SDS#1, G, H
and J for SDS#2 and K, L and M for ECIS) , transmitting the
monitored signals to unitized monitoring computers via uni-
directional optical links that provide the required separation and
isolation between the channels of the three safety systems. Common
parts of the ECIS are served by a separate Unit monitor. 

The selected hardware is Data C:�neral MP/200 for the monitors and
MP/100 for the multiplexers. Process I/O and disk/diskette drives
are also Data General equipment. The printer, colour CRT and
keyboard were supplied by Datamax, while the fiber optics were
supplied by RF Communications.
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The system software was developed, tested and implemented by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited.

The operator can obtain the following information displays on the
SSMC CRT screen by selecting desired options from the SSMC menu:

- all channel bar charts for the trip variables
- single channel bar charts for the trip variables
- trip variable margins to trip on either a channel or

global basis
- status of the ECIS system
- static trends
- ECIS mimic diagrams
- alarm summaries
- jumper alarm summaries
- other utility functions such as display and change disk

contents, display and change memory contents, display
analog and digital input values, display and change
setpoints, modify trend display, etc.

Typical margin to trip displays are shown in Figures 8 9.

Some difficulties were experienced during he design, installation,
commissioning and operation of the SSMC system. Such difficulties
aref however, expected in the course of development of a new
system. These difficulties included the selection of optimum
locations to tap the SSMC input signals from the existing
instrumentation, referencing the input signals to the station
ground, grounding and shielding problems, frequent changes to the
system software during the development stage, computer hardware
failures and frequent system crashes.

The majority of these problems were solved and the system now
operates satisfactorily. Its contribution to a much improved
operator interface with the NOP (and also ECIS) systems is being
acknowledged by the station staff. The greatest asset is the
monitoring and annunciating margin to trip alarms for the NOP
systems.

Bruce NGS 'Al station is, within its rehabilitation program,
considering replacement of the SSMCs with more up-to-date
equipment. The two main reasons quoted for the request to imprcve
the SSMCs are hardware obsolescence (with associated high failure
rate, unavailability of spare parts and high maintenance csts) and
software maintenance.

Some points from Bruce operations on what should be dcne
Uifferently, (i.e. better) next time are as follows:

CRT displays could be more user friendly, (e.g. show the
in-core detectors in relation to their position in the
reactor core to give the operator the image of the

5
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neutron flux distribution and information on the flux
tilt). This should preferably be arranged in a three
dimensional rather than two dimensional display. Also the
graphics quality and variety could be improved.

The system loading should be carefully analyzed during
the design sage to prevent overloading situations after
installation, as experienced in the Bruce system. T1,,s
might have to be resolved by reducing the program
execution frequency to prevent and/or minimize the
occurrence of the system crashes as was done in Bruce.

One desired feature that does not work too well in Bruce,
is the trip setpoint capture. An effort should be made to
design and deliver a system that is capable of capturing
and recording the actual trip point when routine safety
system testing is performed.

The existing SSMC software is not user friendly. It
requires a resident expert to maintain it. Operations
suggested that the next time, user friendly software
should be used. Preferably, a commercial software
packagesshould be utilized to eliminate the need for a
highly specialized expert to maintain it.

Use of any safety critic al software in any future SSMC
functions should be avoided.

Operation of the NOP systems with the use of the SSMCs became
acceptable and manageable as compared with very difficult before
the SSMC installation. One remaining area of operation that could
be improved is the in-core detector amplifier calibration. The
calibration is performed by control maintenance personnel using
portable instruments, (i.e. digital voltmeters (DVM's)) A
preferable method would be calibration by the operator, using
built-in instrumentation and equipmen-_ from the control room. This
is a common comment from all Ontario Hydro nuclear plants except
Darlington, where the fully computerized shutdown systems allow
calibration of the amplifier gains via the monitoring computer key
board by the operator.

PICKERING NGS B'

The Pickering NGS B NOP systems (i.e. SDS#l and SDS#2) are
similar in design and configuration to the Bruce NGS 'Al system.
The number of in-core flux detectors and assemblies is different
(i.e. 34 SDS#1 detectors in 14 vertical assemblies 12, 11 and 
in channels D, E and F respectively) and 23 SDS#2 detectors in 
horizontal assemblies (8, and 7 in channels G, H and J
respectively)). This configuration is the same as that of the 600
MW reactors because Pickering NGS 'BI has a similar reactor core to

6



those of the 600 MW plants.

The Pickering NGS B NOP system control room panel layout was
improved and simplified by using dual indicators for each detector
signal and its associated setpoint. This resulted in somewhat
easier determination of the difference between the trip setpoint
and the detector signal. Accuracy of the indicator readout Is
limited by the physical size of the scale, especially when viewed
from a larger distance. However, despite this improvement, the
system still requires excessive attention and does not incorporate
direct margin to trip indication and alarms.

The original Pickering design did not incorporate the
monitoring computers as it was completed before the decision to
install SSMCs in the Bruce stations. However, being faced with the
same problems in operating the NOP system as Bruce 'A', Pickering
operations, with the help and cooperation from the Central
Production Services (CPSD) Division (formerly Central Nuclear
Services) undertook to install a temporary computer system to
monitor the NOP (more commonly called ROP in Pickering) and the
high heat transport outlet header temperature trip signals,
setpoints and margins to trip. The system, usually referred to as
the ROP computer, was installed in 1986 and uses commercial IBM-PC
compatible hardware with commercial software packages that were
adopted and configured to perform the required monitoring
functions. As the installation was only temporary, using temporary
cabling, the whole project was relatively inexpensive. The P
computers were installed in two of the four Pickering reactor
units and are operating to date very satisfactorily.

The feedback from the operators on the system usefulness and
performance has been very positive, even to the extent that the
operators in the units that do not have the ROP computer requested
installation of the system.

Based on the operating experience with the prototype system the
station is now proceeding with the design, acquisition and testing
of a permanent ROP computer monitoring system for all four Units.
This permanent system is based on industrial PC hardware using
commercial software packages combined with some additional in-house
designed software to incorporate all the required features. The
system will provide advanced menu driven graphics to interact with
the operator. The displays will include bar graph representations
of the measured variables, setpoints, margins to trip and margins
to impairment. Numerical values of all measured variables are
provided on the displays for improved readout accuracy. The other
system functions include low margin to trip, high margin to trip
(low margin.to impairment) , spread checks, alarms, alarm summaries,
jumper records and historical data storage.

Other aspects of the NOP system operation are the performance f
the hardware, the instrument testing and calibration and the

7



overall ef�ort required-to run the system.

Pickering NGS operating experiences can be summarized as
follows:

the system operation is very labour intensive. The
frequent calibrations of individual detector amplifiers
to accommodate changes in the CCPF, fuelling operations
and other disturbances requires the constant attention of
the operator and assistance from control maintenance.

the fact that the amplifier gain adjustment must be
performed by control maintainers using a portable digital
voltmeter (DVM) is seen as adding to the'complexity of
interfaces in running the system. The amplifiers with
built-in accurate DVMs would be preferable as the
operator could then calibrate the amplifiers.

some problems were experienced with the amplifier front
panel pushbuttons that are used to test the detector
insulation resistance. All the pushbuttons had to be
replaced. Also, the test terminals used to connect the
portable DVM during calibration procedure are falling
apart due to heavy use.

degradation of the flux detector insulation resistance to
values close to mega ohm and below has been observed,
as well as detector failures. An interesting point to
note is that in many cases, when a detector fails, its
installed spare is also failed and cannot be used as a
planned replacement.

BRUCE NGS 'B'

The Bruce NGS B NOP system is conceptually very similar to Bruce
IA' There is an increased number of in-core flux detectors in both
SDS#l and SDS#2, (i.e. 18 detectors in each of the channels D, E
and F and 16 detectors in each of the channels G, H and J). This
results in an increased number of indicators on the control room
panels. The indicator resolution is not suitable for accurate
verification of the trip setpoints during testing. A SSMC that also
monitors the process trip parameters and setpoints (where
available) is installed in Bruce BI and provides similar functions
to these described for Bruce 'Al.

The following is a summary of additional comments obtained from
Bruce operations:

The SSMC has matured now and is performing its main
intended function, (i.e. monitoring the NOP detector
margins to trip), satisfactorily. In a fact, the all

8



channel margin to trip display is said to be on the
screen 95% of the time.

Relaying on the SSMC for verifying the trip setpoint
during testing (due to the panel indicator insufficient
resolution) is seen as having the following limitations:

(a) the SSMC is a single channel system, monitoring 9
channels. That makes a high demand on its availability.

(b) the system does not capture the setpoints too well as
its scanning speed is low, resulting in a time delay
between the time the setpoint is reached and the time te
measured (tested) parameter value is recorded, captured
and stored by the SSMC. The delay varies from test to
test and so does the associated error. Only tests with
very slow ramps would produce good results. All this
makes accurate verification difficult.

the system capacity is now fully loaded and no new
functions or features can be added.

the Data General hardware is of late 1970's/early 1980's
vintage and uses extensively special components cips)
which cannot now be obtained from anyone except Data
General. This makes spare parts very expensive. Actually,
the station bought some used MP 100's and MP 200's for
spare parts.

the system's channelized multiplexers (MP 100) are
considered to be acceptable, however, the monitoring
computer itself (M2 200) should be replaced with a more
up to date and more powerful machine.

hard copy capability is missing.

trending capability is primitive.

the station would like the SSMC to perform more functions
if it had more power available.

software user friendliness is very important.

Comments on labour intensity and interface complexity of the
detector amplifier calibration were similar to those from Bruce 'Al
and Pickering .

9



DARLINGTON NGS 'A'

Darlington NGS 'A' is the first Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power
plant using fully computerized shutdown systems. The NOP system
configuratior is different from the previous stations in that all
the functions (except for the flux detectors and associated
amplifiers) are performed by the trip, test/display anr'� monitoring
computers. The simplified system block diagram is shown in Figure
10 and a typical neutronic display in Figure 11.

The major differences from the previous station designs are the
following:

all the displays are on the channelized CRTs, (i.e. a
total of 12 CRTs, two for each channel D, E, F, G, H and
J plus one CRT for each of the system (SDS#l and SDS#2)
monitoring computers).

there are no panel indicators for the two shutdown
systems.

the in-core detector amplifier calibration is performed
by the operator from the control room. This is done by
adjusting the conversion gains of the individual detector
amplifier inputs to the trip computers from the system's
monitoring computer via an enabled optical link.

all testing is performed through the system monitoring
computers.

Experiences to date with the new computerized shutdown systems,
including the NOP trip systems are both positive and negative. The
following obse rvations are made:

the operators prefer the new CRT displays over the
conventional panel indicators. The graphical and
numerical displays that are provided are more precise,
easier to read and are not sbject to parallax error. The
graphics are visible from a greater distance and it is
easier to recognize display patterns and possible
problems. Visual comparison of the displayed values of
similar measured variables is easier with the new system.

recalibration of the neutron flux detectors, (i.e. total
of 102 detectors in the six channels of the two shutdown
systems, which is done twice a week to correct the
required detector settings (RDS) to conform with the new
channel power peaking factor (CPPF)) is done in seconds
by downloading the new CPPF values from the system

10
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monitoring computers to the trip computers. The
downloading is done via optical links without the need to
reject the channel. In other stations this operation --s
done manually by control maintenance technicians ' It may
take several hours while the channel is rejected, thus
increasing the probability of a spurious reactor trip.

Other detector recalibrations resulting from fuelling
operations and other causes offer similar advantages.

the CRT graphics display quality could be improved over
the current monochrome displays. The existing CRTs have
a very high failure rate, suffer from poor picture
quality and the static display burn-in problem. The CRT
installation with small clearances between the monitors
and the absence of forced ventilation results in a high
temperature operation that also contributes to the high
CRT failure rate.

when a channel display/test computer or CRT goes down,
the operator loses information on all the affected
channel displays; however the trip computer still

performs its reactor protection function. The discussion
on whether and when such a channel should be rejected is
not complete yet.

the computer aided testing is far from mature. In general
testing takes much longer than equivalent manual testing
in the other plants-. For example, it was quoted that it
may take an hour to test one channel NOP detectors (18
detectors), or one hour to test four heat transport low
flow loops. Also, the trip setpoint capture feature needs
improvement. The operator cannot independently verify
that the trip occurred within the specified tolerance.
Slowly ramping the test signals is still a problem in
Darlington and that contributes o uncertainties in the
trip setpoint verification process.

the spreadcheck and margin to trip alarm subsystem is
considered to be a very useful feature that has already
helped to prevent unnecessary reactor trips by early
detection and annunciation of failures. However,
deficiencies such as no auto scrolling or prioritization
of the alarm messages, unavailability of alarm summaries
or indication of still active alarms need to be
addressed.



IN-CORE NEUTRON FLUX DETECTORS

The ef cowered in-ccre neuzrc- fiLix detectors are the primary

sensors used i the CANDU nuclear power p�an7 shutdown system

neutron over power (NOP) trio systems. Throughout the years the
detectors have undergone extensive development amed at designing

and fabricating detectors and supporting hardware which would
provide reliable and trouble free in-reacto,: performance for he

station design life.

The following is a summary of Ontaric Hydro's eperiences with the

in-core flux detectors:

The first detectors, used in the Pickering NGS 'A' high linear rate
trip (and the reactor regulating) system had a Cobalt emitter,
inconel sheath and magnesium oxide insulator. The detector's ative

length of about 3 metres was ciled on a zirconium carrier tube

over the distance of three fuel channel 1attice pitches. The

detectors were immersed in the moderator D0 wet-- detectors). As
the Cobalt emitter burns out rather quickly and changes the

detector sensitivity and the prompt to delayed fraction signal
ratio, detectors with pure Plati .num emitters were developed and

installed. These (wet) detectors performed well, with relatively

low failure rates, and the Platinum emitter provided a stable
signal for a much longer time.

Bruce NGS 'Al was the first station using a large number of wet
coiled Platinum detectors in its NP system. It was discovered that

those detectors were subject to extremely fast (in the order of

days) failures when installed in a reactor, when the moderator and
the moderator cover gas systems were out of service. Such situation

occurred in one of the earlier Bruce Units and the whole reactor's
worth of detectors had to be replaced.

The failure mechanism as identified as moisture enetration of the

MgO insulator through the inconel sheath and/or the detector-lead
cable brazed joint. The sheath bundary penetration was cause by

the nitric acid intergranular corrosion attack of the inconel and

the brazing material.

As uninterrupted availability of the moderator heavy water

circulation and wetting of the detectors cmbined with the cover
cas circulation and chemistry could not be uaranteed for the
station life, a decision was made to protect e detectors by

placing them in a hermetically sealed pure Helium filled capsule.

These encapsulated coil.ed Platinum detectors were supplied to Bruce
NGS 'Al Units 3 and 4 to all four Units of Pickering NGS 'BI and
also to all AECL supplied 600 MW stations.

One of the features of the coiled detector assemblies is that
individual detectors cannot be replaced. If failures occur in an

12



assembly, it has to be replaced as a unit. To reduce the
probability of having to replace whole assemblies due to a single
detector failure, the assemblies were made with 100% spare
detectors installed.

The performance of the encapsulated detectors was acceptable;
however, some failures still occurred. It was observed that in many
cases, after a detector failure was detected, its installed spare
detector was also already failed. This led to initiation of a
program to develop detectors that could be individually replaced
without having to replace the whole assembly. Straight individually
replaceable (SIR) detectors and new supporting assemblies that
allow replacement of individual detectors (even at power in
stations where the reactivity deck is accessible during reactor
power operation) resulted from this development program.

The SIR detector emitter extends over three fuel channel lattice
pitches, (i.e. each is 85.7 cm long). To retai n approximately the
same sensitivity as the coiled detectors, the emitter diameter of
the SIR detectors had to be increased. To save n the cost of
Platinum, the emitter is made of inconel clad with a thin layer of
Platinum. This detector has a dynamic response similar to that of
a coiled Platinum detector. The SIR detector prompt signal fraction
is about 91% as compared to approximately 89% for the coiled
detector. Subsequently, a SIR detector with pure inconel emitter
was developed. The inconel detector prompt signal fraction is
approximately 105%, (i.e. the detector is overprompt).

The SIR detectors are installed in all Bruce NGS B and Darlington
NGS 'Al Units and were retrofitted as replacements in Units and
2 at Bruce NGS 'Al and Units 1, 2 and 3 in Pickering NGS 'Al 
Conversion of Unit 4 in Pickering 'Al and all Units of Pickering
NGS B (both vertical and horizontal assemblies) is planned.

The Pickering detector replacement program was undertaken due
to an observed gradual degradation of the coiled encapsulated
Platinum detector insulation resistance that is expected to lead to
large scale detector failures in the near future. The failure
mechanism for the observed degradation (and also observed failures)
of the encapsulated detectors is not yet fully understood. It is
suspected that the encapsulated detector operation in intense
radiation at elevated temperature (higher than for the wet
detectors) over extended time causes degradation of the insulating
properties of the MgO.

The Pickering 'Al replacement program is connected with the fuel
channel replacements (retubing) when the original wet detectors ae
exposed to conditions that are known to lead to massive detector
failures.

The use of SIR detectors and assemblies has become a standard nw
for the Ontario Hydro CANDU nuclear power plants.

13



SUMARY

The original design of the NOP systems in all the pre Darlington
stations resulted in a labour intensive operation. operator
interface with the panel indicators does not provide the required
accurate readouts and makes it difficult to recognize reduced
margin to trip situatic-s. Installation of the shutdown system
monitoring computers largely eliminates the man-machine
deficiencies of the original designs.

The future designs or retrofits of the monitoring computers should
incorporate further improvements based on the operating experiences
with the existing systems. These improvements should include the
capability to accurately capture the trip setpoints while testing,
good quality colour CRTs, selection of hardware and its
configuration to prevent overload situations and to allow for
possible system and function expansion, and the
selection/development of user friendly software packages.

The calibration of the detector amplifiers in pre Darlington
stations is labour intensive by control maintenance. A permanent
installation of accurate digital voltmeters in the amplifiers or a
DVM for a group of amplifiers would allow calibration by the
operator and reduce the complexity of the interfaces in the
process. Remote calibration capability from the control room would
further improve the situation. The design of such a remote
calibration system was evaluated during Bruce NGS B design but
not implemented.

The Darlington NGS 'Al NOP system design is a great improvement in
the nan-machine (MMI) and detector calibration. The system testing,
quality of displays, hardware (CRT) reliability and the overall
maintenance effort could be improved.
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CHANGES IN CNE BOILER CONTROL LEVEL AND STERBACK TO OVERCOME
STRONG GRID TRANSIENTS

ING. LORENZETTI
ING. SABLIC

COMISION NACIONAL DE ENERGIA ATOMICA

1.- GRID DISTRIBUTION:

In Argentina the grid distribution is organized in such a
way that the Embalse Power Plant is located in a place where
power is produced.
The most important places of power consumption are located
near Buenos Aires city. Just one line connects Embalse with
the consumption places. That distribution is shown in figure
1.
As a result of that condition the power is flowing through
the interconnection line in such a way that every time a
disturb cuts the line a strong power transient affects the
Nuclear Power Plant.

2.- EARLY TIMES:

The design of the boiler level control included the
proportional, integral, mass balance, power bias and power
swell terms.
The Embalse Nuclear Power Plant boiler is small and the
feedwater loop does not includes any delav tank in its
circuits to allow the temperature and pressure of the
feedwater to be at constant value.

During commissioning some test and simulation were done in
order to mitigate oscilations in the boiler level. Figure 2
shows an open loop step response to an increase in the
feedwater valve stroke, made at low power. There is a delay
of about 70 sec. between the moment in which level increase

that in wh`ch v-'ve operates.
and =J-

A simulation code of the boiler to understand the phisics of
the process was developed. The level is a function of the
amount of mass in the downcomer and the liquid mass in the
drum.
The simulation shows that in the first part of the
transient there is an icrease in the feedwater flow of
subcooled water entering the boiler, it reduces the boiling
in the riser and increases its mass.
The liquid mass in the drum and downcomer starts to increase
only after the riser finds a 'new boiling equilibrium.
The long delay between the feedwater entrance and the level,



forces to select a large integral time constant in the
control algorithm to avoid oscilations. 

Ar,cording with the previous analysis it is not possible to
increase the boiler level very soon, and if the feedwater
is cold enough and increases fast it might reduce the level
by reducing boiling in the riser.
That means that it is not possible to avoid a fast dropping
in the water level. Probably an increase in the feedwater
could also reduce the level in the beginning instead of
increase it.

We dedicated some time to the tune up of the feedback
proportional, integral and balance of mass terms. The bias
term was based only on reactor power with a delay of 20 sec.
After the tune up the boiler level operated correctly in
every steady state at any power.
But there were some transients that upseted the level in
such a way that -reached the stepback or trips setpoints.
Many times there were outages due to the boiler level
upsets. The more important transients are:
- Changes in feedwater temperature due to preheater bypass
- Changes in feedwater pressure due to changes in the

feedwater pumps configuration.
- Normal changes from the start up valve to the main valve.
- Change of the selected main valve.
And, of course, the major transients:
- Loss of line, load rejection.
- Turbine trip.
- Reactor trip.

2.1 Any transients based on the perturbation in the
feedwater system were not aknowledged until the level
changed enough to start to compensate the perturbation
with the feedwater valve. Sometimes the perturbation was
so large that it upseted the level and the control were
unable to take care of it.

2.2 A tipical boiler level transient following a loss of
line is shown in figure 3.
The stepback on loss of line produces a shrinkage in the
riser water and a fast reduction of the level that is
not possible to be avoid. The control algorithm opens
the feedwater valve and the cool water increases the
shrinkage and help to reduce the level. The high eor
in the algorithm increases the integral term.

When the level starts to increase the water valve start
to close and the reduction in the feedwater increases
boiling in the riser. Integral term and boiling in the

rl,5er f-s�� both increases the mass in the downcomer and
the overshoot produce the trip of the CSDV and the
turbine.



The purpose of the changes in the boiler level control is to
avoid reactor trip, reactor stepback or turbine trip based
on boiler level upsets.

3.- BOILER LEVEL SPECIFICATION

The first step to solve the problem is to specify what we
can expect from the boiler level during the transients.
3.1 Feedwater perturbations should be avoided before they

affect the level, if it is possible.
3.2 We can not avoid fast level drops every time that the

power is reduced.
3.3 Fast changes in the level following a power -reduction do

not means lack of water; it means mass srhinkages and do
not have to trip the stepback condition.

3.4 It is better to avoid an overshoot after a perturbation
than to pretend a fast recovery of the level.

4.- BOILER LEVEL ALGORITHM CHANGE 

4.1 Feedwater temperature transient:
The amount of steam produced in the boiler depends
on the power of the reactor and on the feedwater
temperature. If the feedwater temperature is reduced
at first the level decreases because of the water
shirnkage but in the long time -�he level increases
because there is more mass of feedwater coming in than
that of steam going out.
To avoid the upset in the level, when the feedwater
temperature changes, the bias term was changed adding a
factor depending on the feedwater temperature.

4.2 Feedwater pressure and valves operation tansient:
The original algorithm calculates the valve lift.

Changes in pressure or in the valve caracteristic will
affect the feedwater flow. The level will vary ntil
the control algorithm will compensate these changes.

In order to avoid that problem a cascade control has
been included. The level control algorithm will define
the flow setpoint. A flow control algorithm was added
to adjust the lift of the valve in order to have the
desired flow.
The flow control is operated only when the main valves
are selected to control the level (over 18% Power).



When the feedwater pressure changes the flow control
adjust the valve lift to kept the flow constant.

When �-he second main valve is selected to control the
level, the flow control will also be adjusted so that
the valve will mantain the flow in its setpoint as is
shown in figure .

When the control program decides to select the main
valve instead of the start up valve to control the
level, the feedwater flow setpoint is set equal to the
measured flow and the feedwater flow is kept constant.

4.3 Loss of line transient:
With the new specification in mind an algorithm has been
developed.
The boiler level set point has been divided in two
signals: The desired level set point and the actual
level setl>oint.

The desired level setpoint (LS) is calculated in the
same way as it was calculated before.

The actual level setpoint (LSF) is calculated in the
following way: LSF approaches LS with a time constant of
75 sec. LSF is limited in a way that the difference
between its value and the actual level (LVL) can not be
bigger than a constant value LIMLE:

LV - LIMLE < LSF < LVL + LIMLE

The control actions are taken based on an eor defined
as:

ER = LSF - LVL

In that way the error is limited to a maximun value
LIMLE.
In order to test the new algorithm, the same
simulation of the loss of line incident has been done.
Figure shows a transient simulated in wich the actual
setpoint is reduced following the shrinkage of the
boiler riser. Afterword the actual setpoint and the
actual level reaches the desired level setpoint
without a significant over shoot.



5.- LOW BOILER LEVEL STEPBACK MODIFICATION:

On that transient the boiler level reaches values very close
to the stepback setpoint in according with the
specification 31 and 32 nothing has to be done on that
level.
The step back has to discriminate if the sudden reduction in
the level is a problem of mass shrinkage or mass reduction.
In order to fulfil with this condition a new term has been
added to the stepback setpoint .
The new equation for that setpoint is the following.

LSTEP LSTEP1 + LSTEP2
LSTEP1 is the old stepback setpoint
LSTEP2 KSTP 1 4PB

1 + s. TAU Ts

TAU 40 seg.
KSTP 170
ctPB deference of the boiler power between two time steps.
TS is the program time step.

With this euation the stepback set point follows the
actual level as can be seen in figure 
Some times the loss of line stepback finished at a power
lower than 60% .
The endpoint depends on the estimated flux power on the next
step.
In order to have a more accurate endpoint of the loss of
line transient the stepback is cleared at 70% and a setback
is iniciate with the power endpoint at 60%.

6.- BACKFITTING ANDIEST:

After the conceptual design has been completed the new
program specifications were sent in order to be introduced
into the computer.
In one programed outage of the plant the modifications have
been added and a test that included a loss of line transient
was completed.
Figure 6 shows the behaviour of the four level measurements
aLnd Figure 7 shows how the new algorithm is working. One of
the most important conclusions is that if the stepback is
not modified it could trip the stepback 38 seconds after the
incident
After th; operation of the system several other losses of
line happen in the plant.
Figures shows another diferent loss of line and the
behaviour of the boiler level.



CONCLUSION

After several years of operation it is possible to verify that
the new algorthim reduces the chances of plant outage
increasing the confidence in the plant to overcome with succes
such transient.
Every transient in the plant is analized in oder to improve the
control algorithm.
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COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE BETWEEN THE DIGITAL A ANALOG
!'_Dt-%1TRDLLERS

-ZDTART-UF' SEQ1-JENCE:
While all the pum�- ae ff. any ontrn'ler arial-,=� C-

dio�t=11, the values in 'still. posit,-Cil'' t sh
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Pressu.-le of the pulsation dmpers. �;_--kbrlut 4 Kg/cff,22 these
al-le inactive, and then, Piping a.-!d SUpprDrts a I- e h e
intensely Ly the alternative mccition of t h e p ulnp p i s t C n s
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.T 1 - - L __
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I Din)
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3.3 FPOTER AND MORE ACCURATE S-TEM TUNING AND CLIBRATION

3: f-I

Both analog and digital equipment have zi arge numbe-
o-F aameters t b adjUSted, abC-L( "I I I- the =k-naloci
C. , F, a CO'.1siderable sri-iount of time is r;?qLt .-red, becaL!-;-_
t h, e F , �_ e d u r e C 11 S f O T a V e F a C UT =k t e s e t t n c. f a.
t. -,,-,g -P - t

t.'-.e other hand, the digital System '-ii=play� the

C twta I va u e ir he screen.. and the new vlueS. Car be
entered usiric! the keyboard. Etesidecs. ao-a:f7ieters VBlUeS C al-I

L11e modi-Fied dLtrnr1 T!-, + h im a na g

cc-troller. module removal arid Sys : e !1 5w t-h-off

rc10Uired to qain =c.--ess tc timmings p c1 t s i n many a-ses)
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3.4 FAILURE INDICATION - COMMUNTCATION WITH OPERATOR AND WITH
MAIN COMFUTER DCCY

The ng controller had no provision t communicate,
internal or external failures. The digit-E-1 svstefr makes
extensive use f self-checking pssibilities like othe,
C-ont-o '!Cop i 'mbalse NG.S., producing up tr fifteen
-larm mess_--oes t be COMMUTlicated t operator via DCCY.

I r-.- a t i C -I a I rap t fout of the .9-4.5 V 1 m i ts

Three alarm mess=_i.qes E7-1 be produced, (one fo eh
p S SUF e t F a nS I t t e.

2) Feedbcci--: failUre, (4..20 mA from each analog output
.LS conducted through a 110C) Cliffs esistor. Voltage drop
across this resistor is read by an aalog input. BC. t h
VI:..LUeS should atch. I-F not. ar, internal or an external
-Failure exists". Five arm essages can be produced, one

each Al-taloCi ou+--ut.

3) SetDoint ailure: several logic tests are carried--!
in (i.g.: only one

-it before setpoint changes a-re performed.
s e t 0 o i n t s i Q -1 A 1S present f r!r each side, etc:
different -ml-arm messages can be produced.

4) Stopped pircgrarn: every tme the programs rns send 

a L- 1 Se to a watch-do ter. If the plse Sequence 1

intermitted. the watch-doQ produces an alarm.

r. order to cive some assistance to the operator duri-niq

c1cacEsional DCCY f a IL u e , IC-Ur lamps n operaito- , p a

reprodUCe t indications.

It MUE t be remarked that ro automatic transfer f C! -Ti

C! C: n t C. 1 ;m p r C, v i d e d 
vj 1 -d n n C. r. i t! n uoh

-.c' abi mal _. -Latio thr-,. __ the

=Y�t=m, the rpeFaitoir has 4-C malke a decision. I f sw: +- c h i

over the a - a 1 ! C: -j n C! IL e r is riecessarv. th-e operatc",_ L;-

i-"e to f--per-a t e a har rj'= w i tr h i thim c C n= C I r- a b e e

'ANA'-7�,-/rT-TTP 1) +r Se+I- - Ln. � D I .- . L!
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ATUCHA I AIN EGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
PFPlVFP FROM OPEP�TIONAL SAFETY EVENTS

Speaker: R.Totizet
Ppoulatory ody t
Cornisi6n Nacional d Enprgia tomica
Rupnos Aires, Arnentina

ARSTPACT

In August 1988. while the plant w7s operating at fll per,
a sden reactor shutdown occurred as consequences of thp
hrPakinu of a cooling cannel that was prceived a sudden rise
in the rnodErator circuit temperature.

The analysis of the failure permits to suppose that the
problem may ave started approximately in the year 1983 with the
hreaking of the Guide-tuhe of a level sound solide, once
detached, provoked the cooling channel breaking. Fragments of
this channPl daged the thermal isolation of' the moderator tant,
and of various neighhouring channels.

Although damages within the moderator tank only affect a few
cooling channels, instrumentation sounds, thermil isolation and
increase in D20 contamination, their effects on the plan's
operation was extremely srious.

After the event the operational license was suspended and
the Regulatory Authority evaluated the situation at the facility
and the risk involved through the analysis of over two hundred
post -event techni c I reports.

Atucha I relicensing and stablishing new operational
conditions was a big challenge for the regulatory body.

Schedule and criteria used for relicensing is described.

- REGULATORY BODY SCHFDULE.
- SAFETY REVIEW

- EVENT CAUSES ASSESMENT
- CONSEOUENCES FOR SAFETY
- OPERATIO14AL SAFETY CONDITIONS

- REGULATORY CRITERIA
- OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
- AREAS FOR FUTURE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
- CONCLUTIONS





SAFETY REVIEW

1 EVENTCAUSES ASSESMENT

- to allow corrective
actions, to avoid
event repetition.

- Direct cause

- Root cause

2 SAFETY CONSEQUENCES
To determine whether the
installation is still safe,
taking into account:
the original safety standards
(F.S.R)
a new safety approach.

3 OPER SAFETY REQU RIMENTS
- to prevent event or,
- to detect event development in

an early stage.
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NEW SPECIAL CONDITIONSt
FOR FUEL CHANNEL DAMAGE

EARLY DETECTION

- Moderator tank periodic visual
inspection

2 - Control of fuel machine behavior during fuel
extraction

3 - Spent fuel control

4 - Moderator power measurements

- Neutronic noise detection

6 - Primary radioactivity detection

7 - Insulation plates position control



OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

1 - Not be operated with obstruction
in fuel channel > 30%

- Total debris surface limitation

2 - Channels flow rate measurements 100 %

3 - Failed fuel detection system
(N X) operative; > 48 h > shut - down

4 - When NX out of service, then
manual monitoring increased frequency

5 - Partial inspection each cold
shutdown

6 - Total inspection when reaching cold

shutdowns

7 - Observed faults reported to

regulatory authority

8 - Loose insulation plates

interaction prevention



8 - Loose insulation plates
interaction prevention

9. -... and if damaged must be extracted

10 - specific technical specification

including detection techniques

for special events

11 - Minimal moderator flow
to take decisions

12 -Future moderator circuit cleaning

13 - Neutronic noise measurements

14 - Spent fuel inspection

15 - Spent fuel abnormalities deteted
requires immediate inspection

16 - Fiat valves test

17 - Technical specification (to prevent new events)

18 - Emergency power system improvements

19 - Automatic steam venting

20 - Control rods testing



SPECIAL AREAS OF FUTURE REGULATORY
% REQUIREMENTS

- Replacement of channels in the reactor

- Elimination of remaning sensing tubes
guide

Introduction of instrumented channels

Probabilistic safety assessment

Improvements in some repair tools

Metallurgical research (embrittlement)

Monitoring of thoroidal vibration

Monitoring of loose parts

Control of guide tubes holding the
control rods

- Inspection of Fiat valves

- Basic research on Fiat valves

- Improvement of the steam generators

feeding system

Improvement of emergency electric
power supply



EVENT RELATED SAFETY ASSESSM
A

- Fuel channel and fuel element Break

2 - Thoroid header Break

3 - Level sound Break Mod. Level
Prim. Level

4 - Loose parts in moderator tank
Mechanical
Reactivity
Cooling

- Moderator flow Blockage (loose parts.)

6 - Main cooling flow blockage (loose parts.)

7 - Safety Rods (guide tube deformation)

- ncore detectors damage

- nt. Enace N 289 (2/Jan/89)
- Nota calln 231/88 (12/oct/88)
- Nuclear safety Deph. Position (24/teb)
- Validation work (D.A.D) april/89)



REGULATORY BODY SCHEDULE

Previous Requirements

AUGUST1988

- Event related safety assesment (start oct/88)

- Repair requirements Q.A.
others

Operational test conditions

Tec.,,t review (january 90)

Relicensing conditions for normal operation

Long term requirements. (for life extention)
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Recent Experience Related to Neutronic Transients in
Ontario Hydro CANDU Nuclear Generating Stations

G.M. Frescura, AJ. Smith and J.H. Lau
Ontario Hydro

Toronto, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

Ontario Hydro presently operates 18 CANDU reactors in the province
of Ontario, Canada. All of these reactors are of the CANDU
Pressurized Heavy Water design, although their design features
differ somewhat reflecting the evolution that has taken place from
1971 when the first Pickering unit started operation to the present
as the Darlington units are being placed in service.

Over the last three years, two significant neutronic transients
took place at the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station 'Al (NGS A)
one of which resulted in a number of fuel failures.

Both events provided valuable lessons in the areas of operational
safety, fuel performance And accident analysis. The events and the
lessons learned are discussed in this paper.

2. PICKERING NGS A DESIGN FEATURES

The Pickering NGS A was the first commercial CANDU plant to be
placed in service by Ontario Hydro. It includes four reactor units
each with a net output of 550 W(e) and in service dates varying
between 1971 and 1973.

The configuration of reactivity devices has been modified over the
years to reflect changing regulatory and/or performance
requirements. The current configuration is shown schematically in
Figure 1. There are 21 shutoff rods which are normally withdrawn
from the core and are designed to rapidly shutdown the reactor if
any one of a number of trip parameters exceed a pre-determined
setpoint. The shutoff rods are part of the reactor shutdown (or
protective) system. The Reactor Regulating System (RRS) includes
eight adjustors which are normally fully inserted in the core and
provide flux flattening and Xenon override capability. Short-term
bulk and spatial power control is provided by a set of 14 light
water control compartments which are supplemented by moderator
level control.
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In CANDU design subsequent to Pickering NGS A, the reactivity worth
of the zone control compartments has been increased by
approximately 50 percent while the moderator level control function
has been replaced by solid absorber rods (Mechanical Control
Absorbers).,

Another significant difference between the Pickering NGS A reactors
and all other Ontario Hydro reactors related to Neutron Overpower
(NOP) protection. In Pickering NGS A this protection is provided

by a set of three ion-chambers located outside the core as opposed
to in-core detector.

The fuel bundle used in the Pickering reactors is shown in
Figure 2 It consists of 28 elements (as opposed to 37 elements
for the other Ontario Hydro stations) but has otherwise features
similar to the CANDU fuel used in all other stations. -That is all
the bundle components are made of Zircaloy-4, the fuel elements are
resistance welded to structural end plates and are separated by
beryllium brazed spacer pads. Individual elements contain natural
U02 dished pellets and have thin-wall collapsible sheathing.

3. PNGS A UNIT FUEL FAILURES, NOVEMBER 22 1988

3.1 BACKGROUND

During operation with adjustors removed from the core, compliance
with licence limits on maximum channel power 61 Mw) and bundle
power (750kw) is assured by limiting reactor power as a function of
the number of adjustors withdrawn. An additional constraint built
into these power limits is that bundle power changes from their
pre-transient steady state values should not exceed 24% during
adjuster manoeuvring. This is a fuel performance criterion known as
bundle overpower.It is intended to limit defects induced by rapid
power changes.

The power limits based on the above criteria are applicable to all
adjustor movement scenarios and are known as the default power
limits. These are the applicable limits for rapid, adjustor related
transients such as reactor trip and recovery.

A second set of-limits was also in effect on PNGS A prior to the
November 22 event. These limits were to be used only when adjustors
were withdrawn for reactivity shim operation, ie. maintenance of
criticality during periods of fuel handling unavailability. Because
of the gradual and predictable nature of a shim transient, these
limits were calculated on an ad hoc basis taking credit for actual
core maximum bundle power and channel powers. They were
consequently higher than the default limits and allowed operation
at higher powers. Due to the gradual nature of the shim transient,
no bundle overpower criterion was factored into these limits.
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The Neutron Overpower (NOP) trip setpoints are also a function of
the number of adjustors withdrawn from the core and, as in the case
of power limits above, two sets were available. The default set
intended to cover all transients involving adjustors and an
optimized set to be used only during shim operation. The Depign
basis of the system was prevention of fuel channel dryout and
therefore neither set of setpoints was calculated to prevent bundle
overpower.

3.2 THE EVENT

Prior to the event, Unit was operating in shim mode at full power
with two adjustors out of core. In anticipation of an extended
period of fuelling unavailability, predictive shim power limits had
been calculated for various adjustor configurations. These limits
allowed operation at power levels up to 87% FP with all eight rods
withdrawn. This information had been communicated to the Control
Room staff by Operating Memo. For comparison purposes, the default
power limit for this configuration was 65% FP.

On November 22 at 0700, Unit I experienced a reactor trip on low
boiler level. At 0718 the trips were reset and a recovery was
attempted. During the recovery the default power limits and trip
setpoints were used correctly and by 0729 reactor power was at the
limit (65%FP) with all rods withdrawn. This situation persisted for
approximately one hour while Control Room staff consulted Technical
Unit staff on the appropriateness of returning to the shim power
limits (87%FP). At 0820 it was agreed that reactor power could be
raised to the shim power limit with all rods out of core and this
action was taken.

Heat Transport System sampling performed shortly after the power
increase revealed that Heat transport iodines had increased by a
factor of approximately 200. Across the next few months total
concentrations in the Heat Transport System varied from 7 to 570 Ci
with a peak of 1000 shortly after a shutdown in March 1989.

Subsequent simulations of the increase in reactor power which
occurred at 0820 revealed that bundle overpowers in excess of 40%
were experienced by a significant number of bundles. In the course
of examinations carried out following the event, approximately 290
outer element failures were observed in 36 fuel bundles.

3.3 LESSONS LEARNED - OPERATIONAL SAFETY

1. The required power limits and trip setpoints were contained in
-the Appendix to the Operating Policies and Principles (OP&P) .
Station staff in both Technical and Production roles were
unaware of or did not understand the applicability of these
limits and consequently they were not adhered to.
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Additional training was conducted on the OP&P's and system
engineers were required to review and assess compliance with
all limits applicable to their systems of responsibility.

2. A major contributing factor t the event was the use of two
sets of power limits and trip setpoints. PNGS A now uses only
the default limits regardless of the mode of operation. This
involves economic penalties when in shim mode but these are
accepted as necessary to minimize the probability of
recurrence.

3.4 LESSONS LEARNED - SAFETY ANALYSIS

Two basic questions were raised by this event:

a) are the fuel protection features adequate, and

b) is the safety analysis invalidated by operating with fuel
defects in the reactor core

Fuel protection for the Pickering NGS A units (and more generally
for CANDU reactors) is provided at two levels. At the first level,
the reactor regulating system automatically limits the reactor
power during transients involving adjustor movements to a set of
pre-calculated values as indicated in Section 32. At the second
level, protection is provided via the shutdown system for loss of
regulation events.

The safety target for loss of regulation events is heat transport
system integrity. Conservatively, prevention of fuel sheath dryout
is useri in the analysis to ensure maintenance of fuel channel
integrity. Preventing fuel sheath dryout avoids sheath failures
due to overheating but not necessarily sheath failures due to
overpower. However, the latter ones do not lead to fuel channel
integrity problems. In light of the event the adequacy of this
approach was reviewed. The points considered are the following:

a) Safety requirements - if channel integrity is maintained,
activity released from the fuel is contained within the heat
transport system and no activity is released to the
environment;

b) Type of defect - for overpower transients fuel sheaths fail at
a maximum local strain of about 1.5 percent; the consequent
bundle geometry deformation is small and does not affect
appreciably the rate of coolant flow in the channel;

c) Feasibility of providing overpower protection via the shutdown
system - this would impose a severe economic and operating
burden and add significant complexity to the design for little
or no gain in safety
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After considering these reasons, it was concluded that the current
design is adequate.

With respect to validity of safety analysis during operation with
fuel defects, possible concerns are: (i) bundle deformations
leading to impaired local heat transfer and decreased critical heat
flux, and (ii) release of sheath fragments causing coolant flow
restrictions. The available experience shows that fuel deLris have
never been observed downstream of failed fuel bundles. Release of
large fragments is unlikely because the fuel sheath even when
severely hydrided remains relatively ductile at operating
temperature.

Bundle deformation due to typical overpower defects are small.
Calculations indicate that fuel element strain of up to percent
have a negligible effect on local heat transfer.

Clearly however, timely identification and removal of defected fuel
bundles is necessary to limit the potential for deterioration of
fuel sheath damage.

3.5 LESSONS LEARNED - FUEL PERFORMANCE

Examination of some of the defected bundles carried out at Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories concluded that the defect cause was
stress corrosion cracking of the Zircalloy fuel sheath. All the
failed fuel elements experienced power changes in excess of 24
percent. .This as previously - discussed --was- -the conservative
criterion used in setting the default reactor power limits for
adjustor withdrawal. The main lessons from the event and
subsequent examination of defected bundles can be summarized as
follows.

1. Although the power ramps that caused defects were in excess
then those used in safety design, they were lower then
expected from previous experience for CANLUB coated fuel; the
non-CANLUB inner elements behaved better then indicated by
previous experience.

2. Residual sheath strains were higher then expected either from
previous experience or from calculations performed with fuel
simulation codes.

The increased strains are attributed to the historical trend
of increasing the contained mass of U2 in the fuel elements.
The reason for the discrepancies noted above between the data
from this fuel examination and other correlations is currently
attributed to the differing types of power-burnup histories.



The data to which earlier correlations were fitted were ones
of a constant power followed by a ramp, whereas the Pickering
fuel bundles tended to be a declining power followed by a
ramp. The investigation is however continuing.

4. PNGS A UNIT 2 FLUX TILT - SEPTEMBER 1990

4.1 BACKGROUND

Neutron Overpower (NOP) protection at PNGS A is provided by three
ion chambers located outside the core. This makes PNGS A different
from all other Ontario Hydro reactors which use in core detector
systems. In the event of flux tilts occurring in the core which
might depress the ion chamber signals, a reactor power compensation
scheme is used to keep the ion chambers calibrated to reactor
thermal power. When this system is out of service the operator is
required to perform essentially the same function manually. The
design intent of the system is to respond only to bulk reactor
power increases, not in-core spatial power redistribution.

The Safety Analysis performed for PNGS A NOP protection had
assessed cases where tilts were present in the core and had
concluded that significant power tilts would require a trip
setpoint decrement to maintain adequate coverage. This was
inadequately communicated to Operations Staff and no procedure
existed to maintain trip coverage as a function of tilt or to
shutdown the reactor when the tilt exceeded a limit value.

Following an adjustor to Shut Off Rod (SOR) conversion program
undertaken at PNGS A, ten adjustor rods had been replaced by SOR's
thereby reducing the number of adjustors to eight. The first two
rods in the reconfigured core, AA 14, had, in the past, caused
significant tilts while being reinserted following shim operation.
The Reactor Regulating System (RRS) had, however, always been able
to control these tilts. Discussions were held between Design and
Operations on options to reduce the tilts by lightening the
adjustors or reconfiguring the withdrawal sequence.It was decided
that no redesign should be performed since Operations felt that the
problem was manageable and that their strategies for controlling
the tilts were effective.

4.2 THE EVENT

Through most of September Unit 2 had been recovering from extended
shim operation due to previous fuelling machine unavailability.On
September 25 1990 Unit 2 was at 89% FP with two adjustor rods (AA
5 14) withdrawn from the core. At 0230 AA 14 was inserted into
the core and a power tilt developed with the North half of the
reactor higher in power than the South.
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The tilt peaked at 0830. At this time liquid zones on the North
side of the reactor were full and those on the South were drained.
The tilt reversed, passed through a relatively flat power
distribution at approximately 1300 and reached a peak on the other
side of the core at 2200.

This oscillatory behaviour repeated itself a further one and a half
times before the Unit was shutdown by the oFerator at 0400 on the
27th of September, a total duration of approximately 51 hours. The
period of the oscillation was 22 hours.

The peak tilts in the core during the transient ranged from 35 to
80% with the maximum occurring just prior to shutdown at a value of
90% Mottest zone thermal power - coldest zone thermal
power)/Reactor Power). This is illustrated in Figure 3.

During the transient the operators acted to maintain trip coverage
as required by their operating procedures. These were, as discussed
above, inadequate to maintain coverage in a tilted core. While the
operating staff felt uncomfortable continuing to run for an
extended period of time in this configuration, they could find no
clear safety or licensing boundary which they were transgressing
and rationalized that continued operation was acceptable.

The immediate actions taken after the event included locking out
the first bank of adjustors (AA 14 since they were perceived
to be the principal cause of the instability. Subsequent events on
this Unit however revealed that reactivity changes unrelated to
adjustor movement caused overreactions on the part of RS and it
was discovered that hardware faults had existed on the Unit during
this event. The instability was therefore initiated by adjustor rod
movement and aggravated by a degraded spatial control response from
RRS.

Subsequent evaluation revealed thatin the event of a bulk power
Loss of Regulation from some of the more severely tilted states,
the trip setpoints would not have been adequate to prevent dryout.
The total duration of these periods of unavailability was 75 hours
of the 51 hours.

4.3 LESSONS LEARNED AND FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS TAKEN

1. Failure to communicate effectively between Design and
Operations resulted in the plant operating staff not having a
clear understanding of the reactor safety implications of
operating with large flux tilts in the core. Consequently
there were no procedures in place to assure adequate NOP
protection or to terminate the event.
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Remedial action will involve a more thorough review of safety
and licensing submissions to ensure that all impacts on the
way in which the plant is operated are communicated to and
understood by the operating staff. New units have recently
been formed in Nuclear Safety Department which will have this
as one of their principal functions.

2. while the operating staff did not have explicit instructions
for handling this type of event, it is reasonable to expect
that the event should have been terminated earlier than
actually occurred. Plant operating staff have been reminded
of the importance of conservative decision making,
particularly in operating regimes which are abnormal.

3. Since RS faults were a significant contributor to the
instability, Ontario Hydro has undertaken to better define the
envelope of unavailability of RRS. The result of the study
will be a set of action limits to identify to the operator
those faults which will result in unacceptable degradation of
the zone control system.

4. Operating procedures have been modified to include the
required actions to ensure adequate NOP protection and to shut
down the reactor in the event of a flux tilt exceeding a
limiting value.

5. CONCLUSION

Two neutronic transients which have taken place at the Pickering
NGS A are discussed in this paper. Analysis of these events
provided a number of valuable lessons, the main one can be
summarized as follows:

a) A single set of reactor power limits as a function of adjuster
withdrawn should be used regardless of the mode of operation

b) The fuel protection features provided in the safety design are
adequate

c) The cumulative effect of very minor, individually
insignificant, incremental increases in the fuel mass appears
to have resulted in a noticeable decrease tolerance to power
ramps

d) A clear understanding of the reactor safety implications of
operating with large flux tilts and simple instructions for
Handling this type of event must be provided to operating
staff
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A B S T R A C T

Kanupp, the f irst commercial CANDU PHWR, rated at 137 MWe, was
built on turnkey basis by the Canadian General Electric Company
for the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, and went operational
�n October, 1972 near Karachi. It has operated since then with a
lifetime average availability factor of 51.5 and capacity
factor of 25 

In 1976, Kanupp suffered loss of technical support from its
original vendors due to the Canadian embargo on export of nuclear
technology. Simultaneously, the world experienced the most
explosive development and advancement in electronic and computer
technology, accelerating the obsolescence of such equipment and
systems installed in Kanupp. Replacement upgrading of
obsolete computers, control and instrumentation was thus the
first major set of efforts realized as essential f or continued
safe operation.

On the other hand, Kanupp was able to cope with the normal
maintenance of its process, mechanical and electrical equipment
till the late 80's. But now many of these components are reaching
the end of their useful life, and developing chronic problems due
to ageing, which can only be solved by complete replacement. This
is much more difficult for custom-made nuclear process equipment
e.g. the reactor internals and the fuelling machine.

Public awareness and international concern about nuclear safety
have increased significantly since the TMI and Chernobyl
events. Corresponding realization of the critical role of human
factors and the importance of operational experience feedback,
has helped Kanupp by opening international channels of
communication, including renewed cooperation on CANDU technology.

The safety standards and criteria for CANDU as well as other NPPs
have matured and evolved gradually over the past two decades.
First Kanupp has to ensure that its present ageing-induced
equipment problems are resolved to satisfy the original safety
requirements and public risk targets which are still
internationally acceptable. But as a policy, we are committed to
upgrade the safety as far as possible, towards current standards
and criteria. We are already modernizing our operational safety
practices. we also intend to update our safety analysis, to
confirm the current standards and criteria which are applicable
in the context of the original plant design, and implement
corresponding equipment upgrades where feasible, or special
procedures to compensate where possible.

This paper identifies the diverse upgrading efforts required in
these three major areas, i.e. obsolescence, ageing and safety. A
cost-benefit criterion is envisaged to prioritize their
implementation with the available resources, to keep Kanupp
operating safely, even beyond its originally intended lifespan.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Performance

KANUP?, rated at 137 MWe, net 125 MWe was built on CANDU
technology of the 1960's. First criticality 17as achieved on 1st
August, 1971, the plant was synchronized with the Karachi grid in
October, 1971 and went into commercial operation in Oct. 1972.

To operate and support a single NPP unit in a country with a
negligible industrial infrastructure, a narrow engineering and
technological base and limited resources has been a challenging
task. Over the years Kanupp has lived upto this challenge and,
inspite of heavy odds and numerous difficulties, the plant had
been operated safely at varying loads depending upon the plant
conditions and the load demand.

By the end of 1990 the plant had generated 56 billion units
with an average lifetime availability factor of 51.5% and
capacity factor of 25%. KANUPP achieved its highest availability
factor of 82.4% in 1986. The safety record has been very
satisfactory so far, as proven by regular testing and reliability
analysis. Average personnel radiation exposures have been well
within the ICRP limits. Releases of radioactive material through
gaseous and liquid effluent have remained within 7 of ICRP
limits.

Kanupp has proven to be an economic and technological asset to
Pakistan. This performance has to be continued and bettered, and
even prolonged beyond the expected life if possible.

1.2. History

Over the last eighteen years of plant history, Kanupp has seen
many phases of international cooperation. The Canadian government
imposed an embargo on export of nuclear technology and materials
to Pakistan in 1976 A US embargo on export of high technology to
Pakistan has existed throughout. The Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission responded to this situation by a policy of self-
reliance, implemented through the following organizational
changes.

- a fuel fabrication plant,
- a new Division in Kanupp for design and development of
mechanical spares,
- a new Division in Kanupp for developing solutions to
electronic, computer and C & I problems,
- a new unit in Kanupp for In-Service Inspection.

The unfortunate events in TMI and Chernobyl emphasized the role
of the human being and the importance of exchange of operational
experience towards improving human performance. The role of the
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IAEA, which has always been very cooperative to Kanupp, was
strengthened. INPO, WANO and COG were formed. This helped Kanupp
by opening international channels of communication, eventually
leading to the decision of the Canadian Government in 1990 to
provide technical support to Kanupp through IAEA COG, on safety
related matters. Early this year, direct bilateral technical
cooperation has also been allowed.

Meanwhile, OSART Missions from the IAEA visited anupp in 1985
and 1989. An ASSET Mission also visited Kanupp in 1989 to analyze
the retraction of two reactor fuel channels and recommend
immediate and long-term actions.

Kanupp has experienced three occasions when the regulatory body
imposed restrictions on plant operation. The plant was shutdown
in 1988 until replacement of the cracked Fuelling Machine Snout
Jaws. In 1989, plant power level was restricted after the ASSET
Mission till confirmation of the integrity of the fuel channels
after suspected damage due to C02 Annulus Gas System malfunction.
Early this year, plant operation was allowed only at 50% power
for a limited period because only 4 out of the six boilers were
available.

Kanupp has also utilized various longer shutdowns to instal the
following major improvements so far.

- Process Water Heat Exchanger retubing with titanium.
- Improved software package on the plant control computers.
- Replacement of Process Salt Water Pumps casing and associated

piping.
- New Turbine Machine Monitoring System.
- New Closed Circuit TV System for monitoring Reactor Building.

1.3. Sianificant Phenomena

The serious issues requiring significant efforts to resolve,
which we have faced so far, can be generally classified into
three major areas, i.e. Obsolescence, Ageing and Safety.

Obsolescence is generic to all technology. In order to remain
competitive, manufacturers must divert their resources from
supporting older products to development of better technology
which is cheaper to produce and maintain, and thus eventually
declare the older technology uneconomical.

But the way this has happened in electronics over the last three
decades is unprecedented. Partly, this was because the newer
technologies also offered an order of magnitude improvement in
capabilities with each new generation.

The generic solution to obsolescence is redesign with newer
technology, at a suitable level, e.g. component, module,
subsystem or system level, and design of suitable interface to
equipment not replaced. But such solutions have been complicated
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for Kanupp by the lack of technical support from original
vendors.

Ageing is also generic to all plant equipment. The term implies
a group of diverse phenomena, e.g. corrosion, erosion, fatigue,
vibration, wear, crud deposition, oxidation and crack
development, changes in material properties due to irradiation.
The worst affected components are usually heat exchangers, steam
generators, pumps, pipings, valves, seals, gaskets, and packings
etc.

The generic solution is to identify the particular process or
phenomenon causing the degradation, before catastrophic failure
if possible, then either remove or combat the cause, or schedule
replacement before catastrophic failure.

This can be applied easily to repairable or replaceable
components, but replacement is difficult for custom designed
components which cannot be reordered. Custom refabrication is
difficult and expensive.

The evolution of nuclear power technology from prototypes to
large scale commercial application, has been necessarily
accompanied by the volution of standards including safet 

The nuclear power industry has always strongly realized its
special, drastic and long-term implications to personnel and
public safety. But the incidents at Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl have drawn the attention of the ordinary populace
also towards the safety of nuclear power and its importance as a
global phenomenon transcending political boundaries. The
importance of the human being has also been emphasized, and
efforts to improve it by means of operational experience feedback
have increased.

It is a tribute to the original designers of Kanupp that the
safety targets set by them and easily achieved so far, in terms
of overall risk to the public, are still valid and
internationally acceptable.

But many other evolving design criteria and practices are new to
Kanupp. The generic solution to evolving standards is to
determine their applicability and implementation of those
improvements which are feasible.

1.4. Identification

The rest of this paper identifies all the significant
improvements which are foreseen under these major areas to ensure
the continued safe operation of Kanupp, even beyond the expected
lifetime. An integrated plan of action is also outlined.
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2. OBSOLESCENCE

Obsolescence has affected Kanupp equipment in the order of their
complexity. Serious maintainability problems requiring costly
solutions occurred on computers, then on elaborate electronic
instrumentation e.g. nuclear and radiation, and finally on
simpler electronic equipment uch as controllers etc. Pneumatic
instrumentation and control equipment is still made, but nuclear
power plants with their large-scale information systems can no
longer do without standardized electronic instrumentation.
Fortunately, obsolescence has not significantly affected our
electrical, mechanical or process equipment so far.

Normally, replacement of obsolete equipment, in collaboration
with the original vendors, is a part of their normal after-sales
support, and is an ongoing process in a large plant. But this
process was hampered in case of Kanupp by the export embargoes.

As a result, we were unable to benefit from gradual replacements
at an equipment level. Many piece-meal solutions in the form of
locally designed module and subsystem replacements were
implemented and have allowed us to survive the embargoes. But by
the mid 80's we had reached a situation where replacement of
entire systems and even groups of systems was necessary at a
system functional level.

The following such activities are at various stages of execution,
to combat significant obsolescence problems.

2.1. Computers, Control Instrumentation

The functional replacement of the following systems was
considered first separately, then as an integrated project 3]
including improvement of the control room by means of additional
(not in the original design) computerized operational Information
Systems intended to assist the Operators in their routine work,
normal plant operation and in recognizing and handling abnormal
and emergency situations.

A Joint Engineering Study with potential vendors was completed in
1988 to establish bid specifications. Contract has yet to be
signed.

a. Dual GEPAC 4020 Plant Control Computers used for direct
digital control of Reactor Power, Steam Pressure and Turbine
Load, monitoring of coolant channel outlet temperatures for trip
function, monitoring of bearing temperatures and other important
analog parameters, annunciation of internally generated and
externally sensed binary alarm contacts through Group Windows and
Sequence Printout, and routine demand logging of important
plant parameters.

These computers are intended to be replaced with distributed
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dedicated microcontrollers for each function. The logging and
annunciation functions are intended to be expanded in a larger
and comprehensive Process Information System based on general
purpose computers.

b. Two PDP-8 Computers used for remote control of the operation
of the two on-power Fuelling Machines. This system is intended to
be implemented with industrial PC-AT systems. The software has
been developed and is being tested.

c. All electronic and pneumatic Control Instrumentation loops
used for analog process parameters e.g. pressure, level, flow and
temperature. A standardized signal level 420 mA) and mutually
compatible electronic C I equipment series is intended to be
adopted, and interfaced to the new central computerized Process
Information system.

This not only covers conventional systems, but also the Safety
Instrumentation Loops used for measurement and monitoring of
such analog process parameters to provide binary trip conditions
to the logical circuits in the Reactor Protective System and
Engineered Safeguards. Class 1E qualified equipment shall be used
for these loops.

2.2. Fire Alarm Syste

This conventional relay-based system is intended to be replaced
with a modern, intelligent system covering the new areas of the
plant buildings, and providing better self-testing and alarm
identification facilities.

2.3. Nuclear Instrumentation

The instrumentation for the nuclear and radiation parameters also
needs to be replaced.

a. Five Channels are installed for measurement of Reactor Neutron
Power by means of Ion Chambers, three for Reactor Protection and
two for Reactor Power Control systems. All these have to be
replaced.

Contract has already been awarded for replacement of the
following loops.

b. Area Radiation monitoring inside the Reactor Building. The
function is to be enhanced to include Accident Range Gamma
Monitoring not in the original design

c. Stack Iodine Monitoring

d. Tritium in Air Monitoring in the Reactor Building to detect
Heavy Water leaks and provide personnel warning.
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e. Tritium in Water Monitoring, to detect Heavy Water leakage
into the Boiler Feedwater System and the Process Water System
(used for cooling equipment).

2.4. On-line Chemical Instrumentation

Kanupp pr3sently relies on manual sampling of the chemical
parameters of various process systems. Modern on-line
instrumentation is intended to enhance the quality and speed of
monitoring.

2.5. Turbine Machine Monitorina System

The special instrumentation used for monitoring the performance
of the Turbine-Generator installed by Hitachi, the original
vendor, has been replaced with a modern electronic system offered
by Philips.

2.6. Closed Circuit Television System

The original and obsolete system providing visual monitoring of
the Reactor Building has been improved by a modern system
providing better coverage of more areas.

2.7. Telecommunication

The obsolete cable and telephone exchange used for communication
with the external world has been replaced with a modern microwave
link and digital telephone exchange, providing more lines as well
as digital data communications facilities.

2.8. Switchyard Extension

A contract has been awarded for expanding the existing 4160 V
power distribution switchyard to cover the power requirements of
the additional offices and facilities added since plant
commissioning, using standard 11 kV equipment used normally in
Pakistan.
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3. AGEING

3.1. Solutions alread implemented.

We have already faced and identified the following ageing induced
problems, and implemented locally developed routine or permanent
solutions.

3.1.1. Conventional Systems

Following steps have been taken to resolve problems due to
proximity to sea (corrosion due to airborne sea-salts) and use of
sea water for condensing steam and for cooling Process Water,
causing crrosion, erosion, carry-over of silt, sea weeds, in-
rush of sardines and barnacles rowth on pump house equipment and
associated systems.

- Travelling intake salt water screens replaced with corrosion
resistant material such as stainless steel.

- Condenser tubes kept clean by reversing flow, and ferrous
sulphate addition at frequent intervals to create protective
layer on tubes.

- Process Water heat exchangers aluminum brass tubes replaced
with titanium tubes.

- Process cooling water pump casing and main headers piping
replaced.

- Radiator air cooling installed for Diesel generators, replacing
the sea water cooling.

- Other equipment i.e. meteorological tower, station transformer
radiators and high voltage transmission towers, which were badly
affected by corrosion, were replaced.

- Frequency of painting of all the plant equipment which is
exposed to corrosive atmosphere environment increased.

3.1.2. Standby Heat Exchangers

The tubes of one of the two heavy water standby heat exchangers
failed due to fretting caused by process water flow induced
vibration only after three years of plant operation. All tubes
of heat exchangers were checked by ECT and the tubes showing
thinning in excess of acceptable limit were plugged. The tube
bundles were also strengthened by installing more fasteners.
Later inspections showed o or slight ageing effect. However,
the tube bundles of the standby and charging heavy water heat
exchangers are being fabricated locally and shall be replaced in
about two years time.
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3.1.3. Moderator System Valve Gasket

As against the current practice of providing double gasket
arrangement, valves in the Moderator System at Kanupp are
provided with conventional single gasket arrangement using
neoprene gasket at the bonnet. This neoprene gasket in one of the
moderator pump discharge valves failed age-ng degradation due
to embrittlement) and caused a large D20 spill.

The frequency of inspection replacement of the gasket of all
such valves has been increased. Study for improvement to the
existing poor jointing system is continuing.

3.1.4. Differential Pressure Transmitter casing bolts.

A differential pressure transmitter between south outlet and
north inlet-header failed due to breaking of two out of four
chrome plated steel bolts used for joining the two metal casings
enclosing the bellows assembly, resulting in D20 leakage.

The bolts on all such transmitters have been replaced.

3.1.5. Plant Control Computers Magnetic Drum Memory

The life of the Magnetic Drum Memories used in the plant control
computers is limited by damages to the magnetic surface caused by
dust or head mechanism failure, and by the life of the sealed
motor bearings. Luckily there are several spare head positions,
and we have been able to limit the magnetic surface damages by
proper dust filtering precautions. But regular bearing
replacement cannot be avoided.

The manufacturer recommends this as a factory job. But due to
difficulty in access, we carried out the replacement in house.
The life of these devices has thus been prolonged considerably.

3.1.6. Fuel Handling Computer PDP-8 Magnetic Tape Memory

The two DEC PDP-8 fuel handling computers use magnetic tape for
bulk memory. With use, the read-write head has deteriorated. As
the heads are obsolete, heads of a different model were altered
mechanically and fitted in place of the old heads. Replacement of
the entire computer system is also planned 21. above).

3.2. Existina Problems

The following ageing induced problems are'still outstanding, and
require significant efforts to solve them.

3.2.1. Steam Generators

Kanupp has six steam generators with Monel 400 tubes. Tube
failure with ageing is a well known and expected phenomenon.
In fact the performance of Kanupp has been better than expected
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in this area. ISI was therefore attempted in 1989 but the ECT
probes could not saturate the tube material which has undergone
eighteen years of temperature cycling.

Steam Generator 3 developed a small leak in 1989, which
developed upto 4 kg/hr over two weeks at the end of 1990. The
plant had to be shutdown for more than a month to isolate the
leaky boiler since Kanupp did not have the technique to detect
and plug leaky tubes at that time.

The plant had to be operated with 4 out of the normal six
boilers. The regulatory body gave short-term permission to
operate in this condition at 50% power.

The leak was detected and plugged in March 1991. But we still
have to develop the ISI capability to prevent such occurrences in
future, and also the complete and qualified techniques for leak
detection and plugging in future. Technical cooperation from the
original Canadian vendor is expected.

3.2.2. Dump Valves

Six dump valves, connected in series parallel arrangement, are
provided in the helium balance line to trip the reactor. The
valves are 10 inch butterfly valves with diaphragms and
elastomer seals connected to the upstream pressure to minimise
leakage when the valves are closed.

The dump valves, provided by the vendor, were modified and
special elastomer seals were installed by Canadian General
Electric. No spare seals, their drawings and other parts are
available. only once a dump valve was opened for inspection. Due
to daily trip tests and relatively frequent plant trips
experienced, the dump valves have been subjected to rather severe
duty. It is planned to inspect and, if required, replace the
valves with the new version but installation of seal, in absence
of drawing and proper seal maybe difficult.

3.2.3. Fuelling Machines

Fuelling Machines and end fitting components are a critical part
of the primary pressure boundary when in use. They are highly
complex, custom built, and subject to very high radiation levels.
We have experienced the following ageing-induced problems so
far. Some have been solved for now, but the basic issue of
fabricating replacements for custom-built parts remains and
becomes more serious with time.

- A D20 hose ruptured leading to a major heavy water spill.

- D20 head circulating pump canned motor developed micro-crack
due to excessive rubbing. D20 seeped into stator winding
deforming the stator can.

- Snout jaws developed cracks over a period of time within and
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along the groove, being the maximum stressed areas. The snout
jaws cracks propagated in 1988 as revealed by ISI. Plant
operation was not allowed by the regulatory body till replacement
with locally manufactured and extensively tested snout jaws.
Inspections still continue.

- Cracks in the head ri-,m spline shaft due to continued and
extended service. Shall be replaced with new one.

- Failure of mechanical seal lo' ring installed in charge tube
axial drive due to ageing.

- Closure plug locking problem. The shield plug was found damaged
and the charge tube latch finger had broken inside the end
fitting.

- Shield plugs sticking on rotation. Investigation revealed that
tail end was causing restriction both in axial and rotary motion
due to bulging deformation. Machined to original size before
replacement.

- Two fuel bundles entangled due to damaged end plate of one,
entered Fuelling Machine magazine together and prevented
rotation. Dislodged by special procedures. The incident is
attributed to hammering received by the bundle against the
channel sealing surface.

3.2.4. Heavy Water Systems

Ageing effect on heavy water systtemsespecially the primary heat
transport system is also beginning to show up although the
chemistry of fluids in the primary as well as the secondary side
is being strictly maintained within the specified limits.

3.2-5. Reactor Fuel Channels

In 1989, fuelling problems led to detection of two reactor fuel
channels (G-12 & F15) retracted by 04 inches and 0375 inches
respectively in cold shutdown condition. Subsequent inspection
revealed reactor fuel channel G12 to be sagged by 49 mm and F15
by 12 mm. In-depth investigation indicated that abnormal
operation of the C02 (annulus cover gas) system created corrosive
environment in the gap between the end fitting made of SS403 and
carbon steel calandria extension tube. This hypothesis will be
confirmed after removal and metallurgical examination of these
damaged pressure tubes and ISI of some others.

The reactor is permitted to operate only at reduced power until
the fuel channel integrity is thus confirmed.

Short term improvements of the C02 System have been implemented
to prevent further corrosion. Other channels are being monitored
for retraction. No further evidence has been observed.
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3.2.6. Cables.

The ageing effects of irradiation on cables are a known
phenomenon. The extent of damage in Kanupp has yet to be
determined.

3.3. Common Actions.

3.3.1. Most of the outstanding problems are concerned with custom
built equipment on the nuclear island. The technical cooperation
of original vendors is essential for long-term solutions.

3.3.2. Problems on the nuclear island are mostly also significant
to safety, as demonstrated by regulatory constraints on plant
operation.

3.3.3. Many of the problems faced so far and even those which
have been solved, were detected through catastrohic failure. This
is highly undesirable. Although preventive testing and
maintenance schedules are already in place, a systematic
Surveillance program is necessary to minimize this mode of
problem identification.

3.3.4. Efficient feedback of operational experience from other
plants and equipment vendors is also very useful in replacing
potential breakdowns with preventive maintenance.

13



4. SAFETY UPGRADES AND IMPROVEMENTS

4.1. Existina Safety Criteria and Taraets

Through regular testing and Laliability analysis of its safety
relevant systems and procedures, Kanupp h=,s been constantly
maintained a good performance against the afety criteria and
targets established by its original designers, and still
acceptable to our regulatory body. The overall public risk target
is still internationally acceptable.

The regulatory body has also been very much watchful and has
imposed necessary restrictions whenever there have been potential
threats to the existing criteria and targets.

The significant problems presently falling under this critical
category are all ageing-induced. Naturally Kanupp is very much
interested in solving these problems as soon as possible, so that
it can regain full capacity with confidence.

4.1.1. Confirmation of the integrity of the Reactor Fuel Channels
probably damaged by the deficient C02 Annulus Gas System 32.5.
above), which have to be removed and metallurgically examined,
along with ISI of some other channels, followed by necessary
long-term improvements to the C02 System.

4.1.2. Te 7qI of the Steam Generators 32.1. above) to -- event
future leakages.

4.2. Improvement towards current safet criteria and standards_-_

Although Kanupp has been generally aware of the gradual evolution
of safety philosophy beyond its original design and mandatory
targets, as more and more modern NPPs were built all over the
world, specific comparisons and potential improvements have been
spelled out only since 1985 when the first IAEA OSART Mission
visited Kanupp and recommended some improvements in our
Operational Safety practices.

In 1987, as a part of the Joint Engineering Study for the
replacement of the obsolete Safety Instrumentation Loops
mentioned earlier, we compared our Protective system philosophy
with the much higher level of redundancy, the concept of local
coincidence, and greater automation in Safety Systems prevalent
in modern NPPs. We found that the low level of redundancy and the
global coincidence in Kanupp are safe enough but cause higher
probabilities of plant outages. We also faced, for the first
time, the practical difficulties in applying modern safety
standards and criteria to old plants. Some of these were
reflected in a paper on this issue presented in the last similar
IAEA Technical Meeting [1).
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In 1989, an ASSET Mission was invited to Kanupp to analyze the
retraction of two reactor fuel channels. They pinpointed the
probable direct cause, several indirect causes and contributing
factors, and recommended corresponding short and long-term
corrective actions, including a thorough comparison of the Kanupp
Safety features against modern CANDU safety standards and
practices.

The potential safety upgrades towards modern standards,
identified by Kanupp itself, the ASSET Mission and the followup
Expert Review of Kanupp safety features, can be divided into
three classes.

4.2.1. Operational Safety.

TMI and Chernobyl have emphasized the human being as the weakest
link in the chain. On the other hand, some well handled incidents
in modern CNDU NPPs 4 and in Kanupp 6 have shown us the
strong benefits of intelligent, well trained and knowledgable
personnel. It is obvious that beyond the basic equipment
required, safety and handling of incidents depends on, and can be
improved much more, at a lower cost, by concentrating on the
quality of the human beings. The increasing international
emphasis on good Operational Safety practices and exchange of
operational experience feedback reflects the same considerations.

Kanupp has accordingly already initiated action on many of these
items.

4.2.1.1. Inculcation and improvement of "Safety Culture' among
the operations and management personnel, could improve analysis
of safety significant events and prevention of incidents. In this
direction, two training courses have been established on "Basic
Safety Principles' and 'Systematic Root Cause Analysis'.

4.2.1.2. A comprehensive Surveillance program is being
established, as mentioned under Ageing 33.3. above) also.

4.2.1.3 A comprehensive operational Quality Assurance program
is being established.

4.2.1.4. The routine ISI Program is being expanded to include
the reactor fuel channels, steam generators and BOP piping, in
line with modern CANDU practice.

4.2.1.5. The operating Policies and Principles 0 P & P
document is to be modernized to include better guidance on
permissibility of various situations, and Allowed Outage Times
for critical equipment.

4.2.1.6. The Emergency Operating Procedures can be improved by

- flowchart presentation format,
- symptom orientation,
- human factors review of the Control Room.
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4.2.1.7. The possibility of performing containment test at higher
pressure is to be investigated.

4.2.1.8. Current CANDU Maintenance techniques and programs are to
be reviewed for possible adoption at Kanupp. Local capability for
steam generator repair is to be developed.

4.2.1.9. The manpower development programs can be improved by
using a Training Simulator and updating the curricula.

4.2.1.10. Feedback and exchange of operational experience (ref.
3.3.4. above also) from other NPPs can be improved by on-line
connection with international nuclear information networks e.g.
CANNET, IRS, INPO, WANO etc.

4.2.2. Equipment improvements

The following potential improvements towards new design
principles and criteria have been quickly identified without deep
analysis.

New design principles are often stated in context of certain
already developed concepts. Sometimes the terminology of the new
requirement is also newly developed. Therefore the applicability
of new design principles and concepts to older plants has to be
judged and justified very carefully in the context of the
complete original plant design philosophy.

4.2.2.1. Some valves in the Emergency Injection System do not
meet the single failure criterion and modern reliability targets.
Modern CANDU NPPs have high pressure Emergency Coolant Injection.
This implies potentially very major modifications to the
Moderator System.

4.2.2.2. The single shutdown system in Kanupp does not meet the
reliability targets achieved by modern NPPs with diverse shutdown
systems. This also implies very major modifications.

4.2.2.3. The following aspects of the post-LOCA conditions may
not be provided for adequately. Proper study is required to
identify corrective measures.

- Flow of water to the Sump Pumps maybe blocked by debris blown
off during the incident.

- The process equipment e.g. Moderator Pumps and other motorized
valves, as well as the I C equipment necessary to maintain
cooling flow, may not be able to operate in the post-LOCA
environment including flooding.

4.2.2.4. Although the Kanupp buildings were designed to withstand
the maximum ground acceleration expected, none of the equipment
is tested or qualified according to modern practice for seismic
events.
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4.2.2.5. The possibility of loss of Booster cooling due to
prolonged station blackout, has been considered but may not be
provided for adequately. Proper study is required to identify
corrective measures.

4.2.2.6. The possibility of loss -f secondary heat sink
(feedwater to the boilers) due to pipe rupture or prolonged
station blackout, has been considered but may not be povided for
adequately. Proper study is required to identify corrective
measures.

4.2.3. Safety Analysis Updating

According to a recent statement on the policy for upgrading of
older nuclear power plants [5], they must ensure that:

- original safety criteria and targets are met, and
- risk to the public is no greater than originally perceived.

Both of these are confirmed by the actions already mentioned
above, using the existing safety analysis. But we intend to go
one step further, to confirm the second principle even by the
latest analysis techniques and methodology.

Modern Safety Analysis is based on consideration of some
additional postulated initiating events (PIEs), and better
analysis of existing accident sequences with modern software
tools and methodologies. Analysis of Kanupp by these modern tools
and considerations may confirm the potential improvements already
identified above without proper analysis, in the context of the
complete plant design, and indicate some other potential
improvements.

4.2.3.1. The Kanupp Final Safety Analysis Report (KFSAR) is to be
updated including additional postulated initiating events (PIEs),
using improved analysis tools (software codes). This has to start
with acquisition and assimilation of these new tools and
methodology.

4.2.3.2. Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a modern tool
to create dynamic models of plant safety. Presently only Level 
(modelling of core melt frequencies for various PIEs is
considered sufficient to identify significant areas of
improvement.
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5. AN INTEGRATED PLAN OF ACTION

5.1. Chronoloaical relation of activities.

The various improvements identif ied so far to ensure continued
safe operation of Kanupp, have been described in detail above and
classified into three major areas of improvement. A short list of
all these items is given in Appendix 

The general chronological relationship in the progress on the
major areas of improvement, as best visualized at this juncture,
is shown graphically in Fig .

5.2. Resources RecTuired.

At this stage, it appears that most of the problems and possible
improvements have already been identified, although analysis may
indicate a few more ageing phenomena and possible improvements in
safety beyond the mandatory targets upto* modern standards. The
total resources require for these diverse upgrading activities
in the areas of obsolescence, ageing and safety, are
overwhelming.

5.2.1. Thanks to the previously imposed policy of self-reliance,
Kanupp, does have more extra technical manpower (besides that
required for routine plant operation and maintenance), than most
other NPPs. But even this may not be sufficient.

5.2.2. We are fortunate that the international community (IAEA)
has always, and the Candu community (COG) has recently understood
and responded so rapidly to our needs for technical cooperation-
specially on evolving CANDU technolo(�Y. We look forward to
continued and increased cooperation in future.

5.2.3. But the financial implications of all these activities are
most important. We have to improve plant availability and
minimize deratings to maximize availability of funds, while
investing judiciously in terms of payments for equipment and
services, and cost of shutdowns for implementation of the
improvements. on the other hand, the resulting improvements in
plant availability and safety could extend the plant life beyond
the originally projected 30 years 2002 AD).

5.3. Intearated Plannina.

It is obvious that smart planning and coordination of all these
resources is very critical. An Integrated Master Plan was
recommended in the safety features review done as ASSET Followup,
and also by the Advisory Committee on Power And Engineering setup
by the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, as well as required by
the IAEA for management of their technical cooperation
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activities. Fig 1. is a very brief outline of the first draft of
the Master Plan prepared early this year. obviously it maybe
revised considerably as we go along, due to results of analyses
undertaken, and unforeseen ageing effects.

5.4. Priorities.

The success or efficiency of any plan depends on the optimum
utilization of the available resources at all times. It is
therefore essential that all the resources required by each set
of acitivities should be realized, and the exact benefits
expected should be quantified, for comparison with other
activities competing for the resources. In this light, our order
of priorities between the various areas of improvement can be
described as follows.

5.4.1. Threats to plant availability must be given top priority.
This also automatically implies any outages or deratina imposed
by -policy under the existin mandatory safet criteria targets.

5.4.1.1. Obsolescence (Section 2 above) posed the first direct
threats. In our isolated environment, Kanupp would have been
shutdown long ago without some of the locally developed piece-
meal solutions in the form of modular and subsystem replacements.
But due to this early start, these system level replacement and
upgrading activities are now closest to implementation.

5.4.1.2. Safety significant ageing-induced equipment problems
(4.1. above), have been identified only in the last two years.
These items thus also receive top priority, although action
on these is just starting.

5.4-1 3 However' unless all the ageing phenomena (section 3.
above) are analyzed, identified beforehand through adequate
surveillance 42.1.2. above), and combatted in a planned
fashion, more such forced outages and deratings can be expected.

5.4-2. Our regulatory body has not imposed any mandatory
revisions or additional conditions to the original Safety
Analysis. Our overall targets of public risk are still
internationally acceptable. Improvements beyond these are
therefore not mandatory, But as a olicy. the Pakistan Atomic
Ener Commission _s still committed to improving safety as much
as possible.

The current safety criteria, standards, practices and analysis
methodology adopted recently in more modern plants are still very
useful, for comparative guidance, to establish potential
directions of improvement, to quantize the potential safety
benefits which could be derived in terms of the overall criterion
i.e. public risk, and thus optimize the expenditure on
improvement of safety beyond the original mandatory limits or
targets.
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5.4.2.1. The modernization of operational safety practices (4-1.
above) offers obvious improvements, requiring relatively small
additional resources. This should not have to wait for any safety
analyses. These are therefore already being undertaken.

5.4.2.2. Improvement of safety systems towards modern standards
must then begin with modernization of our safety analyses 42.3.
above) to determine those modern safety criteria and standards
which are applicable in the context of the older plant design,,
and quantize the benefits of each possible equipment improvement.

5.4.2.3. The feasible equipment improvements can then be
undertaken in the optimum order to maximize the safety benefits
obtained against each investment in resources.

5.4.2.4. Some equipment improvements which are not practically
feasible could be compensated somewhat by special procedures.
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6. CONCLUSION

If the principles and priorities established in the Integrated
Plan of Action above are followed judiciously, there is a good
chance that Kanupp can overcome the previous setbacks due to
obsolescence and isolation from original vendors, fight ageing
and improve plant safety and availability to the extent that it
may continue to operate even beyond its expected lifetime.
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APPENDIX I

AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT TO ENSURE CONTINUED SAFE OPERATION OF KANUPP

OBSOLESCENCE
1. Computers, Control Instrumentation
2. Fire Alarm System
3. Nuclear Instrumentation
4. On-line Chemical Instrumentation
5. Turbine Machine Monitoring System
6. Closed Circuit TV System
7. Telecommunication
8. Switchyard Extension

AGEING SIGNIFICANT TO SAFETY
1. Reactor Fuel Channels (RFC) Integrity Assessment
2. C02 System Improvement
3. Steam Generators Inspection Repair
4. Fuelling Machine Problems
5. Cables

IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY PRACTICES
1. Maintenance
2. ISI Periodic Inspection Program
3. Operations
3.1. Prevention Analysis of Significant Events
3.2. Modernize P & P
3.3. Improve E 0 P s
4. Establish Surveillance Program
5. Establish QA Program
6. Improve Manpower Development
7. International Computer Networking

IMPROVEMENT OF SAFETY SYSTEMS TOWARDS MODERN STANDARDS
1. KFSAR Update
2. PSA Level 
3. LOCA Handling
3.1. Emergency Cooling Reliability
3.2. AD Sump Pump blockage by debris
3.3. Environmental Qualification
3.3.1. Process Equipment
3.3.2. I&C Equipment
4. BS Cooling Reliability
5. Secondary Heat Sink Reliability
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Mar 20, 1991

1985.86.87.88.89.90.91.92.93.94.

1. OBSOLESCENCE

Technological Upgradation A.AB.BC.CC. DD.DD:DD.
at System Level . . .

2. AGEING

Conventional Systems ABCD - - - >on-going

Reactor Fuel Channels . . . AB'. C'DD'D

Steam Generators A' D

3. SAFETY IMPROVEMENT . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .

Operational Safety Practices .B . . . . BB. C.DD.DD . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .Modernize Safety Analysis . . . . . A. B.CD.DD.D

Improve Safety Systems . . . A'B]3'B]3'BC'DD'
. . . . . . . . . . .

Phases

A - Identification
B - Analysis and Recommendation
C - Assessment Planning
D - Implementation

FIG 1. PROGRESS ON MAJOR AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT TO ENSURE

CONTINUED SAFE OPERATION OF KANUPP
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

It is generally recognized that the Chernobyl Unit 4 accident did not reveal any new phenomena
which had not been previously identified in safety analyses (Ref. 1). However, the accident
provided a tragic reminder of the potential consequences of reactivity initiated accidents (RIA's)
and stimulated nuclear plant operators to review their safety analyses, operating procedures and
various operational and management aspects of nuclear safety. Concerning Ontario Hydro, the
review of the accident performed by the corporate body responsible for nuclear safety policy and
by the Atomic Energy Control Board (the Regulatory Body) led to a number of specific
recommendations for further action by-various design, analysis and operation groups. These
recommendations are very comprehensive in terms of reactor safety issues considered as one can
see from Table I.

The general conclusion of the various studies carried out in response to the recommendations,
is that the CANDU safety design and the procedures in place to identify and mitigate the
consequences of accidents are adequate. Improvements to the reliability of the Pickering NGSA
shutdown system and to some aspects of safety management and staff training, although not
essential, are possible and would be pursued.

In support of this conclusion, the paper describes some of the studies that were carried out and
discusses the findings. The first part of the paper deals with safety design aspects. VUle the
second is concerned with operational aspects.

2.0 SAFETY DESIGN ASPECTS

2.1 Implications of the Chernobyl Accident

A lack of depth of safety analysis and an inadequate shutdown system were clearly important
contributing factors to the Chernobyl accident.
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Firstly, the design basis for determining shutdown capability did not include all possible power
levels and operating modes. Although it was recognized that operation below approximately 20
percent full power was potentially unsafe, conformance with operating procedures was the only
means of ensuring adequate safety. Secondly, the Chernobyl designers did not appear to have
recognized the potential for high reactivity insertion ratLs under certain conditions and prov"Ided
a shutdown system which was clearly too slow. Thirdly, core configurations which could disable
the shutdown system were not sufficiently recognized and prevented. Based on these
implications, studies were carried out to verify:

a) that the CANDU safety analyses include consideration of the bounding reactivity insertion
rate and that shutdown systems, sufficiently effective to terminate RIA's are in place;

b) that there is no credible reactor configuration which could render the shutdown function
ineffective; and

C) that the safety of the Pickering NGSA reactors is adequate.

The Pickering NGSA reactors were licensed before there was a requirement for two fully
independent shutdown systems and thus it was felt, that they might be more vulnerable than the
other Ontario Hydro's CANDU reactors.

2.2 Bounding Reactivity Rate

Three classes of events have the potential to cause a positive reactivity transient in CANDU
reactors (Ref 2. The first class, control failures, involves malfunctions of the reactor regulating
system. Reactivity rates up to 2 mk/s are analyzed in the Safety Report although rates in excess
of about mk/s are not considered credible. The second class is loss of coolant accidents
(LOCA) and, in particular, large break LOCA. Rates of up to 4 mk/s are computed in accident
analysis for these accidents. Finally, the third class is loss of coolant flow events for which a
mild reactivity transient < 0.5 mk/s) is possible under certain conditions.

As part of the post-Chernobyl safety review, the control failure sections of the Safety Reports
for 0 the Ontario Hydro stations were completely updated. Ile analyses covered the full range
of possible initial power levels from 10 7 to 103 full power, and all possible modes in which
the reactor can be operated (different configuration and number of heat transport pumps, distorted
flux shapes at reduced power, etc.)

In addition, an assessment was carried out to confirm that a large break LOCA from full power
conditions indeed bounds the range of uncontrolled positive reactivity insertion rates.

These analyses essentially confirmed the original results and thus the fact that the shutdown
systems are sufficiently effective to safely terminate reactivity initiated accidents in all Ontario
Hydro reactors. Minor modifications to some of the shutdown system tp setpoints were made
to reflect either changes in operating conditions (i.e., increase in reactor inlet temperature) or new
experimental information.
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2.3 Effect of Initial Core Configuration on Shutdown System Effectiveness

The effectiveness of the shutdown systems can be reduced, as a result of neutronic or process
system behaviour, in two fundamental ways. First the initiation signal of a given trip parameter
may be delayed by control system action. For instance, reactivity control devices in abnormal
position could affect the response of a flux detector employed in the shutdown system. Second,
severe flux distortions could result in the reactivity devices of the shutdown system reaching the
core region of high neutron importance with some delay, relative to the case of no distortion.
For instance, a severe bottom-to-top flux tilt could reduce the effectiveness of the shutoff rods
(Shutdown System No. 1). Both aspects of this issue were examined. One assessment addressed
potential functional cross-links between either the shutdown systems (for reactors with two
shutdown systems) or between shutdown systems and reactor regulating system. In particular the
study considered early CANDU designs such as Pickering 'A' in which moderator level control
is used as part of the regulating system.

The only potential cross-link identified relates to postulated small break LOCA scenario and, in
particular to the limiting case of an in-core LOCA (simultaneous failure of both the pressure tube
and the calandria tube) occurring when the moderator contains a high concentration of neutron
poison.

For these accidents, as the reactor regulating system attempts to maintain bulk reactor power and
compensates for the various reactivity effects introduced by the accident (moderator poison
dilution, coolant void, etc.), it also introduces a distortion in the power distribution which could
delay the occurrence of process tp relative to the occurrence of fuel sheath dryout. Minor
changes in some tp setpoints and the maintenance of a minimum differential between the
isotopic purity of the coolant and that of the moderator was sufficient to re-establish adequate
trip coverage.

With regard to the effect of flux distortions on the effectiveness of shutdown system, the analyses
considered physically possible, not necessarily credible, reactor configurations. Flux tts
considered included those resulting from abnormal position of reactivity devices, Xenon transients
as well as operation with low moderator level. These flux distortions were assumed to be present
at the initiation of the limiting reactivity accident i.e. large break LOCA. For simplicity in the
analysis, the reaching of prompt criticality was used as the criterion to judge acceptable
performance. For the conditions of interest, this criterion is bounding with respect to preventing
fuel melting or channel rupture.

Typical results for reactors with two shutdown systems are shown in Table 1. The Table shows
the margin between first negative reactivity effect and prompt criticality. A positive margin
indicates that the shutdown system remains effective. Results are presented for the Pickering 'B'
reactors (550 MW(e)) and the Darlington reactors (881 MW(e)). The Table shows that this is
a considerable margin.
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For the Pickering NGSA which have one shutdown system and moderator level control it was
found that the shutoff rod system emains effective for a RIA's as long as the flux distortion
is no worse (in terms of bottom-to-top tilt) then that induced by operating at a moderator level
of 68 percent (seven rows of fuel channels uncovered).

Although the combination of a large break with ope: ation in a severely distorted flux shapes is
considered incredible (see Section 24 below), an automatic reactor trip to prevent this mode of
operation is being installed. The conceptual design of the trip is discussed later in this paper.

2.4 Safety of the Pickering 'A' Reactors 

As indicated above these reactors have a single shutdown system which consists of shut off rods
supplemented by moderator dump. The studies carried out for these reactors are therefor of
particular interest to operators of older PHWR plants.

As part of the post-Chernobyl safety review, a number of separate studies were carried out with
the general purpose to quantify the level of redundancy of the shutdown system, its reliability
and the consequences of failure to shutdown following a large break loss of coolant.

To quantify the redundancy two studies were carried out. The first one determined the minimum
number of shutoff rods that need to be available in order to safely terminate a large break LOCA.
The results are shown in Fig. 1. The Figure illustrates that even for the limiting LOCA
(guillotine failure of the Reactor Inlet Header) six "most effective" or 1 1 "average" shutoff rods,
out of 21 provided, can be unavailable without compromising the effectiveness of the shutdown
to the extent that fuel channel integrity is not maintained. The second study quantified the
capability of the moderator dump acting alone to terminate reactivity transients. It concluded that
the moderator dump is capable of terminating all RIA's with the exception of a large break
LOCA.

A probabilistic study was carried out to assess the frequency of a loss of shutdown event. The
results are mmarized in Table HL The Table shows that the total frequency of events involving
failure to shutdown is 62 x 10-6 reactor - yr'. In particular, the frequency of shutdown failure
combined with a large break LOCA is estimated to be in the meaningless range of 10-'/reactor -
yrr 1.

Events of this frequency are normally considered incredible and their consequences are not
analyzed in detail. Nevertheless, an analysis was performed of an event involving the limiting
large break LOCA coincident with shutdown failure (Ref 3. The conclusions are that despite
severe damage to the reactor core, the structural integrity of the containment envelope is
maintained and the off-site consequences are not expected to be significantly worse then those
calculated for low frequency design basis event such as LOCA with coincident failure of
emergency coolant injection.
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3.0 DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

The analyses described led to the conclusions that safety related modifications for CANDU
reactors with two independent shutdown systems are not warranted. In particular, disabling of
the shutdown function as a result of physically conceivable flux distort:.,3ns or tilts is virtually
impossible. For the Pickering 'A' reactors however, flux tilts large enough to disable the
shutdown function are conceivable, although extremely unlikely as discussed in Sect. 24. Both
automatic features and administrative controls are in place to prevent operation with large flux
tilts. However, operation at reduced power with severe flux tilt cannot be completely precluded
by automatic system action alone. Therefore it was decided to install an additional shutdown
system trip to ensure automatic reactor shutdown for unacceptable flux tilts. Furthermore, as a
result of various discussions with the Regulatory Body a decision wastaken to further improve
the reliability of the shutdown system by adding a complete set of trip parameters to the existing
ones. The conceptual aspects of these modifications are briefly discussed in the following.

3.1 Flux Tilt Trip

A schematic representation of the flux tilt trip is shown in Fig. 2 Three pairs of in-core
detectors will be installed in three existing calandria penetrations. Each pair of detectors will be
located at approximately 230 cm below and above the cenn-e of the core. For each pair of
detectors the ratio of the signal from the bottom and top detectors is compared to a setpoint If
the ratio exceeds the setpoint, a logic channel is trip, trip of two channels leads to a reactor trip.

The setpoint is selected to provide a reactor trip whenever the flux tilt in the core approaches that
induced by a moderator level of 68 percent. Suitable allowances are mde for calculation and
calibration uncertainties. he trip is conditioned in automatically and may be conditioned ' out
manually once the reactor power is at or below 12 percent. This allows operation at low
moderator level at reactor power low enough that disabling of the shutdown system by a severe
flux tilt is not possible. The trip remains effective for all operating modes at high power such
as operation with adjuster rods withdrawn for shim and poison override, etc.

The flux tilt tp also provides an effective trip signal for moderator pipe failures. Following
such failures the Reactor Regulating System (RRS) will attempt to maintain the reactor power
at the initial level. However, the combined action of the RRS and of the decreasing moderator
level may lead to overpower in some low elevation fuel channels. The flux tilt trip is effective
in preventing fuel sheath dryout for this scenario.

3.2 Additional Set of Trips

The Pickering 'A' shutdown system comprises one set of triplicated detection, relay and
instrumentation system for each tp parameter. Any trip parameter exceeding a pre-calculated
value causes the rapid insertion of 21 shutoff rods. These rods provide sufficient negative
reactivity rate and depth to safely terminate any credible RIA's.
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Should the rate of power decrease be slower than a predetermined reference rundown, a separate
shutdown mechanism is activated whereby the moderator is quickly removed from the calandria
vessel.

The modified system is illustrated in Fig. 3 'Me detection instrumentation, alarm unit and logic
f�,r each trip parameter wU be duplicated and separated into two logic chains. Any tip
parameter being exceede-4i in any of the two logic chains will initiate insertions of a the shutoff
rods. The moderator lemoval logic remains unchanged. These modifications will increase
redundancy and improve tolerance to common mode failure as previously discussed.

4.0 OPERATIONAL PROGRAM ASPECTS

4.1 Review of NGD Fire Fighting Capability

As a result of the explosion and subsequent fire during the Chernobyl accident, lethal doses of
radiation were received by fire fighting personnel.

The magnitude of the accident resulted in Ontario Hydro senior managements' initiation of an
assessment of fe prevention and fire fighting protection programs in place at Ontario Hydro's
nuclear generating stations. 'Me objective of the assessment was to determine the adequacy of
controls to maintain the fire risks to in-station personnel and back-up fire fighting forces at an
acceptable level by recommending improvements to ensure adequacy of the programs.

Both fes with the potential to be accompanied by radiation hazards and those of a-purely
conventional nature were assesses The assessment was carried out by a task group consisting
of Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. staff. Recommendations of the task group
were reviewed and endorsed by the Ontario Fire Marshall's Office.

Existing fire safety programs were analyzed for compliance with applicable legislation, fire codes
and industry standards. he task group also use professional judgement in recommending further
improvements and program good practices. The findings of the task group concluded that the
design basis for fire fighting systems in the stations is such that automatic extinguishing systems
are provided where high fire loads and/or risks to fire fighters are perceived. In other areas,
manual systems are provided. In addition, the spatial separation of redundant safety systems and
the fail safe mode of shutdown systems, largely reduce the probability of fires jeopardizing safety
systems.

Such inherent fatures contribute to reducing the probability of a major fire occurring within the
stations. Furthermore, after detailed analyses of station systems and operations with fe hazard
potential, the fire prevention and protection systems provided, and the management controls in
place, it may be concluded that the probability of in station fire fighters being exposed to
radiation doses significantly greater than legal limits is low.

Notwithstanding these facts, the task group did find that the Ontario Hydro stations need to
improve aspects of both the managed system and hardware systems of their fire safety programs.
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While many identified program deficiencies have been corrected to date, further efforts to
determine hardware requirements commensurate with risks to both reactor and worker safety, and
material losses, are currently underway.

4.2 An Assessment of Ontario Hydro's Operating Nuclear Reactor Safety Systems - Accessibility
of 1�o-tective Circuits

To provide assurance that the controls in-place to limit accessibility to the reactor safety systems
are adequate, quantitative reviews were initiated to address reactor safety issues which had been
violated at Chernobyl. The following two issues were reviewed:

a) Bypassing of reactor trips associated with steam separator pressure and water level which
enabled the reactor to be operated in an unstable condition, and

b) Control rods had been withdrawn well beyond safety limits specified by procedures to
compensate for xenon buildup, and the emergency core cooling systems had been
deactivated for over 9 hours while the plant was operating.

In order to ensure that safety systems could not be bypassed or deactivated as described in a) and
b) above, the assessment focused on the ways in which CANDU rector safety system circuitry
could be disabled and the effectiveness of controls in place to prevent either deliberate or
inadvertent disabling.

The study was undertaken in two phases. One phase reviewed the barriers in place to prevent
deliberate disabling of safety systems, while the other phase reviewed the barriers in place to
prevent inadvertent disabling of safety systems. Specifically, the systems considered in the
review were the shutdown systems, the emergency coolant injection system, the containment
system and the stepback and setback systems. For the purpose of the study a safety system
impairments were considered disablizztments. Malicious disabling was not considered in this study.

The assessment addressed system disablement of the following characteristics:

A safety system being deliberately disabled as a result of circuit logic being blocked or placed
in a state in which it could not operate if required, or by individual parameter setpoints being
adjusted in the unsafe direction such that an individual parameter either would not trip at all, or
would not trip at the required setpoint.

The assessment methodology involved:
a detailed review of the physical and administrative controls in place to prevent the systems

from being deliberately disabled, as well as
a detailed review of the physical and administrative controls in place to prevent the systems

from being inadvertently disabled.
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Ile overall finding of the assessment was that there is no evidence to suggest that there is
significant potential of safety systems from being disabled, the number of physical barriers is
limited. Another significant finding of this particular study was that at most stations, no test had
been specified following the calibration of conditioning signals.

The comparison of barriers in place with the composite sets identified that in some cases minor
deficiencies or inconsistencies exist in administrative controls. Recommendations have been
made wherever a deficiency or inconsistency was found in order to further strengthen existing
barriers. A general recommendation requiring the development of a set of standards for the in-
place administrative barriers to prevent disablement was also made. Work on the development
of such standards is presently in progress.

4.3 Operational Reactor Safety Management Model

The management of operational reactor safety was reviewed to determine the effectiveness of the
system and to further clarify and communicate the roles of groups and individuals associated with
the function. The model was reviewed to ensure that all aspects of the reactor safety program
were adequately addressed.

The review systematically examined the rigor of in-place models by examining managed system
elements required to ensure adequate reactor safety. The existence and effectiveness of the
following key managed program elements were reviewed:

a clearly defined inviolable operating envelope

clearly defined responsibilities and limits of authority

qualifiration of staff performing work activities

use of approved equipment and materials

documentation of work activities

surveillance program execution

emergency preparedness procedures

The requirements for each of these elements as they apply to an adequate model and the
encompassing activities such as training, supervision, work planning and audits were documented
in detail.

Responsibilities and limits of individuals, groups and/or agencies associated with the safe
management of nuclear reactor operation were also documented. With specific reference to the
Chernobyl accident, the training of panel operators and shift-supervisors-in-training has been
augmented with additional modules which specifically address appropriate responses to prompt
criticality events, and the reactivity effects of coolant void.
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With respect to the functioning of the model as it impacts on nuclear safety, an examination of
station policies and procedures was performed at a stations. This study verified that at all
stations work plans and revised test procedures are reviewed by at least one senior individual
from both the Technical and Production sections, all of whom have been sufficient knowledge
of system design, interaction and sL:e operating practices to prevent E? procedure which may
compromise reactor safety, from being implemented.

4.4 Off-site Preparedness Review

In Canada, responsibility for off-site preparedness rests with the Provincial Government.
Following the Chernobyl accident a Working Group was constituted under the authority of the
Ontario Ministry of the Solicitor General. The Worldng Group was tasked with developing
reference accidents which would serve as a basis for assessing requirements for off-site
emergency response capability. As such the Worldng Group was required to make
recommendations on

a) an upper limit for detailed emergency planning and preparedness in Ontario given in
terms of the radiological situation off-site, and

b) the extent to which mitigation measures needed to be adopted as a result of the upper
limit recommended by the working group in addition to those prescribed in or under the
then current Provincial Nuclear Emergency Plan.

The scope of the recommendations was expanded to include both an upper limit for planning, a
scientific assessment of the risks of various types of accidents, and also risks which cannot be
scientifically assessed, such as those due to hostile action.

The Working Group was made up of 6 persons well versed in emergency planning nuclear
power, or health physics. One manager level Ontario Hydro employee served as a member of
the Working Group. Based on all of the above recommendations the Working Group
recommended that the size of the Primary Zones for each site should be 13 km.

Further recommendations included that the Province consider taking appropriate measures in the
following areas:

0 the availability and distribution of potassium iodide pills

0 the need for early warning systems for the public

0 the need for adequate medical facilities to deal with possible acute radiation
exposure

0 the advisability of restricting new housing construction near nuclear facilities

0 review the present Protective Action Levels (PALs) in the light of world norms.
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The Working Group emphasized that their terms of reference specifically excluded consideration
of social, political and economic factors and the recommendations were based purely on technical
considerations. At this time, revisions to the existing Provincial Nuclear Emergency Plan are
being formulated by the Solicitor General and are expected to be approved by the Provincial
Cabinet before mid-year.

4.5 Source Term Estim.-tion

In conjunction with the development of reference accidents by the Provincial Working Group,
Ontario Hydro continues to develop computer programs for real-time use following accidental
airborne releases of radioactive materials, both to predict public doses and to better support
decisions regarding public protection strategies.

The computer programs in use at Ontario Hydro for these eventualities are a series of Emergency
Response Projection (ERP) codes. ERP codes have been available for the Pickering and Bruce
sites for some time. With the coming on-line of the Darlington station, an improved version of
these codes was developed. The Darlington Emergency Response Projection code (DERP)
marked the beginning of a new generation in the series of ERP codes, making it the standard to
which the older codes will be converted to in the near future.

DERP uses a modular structure to improve flexibility of operation, makes fuller use of post-
accident measurements and includes a broad scope of pdictive capabilities. In addition, it
accommodates both expert and non-expert users. The enhancements in DERP are primarily aimed
at providing the expert user with greater flexibility to exercise judgement and modify built-in
assumptions and data. The non-expert user also benefits from improved displays and a user
friendly environment.

From a source term estimation point of view, DERP performs two types of functions: a) it
predicts the source term based on fission product, tritium and particulates models adjusted for
current plant conditions, and b) it allows incorporating measurements of specific in-plant
parameters to iteratively adjust the predicted source term to make it more closely correspond with
observed parameters.

The process of adjusting and predicting the radiological source term by incorporating the latest
available in-plant information is referred to in ERP as Source Term Adjustment. Two types of
in-plant information are used for Source Term Adjustment purposes: Post Accident Radiation
Monitoring System (PARMS) measurements, and gamma survey measurements.

PARMS measurements are acquired from samples obtained at special take-off points in the
Emergency Filtered Air Discharge system. These samples provide a direct measurement of the
radioisotopes in the exhaust effluent. Gmma survey measurements are obtained by measuring
gamma dose rates at pre-selected locations outside containment with known geometry and
shielding. In this case, the code assumes that the measured fields result from fission products
in the containment atmosphere of known composition, released during the accident.



From both types of measurements the code derives scaling factors to adjust the predicted source
term. In the case of PARMS, scaling factors are applied to individual isotopes. For gammq
survey measurements, generalized scaling factors are used.

Once th,, source term is estimated, other mr -ules in the code evaluate dilution factors, potential
public doses, times to reach various Protective Action Levels and worker doses incurred in
carrying out emergency response operations. his information allows to better support decisions
regarding public protection strategies.

4.6 In Station Worker Protection

In addition to information gathered from the initial review of the Chernobyl accident,
recommendations by Canada's federal nuclear regulator, the Atomic Energy Control Board
(AECB), also provided an impetus for Ontario Hydro to review in-station worker protection
during emergencies.

In-plant worker protection during a radiological emergency is modelled by the key response
elements and programs, many of which have been and are being developed on the basis of
recommendations of other post Chernobyl reviews.

Specifically, the actions outlined are aimed at response programs to better define objectives,
enhance current performance and prepare some key contingencies for potential severe radiological
accidents. Three major areas for consideration have been identified:

1. There are a number of issues which have a direct effect on personnel safety policy and the
development of implementing procedures. For example:

There is a need to have a more explicit definition of the scope of some of the emergency
program elements. Without this, the basis for providing appropriate expectations and
training is not defendable.

Some response programs lack the flexibility to ensure that they can be readily expanded
in times of nee& Formal interfaces are needed at both local and corporate levels to
ensure that response capability can be supported with additional resources.

Programs are slow in implementing new technology and to ulize operating experience
effectively to improve performance

The drill and exercise program does not adequately test performance of all the key worker
protection response programs.
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2. The study identified two hardware related issues:

Inventory control of supplies and personnel protective equipment and the availability of
radiological survey meters in most response programs, was found to be less than adequate.

The design of some systems and radiological measurement instrumentation does not ulize cost-
effective advancements in technology.

3. The manner in which the priorities of the emergency are established, the timeliness of actions,
the contamination control philosophy, and the exposure control and safety philosophy are not
always conducive to effective overall performance during a nuclear emergency. Better ways of
integrating the procedures, hardware and the emergency environment for timely effective response
need to be developed.

In order to address the collective issues impacting on in-station worker protection, nine key
initiatives are recommended to upgrade current capability and performance. These arr:

0 systematic redevelopment of emergency procedures on an as required basis to adequately
reflect pogram expectations, scope, expansibility and interface with external resources

0 implementation of upgraded, formal training and qualification programs for emergency
response functions

0 establishment of comprehensive drill and exercise programs which will routinely test and
maintain a high level of emergency response capability

0 evaluation of the development of a personal electronics safety device, capable of
integrating several key emergency response functions such as accident dosimetry,
personnel alerting/communications etc., with routine requirements

0 documentation of the current personnel radiological accident dosimetry program used by
Ontario Hydro

0 evaluation and recommendation of action plans for computerized personnel accounting

redefining and implementation of an effective emergency contamination control program,
and

development and implementation of a system for rapid identification and access to
resources and technology to support emergencies at Ontario Hydro nuclear facilities

All of these initiatives are presently underway in Ontario Hydro.
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5. Conclusion

The potential for positive reactivity excursions exists in all types of commercial reactors. The
most effective way of precluding this type of accident is to maintain the defence in depth
approach. Th- was recognized very early in the development of the CANDU design and led to
a combination of inherent and engineered safety features such that the public risk associated with
reactivity accidents is negligible. nie review of the implications of the Chernobyl accident on
the safety design of the Ontario Hydro CANDU reactors confirmed this conclusion. For the
Pickering 'A' reactors, the review concluded that an automatic means of precluding operation
with highly distorted flux shapes is desirable. A flux tilt trip has been designed for this purpose
as well as to provide additional coverage for moderator pipe failures. The review of the
implications of the Chernobyl accident on the operational aspects did not uncover any major
deficiency. A number of improvements were however identified and are being implemented.
These cover aspects such as f fighting capability, control to prevent disabling of safety
systems, emergency planning response and in-station worker protection.
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Table I

Issues Considered in the Post-Chemobyl Review

- shutdown systems capability for a situations

- safety of the Pickering 'A' reactors (single shutdown system)

-Containment capability for Severe Reactivity Initiated Accidents

-Accessibility of reactor protective circuits

- Safety mnagement review

- Training and informing of operators

- Off-site preparedness review

- Firefighting capability

-In-station worker protection

-Source term estimation for emergency response

- Review of operating procedures



Table 

Margin Between First Negative Reactivity
Effect and Prompt Criticality for Severe Flux Tilts

Bottom Over Top Flux Tilt

Reactor Shutdown System No. Shutdown System No. 2
(Expected Performance)(') (Licensing Assumption)(2) (Licensing Assumption)

Pickering W 0.56s 0.23s 0.85s
Darlington (3) 2.7s >>0.6s

Side to Side Flux Tilt

Shutdown System No. Shutdown System No. 2
(Licensing Assumption) (Licensing Assumption)

Pickering 'B' 0.65s 1.00
Darlington >0.41s 3.2s

Notes
(1) Calculation Performed using measured (expected) shutoff rod drop curve
(2) Calculation performed using shutoff rod drop curve assumed in licensing analysis
(3) Not calculated since margin with licensing assumption is large



Table M

FREQUENCY OF FAILURE TO SHUTDOWN (WrIH PROB. CUT-OFF)

Initiating Event/ Probability of Event Sequence
Frequency (Reactor-vf 1) Shutdown Failure Frequency (Reactor-vf')

1. Fast Loss of Regulation lo--, 2 W

(2 x 10-2)

2. Medium Loss of egulation lo-., 3 x 10-7

(3x 10-2)

3. Slow Loss of Regulation 1.1 x lo-.5 3.3 x 0-7

(3 x 10-2)

4. Large LOCA 1.6 x 10--' 4.8 x 10'

(3 x 10-4)

5. SmallLOCA 10-5 2 x 10-7

(2 x 10-2)

6. Loss of CI. IV lo-., 2 x 10-7

(2 x 10-2)

7. Sym. Loss of Feedwater lo-., 1. x 10-6

(1.1 x 11)

8. Asym- Loss of Feedwater lo--, 6 x W

(6 x 10-2)

9. Asym. Loss of Feedwater 1.2 x 10-4 7.2 x 10-7

(6 x 10-')

10. Pressure Tube Failure lo-, 2 x 10-7

(2 x 10-2)



Table M (cont'd.)

Initiating Event Probability of Event Sequence
Emuency (Reactor-yf') Shutdown Failure Frequency (Reactor-yr")

11. Steam Gen. Tube Break lo-, x lo-,

(I I )

12. High Heat Transport lo-, x 
System Pressure

(9 x 0-')

13. Low Heat Transport 1.3 x10-6
System Pressure

(1.3 x 10-')

14. Loss of Mod. Inventory lo-, 1.2 x 10-7

(1.2 x 10-2)

15. Steam Line Break lo-5 4 x 10'

(4 x 10-')

TOTAL 6.2 x10-6
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1. INTRODUCTION

The establishment of tolerances and impairment limits for special safety system setpoints is
part of the process whereby the plant operator demonstrates to the regulatory authority that the
plant operates safely and within the defined plant licencing envelope. The icencing envelope
represents the set of limits and plant operating states for which acceptably safe plant operation
has been demonstrated by the safety analysis. By definition, operation beyond this envelope
contributes to overall safety system unavailability. Definition of the licencing envelope is
provided in a wide range of documents including the plant operating licence, the safety report,
and the plant operating policies and principles documents.

As part of the safety analysis, limits are derived for each special safety system initiating
parameter such that the relevant safety design objectives are achieved for all design basis
events. If initiation on a given parameter occurs at a level beyond its limit, there is a potential
reduction in safety system effectiveness relative to the performance credited in the plant safety
analysis. These safety system parameter limits, when corrected for random and systematic
instrument errors and other errors inherent in the process of periodic testing or calibration,
are then used to derive parameter impairment levels and setpoint tolerances.

Much work has been undertaken at Ontario Hydro in recent years in developing limits and
tolerances for special safety system setpoints in all of its operating nuclear stations. All
updates of the plant safety reports now explicitly address safety system parameter limits 
Work has also been performed to identify impairment limits and acceptance criteria for testing
and maintenance activities undertaken by plant personnel to ensure that safety system
parameters remain within the defined limits throughout the plant operating lifetime.

This paper describes the methodology that has evolved at Ontario Hydro for developing and
implementing tolerances for special safety system parameters (i.e., the shutdown systems,



emergency coolant injection system and containment system). Tolerances for special safety
system initiation setpoints are addressed specifically, although many of the considerations
discussed here will apply to performance limits for other safety system components. The first
part of the paper deals with the approach that has been adopted for defining and establishing
setpoint limits and tolerances. The remainder of the paper addresses operational implementation
issues.

2. SAFETY SYSTEM TESTING AND SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES

A number of methods are used to help the operator ensure that special safety system initiation
will occur at a parameter value within the defined plant licencing envelope. These methods
include:

(a) Routine panel checks, generally performed once per shift, which are intended to provide
a gross indication of whether a significant drift in initiation setpoint or parameter
reading has occurred. In general, panel checks alone cannot be relied upon to give precise
enough numerical values for safety system setpoints to verify that parameter initiation
will occur within the defined tolerance band.

(b) Periodic safety system testing, in which a test signal is introduced into the process
transmitter and the signal is varied until a channel trip occurs. In such tests, it is
important to establish the indicated value of the parameter at the point of initiation. For
example, in Bruce Nuclear Generating Station (NGS) B, the indicated value of the
parameter at initiation can be derived from either the panel meter or the Safety
Monitoring Computer (SMC). With this type of test equipment, the extent to which the
measured parameter value at the point of initiation can be properly verified to lie
within the defined tolerance band is largely a function of the rate at which the parameter
changes during testing and of he readability of the display.

(c) Calibration call-ups, in which the instrument loop drift is measured and the
transmitter and alarm unit are calibrated if required. Instrument loop design
specifications impose a requirement for low drift rates. The aim of this process is to
preclude excessive deviations from nominal. In comparison with safety system tests,
this is a much more precise method of verifying the parameter initiation level.
However, call-ups are a time-consuming and labour-intensive process. Therefore, call-
ups on a given parameter loop are performed only at intervals of one to three years.

Each of these surveillance methods have their own acceptance criteria (i.e., impairment limits)
based on combinations of uncertainty allowances that depend on the specific detection method,
frequency of the procedure, and on the nature of the specific device being tested. For example, as
explained insection 31, impairment limits for panel checks or safety system tests would
include allowances for indicator uncertainties or random drift of the transducer, but the
impairment limits for calibration tests would not.



3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF SETPOINT TOLERANCES

3.1 Terminology

Safety system limits determine the margins available when confirming the availability of
individual safety system initiating parameters during testing and calibration of the associated
instrumentation. An essential element in properly developing, interpreting and applying
tolerances is the development of standardized, unambiguous and self-consistent tolerance-
related terminology. Some standards do exist (Reference 1), but are not specific to Ontario
Hydro applications.

In the following, a set of definitions is provided for key quantities related to safety system
tolerances and to the definition of test acceptance criteria. The definitions provided are general,
but for the purposes of illustrating their application, some of the details are related to the trip
system test instrumentation of Bruce NGS B.

Figure gives the arrangement of typical SDS1 and SDS2 trip loops at Bruce NGS B, and shows
the components which are considered in the subsequent definitions. For both systems, the
transmitter output is fed to a trip comparator whose output relays are used to trigger the
corresponding shutdown system channel trip logic. For SDS1 a current-to-current isolator is
used to buffer the output to the safety monitoring computer(SMC) multiplexer whereas for
SDS2 the outputs to the main control room (MCR) and secondary control area (SCA) control
panels are buffered. In addition, a live current display of the SDS2 trip setpoint is fed via a
current-to-current isolator to the MCR display.

Different instrumentation for other plants (e.g., a computer-based shutdown system) or for
other safety systems (e.g. ECIS) do lead to some differences within error allowance categories,
although the principles remain the same. It should also be noted that the definitions are also
dependent, in part, on the specific safety system testing arrangements and parameter
surveillance procedures employed at the plant.

3.1.1 Nominal Initiation SetpQj0j

This is the parameter value at which safety system initiation would occur in the absence of
uncertainties in loop instrumentation, alarm units and in the absence of systematic errors
(refer to Figure 2.

3.1.2 Effective Setpgints for Safety Analysia

The effective setpoint is the parameter value at which a safety system is assumed to initiate in
the plant safety analysis. As indicated in Figure 2 it is determined by applying the sum of the
systematic measurement error, the simulation error and the loop and alarm unit random errors
(including allowances for drift) in the direction from the nominal setpoint which causes the
latest time of initiation. These errors are defined in section 31.4. Safety analysis
conservatively assumes that all initiation levels are simultaneously at the effective setpoint.
The effective setpoint does not, in general, represent the most limiting value required to ensure
safety system effectiveness for all events for which the parameter is credited. This limiting
value (ie. the parameter limit-refer to section 31.3) is generally further from the nominal
setpoint.



3.1.3 Parameter Limit

Safety analysis is performed for a wide range of plant operating states to cover a broad
spectrum of design basis accidents. In general, the objective of the analysis is to ensure that the
safety design objectives for each accident category are met. The safety design objectives are
chosen to ensure that the integrity of various physical barriers to radioactivity release (e.g.,
fuel sheaths, pressuru tubes, etc.) can be maintained. In general, each safety system initiating
parameter provides protection for a variety design basis events over a range of operating
conditions. As discussed in section 32, for each parameter, it is possible to define a limiting
accident scenario which places the most stringent requirement on the parameter value at the
time of safety system initiation. The resultant initiation level, as determined by safety analysis,
is referred to as the 'parameter limit" (refer to Figure 2.

3.1.4 Impairment Limit for Safety System Tests

Safety system testing and other forms of parameter surveillance are performed to ensure that
in the event of an accident, safety system initiation will occur before the parameter limit is
reached. The impairment limit represents the indicated value (during testing) by which
initiation must occur for the parameter to be considered effective. This value represents the
acceptance criterion (i.e., the 'pass/fail boundary") in safety system tests. As indicated in
Figure 3 for regular safety system testing carried out from the control room by the operator,
the impairment limit is defined by shifting the parameter limit in the conservative direction by
an error allowance consisting of the following components:

1 Simulation Error

The simulation error represents an allowance for possible differences between the
parameter value predicted by calculations for the limiting accident, and what would be
its actual variation in the plant. The magnitude of this allowance is dependent upon the
accuracy of the particular calculation method used. The allowance is applied in the
conservative direction, and in many cases is assumed to be equal to zero because there is
a dirp,;t link between the parameter value and the safety criterion for the imiting
accident. For, example, if the heat transport low pressure trip is being assessed in
terms of its ability to prevent fuel sheath dryout following a small break LOCA no
simulation error is applied. In these events, the onset of dryout is a direct consequence
of depressurization. Hence, if the actual pressure is higher than the predicted pressure
such that the low pressure trip is delayed, there is also a corresponding increase in
margin to dryout.

2 Systematic MeaSurement Error

The systematic measurement error refers to any effects which cause a difference
between the measured and actual parameter as a result of environmental changes
produced by the accident. For example, variations in ambient temperature may cause
heatup of the level measurement reference legs for the pressurizer low level trip
following a small break LOCA. This may lead to a systematic level measurement error as
shown in Figure 4 Similar errors affect the steam generator low level trips for
feedwater and steam supply system failures.



3 Random Instrumentation Loop Error and Drift

This error component is a combination of a number of factors which depend in detail on
the specific instrumentation and testing configuration. These factors are:

(a) Inherent random loop inaccuracies (including non-linearity, hysteresis,
deadband and repeatability effects). Contribution.,. to this component include the
transducer (excluding drift), signal amplifiers, current/current isolator, main
control room indication, and A/D converters and are generally provided with the
equipment data sheets.

b Transmitter drift. This factor allows for the expected change in transmitter
calibration during the interval between calibration call-ups and is calculated
from measured variations in calibration as determined during periodic call-ups.
It is treated as a random variable, and a one standard deviation value is applied as
one of the components in the derivation of the deterministic error allowance. The
value used must be based on instrument-specific calibration intervals.

(c) Effect of ambient temperature variations on loop components in normal
operation, allowing for the differences between temperatures during operation
and calibration.

(d) Test parameter indicator uncertainty (e.g. meter uncertainty).

(e) Transmitter calibration uncertainties caused by the calibration standard, the
calibration equipment and by the method of calibration.

f Observational uncertainties, as applicable, caused by the reading of analogue
meters as part of the test/surveillance procedure.

4 Alarm Unit Random Errac

This particular error component does not apply to the computer-based shutdown
systems at Darlington NGS, where the alarm unit function is performed digitally. At
other stations, where trip functions are implemented by means of analogue alarm units,
only that part of the alarm unit error that affects the displayed parameter value should
be included as a contribution to the value of the impairment limit. Due to the difficulties
in partitioning total alarm unit error, the entire error is generally used in establishing
impairment limits. The components of the alarm unit error are:

(a) Inherent random uncertainty

b Effects of ambient temperature variations on alarm unit operation, allowing for
the differences between temperatures during operation and between calibration.

(c) Calibration uncertainty

It should be noted that alarm unit drift is not included in the definition of the impairment evel



for safety system tests, since any such drift will appear as part of the observed variation in the
value at which safety system initiation occurs during the test.

3.1.5 Analysis Limit

The analysis limit is obtained by shifting the parameter limit in the conservative direction by
an amount equal to the sum of the simulation error and any applicable systematic measurement
error (refer to igure 2 It, in effect, represents the maximum value at which the parameter
could initiate, in a measurement loop with zero instrumentation uncertainty, while still
meeting the safety design objectives for the limiting accident. Since it can be pre-determined by
analysis, it is essentially independent of the instrumentation characteristics, test procedures or
test frequencies and represents the limit outside of the control of the plant operator. The
analysis limit is therefore the value generally reported in the plant safety report updates and in
assessments of safety system minimum allowable performance standards.

3.1.6 Tolerance for Safety System Testing

The tolerance is defined as the difference between the impairment limit and the nominal
initiation setpoint (refer to Figure 3 and represents the maximum allowable deviation in the
indicated parameter value (at the time of initiation) observed during safety system testing.

3.1.7 Tolerance for Transducer and Alarm nit Calibration

As indicated in Figure 5, the impairment limit applicable to calibration call-ups is calculated
in a manner similar to the impairment limit for safety system tests. However, the calibration
impairment limit does not contain a drift component, since the actual drift is measured during
the call-up. The tolerance for alarm unit and transmitter drift is defined as the difference
between the impairment limit for calibration and the nominal initiation setpoint. Measured
drift is the difference between "as found" and nominal calibration values. When the calibrations
have been carried out, the algebraic sum of the measured component drifts should be compared
with the tolerance available for calibration. If the sum of drifts in the unsafe direction exceeds
the tolerance, then an impairment is declared.

3.2 Establishing Parameter Limits

Safety analysis is performed for design centre and certain limiting cases in order to
demonstrate that the reactor can be operated safely over the entire spectrum of expected plant
operating states. In order to further demonstrate that regulatory requirements are met
(References 2 and 3 assessment of safety system effectiveness is performed parametrically
over the entire range of accident severity (eg. break size, reactivity insertion rate).Figure 6
summarizes the results of SDS1 trip effectiveness assessment performed for loss of reactivity
control events at Darlington NGS A. Operating states considered include operation with less than
the normal complement of heat transport pumps and operation during shim or load-following
conditions.

The sensitivity of safety system effectiveness to partial or complete impairments of various
control functions is addressed. Recent plant safety report updates also consider the effects of
process parameter variations (coolant temperature, pressure and core differential pressure)



that may be encountered during plant operation to ensure that there is no significant degradation
in safety system effectiveness in the event of an accident. In some cases, process parameter
variations in one direction are limiting for some safety system parameters and variations in the
other direction are limiting for others. For example, if the plant operates at higher than
nominal core inlet temperatures, the effectiveness of the heat transport low flow trip for loss of
flow events is improved at whereas the effectiveness of the neutron overpower trip for loss of
regulation events decreases.

In establishing parameter limits for safety system initiation, the objective is to identify the
accident scenario which places the most stringent requirement on the parameter value at the
time of initiation. The limiting accident scenario and the value of the associated parameter limit
is governed by a number of factors including:

(a) The safety design objectives applicable to the accident category. The overall objective of
the safety analysis is to ensure that the accident dose consequences are within acceptable
levels. Derived safety design objectives are established for each accident category to
ensure that the integrity of the various physical barriers to radioactivity release is
maintained. Examples include maintaining pressure tube integrity, preventing fuel and
fuel sheath failures due to overheating, and maintaining integrity of the heat transport
system by preventing excessive overpressures.

b The attainment of maximum or minimum parameter values during the accident due to
plant design characteristics. For example, for partial loss of class IV power events at
Bruce NGS A resulting in the loss of a single HT pump, system pressure reaches a peak
value and declines, even if a reactor trip does not occur. Peak pressure is a function of
reactor power at the time of the pump trip (refer to Figure 7 In small LOCA events,
system depressurization prior to trip can proceed only down to a level governed by
secondary side pressure (refer to Figure 8). In both cases, parameter limits for the
relevant high pressure and low pressure trips can be set no higher (lower) than the
maximum (minimum) values attained in accidents. where these trips are required to
initiate.

(c) Regulatory requirements such as R10 and C-8 (References 2 and 3 that require,
where practicable, that at least two diverse trip parameters be provided on each
shutdown system over the entire range of accident severity and for all expected plant
operating states at the time of the accident. For many trip parameters, any deviation in
initiation level from the normally-assumed effective setpoints will alter the range of
effectiveness of a trip (refer to Figure 6 Under these circumstances, the parameter
limit is often defined on the basis that the limiting initiating level is the threshold value
beyond which a gap in backup trip coverage would be created for the limiting accident
category. In some cases, trip coverage windows exist even for the nominal setpoints In
these special cases, tolerances are identified that would permit meaningful impairment
limits to be derived for testing, and the acceptability of the increase in the trip coverage
window is judged by the regulatory authority on a case by case basis.

For safety system initiation, accident analysis demonstrates that the derived parameter limits
depend on the limiting values assumed for plant process parameter variations, and on
performance characteristics assumed for other process and safety system components. For
instance, analysis is generally performed assuming that plant parameters such as core inlet



temperature, channel power, and reactor thermal power are at bounding values within the
range of expected variation over the plant operating lifetime. Performance characteristics for
safety system components are also assumed to be at their minimum allowable performance
standard used in testing and surveillance activities. For example, minimum performance
standards for shutoff rod insertion rates, poison injection valve opening times and trip logic
instrumentation delays are all assumed in the safety analysis.

In the case where parameter limits for trips are established by the requirement to ensure that
no gaps in backup coverage are created (refer to item (c)), the parameter limit can also be
dependent upon the assumed variation in the initiating level of the other backup trip parameter
for the limiting accident category. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 9 for the case of
the high log rate and heat transport high pressure trips which, at their effective setpoints,
provide overlapping backup trip protection for intermediate-rate loss of reactivity control
accidents. For example, if the assumed variation in initiating level (beyond the effective
setpoint) for the high pressure trip parameter is small, the parameter limit and associated
setpoint tolerance for the high log rate parameter is least restrictive. The high log rate
parameter can initiate at a higher value before gaps in backup trip protection will appear for
the limiting accident category. For larger variations in the high pressure trip initiating level,
the tolerance available for the log rate trip parameter is correspondingly reduced.

Clearly, a significant consideration in establishing setpoint tolerances for special safety
systems is the extent to which parameter limits allow for simultaneous deviation of all other
initiating parameters, plant process parameters, process and safety system characteristics
towards their individually-defined limits. The approach that has been adopted for those setpoint
tolerances currently approved for use at Ontario Hydro plants is illustrated in Figure 10.
Individual parameter limits are, in general, determined by establishing the extent to which the
actual initiation level of a given parameter can deviate from the nominal setpoint, with the
values of all other parameters and system characteristics simultaneously at conservative values
within their expected range. In the case of other safety system initiating parameters, the
effective setpoint (which should include instrument error and an allowance for drift) is used.
As described above, the values assumed for other setpoints will, in general, be relevant only in
the case of certain shutdown system trip parameters where tolerances are established based on
the requirement to maintain backup trip protection for the limiting accident. For all other
parameters and performance characteristics, conservative values are used as described above.

3.3 Error Allowances

The approach taken in combining uncertainties and establishing error allowances is an
important element in the development of safety system setpoint tolerances used in testing and
surveillance activities.

3.3.1 Determin'5tic Technigugl

A deterministic approach to treating uncertainties is employed for most assessments of
tolerances and impairment limits. The use of conservative assumptions and deterministic
analysis rules covers uncertainties in establishing safety system parameter analysis limits.
For instrumentation used in parameter measurement, testing and surveillance, uncertainties
that are random and independent are generally combined by the square-root surn-of-squares



method. This method is a direct application of the central limit theorem and is valid where it can
be shown that a common source of uncertainty does not exist. For uncertainties that are neither
random nor independent (e.g., systematic measurement errors), uncertainty components are
combined algebraically. In the deterministic approach, the combined uncertainty is applied in
the conservative direction for the purpose of establishing tolerances.

3.3.2 'Probabilistic and Statistical Techniques

Many of the components of the deterministic error allowance represent quantities which are
more realistically treated statistically. Numerical values for tolerances and impairment levels
would likely be different (and possibly less restrictive) if a statistically based methodology for
establishing parameter limits were applied. The interaction of dependent and independent
uncertainties can be accounted for through the development of statistical models in which the
various uncertainties are classified into groups, combined uncertainty distributions are
developed for each group, and the distributions then used to evaluate the parameter limits and
tolerances at the required confidence level.

Currently, the neutron overpower trip is the only safety system parameter for which rigorous
probabilistic analyses are routinely performed Work is under way at Ontario Hydro to
establish the feasibility and practicality of applying statistical techniques to setpoints based on
process parameters so as to provide a rational basis for removing unnecessary conservatisms
(if any) inherent in the use of the simpler deterministic techniques. For those parameters in
which tolerances derived by deterministic techniques are operationally untenable, probabilistic
techniques could potentially provide a means of improving tolerances and avoiding the need for
modifying the plant design, operating procedures or testing practices to attain the desired
tolerance.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF SETPOINT TOLERANCES

A number of considerations have been addressed in the process of implementing safety system
setpoint tolerances at Ontario Hydro's CANDU reactors. Among the more significant ones that
have emerged are:

(a) The extent to which safety system tests are capable, based on the installed
instrumentation, of confirming the availability of safety system initiating parameters
within the limits defined by the safety analysis. For certain parameters, safety system
setpoints may not be readily and accurately verifiable within the defined tolerance bands
for routine testing. In some instances, this can be attributed to crude display scales
which make outputs difficult to verify and test circuits which provide parameter outputs
that change too rapidly for interpretation. This inability of certain safety system tests to
adequately confirm initiation setpoints can potentially affect safety system
unavailability as calculated with operational reliability models. Where appropriate, this
can be addressed by changes to the call-up frequency or the instrument loop calibration
test (e.g. to bench-test critical components at a higher frequency).

b Instrumentation uncertainties and drift used in establishing tolerances for safety system
testing must be fully accounted for and supportable. The manufacturer's instrumentation
specification sheets provide the data necessary to derive instrument uncertainties for



each parameter loop component. However, the magnitude of the instrument loop drift
between successive loop calibrations is largely a function of the instrument stability and
the frequency of loop calibration. The value of instrument drift specified by the
manufacturer may not be directly applicable since it refers to a specific calibration
procedure performed under given conditions at a given frequency. In principle, the
magnitude and nature of drift between call-ups should be determined on the basis of
calibration records. This requires that calibration procedures be established to ensure
the recording of 'as found' and 'as eft' calibration data and that a database be
established to support the derived estimates of drift. In the absence of such data, suitably
conservative estimates of drift should be employed, although this may unnecessarily
reduce available tolerances.

(c) In some cases, tolerances derived for certain parameters have been too small and, if
implemented, would have led to impairment limits being exceeded during testing with an
unacceptably high frequency. A number of measures can be considered in order to
improve tolerances. For example, increasing the frequency of calibration can reduce the
required drift allowance for safety system tests. Reevaluation of (and relaxing) the
parameter limit or, alternatively, revising the nominal setpoint in the conservative
direction -will provide increased tolerances for calibration call-ups and safety system
tests. However, in revising nominal setpoints, careful consideration must be given to
production reliability by maintaining adequate operating margins to safety system
initiation. Design measures to be considered include modifications to instrument loops,
and equipment used for testing and calibration in order to reduce uncertainty and drift
components used in establishing tolerances. Changes to equipment environment should
also be considered in cases where environmental effects constitute a significant
uncertainty component.

(d) Derived parameter limits must be consistently and rigorously defined and documented in
plant operating policies and principles documents. In order to ensure correct and
consistent implementation of tolerances, guidelines must be established for system
engineers on how uncertainties are to be applied when establishing acceptance criteria
or impairment limits for various surveillance activities. Pocedures should ensure that
the relevant characteristics of equipment which is replaced during the ifetime of the
plant are identical to the original equipment, or evaluated to be equivalent or better in
performance to the extent that it affects derived impairment limits. Alternatively, the
characteristics of any new equipment must be included in a re-evaluation of tolerances.

(e) Where available tolerances permit, action limits should be established between the
nominal setpoint and the impairment limit such that corrective actions are initiated to
restore the parameter initiating level to its nominal value before the impairment level
is reached. This measure provides added assurance that all parameters remain within the
defined safety analysis envelope.



4. CONCLUSION

The establishment of tolerances and impairment limits for special safety system setpoints is
part of the process whereby the plant operator demonstrates to the regulatory authority that the
plant operates safely and within the defined plant licencing envelope. Comprehensive plant
safety analysis is essential for identifying parameter limits that form part of the envelope.
However, in order for these limits to be meaningful to operating staff, careful attention must be
paid to the treatment of instrumentation uncertainties and drift in defining specific tolerances
or acceptance criteria for testing, calibration and other surveillance activities. Experience at
Ontario Hydro with the development and implementation of safety system setpoint tolerances
indicates that there have been instances where available tolerances have been too small. In many
of these cases, reassessment of parameter limits or adjustment of nominal setpoints has
restored tolerances to acceptable levels. In other cases, modifications to hardware and
procedures used in testing and calibration are being considered.
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Figure 4

Pressurizer Level Measurement Error Versus
Pressurizer Level
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Figure 6

Trip Parameter Effectiveness for Loss of Reactivity
Control Events During Operation With

Four Heat Transport Pumps
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Figure 9

Interdependence of Parameter Limits for Backup
SDS2 Trips for Loss of Reactivity Control Events
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Figure 10 Assumptions Applied in Establishing Parameter
Limits for Special Safety System Setpoints

INDIVIDUAL PARAMETER All OTHER PARAMETERS AND
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

C PARAMETER LIMIT

Additional Tolerance (C-B)
Associated With Individual
Parameter Excursion Beyond
Reference Safety Analysis
Envelope (All other parameters
remain at )

B SAFETY ANALYSIS VALUE SAFETY ANALYSIS VALUE
(see note 

Reference Safety Analysis
Assumes All Values
Simultaneously at 

A NOMINAL VALUE NOMINAL VALUE

Note 1: For safety system setpoints, the effective setpoint is used.
For all other system characteristics, the conservative safety analysis limit is assumed.
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LOSS OF CLASS IV EVENT IN EMBALSE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, OCURRED

IN DECEMBER 11, 1989

1.1 -SITUATION PRIOR TO THE EVENT

The Argentina 500 KV grid was in normal operation (see

figure n'l) with Embalse Nuclear Generation Station at

648 MWe, Rio Grande Hydro Power Plant at 180 MWe and

Mendoza Regional Grid supplying 188 MW.

At Embalse, the reactor power was constant at 100% FP and

all the safety related system and other special safety

system were operating normally.

1.2 EVENT INITIATION

The event began at the Embalse Nuclear Generating Station,

when the Almafuerte - Embalse 500 KV line was opened by

spurious fault in the Almafuerte Transformer Station. This

caused, at 23 hs. 21',47" te opening of the breaker 2 LE,

2 EO at Embalse switchyard due to the impedance relay of

the line (see figure 3.

The highest electricity demand is in Buenos Aires, so when

the line opened, there was a high unbalance between the

generation and demand, as a consequence the National

Electrical System became separated in two subsystems. The

"unbalance power - load relay" actuated at 23 hs.21',47"

which caused the rapid closing of the Admission Control

Valve (ACV) and the Itermediate Control Valves (ICV), the

rapid opening of the Condenser Steam Discharge Valve (CSDV)

and Reactor Power Step Back to 60% FP. 1 second later the

step back normalized.

At this moment, 23 hs.21',50" the alarm "Deviation

Frecuency"> 5% was activated.

Three seconds after, the turbine generator tripped by

mechanical overspeed at 1650 rpm, opening the 2GG breaker

(see figure n' 5).



In this circumstances, Embalse Station internal loads were

supplied only through the 500 KV line coming from Rio

Grande Hydro Power Plant. Twenty second later (23hs.22113")

the operator 4rom Rio Grande Station tripped it manually

due to high frecuency as the orresponding frecuency relay

was not in service.

This produced a Loss of Class IV, due to the fact that the

Automatic Fast Transfer Scheme from 500 KV line to 132 KV

line did not operate as both lines had different

frecuencies (it operated according to design).

At 23 hs.2211611 the reactor tripped on SDS #1 due to the

low flow of the main P.H.T. pumps (the channels D, E, F,

were activated).

At 23 hs.22118",3481 PV98 and 3481 P106 closed to avoid

the draining of the liquid zone compartments.

1.3 ARRANGEMENT OF BUSES AND GENERATORS

The arrangement of buses, generators, transformers, et&. for

the Class III system is shown in figure n' 5.

Basically there are two load groups, ODD and EVEN which are

supplied by four 4 50% capacity standby generators in the

event of loss of power from the norma'l (preferred) power

sources.

However to meet process requirements a third bus has been

provided. This bus supplies power to a process water pump

and the main generator excitation system. This bus is

normally supplied from the ODD load group, however it may

also be supplied from theEVEN bus by opening the ODD

breaker and closing the EVEN breaker.

During an emergency a situation may develop which requires

an automatic closure of one of the above breakers, which

in effect couples the ODD system to the EVEN system. This

situation occurs because of the requirement that two stand-

by generators are necessary to start a process water pump.



Since it is feasible that only one ODD generator and only

one EVEN generator are available, automatic closure of the

breaker is mandatory in order to meet the safety related

load starting time criteria.

When two diesel generators are available on either the ODD

or EVEN buses their outputs are synchronized before

closing the generator breakers. Loading then commences.

If 3 out of 4 DGs are available then loading on the bus

where only one DG is available will be limited to match

the capacity of the one DG. Stand by loads on the other

us would be started in this situation. When only one DG

is available on both the ODD and EVEN buses the tie

breaker is closed automatically and the two DGs are

synchronized before closing the generator breakers and

allowing loading to commence.



1.4 CHRONOLOGY OF THE RE-ENERGIZE

HOUR MIN. SEC. DESCRIPTION

23 22 20 The breaker 5323 CB2C opened.

23 22 23 A fast transfer from 500 KV to 132 KV

line is not available (as designed).

23 22 24 5324 BUB tripped, breaker CBlB opened.

23 22 25 Breakers 5323 CBlC and CBlD opened.

23 22 26 5324 BUA tripped, breaker CBlA opened.

23 22 32 Breaker CB10C closed (SG1)

Class III ODD bus (BUC) was re-energize

by stand by generator n'l (SG1) and som

small equipment supplied by MCC were

started (R/B local air coolers -

moderator pony motors, Class I and II

battery chargers, etc.).

23 22 38 Breaker 5323 CB4D closed (SG2)

23 22 39 Breaker 5323 CB4D opened (SG2)

The stand by generator n2 was connec-

ted on the EVEN bus and second later

tripped by over current, because the

service water pump n2 was not

disconnected during the loss of Class

IV (the breaker remained closed and

consequently over loa d the generator).

23 22 39 Service water pump n2 breaker opened.

23 22 43 Breaker CB11C closed (SG3)

The stand by generator n3 synchronized

on bus ODD (BUC).

23 22 43 Breaker CB2C closed which connect Class

III ODD bus with the ODD EVEN bus.

23 23 35 Breaker CB4C closed (SG2)

The stand by generator n2 is connected

to the Class III EVEN bus lighting

comes on and also MCC's loads re-started



HOUR MIN. SEC. DESCRIPTION

23 23 35 7511 CP2 air compressor started.

23 23 46 3331 P fe-d pump n'l started

23 23 47 7131 PI service water pump re-started.

23 23 48 3331 P2 feed pump n2 started.

23 23 53 Breaker 5323 CB5D closed (SG4)

synchronized on Class III EVEN bus.

23 24 05 7511 CP1 air compressor started.

2 3 2 4 2 9 3411 P end shield cooling pump started.

23 24 38 4323 P107 auxiliary feed water pump

started.

23 24 41 7133 P high ressure service water

pump started.

NOTE: Operator action was necessary

due to the fact that automatic loads

secuences didn't work properly. Some

equipment were connected in manually.

23 26 19 Breaker 5324 CB3A closed, the

operator re-energize Class IV OD bus

from the 132 KV line.

23 26 21 3481 PV98 on P106 opened liquid zone

control system was normalized.

23 27 08 4323 P107 auxiliar feed water pump

alarm bearing T >75'C.

23 27 26 4323 P107 auxiliar f6ed water pump

tripped by high temperature of the

bearing and the stand by pump P107A

started. The discrepancy light of

the recirculating valve comes on

indicating that valve was opened. Due

to the multitude of alarm sounding,

it was thought of a limit switch

trouble.

23 27 31 3312 PM1. main heat transport pump

was connected.



HOUR MIN. SEC. DESCRIPTION

23 27 46 Breaker 5323 CB5D opened, the stand

by generator n4 trapped for trouble

.11 the excitation system.

23 27 52 3312 PM3 main heat transport pump

was connected.

2 3 3 2 4323 P107 alarm of T > of the bearing

normalized.

23 32 29 Low level alarm of the boiler n' 1

and n 3.

23 32 33 Low level alarm of the boiler n 2

and n 4.

2 3 4 7 2 4323 P107 auxiliary feed water pump

was started again.

0 0 0 8 4 Breaker 5424 CB3B was clossed.

0 0 17 17 3312 PM2 main heat transport pump

started.

0 0 18 7 3312 PM4 main heat transport pump

started,



1. - PARTIAL LOSS OF FEED WATER DURIMG THE EVENT

At 23hs.47', the operator realized when he was checking the

key parameters,-that the boiler levels indications on SDS 

and SDS 2 panel were very low (- 2.5m).

The levels readings of the medium range of he boiler level

program (shown in the display) at that time were constant

approximately - 1.3m (see figure n 6.

As a result of the above, the operator started manually

the auxiliary feed water pump P107, and stopped the P107A,

because its recirculating valve was opened. This operator

action allowed the normalization of the steam generator

levels.

The condenser extraction pump and a main feed water pump

were restarted in order to have an alternative method for

feeding the boilers.

1.6 GENERAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE GENERATION STATION

From the begining ofthe loss of Class IV power until

restarting the main PHT pumps (during minutes, 40 seconds)

the thermosyphon was the primary method of cooling the heat

transport. The temperature at the system outlet header (see

figure 7 was sufficient to ensure adequate fuel cooling.

The primary pressure and inventory control system behaved

normally under the transient.

As for the other generating station systems, no major

anomally was detected on the recorders or observed by the

operating Staff.

overall, the generation station behaved as anticipated by

design specifications.



2 MODIFICATIONS IN THE SYSTEMS AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THIS EVENT

Three main aspects can be appointed as having importance in

the developing of the event.

2.1 - OPENING OF THE 500 RV LINE BETWEEN EMBALSE STATION AND

ALMAFUERTE 500 KV SWITCHYARD

The cause of the loss of line was a spurious signal seen

by the electrical protection of the 500 KV line,

generated during the opening for maintenance activities

of a disconnect switch in the 500 KV Almafuerte switch-

yard.

The activation of the electrical protection, produced

the opening of the corresponding 500 KV breakers of the

line (it was seen as a three phase failure).

Later on, it was determined that the spurious signal was

originated in the failure of an electronic fast damping

device, found burnt.

The equipment is connected in the voltage transformers

which feed the line electrical protections. Its function

is the damping of ferroresonance oscillations to avoid

spurious activation of the protections.

After the event this equipment was replaced with a

design change provided by Brown Boveri.

2.2 OVERFRECUENCY IN 500 KV GRID

After the proper operation of the unbalance relay in CNE

with the corresponding unloading of Embalse generator,

the system frecuence still remained high.

It was due to the fact that the overfrecuency relay in

Rio Grande hydro station was not in service.

After the event, that relay was again in service and

.operated properly during a grid upsed (loss of line

Almafuerte - Rosario) on Febraury 14, 1991.



During simulations tests of the dynamic behaviour of the

500 KV grid for safety analysis, it was observed that the

frecuency reaches 53,06 Hz regardless the disconnection

of Rio Grande Station at 50,8 Hz.

2.3 BOILER LEVEL CONTROL

2.3.1 When the boilers level, as measured in the medium

range by BLC programme, reaches the - 1,3m, and

continue going down, no further change is noticed

by BLC, remaining constant instead.

This is a design problem.

To avoid this misinformation to the operator, it

was implemented a modification in the boilers level

trend graphic, so that when the -1,3m, boiler level

is reached, it begins blinking.

Another modification in BLC, will be the addition

of the wide range measurements, to have continuous

level information from the steam generator.

2.3.2 The cause of the recirculation valve opening of

auxiliary feed water pump P107A, was a cabling

error to the logic module, in the flow loop

instrumentation. This produced an undesired opening

of the recirculating valve when the flow was high

and its closure when the flow was low.

The module was reconnected properly-afterwards.
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DESIGN RETROFIT TO PREVENT DAMAGE DUE TO
HEAT TRANSPORT PUMP OPERATION UNDER

CONDITIONS OF SIGNIFICANT VOID

by K.F. LAM

Ontario Hydro, Canada

1.0 INTRODUCTION in the work of Hartlen et a 3 One of the
explanations to this phenomenon given by eidrick

1.1 overview [41 is that pressure pulsation is caused by sug
flow in pp suction due to changing fuid density

During an under-inventory event such as a oss-of- and is amplified by the rotating pump impellers.
coolant accident (LOCA) or a secondary side At low frequencies, the volumes of the Liquid sug
failure, when the heat transport T) system and the adjoining vapour pocket are about the same
depressurizes, the MT pps may cavi tate, as the pump bowl and are therefore capable of
resulting in pump head degradation. Shortly producing very high pump head variation since pump
after, the pumps may experience vibration as head is proportional to the density of the fuid
system voiding increases. Continued T pump it pumps. At high frequencies, the volumes of
operation under conditions of significant void, Liquid slug and the adjoining vapour pocket are
especially during self excited vibration, may relatively small in comparison with the pump bowl.
result in fatigue damage to the T piping, Therefore, a number of liquid slugs and vapour
equipment and supports. pockets are required to fill the pump bowl. The

variation of pump head due to the liquid sugs and
vapour pockets traveling through the pump is

1.2 CANDU Operating Experience consequently smatter.

CANDU operatin eveated that pump- Since high frequency, Low amplitude pressure
piping vibration occurred during Bruce NGS Unit 2 pulses are predictably Less damaging to the T
commissioning in 1975 when a Liquid relief valve components during an under-friventory event than
(LRV) was spuriously opened causing T system Low frequency, high amplitude ones, the present
depressurization. MT piping supports were damaged discussion is focused on the safety design
during a pump induced vibration event that Lasted implications due to the detrimental effects of the
for a few minutes. A similar incident of LRV Latter type of pressure waves.
opening aso occurred at Wolsung-1 NPP at 100%
full power during a routine test in 1984. in the
Latter incident, the hydrostatic bearing journal 1.4 Potential Safety Consequences of Pump
assembly of a T pump was damaged due to high Induced Vibration
shaft vibration which persisted for about half an
hour. MT pp operation under conditions of significant

void poses major safety concerns to designers
because pump induced vibration may result in

1.3 Review of Experimental Findings on T failure of the T piping and may impair the
Pump Operation under Voided Conditions ability of the emergency coolant injection (ECI)

system to refill the core. For certain pump or
During the course of post-LOCA design and station design configurations, a failure of T
operations review as a result of the Three Mle pump supports couLd result in a breach of
Island (TMI) incident, it was confirmed that it is containment. A balance has to be maintained
desirable to continue T pump operation until between these potentially adverse consequences of
emergency coolant refills the core and core pump induced vibration and the requirement for
cooling fow is re-established. To confirm the continued T pp operation under voided
operability of T pumps under voided conditions, conditions to ensure adequate fuel cooling.
Ontario Hydro carried out full scale pump tests at
its Research Pump Test Complex [1 2 During
pump testing, severe pump-piping vibration caused 1.5 Purpose and Scope
by Large amplitude >400 kPa peak-to-peak)
periodic head pulsations were observed at Low and The purpose of this paper is to provide a general
moderate system void. Pp vibration subsided at review of certain key design areas which address
highly voided >30%) conditions. the safety concerns of T pump operation under

conditions of significant void. To iustrate the
MT pump performance data collected during two- challenges confronting designers and analysts,
phase fow pump tests have shown that fow some of the highlights during the design of a
instability results in acoustic pressure protective system to prevent damage to T piping
pulsations. Discussions of two-phase fow and pump supports at Bruce NGS "All are outlined.
instabilities in pump piping systems can be found The effects of this protective system on reactor

safety are aso discussed.
-------------------------------------
* CANadian Deuterium Uranium reactors



2.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS low frequency piping vibration which could
potentially Lead to further piping failure. Pump

2.1 Synopsis induced vibration failure of T piping has far
reaching safety consequences. It could open up a

The fundamental safety design criterion associated small break size Leading to a guillotine pipe
with T pump operation under conditions of failure. New breaks could develop at some highly
significant void is to ensure T system component stressed points in the T piping system. The
integrity without jeopardizing fuel cooling for presence of one or more new break Locations may
all pertinent conditions in the safety analysis. result in a higher coolant loss rate or a stagnant

flow in some parts of the reactor core. Either
A review of CANDU T system design is summarized the enlargement of break or the creation of new
in Table 1. Details are further discussed in this breaks due to vibration could Lead to reduced
section. effectiveness of the ECI system.

Fro a safety aalysis standpoint, an accident
2.2 Licensing Considerations scenario in which the sustained steady state

Loading which locks into one of the natural modes
Fro a licensing standpoint, it is necessary to of the structure and which causes damaging
Limit radioactive releases below the specified resonant vibration in the piping system, cannot be
Limits set by the regulatory body for any precluded at this time. Therefore, it is
postulated design basis accidents and this will essential that such vibration has to be mitigated
include those which can Lead to pump induc soon after it is detected or predicted to occur
vibration. It is necessary to determine whether, under certain postulated conditions.
even if survival is predicted, the consequences of
subsequent failures should be analyzed, and if so, MT Loop design involving parallel pumps operation,
the criteria against which they should be judged. such as Pickering NGS, in which there are four
Depending on the station design and the agreement groups of four parallel pumps, one group per
reached with the regulatory body, this assessment reactor quadrant, is predictably less susceptible
must ensure that all reasonably conceivable to self excited vibration damage for two reasons.
pump/piping failures are included and the Self excited vibration caused by two-phase fow
consequences of failure are analyzed. voiding phenomena involving more than two paratlet

pumps is extremely unlikely since such vibration
A Licensing rule imposed by the Atomic Eergy mode requires pressure pulses from all pumps to be
Control Board (AECE) on CANDU reactors in Canada coherent and excite the piping system at its
is that corrective operator actions can only be natural mode at the same time. Since the
credited at Least 15 minutes after receipt of potential damage to piping depends on the energy
unambiguous signal at the control room. This input into the system which undergoes self excited
additional Licensing constraint requires that an vibration, a smatter size pp has less potential
automatic system to curtail T pump operation is to produce damage than a Larger one.
needed if the minimum predicted fatigue Life of
any T system cponents, which are susceptible to MT loop design, such as Bruce NGS, utilizes one T
self excited vibration damage, is Less than 15 pump per reactor quadrant. In each reactor half,
minutes. both T pumps connect to the same reactor inlet

header RIM) and reactor outlet header (ROH).
Although highly unlikely to occur, self excited

2.3 Pump Shaft and Seat Integrity vibration of pump-piping system could occur if the
frequency of pressure pulses and their acoustic

It can be conceived from the olsung-1 LRV opening speed are such that their wav-z length matches the
event that violent pump vibration in the extreme Length of RIM.
case could cause shaft contact with the stationary
housing and subsequently could generate sufficient The MT loop design of Darlington NGS and CANDU 600
heat to cause pp seizure or shaft failure. MW stations, being similar to Bruce GS, has 4 T

pumps, one per each quadrant. However, since each
As a result of high vibration caused by operation MT pump connects to a separate set of inlet and
under conditions of significant void, similar to outlet headers, self excited vibration due to
that of TMI, potential seat failure could occur. pump-pump interaction does not occur.
Besides, for pumps of specific design such as
Bruce and Darlington NGS in which the pump shaft SeismicatLy qualified piping, which has built-in
seat assembly forms the containment boundary a supports and damping provisions to cater for the
failure of shaft seat could result in a release postulated ground motions and accelerations,
outside of containment. The safety consequences appears to have better tolerance to pump induced
of either or both of these failure modes following vibration. MT piping which can withstand high
a LOCA have to be addressed. accelerations generally has onger fatigue ife.

For an in-service station with non-seismicalLy
qualified piping, extension of fatigue Life of T

2.4 MT Piping Integrity piping by incorporating design changes for
different excitation frequencies, acoustic

Continued operation of T pumps under conditions velocities and pulse amplitudes is a real
of significant void may result in high amplitude, challenge to piping analysts and designers.
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2.5 14T Pmp Supports 3.2 Design Approach

The safety criteria governing the design of T From a design ad operation standpoint, designing
pump supports are similar to those for the T loop MT pump and piping capable of withstanding self
piping previously discussed. The fundamental excited ibration following a postulated accident
concern is the safety consequences should the pump would be the most desirable approach. However,
support fail. for in-service tations, structural retrofit

involving relocation and addition of supports to
A failure of the pump support could lead to pump and piping and/or replacement of T equipment
further T piping failure. This type of cascading to achieve this would be cost prohibitive and
failure would be undesirable from a safety design impractical A alternative to this approach 
viewpoint. For T pumps Located inside of to prolong the fatigue life of T system
containment such as Pckering WGS and CANDU 600 MW components at citical Locations by providing a
stations, the safety consequences would be minimum number f simple and practical design
similar, if not limited to, the uillotine failure modifications, and at the same time designing a
of the Largest pipe as described in the previous protective system which Limits the running time of
section. However, for T system design such as MT pumps without jeopardizing fuel cooling, so
Bruce and Darlington NGS, where part of the T that T system component failure can be precluded.
pump forms the containment boundary, a failure of To ensure adequate core cooling being available,
MT pump support would ed to a breach of it is desirable to trip the reactor before any T
containment boundary. The safety consequences pumps are tripped. This approach can simplify a
would be more profound fro a radioactive release number of thermal hydraulic analyses since it
Licensing standpoint. assures aequate core cooling in the absence of

forced flow at low power Levels.

2.6 Fuel Cooling During the review of T pump operation under
conditions of significant void, it was recognized

Following a loss of coolant event, continued T that the predicted fatigue Life of T piping was
pump operation is desirable until emergency very Low. The design of T piping did not have
coolant refiLts the core and core coling flow is sufficient supports and damping provisions to
reestablished. Adequate fue coling is withstand the pstulated detrimental setf excited
essential to meet radioactive release Limits from vibration. Certain "mathematical solutions" such
a Licensing standpoint. Hwever, a counter as increasing ppe watt thickness, increasing
requirement to prevent T piping and pp support system damping, addition and relocation of a
failure due to pump induced vibration is to reduce number of pipe upports, to prolong T piping
pump flows. Therefore, it is necessary to strike fatigue Life are cost prohibitive and impractical
a alance between MT system component integrity to Bruce NGS "A". To address this, the automatic
and fuel cooling such that the Licensing MT pump trip (P.-TRIP) system was provided to Bruce
requirements can be met. NGS "All.

The safety criterion to preclude fatigue failure
2.7 Environmental Qualification is that the minimum predicted fatigue Life of the

pump and piping components exceeds the time to
MT voiding could be caused by a break in either pump trip. This maximizes the time for core
the T system or the secondary side. Thus, to cooling by forced fow without compromising
ensure satisfactory performance of a protective fatigue failure.. Since self excited vibration is
system to prevent T piping and pump support sustained by the hydraulic energy input into the
failure following any under-inventory events, the system, fatigue life can be significantly
design of this system has to withstand the harsh increased if onty one T pump in each reactor half
environments resultant from LOCA or secondary side is running.
pipe break events. Environmental qualification of
the protective system to withstand the applicable
pipe break scenarios is necessary to meet these 3.3 MT Pp Trip Parameters
design objectives.

In deciding what parameters are suitable to trip
MT pps to satisfy design objectives, it is

3.0 MT PUMP TRIP SYSTEM DESIGN necessary to examine the conditions under which
self excited vibration can persist. FotLowing a

3.1 Bruce NGS "All T Pump Trip System small LOCA, ow to moderate pump suction voiding
would occur soon after T system depressurizes.

The foregoing general discussion of safety design Such voided condition may persist for a
considerations can be Mustrated by the Bruce GS significant period of time that damage to T
"All T Pmp Trip (P-TRIP) system design. This system carmt be precluded. For Large break LOCA
example is chosen because it posed one of the most situations, the rapid coolant depressurization
challenging work program to achieve. rate and the high coolant discharge rate result in

high T system voiding shortly after the accident.
A simplified flow diagram of the Bruce NGS "All T Thus, T pump self excited vibration cannot be
system, showing the key components of the P-TRIP sustained for sufficient time to cause damage to
system, is given in Figure 1. MT system. Since fuid parameters such as
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pressure, temperature and quality (or void To ehance P-TRIP system reliability, the logic is
fraction) can be selected to signet incipient void designed such that should a pump fail to trip an
formation at the pp suction even before pump demand, the aternate pump is to be tripped so
piping vibration occurs, they can serve as that only one pump continues to run in each
predictive indicators for pump induced vibration reactor half following P-TRIP initiation.
due to colant voiding.

A simplified P-TRIP Logic for Bruce NGS "All is
As the accident takes its course, T pump induced given in Figure 2.
vibration under conditions of significant void can
result in violent pump vibration. Therefore
vibration parameters suc'i as motor frame vibration 3.5 Operationa Fexibility
velocity and motor shaft runout can be used as
pump trip parameters. However, because the The design of Bruce NGS "All P-TRIP system caters
instrumentation required to monitor these for normal reactor operation which involves either
parameters often involve moving parts, frequent three or four T pumps. This operational
calibration would be required to maintain flexibility requires that only one T pump in each
acceptable reliability performance. Besides, header continues to run following P-TRIP
environmental qualification of vibration monitors initiation regardless of the initial pump
to withstand LOCA or secondary side accidents operating configurations. The design is further
would be difficult to accomplish. Thus, these complicated by the fact that during reactor start-
vibration parameters are not used in the Bruce WGS up, T pumps are switched on sequentially and this
"All P-TRIP system design. off-riormal. operating mode also requires P-TRIP

system to protect gainst MT system component
failure during under-inventory events. The Large

3.4 P-TRIP System Logic number of initial T pp operating configurations
and the requirement for the preferred pps to be

To prolong the fatigue Life of T piping and pump tripped in each case necessitate the use of a
supports, P-TRIP action is initiated from a set of programmable logic controller (PLC) to handle such
fluid parameters, temperature and pressure, which task.
allow suction voiding to be detected. Pressures
are measured at each pump suction while
temperatures are measured at each pump discharges. 3.6 P-TRIP System Reliability Target
Two out of these four voiding checks, with
allowance for the et positive suction head (NPSH) The primary function of the P-TRIP system is to
of the pump, are credited as a valid P-TRIP protect against T system component failure since
signet. This operational margin for NPSH was further piping failure or breach of containment
added for voiding check to ascertain that smooth due to self excited vibration may Lead to
pump operation can be maintained under normal radioactive releases above the Licensing Limits.
operating conditions. The P-TRIP system unavailability target s set in

the order of 0.001 a/a. The design of P-TRIP
To minimize the impact on power production system incorporates significant cmponent
reliability and to minimize the frequency of redundancy and channelization to ensure that
process upset due to spurious P-TRIP initiation, single components do not result in P-TRIP system
this set of fuid paran*ters is conditioned on unavailability and to prevent system
reactor power. A reactor power evel of 30% full unavailability during testing.
power was selected because core cooling at Lower
power evels can be accommodated by reduced forced A spurious T pump trip is a serious process
flow or thermal syphoning effects. In addition, failure, which in the absence of special safety
this power level aso represents the turning point system action, may result in fuel failures. The
of reactor power run-down following a reactor trip design of P-TRIP system incorporated features to
from 100% fuLt power. Further reduction of power minimize the frequency of spurious T pump trips
conditioning evel increases the time to pump trip as a result of P-TRIP failures. These two design
significantly. The power conditioning signal is requirements, white making the system reliable
taken from the shutdown system ion chambers to enough so that it operates when required nd yet
meet environmental qualification requirements. not contributing unwarranted pump trips, offer a

challenge to esigners and analysts.
The P-TRIP Logic groups pps into pairs such that
only one of the two pumps connected to each RON in
a reactor half is tripped. With reference to 4.0 CONFIRMATION OF DESIGN ADEQUACY
Figure 1, one "odd" pump and one "even" pump are
tripped when the P-TRIP conditions are satisfied. 4.1 General Approach
A delay timer is included in the P-TRIP system to
stop the remaining MT pumps. The timer is preset Confirmation of design adequacy is a necessary
to a value Less than the minimum predicted fatigue step to ensure that engineering judgement made
life of T system components to preclude failures, during the design process is appropriate and that
while alowing reduced forced flow for decay heat the design objectives are met. This verification
removaL. The remaining T pumps can aso be process was Largely based on analysis using
tripped manually should the operator decide that mathematical models. Aternatively, experiments
continued T pump operation is not desirable. using scaled mdels were aso used. The design
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verification process at ruce NGS "All sed a Pipe fatigue ife assessment method described in
combination of both methods and the highlights are Stevens' work [71 can be used. The highlights of
described in the sections below. the analysis are described below.

The normal modes of vibration of the T Loop were
4.2 Mathematical Model for Pump-Induced analyzed by assuming the piping system to be a

Vibration continuous (i.e.., unbroken) structure and ignoring
the effects of a pipe break, if any. This

The forcing function for pump-induced vibration assumption is valid for a cases in which T
was derived from full scale pp tests. The test system is intact, such as secondary side failures,
rig consisted of a piping section identical to the and for Sall LOCA situations. For Large LOCA
MT pump suction at Bruce NGS "A". The cases, the high T system voiding shortly after
relationships between the pressure pulse the accident cannot sustain self excited vibration
frequency, magnitude and the acoustic wave for sufficient ime to cause fatigue damage to
velocity were then established. Acoustic celerity system components.
depends on the fuid density and bulk modulus [5].
They are related to fuid temperature and void The stiffness of piping constraints such as steam
fraction. For the conditions of interest, the generator nozzles, pump supports and pipe hangers,
acoustic speed of the two-phase mixture decreases including the effects of fasteners and snubbers
with decreasing temperature but with increasing were melled. This alowed the natural
void. The analysis used in the design was frequencies and modes of vibration for the piping
simplified by using an average wave velocity in system to be evaluated. The moments of inertia of
the piping system derived from a Loop-average void the pump-motor assembly under different vibration
fraction in test piping. modes were separately computed by considering the

mass distribution of its flywheel and rotor with
Since pressure wave in a piping section is respect to various axes of rotation.
attenuated by an increase in fow area, pressure
pulses generated at the pump suction decay rapidly The Loads on the T piping can then be simulated
as they pass from the RIM to the feeders. The from the forcing function using different acoustic
hydraulic resistance in the fuel channels further velocities and frequencies applied at the atural
dampens out the amplitudes of pressure pulses in frequency of each piping eement. Damping
the feeders. Also, since the steam generators are characteristics of the snubbers and the structural
connected to the pump suction, any pressure pulses damping of piping are shown to be important to
in the outlet feeders are expected to be attenuate vibration amplitudes in a piping system.
attenuated. This assumption aows the piping Finally, the fatigue Life of each piping eement
model to be simplified by eliminating the feeders can be predicted from the number of fatigue Life
and the fuel channels from the MT Loop and the cycles based on the ASME fatigue curve for the
feedback effects from the pump discharge to the specific material and the frequency of vibration
pump suction. using the ASME aternating stress amplitude.

The Bruce type T Loop design has two T pumps The minimum fatigue Life predicted from the ASME
connecting to the same inlet and outlet headers in Code is generaLl.y very conservative. A more
each reactor half. Therefore, forces and realistic estimate of the fatigue life of a piping
consequently amplitudes of vibration of the component using the aternating stress aplitude
reactor headers would be the highest if pressure derived above can be obtained by etastic-pLastic
pulses from these two pumps are cpletely out-of- analysis. The assessment consisted of an eastic
phase. This phenomenon, similar to that described analysis on the selected piping component subject
by Burchett as acoustic resonance 6 cd occur to internal pressure and mechanical load. Then,
if the acoustic speed of the two-phase mixture and an eLastic-pLastic monotonic loading analysis was
the frequency of pressure pulses are such that the performed on the component. Finally, an eastic-
wave Length matches the RIM ength. Athough it plastic cyclic oading (progressive distortion)
is highly unlikely to occur, such two-phase pump analysis was performed on the component to assess
flow condition cannot be precluded and is its elastic-pLastic fatigue Life based on an
considered as the Limiting case in the present accumulated pastic strain associated with the
analysis. material failure threshold. Computer codes such

as ABAOUS are capable of performing such analysis.

4.3 MT Piping Fatigue Life Assessment During the design verification process, two pipe
restraints were added to the T system and its

MT piping fatigue Life can be predicted auxiliary system tee junctions to raise the
analytically by using finite eement method. A minimum fatigue Life of the piping system to
methodology of assessment using a Linearly elastic preclude piping failure due to self excifed
piping model and steady state resonance can be vibration during the course of postulated
assumed. Since high amplitude, Low frequency accident.
vibrations are Likely to be more damaging than
high frequency, Low amplitude ones due to inherent 4.4 Pump Support Fatigue Life Assessment
system damping a modes with higher natural
frequencies can be neglected. The pump support fatigue Life can be evaluated

analytically using the response data evaluated
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from the piping analysis. The pump support design and on the selection of the system test frequency
involves a rather complex structure with welds nd to meet the reliability target. This analysis
fasteners. This process required a etailed also identified means of improving the reliability
review of the pump foot, pump bowl and the design performance of the system.
of the hold-down fastener assembly as well as the
material specifications of each comporwent. The On the other hand, to avoid undesired early T
critical areas where fatigue failure could occur pump tripping which would Lead to significant
are identified and the stress amplitudes are degradation of fuel cooling, it is necessary to
evaluated. The fatigue Lives of each ritical demonstrate that given initiation of P-TRIP, the
area were derived from the ru.ib - of fatigue Life MT pumps whose trip is to be delayed by timer,
cycles and the frequencies which the comporm t trip earlier than specified. Further, it is aso
would experience uncker different postulated imperative that the P-TRIP system under normal
conditions. conditions does not unduly contribute to the

occurrence of undesired trip of any or al MT
During the design verification process, a massive pumps in the event of a P-TRIP failure. The
restraint system comprised steel columns and analysis utilized a fault tree which was
horizontal members was erected around the top of constructed from these top events. The fault tree
each MT pump motor mount to prevent the assembly was solved using a computer pro-gram using set
from rocking to extend the fatigue Life of the equation transformation system to generate the
pump support and hold-down assembly. The minimal cut sets. The results of the reliability
restraint was designed and installed to very tght analysis showed that, due to the P-TRIP action,
tolerances to accommodate the dynamic effects the predicted frequencies of spurious trip of one
during pump operation as well as thermal expansion or all of the operating T pumps during normal
of the pump-motor assembly dring oral warm-up operation and the probability of undesired trips
and coot-down. of T pumps given P-TRIP initiation are extremely

tow.

4.5 Safety Analysis to Demonstrate Core
Cooling Adequacy 4.7 Verification of Programmable Logic

Controller Subsystem
Since tripping of T pumps following a design

basis accident could ead to a change in the A format ad idependent validation of the PLC was

course of events from that established in the conducted to verify compliance with the functional

previous safety analysis. accidents that could and performance requirements and to provide

give rise to T pp suction voiding were statistical confidence in the reliability of the

analyzed. PLC. In total, the test program eodied 6500

randomly chosen test cases and some 1763 manually

Four different categories of accidents a) loss of chosen, deterministic test cases. These tests

flow, b contro filures, c LDCA and d) generated some test anomalies, particularly when

secondary side failures were analyzed. These close to the trip region, due to conservative

analyses encoripassed different cases, such as pass/faiLure criteria. A total of 17 test

different break sizes, with or Loss Cass IV anomalies were recorded during the validation

power, with or without ECI impairment, as well as testing. Each of these anoma ties was individually

low power operating conditions where the shutdown and carefully analyzed against the design

system trips may be conditioned out. requirements to ensure that the anomaLy did not

represent a departure from, or noncompliance

Meeting the appLicabLt radioactive release Limits with, the design requirements.

was the Licensing criterion for judging

acceptability of P-TRIP system performance in each The validation process allows the performance of

postulated accident aalyzed. the PLC and its application software to be

verified against the stringent functional and

In all cases, it has been demonstrated that an reliability performance requirements of the P-TRIP

effective reactor trip precedes MT pump trip in system.

aLL cases, except where reactor trips are

conditioned out due to Low reactor power, and that

adequate fuel cooling and fuel channel integrity 5.0 CONCLUSION

are maintained in al cases. These two conditions

are sufficient to demonstrate that P-TRIP does not MT pump operation under conditions of significant

impact adversely on reactor safety. void offers a major challenge to designers and

analysts to ensure that pump induced vibration and

its effects on pump and piping are addressed. For

4.6 P-TRIP System Reliability an in-service station the search for a practical

solution is often Limited by existing.station

Failure Modes and Effects aalysis and Fault tree equipment design and layout. The diversity of

analysis were used to provide an effective design verification process requires a major

qualitative and quantitative uavailability commitment of engineering resources to ensure al

assessment of P-TRIP. A sensitivity aalysis was safety aspects meet the requirements of regulatory

undertaken to identify the key events which have body. Work currently undertaken at Ontario Hydro

the most significant effect on P-TRIP reliability Research Pump Test Complex on two-phase flow in
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TABLE 

CANDU HEAT TRANSPORT sysrEM DESIGN

Pickering MU part I mail 6-OOMW Desi

MT Pump 4 prallel pumps per I pp per reactor I pump per reactor 1 pump per reactor
Configuration reactor quadrant quadrant quadrant quadrant

MT Pp Location inside of containx-ent outside of outside of inside of containment
containment structure contairoment structure
but sow pump but sow pump,
components form colipmK4 to form
containment boundary containment bn ary

Potential of Self Parallel pump Void and header None None
Excited Vibration operation nlikely to length depet t
due to Pump-pump Cause acoustic
interaction resonance

Pump-piping No Yes. No Yes.
vibration Uni t 2 incident in Wotsung-I MPP
Experience under 1975 incident in 1954
voided Conditions
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AECL CANDU

INTRODUCTION

The CANDU 3 is an advanced, smaller 450 MWe), standardized version of tht;
CANDU now being designed for service later in the decade and beyond. The design of this
evolutionary nuclear power plant has been carefully planned and rganized to gain maximum
benefits from new technologies and from world experience to date in designing, building,
commissioning and operating nuclear power stations. The good performance record of existing
CANDU reactors makes consideration of operating experience fom these plants a particularly
vital component of the design process.

Since the completion of the first four CANDU 6 stations in the early 1980's, and
with the continuing evolution of the multi-unit CANDU station designs since then, AECL
CANDU has devised several processes to ensure that such eedback is made available to
designers.

An important step was made in 1986 when a task force was set up to review and
process ideas arising from the commissioning and early operation of the CANDU 6 reactors
which were, by that time, operating successfully in Argentina and Korea, as well as the Canadian
provinces of Quebec and New Brunswick. The task force issued a comprehensive report which,
although aimed at the design of an improved CANDU 6 station, was made available to the
CANDU 3 team.

By that time also, the Institute of Power Operations (INPO) in the U.S., of which
AECL is a Supplier Participant member, was starting to publish Good Practices and Guidelines
related to the review and the use of operating experiences. In addition, details of significant
events were being made available via the INPO SEE-IN (Significant Event Evaluation and
Information Network) Program, and subsequently the CANNET network of the CANDU
Owners' Group (COG). Systematic review was thus possible by designers of operations reports,
significant event reports, and related documents in a continuing program of design improvement.

Another method of incorporating operations feedback is to involve experienced
utility personnel in the early design stages of a project. This has been accomplished in a variety
of ways for the CANDU 3 design, including visits to nuclear utilities, exchange of staff with
utilities, and hiring of utility staff as consultants.
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Input from equipment manufacturers is also a key item, particularly in the area of
the technical specifications that are produced by designers. CANDU 3 approached this by
requesting comments on technical specifications from traditional or established suppliers and by
pre-selecting major equipment suppliers in advance - to permit early discussions on equipment
details, and by giving consulting contracts to suppliers to establish major design parameters.

Design reviews have long been a traditional part of the design process. For the
CANDU 3 participation of utility representatives has been actively solicited in order to
incorporate their comments at an early stage. Some obvious benefits of this approach were in
the areas of operational testing, maintainability, and that of the fuel channel design.

The application of a more formal human factors program to CANDU 3 design has
led to the development of a functional design methodology which requires designers in key areas
to evolve their designs from operating procedures, and thus produce designs which are easier for
operators and maintainers. This is the reverse of the traditional approach where operating
procedures produced after design completion have had to adapt to design features. The paper
includes an outline of the application of the functional design methodology to the design of an
advanced control centre for CANDU 3 It also shows how operating and maintainability
considerations have been factored in at all design stages based on inputs from operating utilities.

2. KEY CANDU 3 REQUIREMENTS

The requirement for application of feedback of information to the CANDU 3
design can be traced through the hierarchy of project documentation to the Canadian Standards
Association Standard CAN3-N286.2-86 "Design Quality Assurance for Nuclear Power Plants".

Article 4 1 1.1 states "Measures shall be established for obtaining, where possible,
information from previous designs and the procurement, fabrication, construction, installation,
commissioning, and operational phases; and for identifying and processing the information
received." Article 411.2 follows with "These measures shall provide for assessing the need for
and relevance of feedback information and for incorporating ensuing improvements in the design
or quality assurance program, or both."

These requirements are reflected in the CANDU 3 Project Quality Assurance
Manual which states that "Fechnical information received from operating stations is
systematically reviewed and distributed to appropriate disciplines. Such information is reviewed
for design safety and other aspects. Design input or the design process is modified as necessary.
Review of feedback information is coordinated by a prograrn-specific Committee on
Information Feedback". The workings of this committee will be described later in this paper.

The QA Manual goes on to say that "Feedback of information obtained during
design, fabrication, construction or commissioning of past projects is also disseminated to design
groups for evaluation and incorporation into the design process, where necessary". The
description of how such commissioning feedback was obtained from the first CANDU 6 projects
follows in Section 3 of this paper.
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3. COMMISSIONING FEEDBACK

The task force set up to review and process ideas arising from the commissioning
and early operation of the CANDU 6 reactors had as its objectives the improvement of
commissioning efficiency, a shortened commissioning schedule, and reduced capital cost,
without compromising personnel safety or plant reliability.

It determined that these objectives could be met by:

• Redesign of some systems, taking into account problems encountered during commissioning
and incorporating the latest technological advances

• Design changes to eliminate, as far as practicable, field modifications to systems during
commissioning

• Coordinated turnover of systems from Construction to Commissioning

• Elimination of unnecessary commissioning tests/activities

• Introduction of a uniform commissioning program for all future CANDU projects

As a result of the task force review, a total of 311 ims were identified on 63
Nuclear Steam Plant (NSP) systems as having the potential for a design change. These items
were then categorized according to importance and need, with the final listing being as follows:

• Category 

Mandatory - to meet safety requirements/make system work per design - total 164

• Category 2

Optional (major) - could result in significant cost/schedule reduction - total 20

• Category 3

Optional (minor) - could result in some cost/schedule reduction - total 53

• Category 4

Design enhancement - total 29

• Category 

Rejected - total 45

The changes which were chosen for implementation thus became part of the
CANDU 6 design database used as a reference by the CANDU 3 designers.

4. THE OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK COMMI=

There are currently twenty operating CANDU reactors in Canada, two operating
CANDU-6s overseas, and a number of PHWR's in India and Pakistan, representing over 250
reactor-years of operating experience. The experience can guide designers of future products,
helping them reduce causes of downtime and improve plant safety.

Because most of the CANDU-3 designers have worked on previous CANDUs,
and still communicate with the utility owners, they knew many of the problem areas, and have
improved CANDU-3 accordingly. They are also weU aware of "high-profile" events as they
occur. However a way of systematically using the experience of minor events is desirable as
well.
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The CANDU Owners' Group (COG) maintains a number of databases on
operating plants. Of particular interest to designers are the abnormal events, plant shutdowns,
and impairments, since they represent a potential for improvement. hese events are regularly
reported on electronic bulletin boards run by COG, and all operating CANDU stations in Canada
and overseas contribute to them. Events are usually on the boards the week that they occur.

Indeed, the difficulty is not in getting the information, but in screening it and
assessing it. Simply circulating the ten to twenty event reports each week, to designers on new
projects, produces information overload; sorting the wheat from the chaff is a major task for an
individual (who may have experience related to only a few of the systems involved in the
events) and is usually postponed.

To use operating experience systematically, an Operational Feedback Committee
has been set up in AECL, whose purpose is to collect operating information, screen it, assess it,
and ensure the incorporation of the appropriate lessons learned into new designs, particularly
CANDU-3.

Figure 41 illustrates the process. A member of the committee is tasked with
reviewing the COG event bulletin boards, usually weekly. He does an initial screening of
events, which eliminates about two-thirds of them, and classifies the remainder by engineering
discipline. These are then distributed to the Committee, whose members represent each major
engineering scip ine on ANDU- opies are so distributed to each nctional engineering
manager in AECL-CANDU.

The committee meets about every six weeks, and reviews the event reports
distributed since the last meeting. The committee discusses each event, and decides that either it
is not relevant to new designs, or more detailed follow-up is required. In the latter case, it is
assigned to the representative of the relevant engineering discipline. He does a further
assessment, and reports the results at the next committee meeting. Again, with committee
concurrence, he can reject the event as not elevant to new designs. If it is relevant, he produces
a Review and Recommendation form, in which case the lessons learned are incorporated as
requirements on the new project.

These requirements can affect the conceptual design, in which case they are
effective immediately, or the detailed design, in which case they become part of the
requirements for the detailed design phase.

In the 1990 calendar year, 24 events passed the initial screening and were the
subject of detailed review. Of these, 1 1 were judged as potentially applicable to CANDU-3; the
design was then assessed to show the same problem would not occur, or changes were made.
Most of the changes were applicable to the detailed design phase, and were set as requirements
to the detail designers.

Some examples of changes implemented are:

- after the brakes on a Bruce-A fuelling machine released while the machine was still on the
reactor, hardware interlocks were added to the CANDU-3 fuelling machine, so that the
brakes cannot release if the machine is latched onto the channel;
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- the fuelling machine maintenance access control system on CA?�-DU-3 was improved after
an incident in which door interlocks were defeated; the interlocks must restrict
simultaneously-open doors during operation but allow them during construction and
maintenance;

- fuel handling alarms have been made much more specific on CANDU-3, identifying the end
device to assist operator diagnosis.

The committee has been successful in implementing minor lessons learned - the
major ones would of course be implemented regardless. Moreover, because of the successive
screening before an event is evaluated in detail, the committee works without major demands on
design manpower.

5. UTILITY INVOLVEMENT IN DESIGN

AECL undertook at the beginning of the CANDU 3 design to fd ways to ensure
that the design would benefit from the knowledge and experience of nuclear utilities. Much
information useful to designers is available in a variety of utility rports, but a utility voice is
more clearly heard by designers when spoken personally and with conviction. The requirement
was that experienced utility staff be part of the design team.

The CANDU 3 designers looked for utility requirements worldwide through
organizations like INPO and EPRI. Visits were made to utilities i other countries (e.g. Ed in
France) where there was some visible parallel experience in areas such as standardization that
the CANDU 3 cou 'Id benefit from. For obvious reasons the major effort was to involve CANDU
utilities and for logistical reasons this was largely restricted to Canadian CANDU utilities.

When utility staff were approached about temporary assignments to design teams
there was usually initial enthusiasm over the prospect of showing designers how it should be
done. Once reality set in, it was realized that very few key staff could easily be spared from
their utility assignments. In addition other staff would be needed to fill these vacant positions.
While the ulities were anxious to be heard, they could not be expected to incur large direct
costs associated with helping a new design. Agreements were sought to help deal with these
realities. he program logistics worked as follows:

NB Power became a lead supporting ulity with additional help from Ontario
Hydro and Hydro Quebec. NB Power agreed to free staff from various technical areas at Point
Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station to visit AECL design offices on a series of rotating
assignments lasting an average of two weeks each. The visits were timed both to allow design
input at an appropriate stage and to be acceptable to the Point Lepreau work schedule. In
exchange, AECL sent an engineer to work at Point Lepreau while the assignment program was
underway. This had the added advantage for the design team of giving first hand nuclear plant
experience at Point Lepreau to an AECL designer
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The staff exchange was the centrepiece of a program in which NB Power staff
reviewed preliminary CANDU 3 documents and sent questions and comments in writing to
AECL. AECL designers visited the Point Lepreau station for presentations to staff and to clarify
concerns raised in the questions. Written answers were provided and where the ulity staff were
still not satisfied by the design approach, the issues were left for resolution during the staff
exchange program. Ultimately all written concerns were resolved.

NB Power, Hydro Quebec, and Ontario Hydro were all very open in receiving
AECL designers and providing them with information. Traditionally AECL has not been closely
involved in cost and staffing issues associated with Operations, Maintenance and
Administration. For CANDU 3 we were anxious to see if there were ways that designers could
reduce these costs through design improvements. All three utilities cooperated in discussing
staffing issues and plans, areas of cost concern, and places to look for design driven savings.

Since Ontario Hydro offices and stations were close to AECL design oices,
designers relied on many Ontario Hydro staff to answer questions and comment on key
CANDU 3 issues. In addition, contracts for consulting help were given to Ontario Hydro in
areas where more extensive assistance was required. Ontario Hydro staff experienced in
pressure tube replacements assessed the planned CANDU 3 pressure tube replacement methods
and recommended improvements. Other Ontario Hydro staff worked under contract to help
establish turbine-generator requirements and work with potential suppliers. Private consultants
with experience from Ontario Hydro stations also brought that experience to the CANDU 3
design - especially in the fuel handling design.

The utility inputs resulted in many changes to the CANDU 3 design. Examples
included better provisions for recovery in the event of a stuck fuelling machine, a revised
deuteration de-deuteration system design, improved airlock/hatch design, and numerous layout
changes to improve maintenance access.

The AECL CANDU 3 team has also benefited significantly from Ontario Hydro's
recent experience in licensing Darlington. As a result of the licensing problems associated with
safety system software, AECL and Ontario Hydro have established a joint team to establish
software standards and methodologies which will be common to both organizations and
acceptable to the licensing authorities. A similar joint committee is establishing common
approaches in the areas of human factors and control centre designs.

CANDU 3 designers must make trade-offs in establishing a safe, cost-effective,
reliable plant that is easy to operate and maintain. There hasn't been 100% agreement between
designers and ulity advisers on every trade-off. But overall the design has benefited
enormously by making this deliberate effort to seek out and pay close attention to utility advice.

6. DESIGN USE OF OPERATTNG EXPERIENCE
FROM CANDU VENDORS AND SUPPLIERS

Just as designers cannot understand all the operating and maintenance issues as
well as utilities, they are also limited in their access to information about manufacturing
problems and equipment performance records.
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Past experience has shown that vendors and manufacturers frequently suggest
improvements in the technical specifications produced by designers. In many of these past
situations the suggestions came too late to be easily used.

The CANDU 3 designers approached this problem in three way-:

a. Traditional or established suppliers have been requested to comment on technical
specifications while they are at the development stage.

b. For a significant number of major equipment contracts, suppliers are being pre-selected in
advance of the actual commitment to construct the first CANDU 3 units. These
pre-selection contracts allow early discussions between designers and suppliers, and give the
designers detailed advance knowledge of equipment characteristics.

c. In a few cases (for example steam generators) suppliers have been given consulting contracts
to help establish major design parameters and help write an optimum specification.

Obtaining assistance from suppliers is really another way of basing the design on
operating experience. The pre-selection pogram ensures that the chosen suppliers have the
right qualifications and experience. This experience makes them familiar with previous failure
modes of both their own equipment, and equipment supplied by cmpetitors. They are also
generally aware of the most recent thinking on optimizing designs and preventing failures. The
designers are taking advantage of this experience by having the suppliers comment on technical
specifications before they are completed and through discussions. The suppliers in return have
contractual assurance of their favoured position in supplying equipment for future CANDU
stations (subject to a number of conditions). They are also assured. of a close understanding
between themselves and the AECL designers.

An additional advantage of the pre-selection program is the greater
standardization it promises for a series of CANDU 3 stations. By using identical suppliers for
such a series of stations, there will be very few design changes in proceeding to each successive
station. Sharing of experience and spare parts will also be easier.

At this stage of the CANDU 3 design there are only two signed pre-selection
agreements in place (steam generators, reactivity mechanisms). There is an additional
agreement with General Electric Canada for fuel handling design services. A number of other
suppliers have been closely involved in the design in anticipation of pre-selection agreements
shortly. Additional CANDU 3 pre-selection agreements are expected to follow awarding of
upcoming contracts for the next CANDU 6 - Wolsong 2 Overall the CANDU 3 program of
pre-selecting suppliers has been something of a pilot program. It appears to be working well in
allowing designs to benefit from operating experience.

7. THE DESIGN REVIEW PROCESS AND PARTICIPATION BY UTILITIES
AND VENDORS

Design reviews are an important and recognized part of quality-assured design.
They are one of the methods of design verification named by the Canadian Standards
Association Standard CAN3-N286.2-86 "Design Quality Assurance for Nuclear Power Plants".
They are a routine part of AECL-CANDU's design process. Their- thoroughness and frankness
are well-known in the Canadian nuclear industry.
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The purpose of a design review is to independently assess the adequacy of
conceptual or final design by:

- verifying the completeness nd accuracy of design requirements;

- verifying that the conceptual or detailed design meets design requirements;

- verifying that the design is documented and that the documentation is clear, complete, and
correct.

There are two types of design reviews. A conceptual design review is performed
at an early stage in the design process; a final design review is performed when the design is
complete. Of the two, the conceptual design review is by far the more important, as there is an
opportunity to identify and implement fundamental changes; later design reviews focus more on
implementation details.

The process of a design review begins with issuing of a review package to the
selected reviewers; it consists of the review scope and objectives, and copies of the design
documents to be reviewed. For a conceptual design review, the documentation includes system
performance specifications, design concept decisions (reasons for the choice of the design
concept over alternatives), and the design description. Final design reviews are based on design
requirements, design guides, design descriptions, flow sheets, drawings, etc.

Selection of the appropriate review group is a major ingredient in the usefulness
of the design review. Normally review group members have expertise (either specialized or
general) in the area under review, and have not been associated with the day-to-day
development of the specific design. They include staff outside AECL-CANDU.

The CANDU-3 project requirements include ambitious targets for operating
costs. This meant that input to the design from utilities operating CANDUs was essential, if
these targets were to be credible and achievable. The project, therefore, actively solicited utility
participation in the design reviews, including those utilities who were potential customers. The
utility view could then be incorporated into the design at an early stage.

We summarize the results of two such reviews.

7.1 MAESITENANCE ASSESSMENT

The CANDU-3 project requirements include the capability to run for two years
between planned shutdowns, with most components (except for the concrete structures and
reactor assembly) replaceable within an outage of 90 days or less. Thus a maintenance
assessment review was called in January 1987, during the conceptual design. There were five
reviewers, including one from New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, which operates the
Point Lepreau Nuclear Generating Station, and one from Ontario Hydro.

The initial review of the design package generated 157 comments. These were
addressed by the designers and their responses given to reviewers prior to the review meeting;
thus the meeting could concentrate on those responses where there was disagreement. In the
end, each review comment was either accepted by the designer-, answered to the satisfaction of
the reviewer; or further action was assigned.
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Some review comments could be addressed as part of the conceptual design;
others would have to be resolved as part of the detailed design. An action list for each type was
generated for follow-up. There were 165 actions assigned altogether. These actions are tracked
periodically until completion.

A maintenance review is novel. A challenge to the; reviewers was the lack of
well-established review criteria and the heavy reliance on experience and judgement-this made
the utility presence even more iportant.

Examples of the concept phase comments from the review follow:

I Use of anything less than a full steel liner for the containrnent building would require
provisions for extensive external and internal inspection. I-In the end, a full steel liner
was chosen].

2. The proposal to substitute an equipment hatch for an equipment airlock could degrade
maintainability. [The role was clarified: the main airlock was sized to accommodate all
equipment and components required during operation; the hatch was for a long shutdown
only.]

3. The sizing of service maintenance shops, fuel handling shops, and waste handling was
felt to be inadequate. [Revised].

4. If the boilers need replacing, it should be done by cutting oles in the steel-lined
reinforced concrete dome. [Agreed].

7.2 FUEL CHANNEL

The CANDU-3 fuel channel introduces several novel concepts and extends
existing ones. Fuelling is done at one end only, assisted by the flow, unlike all operating
CANDUs which use two fuelling machines, one at each end. The fuel channel itself is designed
for rapid replaceability: the initial requirement was that the entire reactor could be re-tubed
within a 90-day outage. Finally a channel design life of 40 years was proposed.

The design review was held in June 1987. The review panel of four-teen members
included members from AECL-Research, two utility members (from Ontario Hydro) a member
from the CANDU Owners' Group (COG), and a member from Canadian General Electric
(manufacturers of some of the CANDU fuel and fuelling machines).

The action item status summary contains 305 items. Typical comments included:

1. It is preferable to design for fast channel replacement than to design for, and prove, that
the channel will last for 40 years. [Agreed, although creep allowances for long channel
life will also be made].

2. A black oxide coating on the calandria tube was proposed, to reduce the estimated
temperature of the pressure tube under severe accident conditions. [Later adopted].

3. Mockup testing should be done to demonstrate that rapid channel replacement was
feasible in the time-scale claimed. [Some laboratory testing was done].

Clearly these reviews were thorough, and used utility input to advantage in
identifying issues which would impact future operation.
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THE USE OF OPERATING PROCEDURES IN CONTROL CENTRE DESIGN

A new development in the CANDU 3 is the introduction of a function-oriented
control room design methodology based on early consideration of operating procedures, and
operator information needs and capabilities. This approach, outlined below, represents an
evolution of traditional CANDU design methods, along the directions of an internationally
evolving trend towards more formal application of Human Factors methods and knowledge in
Nuclear Power plant design. It is derived in part from IEC 964 a recently published IEC
standard on Nuclear Power Plant design [1]. It ensures that operating requirements are assessed
and considered at the design stage.

8.1 TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO CANDU CONTROL CENTRE DESIGN

Under the traditional CANDU design approach, plant design began with the
definition of the major process functions, and proceeded to process system design, followed by
instrumentation and control design, which included design of both automatic and manual control
loops. The design of the plant process systems and of the corresponding control systems and
control interface panels was subdivided on a by-system basis, with individual process control
system designers having prime responsibility for specifying control algorithms and manual
control requirements. This included consideration of both normal and abnormal operating
conditions, and of special requirements for commissioning, all briefly documented in the system
design manuals.

Various design guide documents, centralization of panel design and computer
system design authority, and control room mockups, helped to ensure a reasonably consistent
style of interface. System design reviews, (which included participation from multiple design
disciplines and operations experts), and accident event sequence analyses, helped to ensure the
completeness and basic soundness of the design. After the design was complete, operating
procedures were developed and the plant was commissioned by commissioning personnel, based
on the design documentation and consultations with the designers. Verification of the integrated
plant/personnel/procedure system consisted principally of walkthroughs and reviews at the plant
itself in the later stages of commissioning.

8.2 FUNCTION-ORIENTED CONTROL CENTRE DESIGN PROCESS

The above process served CANDU quite well, as demonstrated by the good
overall performance records of the operating stations. However, it had the undesirable
characteristics of placing a substantial integrating and verification burden on the commissioning
staff, and of shifting a large part of the burden for dealing with human/machine system design
limitations to the personnel training and procedures domain.

The recent International Electrotechnical Commission Standard, EEC 964, [1],
promotes a "function-analysis" approach to control room design which addresses these
concerns. The EEC 964 approach calls for a systematic analysis of control functions,
human/machine function aocation, and control room system integration and design concept
validation all done in the early stages of system design, followed by detailed design,
verification, and validation work in later stages.
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The CANDU 3 approach to control room design can be viewed as a streamlined
and tailored version of the approach proposed in IEC 964, adjusted to take advantage of other
elements of CANDU design and Safety analysis, and to fit the overall CANDU 3 plant design
process and schedules. It consists of the following main elementF-

i. Function Analysis.

A comprehensive description of the functions to be performed from the control rom.

ii. Function Infon-nation Analysis.

A definition of the essential infon-nation (goals, entry conditions, input and output
variables, etc.) associated with each function.

iii. Function Allocation.

A review of the man/machine function allocations.

iv. Peer Review.

Review of the preceding steps by related design disciplines and plant operations
experts.

v. Preliminary Man/Machine Interface design.

Control room layout definition, selection of interface de-vice types, allocation of
functions to device types and locations, control room mockup development.

vi. Preliminary Job Analysis.

Preliminary definition of operator tasks and procedures, and preliminary assessment
of operator workloads.

vii. Forinal Design Review.

Formal review of the integrated control rom design concept.

viii. Requirements Handover and Detailed Design.

Handover of requirements to detailed hardware and software designers, and
procedure development personnel, continuing support and review of detailed design.

The approach to be followed for different classes of functions varies in degree of
formality and depth of analysis. Some details remain to be settled. In generalthe approach is to
treat power production functions less formally and at higher levels of abstraction in the
conceptual design stage, and to leave more detailed decisions about these functions to the
discretion of the process control system designers. Accident mitigation functions are treated
more forinally, and analyzed to greater depth, in the conceptual stages of control centre design.
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8.3 ROLE OF OPERATING PROCEDURES AND INVOLVEMENT OF
OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

An important aspect of the function-oriented design methodology is the use of
preliminary versions of emergency operating procedures during the conceptual design stage.
The preliminary emergency operating procedures, which are to be developed over the next two
years, will be based on preliminary CANDU 3 probabilistic safety analyses, and on analogous
procedures from existing CANDU plants, with adjustments to cater to CANDU 3 specific plant
design differences. They will be used as inputs into the function analysis, allocation, and
preliminary design stages outlined above, and will be key elements in the workload analyses
which we are planning to conduct with the help of a control room mockup. In this process,
extensive consultations with operations personnel and involvement of qualified CANDU
operators in the mockup tests are planned.

The function-oriented control room design methodology is expected to bring
several benefits to the CANDU 3 design. The most obvious is the benefit of concentrated
operations feedback at a stage where control room provisions can still be easily modified. In
addition the methodology will help to satisfy regulatory demand for more formal and more
auditable treatment of human factors aspects of the design, will help to facilitate up-front
licensing, and should lighten the burden of producing detailed operating procedures at the tail
end of the detailed design process.

Reference:

1. "Design for Control Rooms of Nuclear Power Plants", International Electrotechnical
Commission Standard, IEC964,
March 1989
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9. CONCLUSIONS

There are a variety of processes by which operating experience can be applied to
design, and the CANDU 3 project is actively using many of them to ensure that lessons learned
in the field on earlier projects do not have to be relearned on the CANDU 3.

The incorporation of the expertise of utility staff, and the experience of
equipment manufacturers, has provided AEC12s design team for the CANDU 3 with valuable
insight into potential design improvements. Basing the design of the control room on the
operating procedures, instead of vice versa, is another innovation in keeping with the 1990's
image of this new reactor model. Combining these approaches with the more traditional design
reviews and the continuing operational feedback process by means of review of significant
events and design changes has given AECL the confidence that the new CANDU 3 nuclear
power plant will be an operational success from first startup.
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Good Afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen;

We are gathered here, at Embalse. Arqentina, for the next few days to
share with and learn from each other, lessons which will help ensure
the continued afe operation of Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors well
into the next century. The subject of mv presentation tda is

.1 HOW TO OPTIMIZE THE USE OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE at our plants.

The paper details effective methods for managing the large olumes of

information that are available today, to ensure that all applicable

lessons are recognized, tracked to implementation, and concluded in a

meaningful way. We must not underestimate the requirement for, and

the importance of, this task. It a lesson that our industry has

already paid for dearly.

One of the most significant lessons learned from the Three Mile Island

event March 1979 ), and again with the Chernobyl disaster April

1986 was the ongoing requirement to learn from our mistakes and

near misses, and those of our fellow utilities around the world; so

that as an industry we do not repeat the same mtakes. The ery

future of our industry will depend on how well ach one of us

accomplish this important task.

I will describe in detail the following Perating EXperience programs,

which are currently in use at Ontario Hydro's Bruce Nuclear Generating

Station A 

- Operating Experience Sharing Lessons Learned System;

- Significant Event Recommendation Tracking System;

- Root Cause Determination process;

- Commitment Tracking System.

I am confident that this paper will demonstrate how the various

components of an Perating EXperience program ccmbine synergistically,

to provide a powerful tool to help reduce repeat events at our

stations.

OPerating EXperience History at BNGS A

The current Perating EXperience group we call ourselves OPEX to

distinguish our group name from the Operatinq Experience task that we

do was formed in July of 1969. Perating EXperience i part of the

REACTOR SAFETY UNIT.

Prior to the creation of OPEX, Bruce A's Significant Events had been

tracked and expedited by the Reliability section. In addition, Bruce

A had been a prototype type station for INPO's Hman Performance

Enhancement System or HPES program, beginning in 1984. While

Bruce A's HPES program had had its ups and downs in the intervening

years; it joined OPEX in good shape in the fall f 1989, when the HPES

Coordinator for Bruce A joined OPEX. The stage ws now set for the

OPEX era to begin at Bruce Al.



Corporate Head Office

While this was happening at the Station, at Ontario Hydro's Head
Office, in Toronto, the Nuclear Operating Standards Department NOSD)
was being formed. Like the Bruce A station, but from an Ontario Hydro
Corporate point of view, NOSD was concerned with ensuring
that all Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Power Plants optimized their us of
Operating Experience Learning From Others NOSD accomplish this
by:

* screening all appropriate eents from around the world to
decide which ones are appropriate for Ontario Hydro s stations;

* consolidating the appropriate lessons learned, and ensuring that
they are seriously considered for implementation at Ontario
Hydro's Nuclear stations. This accomplished by having the
respective station managers commit via the Commitment
Tracking system, which I shall discuss later their stations to
undertaking the actions required to ensure that repeat
occurrences do not occur.

* providing Corporate Office support in the form of:
- training courses such as HPES Evaluator courses
- new technology support such spearheading the move to a

new significant event Computer program 
- providing corporate policies and procedures, and standardized

corporate forms and formats, in the OPEX field,
- and generally assisting the stations in their quest to

improve the quality of their stations through Operating
Experience; and

* providing an interface for the exchange of Operating Experience
methodologies and technologies between Ontario Hydro s four
nuclear stations.

OPEX - the Perating EXperience section at Bruce A

(OH#2)

Pictorially we recognize ourselves as performing four min fnctions.

These are:

OPERATING EXPERIENCE - Learning and Sharing the Lessons.

ROOT CAUSE DETERMINATION - To ensure we fix the real problem the
first time. This includes Bruce A s use
of INPO's HPES process.

SIGNIFICANT EVENT RECOMMENDATION TRACKING and FOLLOW-U - To ensUre
identified deficiencies are effectively,
corrected.

COMMITMENT TRACKING - Ensuring we keep Our promises to others
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Pictorially, the combined purpose of these systems could be

summarized:

PREVENT REPEAT EVENTS (OH#3)

We should define REPEAT EVENTS at this point.

A Repeat Event is an event which we new abot-it from any source

and chose NOT to correct too busy, did not recognize, forgot abOUt,

costs exceed benefits, etc. and the event happened aain at Bruce

NGS " A ".

I will now review how the various processes are incorporated into or

OPerating EXperience program at Bruce A; and how they integrate with

each other.

Other Other

Bruce A Event Ontario CANDU &

Hydro World

Significant Event SER OER OER OER

includes Near Misses) prepared prepared prepared prepared

Operating Experience

CANDU OWNERS GROUP

CANNET lessons !earned

<CANNET,

Root Cause Determination e�� �oot Cause

Determinations to <

solve real problem

Track Expedite

Root Cause Recommendations SE SE

Track and Expedite

Commitments CO T AC

11 I I
Effectiveness Follow-Up RCD r ew if problem

( 3 - months after still eists

completion of actions



Operating Experience

Our primary information network i an electronic OMMUnications sstem
called CANNET. The system is administered by the CANDU OWNERS i-2R01-1P
( or COG ), who operate out of Toronto, Ontario. I m 5Ure t h t ns t
of you are familiar with this service. If not, I'm sre that Hnry
Chan WOUld be more than happy to tell YOU more a bout this �aci I i ty .

(OH#4)

The following lide shows how we rcognize our lin� to the rest of the
nuclear orld.

The CANNET tie at Bruce A resides on a Personal Computer. The
various bulletin boards are down loaded on a daily basis, process
which takes between 15 and 30 inutes. We download CANNET onto disk
and then upload it onto our Electronic Mail system E111ail . t tis
point the station Operating Experience Coordinator reviews each piece
of incoming information, and decides if it is relevant to aur c:tation.
We are well aware that COG has also screened this information. �-nd as
such about 0% of what vie receive is sent on to ruce �i taff.

(OH#5)

Information is applicable to Bruce Nuclear Generating Station "A"

The question asked as each incoming piece of information is rev-ievied,
is:

Could not knowinq this information
jeopardize the operation of Bruce NGS A-7

If the answer to this question is YES, then the iformatio is
forwarded to the responsible station ersonnel for t-neir- re�.,-,e4,t �,nd
action. To enSUre the information is not misplacec or forqotten. Lne
information is also entered into a atabase -and trackeri. In Tradition,
we UUall'/ Copy the responsible person's spervisor for information
only. The information entered ito the data base includes

*a rference to where the information came from Quite otten he
CANNET message number

*date entered;
*description of the event;
*a list of who was ssued the information for flow-up the

datauase will take p t fr names 
*acticn required by t,.e individual nd r Qrou,);
*response from the group or individual;
*details of the follow-up action tak.en;
*details of how vie closed the item; and the date closed.
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The initial request ks the station responsible person to review the
item, and decide on its relevancy to Bruce H. The three possible
responses are:

I- the item is relevant to BrUce NGS A, and should be followed up.
Details of the follow-up acti--)n initiated are also no+s--d; and can
range from adding the item to the Technical Unit's work program
at some point in the future the tarqet date for completion should
be noted ), to a work document reference number Deficiency
Report, Engineerinq Change Notice, or Work Plan nmber I which
indicates how we will implement the required chanae. The timing
of the new project will depend on its elevant significance
when compared to other scheduled work.

2- this item is not the responsibility of this unit. The group
referring the matter to another group is ked to recommend the
most appropriate group to handle the matter. This item will then
be assigned to the appropriate person or group.

3- the roup reviewing the item is responsible for the system or area
of concern; and the item has been carefully eviewed, and has been
judged to be not relevant for action at Bruc A.

These items require signing off by the individual concerned; and then
subsequent concurrence by their supervisor to get a second expert
opinion on the item

The responses are logged into the database; wit a hard copy being
stored for future reference.

Since the beginning of 1990 we have aeraged about fifteen items per
month of follow - up, from all sources. Other non CNNET ) ources
include: Proposed Changes, Engineerinq Change Notices. and iqnificant
Event Reports from our sister plant - Bruce 8; nd reports from our
Head Office Nuclear Operating Standards Department NOSE)

Electronic Mail ( EMail

A note regarding our use of the EMail system at Bruce A. Our Ellail
system requires secret known only to the individual and elarly
changed passwords. Forwarding a reply to OPEX va the originator 
supervisor; and having the Spervisor if they concur with the
disposition of the item forward it to OPEX, is sufficient evidence
that the Spervisor has concurred with the disposition of te item.
As well these electronic signatures. conventional paper t1pes are
also still accepted. We thus have an auditable information trackinq
system in place for Operating Experience information handling.
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It we have not heard from the recipient within two months �rorn the

time that the initial information was sent, e will follow it up with

a second request for follow-up. The supervisor is aaain copied. if

further requests for fOll 'OW UP 0 Unanswered, OPEX will approach the

next appropriate level of supervision. This will continue until the

matter is resolved. Items of reat Urqency are followed up 'via

telephone or personal visits.

For Information Only

If the information from CANNET, or for that matter from any other

source, is not judged to be essential; and falls more in to the

.. nice to know category; then it is sent to the appropriate Bruce A

staff for information purposes only. We do not expect or request

responses or updates on these items. Our own station's Operating

Experience Reports, conferences planned, and papers available, are

examples of information which falls into the "nice to know" category.

Requests for Information from the Network

Some of the items on CANNET are questions from other 5tations. Where

we believe we can make a meaningful contribution to the subject being

questioned, we will direct the query to the most appropriate Bruce

NGS A personnel. If the query is of an urgent nature, this may be by

telephone or personal visit. Usually we forward them by Elail or

regular interoffice mail, with a request for a prompt repl - if it

is appropriate. We track these also, ensuring they receive

appropriate attention; and that they do, in fact, et answered. Most

replies are back n CANNET within a fw days; with many are responded

to the day on which we received them. One admirable feature of Eflail

is that people tnd to answer queries quickly usually at the time

they read it initially ), because it is easier than downloading it and

brinaing it back later. Our staff are also usually interested in T-he

replies from other stations and utilities to the same question, as

this provides a wider insight to the subject at hand.

Customer Satisfaction

As with any service, one must ensure that their product is wanted: and

that i is presented by the service roup to suit the customer's

needs. Part of the wanted may actually be mandated by H=inaqe,-nent

for station operation. But that should not stop the service group

( in this case Pet-ating EXperience ) from eliverin a product in the

form most useable by the Customers. OPEX must keep in mind that it

i a pport group, and that the people we are dealing with ae our

CUSTOMERS. We find that different customers want their roducts from

us in slightly different formatsl something that is easil�,

accomplishable on todays modern Cputers.

Once your plant staff know what VOU re about. then it remains to do

what you say You're going to do. There is no faster ay to lose

customers than by promising somethina, and then not delivering We

try to keep in mind that we need them more than they need s.
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Outgoing Queries to the Network

The majority of the station staff have nw been briefed on the

various aspects of OPEX. They recognize OPEX a a valuable resource

connection to literally all other stations in te world. t;nd we make

it as easy as we can for thpm to qet this information. memo E-lail

preferred ), drop by our office, or telephone, nd Yur Question is on

it's way. The questions we ask of the networ�� usually beqin with a

description of Bruce A, and the status of the queried situation at our

plant. The question is stated as simply as possible; usuall,/ in the

form of several horter buildinq and answerable type questions.

We number them for ease of answering. The outqoina messaae also

includes the originator'5 name, position, address, telephone number,

and facsimile number. We also add our own identification as well.

As the conscience of Bruce A, OPEX ensures hat the questions :-?re

appropriate, reasonable, and clearly understandable.

We send a copy of the cutqoinq messaqe to the originator for their

records, as well keepinq one ourselves for fllow-up. ith the

computers, this now done automatically electronically.

Once the query has ben composed'and checked this may mean passinq

it by the originator one last time if it oriqinated verbally it is

transmitted CANNET.

We log the outgoing queries to the CANNET. and the replies received;

and follow up on tardy responses on a uarterly basis with COG.

Urgent queries are still followed LIP at all levels ia telephone,

including our contact with COG.

At the present time we average about three queries per week to the

network.

Events at other Utilities and stations can point Out ek weakness at
Bruce A. We review each event that we learn about to determine if it

is relevant to our station. If we believe that it is. then a formal

Root Cause Determination or Human Performance Enhancement Svstem

analysis could be undertaken to solve a problem encountered at another

station from a Bruce A view point. Indeed, the event from another

station could become a Significant Ever-�t Report SER at Ur

station.



Internal Operating Experience at Bruce NGS "A"

Usually this means a Significant Event. By definition te event
affected, or had the potential to affect Near iss ) a ruce A
( also Ontario Hydro ) Key Effectiveness Area. For Ontario Hdro in
order of importance, these are:

I - Employee Safety
2 - Public Safety
3 - Environmental Safety
4 - Product Quality-is the power available when the customer needs it'?

- Product Cost

The Bruce A Station Procedure an the reporting of Significant Events
proceduralizes a detailed criteria gide an Bruce A enhanced
Corporate procedure which allows the appropriate Supervisors to
determine what constitutes a Significant Event at Our station..

The following briefly summarizes some of the major components of the
Bruce A Significant Eent Report process:

(OH#6)
1 - Event Occurs

2 - Verbal Notification to the Station Duty Manager; and others as
required by the nature of the event. This could include Our
regulator, government agencies, etc. The timing of the required
notification is included in the SER Criteria Guideline.

3 - IMMEDIATE personalized SER is prepared. This written report
includes the names of those involved, and as many factual details
concerning the event as possible. Since this report is
confidential governed by Canada's Freedom of Information Act
it is available only to direct line management or othSr-s ith a
requirement to know in order to do their job.

4 Line Management review the event.; the Reliability section �:ionfi-m
that it does meet the criteria for a Siqnificant Event; and the
immediate recommendations to this oint are assigned to the
appropriate Station staff for implementation. If a Root Cuse
Determination is rquired, it will be identified at this point.

(OH#7)

5 In parallel to and 4 above, the ReliabilitY nit hs prepared
an Operating Experience Report OER ); which when approved by
Station Management, will advise our Corporate Head Office, other
Ontario HJro stations, the CANDU 'wners GU ( and thereby

INPO / WANO Of Our event. We prepare one report which contains

all the information required by all Our contact ( this saves

customizing a separate report for each one of them ). The OER

must be issued within 4e hours of the event, bUt i USU811,!

issued on CANNET within a day of the event.

(OH#8)

6 - Root Cause Determinations including INPO Human Performance

Enhancement System analyses ) will beqin at this point.

They are discussed in detail later in this paper.
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7 - The Depersonalized SER must be issued within even days of the
event. Copies of the SER are sent to all staff concerned with
the event.

- OPEX enters the Recommendations for Corrective Action into a
computerized database; and once the entries are confirmed, OPEX
advises the persons responsible for the corrective actions of
them. As OPEX eters the data, it also determines and enters
the station priority and other pertinent coding, to allow for
generic trend and pattern analysis by station and corporate
staf f .

(OH#9)

9 OPEX updates the SER database continually; and offers complete
printouts of each roups outstanding actions quarterly, or as
requested. These sorts are normally by: Responsible Person;
Subject Index; and Priority. Station Staff are requested to
update OPEX by the end of each month. Station Management
carefully monitors the overall and individual trends, and takes
remedial action as required to ensure prompt and appropriate
attention is given to all outstanding actions.

10- The results of Root Cause Determination investiqations
( including Safety, Supervisor, and HES analyses are
documented as Significant Event Follow Up Rports; and
may contain additional recommended actions.

11- Between thirty and sixty days after the finial recommended action
has been completed, a Root Cause Determination trained Evaluator
will review the SER to determine the adequacy and effectiveness
of the completed actions. This step is taken to ensure that
we really did resolve the problem, and not ust disguises
transfer, or make it worse. Some of our fixes in the-past have
created more problems than they have re5olved; and we want 
ensure that does not reoccur. At the present time vie are doina
this step on HPES actions; and plan, in the fture, to extend it
to all Root Cause Determination actions.



ROOT CAUSE DETERMINATION

When a significant event or near iss happens t Bruce A., or for that
matter. at any other tility literally any where in the world; and is
considered to be applicable for Bruce A, we obviously want to take
action to prevent recurrence at ruce A. To be sure that we slve the
real problem or real potential problem, we obviously want to determine
the real ROOT CAUSE(s).

We recognize that there are several categories of events that can
occur, each with its own specific Root Cause Determination analysis
requirements.

(OH#.Io)

At the moment dealing only with the Human Performance Enhancement
System ( HPES ( INPO )) Root Cau5e Determinations. Corporate Office
has directed that Root Cause Determinations are required on all
Consequential ( an event that does impact a Key Effectiveness
Area events. Bruce A is moving towards incorporating these other
forms of Root Cause Determinations into its process. and should be up
to peed in this area by years end.

Initial Root Cause Determination Investiqation

Depending on the severity and nature of the event, the Root CaLJ5e
Determination should begin on the hift on hich the event occurs
( ie: before the crew which experienced the vent departs the
station ). Each Crew s supervisors have been briefed by OPEX on this
matter, and the subject is covered in the station s ( soon to be
issued Root Cause Determination procedure.

The initial concern is: Does this event or near iss contain detail-;
that will be lost in the near future, f we do not do ome tpe of
investigation and or date Collection before �,)e depart the tation.
If a lean up needs t be done to restore the unit to power if
computer trends need to be taken before they Cle Cut, if Staff VI'1

not be back for quite some time vacation. days off, or training ,;
then perhaps an initial investigation Should be conducted before the
involved staff leave the station.

Production HPES Root Cause Evaluators

OPEX's goal is to have two qualified HRES Root Cause Deter-rTtInation
Evaluators on each crew. These are for the most part production
staff, rep-esenting all ork roLtpF- and all levels within each ork
group. The ood cross section allows us to customize n Evaluator
team for the specific event. Since the EvalUators come froat many
backqrOUnds, they are tuned into the oncerns of virtually all plant
staff. They also facilitate the information gathering and
interviewing process, in that the Evaluators are the peers of those
being interviewed. This tends to break down the barrier ad
suspicion which may exist between the interviewee and the E%,alUat0r.

continued ...
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On the Hman Performance Enhancement System HPES [ INPO analyses,

we attempt to get one of the two perso Ealuator team fm the rew

which experienced the event because they know their ay ound the

workings of the crew ), and the second from another crew for

objectivity the crew natural defensive nture does not islead

the analysis ). We, also attempt to aet one Evaluator -from the main

discipline involved with the event ie: WorF Potection blem Would

require an Operator family Evaluator since they are familiar with the

subject at hand ), and the second Evaluator fro a pport wrk roup

( ie: if work on a ump were involved it ould robably be a

Mechanical Maintenance Evaluator

For non HPES Root Cause Determinations. a inqle Evaluator is SU611Y

utilized; with similar rationals for election s noted above.

The qualifications of our Root Cause Evaluators are listed in

Appendix A.

The target timeline for a Root Cause Analysis i outlined in

Appendix B.

The benefits of using Production Evaluators are:

they know the staff of, and their way around, their crew;

they can cut through the natural defence mechanism that develops

around a crew family when they have experienced an event;

they have first hand knowledge, and experience, of the procedures,

work methods, actual field conditions, and personnel that

Technical Unit staff would be hard pressed to obtain;

they are involved in the day to day operation of the plant.

and so know what is oing on;

they have the confidence of the people involved in the event

who recognize them as peers;

- they t-jork in the field, and eS Such have a een interest In seeinq

the problem resolved EACCUrately and completely; Hand

- historically, they have done an excellent job.

The difficulties of using Production Evaluators ( especially

Authorized Staff are:
they are sometimes not as releasable from their Current dties

as would be desirable;

they have difficulty gettinq toqether with an Evaluator from another

crew (HPES se two Evaluators from different Crews arid Wor� qroups);

A dedicated Human Performance Enhancement System Coordinator i a

must. Their leadership. and "Gentle ersuasion elentlessly Applied",

will get the most from the process and individuals involved.



This brings LIS t the final component of Bruce A OPeratinq
EXperience program - COMMITMENT TRACKING

In September of 1988, all four of Bruce A'S Reactor Units ere placed
in a shutdown state in order to avoid an Operatina Licence condition
which did not permit operation at hiqh power without the installation
of an automatic main heat transport pump trip, to prevent operatin in
conditions of significant void. Installation of this modification had
been committed to our regulator everal years prior. While station
staff ere aware of the requirement for this modification, its
implementation had suffered delays due to other ork loads. and de5iqn
and procurement problems. It became apparent as a result of this
event that we must start doina better, as a station, at accomplishinq
the promises which we make to outside aencies. Thus our Commitment
Tracking or CMTRAC system was born.

A COMMITME14T is a promise which the Bruce A Station Manaqer makes
to an outside agency or line management ie: Ontario Hydro s NUClear
Generation Division's Director to accomplish a certain undert-akinq
by a certain date. To ensure that all regulatory Commitments are
identified, all outgoing station correspondence to the regulators is
screened to identify all Commitments contained therein. Once
screened, a correspondence cover sheet is affixed to the front of te
correspondence noting the Commitments contained therein.

The COMMITMENT has the following characteristics:
- it is a well defined, executable statement definina a specified task

which we at Bruce A have promised that e ould complete;
- the completion date is specified; and
- the Station Manager has concurred ( siqned the 0Itq0iI-1q

correspondence ) with this commitment.

Bruce A Commitments are made to our Requlator ( Atomic EnerQ� Control
Board of Canada AECB ); to Provincial aaencies uh as the 11.1nistr,'.
of Labour, the inistry of the Environment. the Ninistr,. f HatUral

Resources, and the Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Fel��taon I MCCR
- Pressure Vessel t, Elevator Act, etc. ); to Audit Find1nas 1' 1HP0
and Ontario Hydro, Peer ); and to Ontario Hydro Senior Hanaaement We
do not make Commitments to ourselves - they are made onl,, t Outside
( beyond Bruce A aaencies. I would like to note that for the
purpose of OMTRAC, the station' Quality Assurance. Health and
Safety, and Health Physics sections are deemed to be OItside rOLIP to

which we can commit ourselves.

One additional feature of this system is that it is also used to track
permanent or standing commitments. A good example of this L-JOUld be
the requirement DO NOT RES`URIZE THE HEAT TRANSPORT S�YSTEH WHEN THE
MODERATOR IS DRAINED That commitment C(rr-entl,,, resides in out-

Operating Manuals and Our Operating olicies and ProcedUres o
ensure that fture revisions to these dcuments do not nadvertently

revise out the Commitment, it is tracked on or Commitment Trackinq

System. The Commitment is identified. in the manual or procedure, 8S

a particular Commitment including Commitment Tracking reference

number ); and is checked on a erly basis to ensure that it is Still

properly installed. Anyone revising the manual or procedure Would

thereby be alerted to the fact that that Particular clause is a
Station Commitment, and take this into account in their update.
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The Database contains:

- Bruce A reference number;
- Bruce A commitment nmber;
- Agency to whom the commitment was made;
- the station system index number
- the Bruce A Responsible person Ually a Technical Superintendent)
- details of the commitment quoting the source document
- the details of the actual Bruce A commitment;
- commitment due date;
- current predicted completion date;
- current status (on schedule,behind,5tandinq.c-.oaiplete,cencelled);
- the name of the actual person responsible for completing the

commitment (Technical Supervisor, Assistant Enaineer, Procurement);
- and the details from the most recent correspondence.

When the new Commitment is entered into the database. a copy of the
new Commitment is ent to the Responsible Person for verification;
and to let them know it is in the database aainst their name.

Complete listinqs of all their Commitments are routed to each
Responsible Person on a quarterly basis for Status update and
information.

In addition. at the beginning of each month, all Responsible Persons
are sent a listing of all entries which refer to them and are:

- due to be completed within the next two months;
- are currently behind schedule; or
- are in trouble, the date or some other aspect of the commitment is

invalid or non-existent.

When a Commitment becomes one month in arrears. the Responsible
Person's Supervisor s advised; -nd if the Commitment becomes three
months in arrears, the Station Manaqer is notified.

OPEX has the mandate of being the ruce A's conscience. Commitments
that are made to PEER Adits no group of people aCtUall' eist to be
notified or approve, etc may be extended and or altered at the
discretion of OPEX. We exercise great care in this area because vie
know that fture audits will no dubt review this Sbject; and if it
is not right, they 11 note it.

Commitments to other agencies can only be revised chanae the target
date with the concurrence of that agency.

Bruce A's Commitment Tracking ystem ensures that important
commitments are not overlooked or forgotten.
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Summary

My presentation this afternoon has explained how the Bruce HIClear
Generating Station "A" utilizes the ,,ariOUS components of the
OPeratinq EXperience process to help reduce the probability, of REPEAT
EVENTS.

We reviewed how information concerning 111-tclear Power Plant e/ents
from all sources is reviewed, disseminated, and tracked, to enSUre
that the applicable lessons are recognized and acted Uon DromptIv and
accurately. We have shown how the Root Cause Determination orocess
identifies the real root CSL(se5 n how the Significant Event nd
Commitment Tracking systems enSUre that the corrective actions and
promises to others are flly implemented. And USt to be sure we ve
really fixed the problem, we've dscussed how Effectiveness Follow-
Ups, sometime after the remedial actions are complete, enSLtr-e that
we've really resolved the problem.

With due care and attention, Peratinq EXQerience proqrams, such as e
have d2scribed today, can greatly assist ith the redUCtiOn Of

undesireable eents at Okr stations.

The task at hand will not be easy; but it is absolutely esential if
the Nuclear Industry i t flourish into the twenty-f irst century 

Thank You'.



Appendix A

ROOT CAUSE EVALUATOR TRAINING and QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Level I HPES Evaluator Human Performance Ehancement Sv5tem

Evaluator INPO or Ontario H-dro tree

day CUrse, -- r the Hman PerTormance

Enhancement 5-/stem oordinator INPO

five day course; and

full participation n t SUCCESSfUl HPES

analyses; PlU a further two per calendar

year. to maintain te U&lifiCat10n -;

assessed by the tation HPES Coordinator).

Level II RCD Evaluator Ontario Hydro Root Cause Determination

skills COUrSE. This is t 'la"' COLIrSeq

and is beino iven o all station

technical and SUDervisor,;- staff: -ino

a one day BrUCe A specific progra to

brinq elected RCD trained taff to a

level where they can successTull,,, complete

a meaningful RCD analysis on their own,

and in a format that is compatible

with the station methodoloqy.

Level III RCD Skills Ontario Hydro Root Cause Determination

skills course. This nowledge ensures

that station staffare eipped to solve

( really solve the day to da�, roblems

-which they encounter.
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Appendix 

ROOT CAUSE DETERMINATIONS KEY EVENT TARGET TIMELINE at Bruc A

Day - Event Occurs
- Initial fact finding occurs on shift on which event Ocurs

if identified, and if possible.

Day 2 - Root Cause Evaluator(s) assigned.
Depersonalized Immediate SER and DER Used -as inPUt.

Day 9 - Root Cause Dtermination commences. The week internal
allows Evaluators to et free from other duties.

Day 30 - Evaluators submit the rough analyses to RCD Coordinator
for review. Coordinator reviews, prepares Event and Causal

Factor Chart, and returns to Evaluators with omments.

Day 37 - Evaluators complete final review. includin a last re%�iew
with relevant participants in event. This anal/sis is their
story, so we check to make sure that e e got it ric3ht.

Day 51 - Evaluators return final analysis to RCD Coordinator, ho
negotiates recommendations with appropriate plant staff and
puts final touches on analysis.

Day 60 - Coordinator issues Root Cause Determination, and the
associated Significant Event Follow Up Report. The
recommendations are then entered into the Significant Event
DataBase for tracking.
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Appendix C

OPEX STAFF

Ideally we realize that we should be organized as shown blow;

Technical Upervisor
OPerating EXperience

HPES Coordinator Coordinator OE Coordin2tor SERBASE/COMTRAC.

I I EnqineerOfficer
12 Production 20 Tech Unit

4 GA
3 Safet-
2 Tech Unit

Current Organization 910403)

OPEX Technical Supervisor - Section supervisor
- HPES Coordinator
- OE Coordinator

Technical Engineer - COMTRAC DATABASE Coordinator
- SERSASE DATABASE Coordinator

Technical Engineer(vacant)- ROOT CAUSE DETERMINATION Coordinator

Engineering Trainees - Assist COMTRAC / SERBASE

Development Student(s) -Assist OPEX in aeneral

HPES EvaILIators -19 Currently trained
4 more will be trained by end i9Ri

Equipment / Documentation
Root Cause Evaluators -none trained to date

-anticipate 20 trained by 91080i

Root Cause Techniques
for Technical Unit
and Supervisory Staff -240 people to be trained
( training involves -140 scheduled for 1991 traininq

.a two day Root Cause -55 trained to date
Determination skills
course, to assist in
the execution of their
day to day ork ).





OPEX

OPerating EXperience

- MOMANW. E pm��
'S L tt� E S

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station "A"
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
components

Operating Experience Learning the lessons 

Root Cause Determination including HPES ( INP

,significant Event Recommendation Tracking

Commitment Tracking

0 9 "2.
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ROOT CAUSE DETERMINATION SYSTEM
Components

Human RCD
18
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ABSTRACT needs i 1990 from nuel (Table 1).

The paper w pesent an overview of the Ontario Hydro Table 1990 SOLUVW
organization and processes for roviding dsign support to Electrical Energy - Ontario
the operating nuclear power plants. E-myles of dsign
support for Pickering GS wl be h;gbi;gbtrd

SOURCE % TOT
The process is described from idcntificatioin of projects
through the design, procurement, construction, Hydraulic 26.7

. . . and in-service, phases The prac#ces for Thennal 20.1
managin Engineering deliverables are discussed -in the Nuclear 43.5
context of how these integrate into the overall. change Ofiler 9.7
control process. The interaction of Engbn:cring with
Operations, Construction, Supply and the regulatory bodies
is discussed both for major retro-fit programs and for The long term target capacity factor for CANDU plants in
ongoing design support to the nuclear power plants. Ontario is 80% or better. This has been achieved to date

for the newer (Pickering GS 'B' and Bruce GS B') units
Recent experiences during the 1990 Pickering Station Outage (Table 2.
and during the Unit 3 fuel cann I repla --, ent program are
highlighted and an integrated yew plan for upgrading the Table 2 Net Capacity and Capability Factors
Safety and safety related systems for the Pickering Nuclear Since In - Service
Power Plant is presented.

PLANT QF QF
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Pickering A 67.0 67.6
The-author wishes to acknowledge the contribution of many Pickering 84.0 84.4
individuals in the In-Scrvice Nuclear Projects, Design and Bruce A 68.4 74.8
Development Division, and Nuclear Generation Division who Bruce 84.1 88.7
provided iformation for and reviewed this paper.

Significant start-up problems on the conventional si& for the
1.0 INTRODUCnON early Bruce GS W units, coupled with pressure tube

problems and, more recently, stram generator fouling
Ontario Hydro owns and operates four multi unit CANDU problems and retrofit work have resulted in lifetime capacity
generating stations in the province of Ontario, Canada. The factors below target expectations. Pressure tube problems,
oldest plant, Pickering GS is located approximately 30 km combined with major regulatory back-fits, have resulted in
cast of Toronto. It consists of 4 x: 540 MWe units (Pickering capacity factors, for the Pickering GS 'A' units, below the
GS W) with iitial start-up in the priod M-1M and 4 x long term values targeted for Ontario Hydro's CANDU
540 MWe units (Pickering GS W) with initial sta -up in the plants.
period 1982-1986. Bruce GS W and GS stations are
located approximately 400 km northwest of Toronto on Lake
Huron. The Bruce GS W station comprises 4 : 904 MWe 2.0 STRUCIURE FOR MANAGING CHANGE
units with initial start-up in M&L979. 'Me Bruce GS B'
station comprises 4 x: 915 MWe units with start-up in 1984- Ile deteriorating prformance of the older CANDU
1987. The newest plant, Darlington GS comprises 4 : 935 and the cost impact attributed to lower output and higher
MWe units located on Lake Ontario approximately 80 km maintenance/rctrofit, is a cause of concern to Ontario
cast of Toronto. Two units started to produce power in 1990 Hydro. The long outages required to rcrube and rhabilitate
and the remaining two units are expected to come on stream units and 2 at Pickering GS 'A' identified the ned for a
by im. dedicated team approach to effectively manage the resources

and schedule for major outages of this nature.
Ontario Hydro operates its CANDU plants primarily in base
load mode and supplied 43.5% of Ontario's electrical nergy

1



21 PICKERING GS 'A' RETUBING/ 2.2 BRUCE GS 'A' RETUBING/REHABUXrATION
RERABEMATION PROGRAM PROGRAM

A team from Design, Construction and Operations was Based on the concept for Pick=ing GS 'A' a Ecarn was
established in 1988 to mana retubing and rehabilitation of established for the Bruce GS 'A' Retubing/Rehabilitation
Pickering units 3 and 4 Fgure 1). programs. Plannin and long lead dsign and procurement

activities commenced in late 1989 for units 1 2 with
Figure Pickering 3,4 Retube/Rehab Retubing expected to start on the first unit in 1994. The

Organizaltion lessons learned from the P3 xperience combined with
extensive planning and the continuing team approach to
manay;ing large rehabilitation pograms, are expecte to
result in outage durations in line with 3 and P4, adjusted
for the Bruce requirements (Table 3.

PFKXN= MANAGER

EU:L CHUFK>1U 2.3 IN-SERVICE NUCLEAR PROJECTS (INP)

Ontario Hydro made a strategic decision in 1989, following

EM.INEMW. OPS/PaiAB a ngthy review of the fficiency and effectiveness of the
EU. MURDOCH B. MAFK design organi72r;on, to establish a ddicated project group to

better srve the needs of the in-service nuclear plants. The
need for change was confirmed by feedback from Operations
staff during the review process. The new organization
incorporated the ddicated Retubing/Rchabilitation te s
as well as the existing Pickering and Bruce Engineering
departments and a Project Services department as shown in
Figure 2.

The mandate was to significantly reduce the outage duration, Figure 2 In-Service Nuclear Projects
relative to P1 and P2, through the use of dedicated rsources Organization
in a phases of the program. Success has been achieved to
date for P3 as shown in Table 3 and further improvements
are expected for P4 which will commence its retubing outage
in August of this year. PFKUECr MANAGER

B.R. ChumM

Table 3 OUTAGE DURATIONSITARGETS

UNIT MONTHS

M-aw M_&W M-49-

Pickering Pi 43 (1) Pkkw" FWUbe Brum

P2 55 (1) evh� EN'r- V

P3 23 2)
P4 19 3)

FL Jpp.. a-J. MUM.Ch W.J Si

Bruce B1 32 4-
B2 29

1) Concurrent outages - manpower constrained M-"- Mar-9- MW"-
P-iod OP&MIOM op-orm CortatnxWon

2) Commissioning currently In progress seftft" RehaWimlon Reh"UHadon

approximately 2 months behind schedule with -FWub4ng

some catch up anticipated 43ruc A -ftkefln 34 -Pkk- 34

3) Retubing outage scheduled to start August 1991 M. Loeftr GZ. Gram FL StriCkoft BB. Mark

4) Retubing Outage targetted to commence In 1994

2



The Pickering and Bruce Eineering departments wre Provision for additional staff (eg. Table 4 for Pickwi:
reorganized as shown in Figures 3 4 Engineering) was made to better meet the customers

needs as embodied in the vsion statement for I NP (Fijure
Figure 3 Pickering Engineering Organization S).

Table 4 P cker ng E ng I n eerl ng
Resources

MANAGER

FL OTHER

YEAR PED NSD AECL DESIGN TOTAL

1999 14 6 12 88 120
REACTOR 3YSTEMS &

SYSTBA & STRLICLITRES
CONTROLS 1990 83 19 41 67 210

F.W. wAs, P- DO
1991 iz 23 70 133 311

I
I I -I

TECHNICAL DESIGN PLANNING a LICENSING Figure Managing Total Quality - INP VISION
SUPPOFrr INTEGRATION PROJEcT

SUFFORT

S. Machado D.& R-L CM*b" J. Di 'We will be recognized as a leading contributor to
the improvement in performance of nuclear
facilities through excellence in engineering and
project management'

The engineering departments within INP have the overall
responsibility for providing design support to the operating

Figure 4 Bruce Engineering Organization nuclear plants. Engineering work may be undertaken
directly by the dedicated ngineering departments or may e
sub-contracted to the fnctional design departments or to
outside organizations such as A.ECL and E Canada. A

MANAGER snapshot of the actual level of engineering Ls shown in Table
5.

W.L 11yorm"

Table 5 Full'nme Equivalent (FTE)
Engineering Staff (February 1991)

NUMEAR MECK I&C

0. Woon-Fal Department FTE
MK may L. (Acdno

Retubing Engineering 137
Pickering Engineering 244

TECHNICAL PFCUECT STEM Bruce Engineering 257
SUPPORT SERVICES GENERATOR

CLEANING INP Total

K Jerorne L forms W. Mwnons

3



3.0 EXPERIENCE WrM THE NEW APPROACH Figure 7 Station Change Cordrol Process

SCOPE THE WORK
3.1 THE QUALr1Y PROCESS

DEFINE SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS
The dedicated team for P3 Retubing/Rehabilitation has been
in place for 3 years and the In-Service Nuclear Projects ESTIMATE THE JOB
organization approximately 2 yars. Restructuring and staff
hiring has been an on-going process during that priod as PREPARE PROJECT
has staff training in Managing Total Quality, Project PROPOSAL/PLAN
Mann ment and other areas necesary to ' deliver
engineering and design support consistent with the needs of PROJECT APPROVAL/RELEASE
the nuclear plants. (Customer Concurrence)

Considerable restructuring of the ngineering procedures has ALLOCATE THE WORK
taken place and is still ongoing at this time. Pickering
Engineering has taken the lad in rewriting the main PREPARE DESIGN PLAN
(ECN/EVrR) procedure which controls the delivery of
engineering packages for implementation at the station. This MONITOR CONTROL TO THE PLAN
procedure forms part of the overall 'Change Control Process' - Schedule, Cost, Scope
currently being developed by a Quality Improvement Team
with representation from Operations, Construction and DELIVER PROJECT TO MEET AGREED
Design. Ile overall change control process, dpicted in EXPECTATIONS
Figures 6 7 ensures problems at the station are assessed
and the right solution is implemented in a timely manner. EVALUATE AGAINST REQUIREMENTS

- Commissioning/Acceptance
Figure 6 Change Control Overall Process

CLOSE PROJECT
PROBLEM

I
ANALYZE PROBLEM 3.2 P3 RESTART EXPERIENCE

I
DEVELOP EVALUATE Installation of major regulatory backfits, Table 6 and

I rehabilitation of existing systems, Table 7 were achieved
SELECT SOLUTION-APPROVAL during the 3 retubing outage.

DEVELOP DETAII D DESIGN

IMPLEMENT INSTALL

TEST SOLUTION FOR EFFECTIVENESS

CHANGE IN EFFECT
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Table 6 P3 Retube/Rehabirdation Figure Proces;s For Design Review and
Major Regulatory Backfits Acceptance of Commissioning of

Safety Critical Systems
Pressure Relief Panels

Additiotial Shut-Off Rods REVIEW DESIGN CHANGES

Emergency Coolant Injection PROVIDE DESIGN COMPLETION
ASSURANCE

Pawedxxm Environment Mods
REVIEW/ACCEPT RESTART

Boller Feed Low Pressure Trip SPECIFICATIONS

Flux Tt Trip (RB Work) REVIEW/ACCEPT COMMISSIONING
RESULTS

Site Electrical Enhancements
COMPLETE OUTSTANDING DESIGN

Annulus Gas System Enhancements ACTIONS.

Channelization Improvements
AU safety and safety related systems were reviewed by the
responseible design egineers who wre always 'on all' for

Table 7 P3 Rehabilitation of Existing Systems consultation with the commissioning staff, attendance at the
,available for service' meetings and desig aceptance' of the

Flux Detector Replacement commissioning program and results. A senior member of
the design organization provided overall direction for the

DP-aerator Internal Mods design review effort and ensured the appropriate resources
were available to meet operations' needs.

Computer Enhancements
The commissioning team facilitated a smooth review process

Airlock Improvements by documenting work plans and results on a computerized
work mana ment system. This Information could be

Heat Transport System Mods accessed by dsign personnel for review prior to atendance
at the available for service meetings.

Turbine Supervisory Upgrade
Typically, for Pickering Engineering, there are approximately

Cable Replacement and Other 200 engineering work requests (EWR's) in progress at any
Electrical Improvements one time with a turnover of approximately 20 per month.

These can range from simple engineering jobs equiring a
few man-hours of effort to large jobs equiring many man-

This could not have been aieved without the close co- years of effort. Work is normally initiated by the systems
operation and the dedicated team and supporting engineer in the station technical unit and is managed by the
;nfra tructure both internal and external to Ontario Hydro. project engineer in the corresponding head office
The unit is currently undergoing testing and co engineering uit. The sAtems and project engineer must
with startup expected in April. During this final stage of the work closely with each oth�r in eecuting the change control
program close co-operation is again being maintained process depicted in Figure 7.
between commissioning and head officer engineering staff.
The formal approach adopted by Ontario Hydro to meet the
CSA and A.ECB requirements for design rview and 3.3 PICKERING STATION OUTAGE (1990)
acceptance of . . . of Safety Critical Systems is EXPERIENCE
summarized in Figure .

The four units at each of Pickering GS 'A' and GS are
connected by a common pressure relief duct (PRD) to a

5



vacuum building VB) as shown in Figure 9. Based an the recommendations resulting fun a study f
. ant integrity, following the TNE event a

Figure 9 Pickering NGS 'A' replacom nt roof seal for the VB was procured and
delivered to site in 1985.

Problems were experienced with the PRD sls installed on
the Pickering GS 'B sction during construction a the Carly
1980%. =Cnsive testing and review of the manufacturingMitsui -ibuted the cause to embrittlenicnt of the
process aru

rh fibregLass reinforcing material during oven curing of the seal
material. A new polyester rinforcing material, along with
a mom resilient silicon rubber compound, was specified and
new seals were purchased for replacement of a 29 PRD
seals during the 1990 station outage.

A new material EDK was specified for replacement of
Asia, the pressure: relief valve (PRV) diaphragms and seals

depicted in Figure 10.

IS. Figure 10 Pressure Relief Valve to Vacuum.i;i __ --.
Building

IVI.-

The VB and PRD form part of the containment system
which must be inspected and tested on a periodic basis to
meet regulatory requirements. The PRD is accessible, while
the units are at power, for periodic inspection and
maintenance. Pformance can be monitored by on-line
pressure trend characteristics. TIC VB is maintained
continuously at new absolute vacuum conditions while the
nuclear units are in operation. Performance is monitored by
trending vacuum pump operating and vacuum d4cay
characteristics. Since the inside of the VB can not be
accessed for inspection and maintenance, while the nuclear
units are in operation a complete station outage is
undertaken vy 10 years. 'he VB was dclared in-sr-rvic-
in 1970 and outages wre taken in 1980 and again in 1990.
During the 1990 Station Outage� all reactor buildings were
isolated from the PRD in preparation for PRD testing to -o�
design pressure conditions. C17he individual re-actor buildings
are isolated from the PRD and pressur tsted on a 6 yew
cycle). In addition to normal ins 'section, testing and
maintenance, replacement of a lastomeric sals on the VB
and PRD was planned as part of the mid life rehabilitation
program. On-going testing of the major continent
boundary seals', during and subsequent to the outage
indicated the need for rplacement with clastomcric seals
having improved material properties.

1. VS oa mW PM . wW PV ~ma" ft�d mW&
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Procurement of these components bgan in 1988 hwever 31.1 POSTMORIEPA AND LESSONS LEARNED
major delays in qualiffing a supplier and the proposed
manufacturing route were expcrimced. This, coupled with Close co-operation by Opcraticms� Construction and
late delivery of inspection, testing and maint=ance plans Engineering rsulted in successful co-plction of the major
posed a srious threat to the success of te station outage. station outage at Pckering in the spring of 1990. Ile
Delays in elivery of plans and material wrc aributed to planned outage schedule was maintained however significant

a lack of priority and co-ordinatcd effort by both operations cost over runs were experienced by all three groups due to
and esign Steps were taken to correct this it-atim by late allocation of resources, unforseen work and poor
dedicating staff from both organizations to manage the estimating of the magnitude of the job. A significant
respective work programs. Although tighicering and recomniendation of the post mrtcra review was that
material delivery threatened the critical path schedul -for the resources should be assigned early for major oura to
outage, the schedule was nnintnined and start-up of the first ensure a deliveries are adequately controlled. Ky to ts
unit cmmenced whin hours of the ori&W plan. All control would be early appointment of the overall outage co-
planned work, Figure 11, was successfully completed at a ordinator operations) and engineering and construction co-
cost of MS and 100 man-years of efforL ordinators with the appropriate mandate and tools to deliver

on time and within budget.
Figure 1 1 1990 Station Outage - Pickering GS

TESTS 3.4 ][NTEGRATED APPROACH TO REGULATORY
BACETTrS

• VB douse test
• VB in4eakage tests During the 1980's Ontario Hydro undertook major
• PRD 'as4ound' pressure tests regulatory backfits such as the Pickering GS 'A' emergency
• PRD 'as4eft' pressure test coolant injection system, the emergency filtered air dscharge
• FADS commissioning tests system for a plants and the addition of shutdown s ystem

improvements on the older plants. These program were
INSPECTIONS regulatory driven and were undertaken on an ad hoc basis

with limited resources and without regard to optimization of
0 VB and PRD outage duration, dose burden, operating problems and cost.

The lack of a. coordinated plan directly, and adversely,
REHABIUTATION impacted on plant prformance, including capacity factors

and ability of perating staff !o understand and operate the
* VB roof sal units.
o PRD joint seals
* PRV elastomeric components Beginning in 1990, Operations and Engineering started to
* VB concrete oint sealant formulate a long range plan to manage the large number of
e Spray header loop seal panel backfits resulting Eroin post-Chernobyl studies and other
o Corroded pipe In VB basement regulatory requirements. Ile nar term scope of work for
o ESW header EJ's the Pickering units was formulated into a five year pan,
0 154 valves Appendix A. This was dsigned to mnimize the nmber of

different operating configurations, particularly among the
Pickering GS units, while carrying out cessary safety

The direct engineering support for the outage amounted to related, changes with minimum down time. Key to this
2-5 MS and 15 man-years of eort. Approximately 50% of integrated plan is agreement by a stakeholders of the
the egineering effort occurred during the 3 week outage in necesity for, and timing oi� design'changes.
providing planned inspection, testing and maintenance
services and in direct response to requests Erom the station At this time, agreed changes are proceeding with target
to help resolve problems encountered. Marc tan 20 major implementation as noted in Appendix A. Some potential
reports were documented by engineering and earch changes require extensive assessment and discussion with
personnel subsequent to the outage and form part of the stakeholders befor a decision can be made regarding
overall in-service reports. implementation Implementation dates for these changes

will not be fmed up until this work is completed.
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4.0 A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE going support and design.acceptancy, of h process a=
results. urthcrmarr-, by following the Ictecomp

Ontario Hydro xpects to spend sveral bllion doll= by the control process, the cxpcricn= gained wl enhance fatare
turii of th cntury upgrading its operating CANDU plants. design changes.
The rsources for this program, and the adverse near trm
effects on capacity factors, has the potential to undermine lie added costs of retrofitting major dign changes in
the economic viability of these pbuim Work is in progress terms of radiation dose and outage costs strains the
to determine the total scope and stimated costs xpected threshold of afordability for older nuclear plants. Survival
for the balance of plant life. When this is completed, the requires a blueprint for the ftu, based on advancing only
current scope of work, defined in the previous section for necessary changes in a co-operatme and cog effective
Pickering, will be expanded to include a n=sary and cost manner.
justified programs

It is Outario Hydro's nt-doo to build on recent good
The balance of life retrofit program w ned to be ssessed experience to nage the large retrofit programs pnned
on an ongoing bases and modified as ncessary consistent and potentially requked, for its operating pants. Emphasis
with meting evolving needs while mainrainiin CANDU will b placed on delivery of a quality product on time, while
reactors cost effective. meeting budget rquirements and customers' expectations

5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Design changes to in-service nuclear plants require extensive
planning and co-ordination by Engineering, Construction and
Operations to ensure they are cost effective to implement
Safety related dsign changes, in particular are difficult to
implement because of the lngthy outages, and work in high
radiation fields, equired to backfit to operating reactors.
Bccause.of this it is ncessary that a clearly defined backfit
policy, endorsed by a stakeholders, including the rgulatory
authorities, be adopted. Only those changes, considered to
offer real advances in public and worker safety, would be
advocated for implementation. Ontario Hydro has
developed a backfit policy for the existing CANDU plants
and is actively pursuing adoption of this policy.

Related changes, which meet the backfit policy, would
proceed through the engineering, procuremen istallation
and commissioning pha in an Organized and cost ffective
manner. In certain cases this may mean delaying
implementation of changes unti a related changes are
available for concurrent implementation during a planned
outage. This requires understanding and close co-operation
by a stakeholders.

When a decision is made to pro=d with a design change it
is necessary that a strict change control process be adopted
for a stages of the program. Ontario Hydro's experience

large retrofit programs demonstrates the value of
adopting a team approach whereby operating and
construction staff are asigned early in the process to ensure
the design meets their needs. When the project moves to
the implementation and commissioning stages it is necessary
that the engineering staff remain involved to provide on-

8



APPENDIX A

PICKERING GS IMPLE3=AITO OF
SAFETY RELATED MODIFICATIONS

(POR PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY - NOT ALL DA17ES AM CNUArr=)

PICKERING UNIT

MODIFICATION/
INSTALLATION YEAR L"O 1991 1992 1"3 1"4 1"s

ECI 3

CONTAINMENT

- EFADS x
- Alarm L48V 2

Igniters 8 5,7
- Post Loca Venting 3 1
- UC VAC Pump Seal

Vent x
- PRD Seal Assessment � � X
- Post LOCA RAD

Monitoring x
- IPRV Controllers x

VAULT CORROSION

- ION Chamber Supports 2,3,4 1
- Vault Drying 1,3,2 4

POWER HOUSE MODS 3,1,2 4,5,6,8 7

BECS/EWS 4,1,6,8 3,2,5,7

AGS

- N t C02 Conversion 3 4
- Addition

9



PICKERING GS IMPLE31ENTAnON OF
SAFETY RELATED MODIFICATIONS

(Continued)

PICKERING UNIT

MODIFICATION/
INSTALLATION YEAR 1"O 1991 1992 1"3 1.994 1995

FLUX DETECTORS 3 5,7 4,6,8

RRS

-MOD LL Setback 4 1 3,2
- ZOTR MODS 4,1,6,8 3,2,5,7
- ZC - RESCALING 1-8
- Adjuster MODS 4,1 3,2
- LZC Compressor 5,7 6,8

Control MODS

SDS - PAI

- BFLP Trip' 3 2,1 4
- Flux Tilt Trip 4,1 3,2
- VUSS Assessment x
- SDS'B' 1,4 3,2
- N16 Compensation 3,1,2 4
- Adjusters - SOR's 3
- Old SOR's - New 4,1 3,2

SDS - P'B1

- BLL PRD 5,7 6,8
- Relief Valve Logic 6 5,7 8
- MOD Low Level Trip 6,8 5,7
- ROP Monitoring Computers x
- Digital Meters for HTHT

EQ

- Assessment
- MODS
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ABSTRACT

The Point Lepreau Generating Stat4.on, a 680 MWe CANDU unit, is
located about 40 km southwest of the City of Saint John, New
Brunswick, Canada. It was declared in-service on February, 1983
and, since then, has demonstrated an average cross capacity factor
of over 93% up to the end of 1990.

This paper compared the performance of the station with other
sister CANDU units and the Light Water Reactors world-wide using
the following ten performance indicators, as applicable:

- gross capacity factor
- fuel burn-up
- heavy water upkeep
- unplanned reactor trips while critical
- forced outage rate
- fuel handling performance
- derived emission of radioactive effluents to environment
- personnel radiation dose
- industrial safety
- low-level solid radioactive wastes

The paper examines various areas of station activities including
management and organization, operations and mintenance, technical
support, fuel handling and health physics i order to highlight
some of the "good practices" which are believed to have made
significant contribution towards achieving the demonstrated
performance of Point Lepreau G.S. In addition, several areas of
potential improvement are discussed in order to maintain and
enhance, where practicable,. the safety, reliability and economic
performance of the station. In this context, a careful review of
the operating experiences, both in-house and at other stations, and
a judicious application of lessons learned plays a significant
role.





1. INTRODUCTION

The Point Lepreau G.S. is a 60 Mwe CANDTU nuclear generating
station locate(� about 40 km southwest of the City of Saint John,
New Brunswick, Canada. The station is owned and operated by N.B.
Power as part of a total generating capacity of 3190 Mwe with
interconnections to the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island and the State of Maine (USA). It achieved first
criticality on 25 July 1982, first power on 16 September 1982 and
was declared in service on February 1983.

The station is operated as a base load unit at full power. As of
31 December 1990, it has produced over 44.7 million MWh at a
lifetime gross capacity of 90.4%, the corresponding number since
in-service date is 93.3% which makes it the tp CANDU performer in
the world. It was ranked as the number one power reactor in the
world in Nuclear Engineering International based on lifetime gross
capacity factor up to 30 September 1990, just ahead of Emsland
(PWR-Germany)(Table 1). By the year end, however, Emsland pushed
Lepreau to a second place with 91% capacity factor even though
Lepreau clocked a near perfect output during this quarter!

This paper compares the performance of Lepreau with other CANDUs
and the average light water reactor performance in various
countries using the following ten performance indicators where
relevant:

- Lifetime Gross capacity factor
- Unplanned reactor trips while critical
- Forced outage rate
- Incapability due to fuel handling
- Fuel burnup
- Heavy water upkeep
- Personnel dose
- Lost time accident frequency
- Solid radioactive waste stored
- Radioactive emissions to the environment

The overall performance of Point Lepreau is examined as a function
of the following four factors:

- people
- equipment (hardware, software and designed features)
- procedures
- management

Significant contributors in ea 'ch of these factors are described
briefly to demonstrate as to what can be considered as good
practices and where further improvements are! warranted. In the
end, some of the on-going programs are discussed which address the
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following challenges to maintaining the demonstrated level of
performance and enhancing it, where practicable:

- developing necessary staff capability to meet increasing work
load

- maintaining staff motivation and mitigating complacency
- improving staff productivity and eliminating unnecessary work
- managing equipment obsolescence and ageing.

2. COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Table 2A and 2B show a comparison of selected performance
indicators for all CANDU units over 500 MWe capacity. The average
CANDU performance is then compared in Table 3 with the light water
reactors in various countries which contribute their data to INPO
(Reference 1).

The lifetime capacity factor data is presented up to 30 September
1990 with Point Lepreau heading the list followed by Bruce and
Pickering 7 The data for other performance indicators is
typically the average over the last four years 1987-1990) except
as noted for lost-time accidents which cover a period of three
years from 1988 to 1990. Pickering heads the list followed by
Wo1sung and Point Lepreau in forced outage rate. Point Lepreau
shares the top spot with Bruce 1, and as far as incapability
due to fuel handling is concerned followed by Bruce 6 and Bruce 2.
It is however difficult to make a meaningful comparison with multi-
unit stations due to significant differences in design. The
unplanned reactor trips are the lowest at Point Lepreau and Bruce
6, followed by Pickering 2 Pickering 5, Bruce 3 and 8. Bruce
2 and 4 share the top spot as far as fuel burn-up is concerned,
followed by Bruce and Pickering 1. This comparison is however
significantly affected by the fuel management strategy adopted at
each station. Some stations tend to optimize ripple while others
optimize the burn-up. The heavy water management costs are minimum
at Point Lepreau, followed by Pickering A and stations. The data
for Gentilly 2 Wo1sung and Bruce are not available. Average
worker dose is the lowest at Bruce B, followed by Pickering and
Point Lepreau/Gentilly 2 The higher number for Pickering A
probably reflects the impact of the large scale tube replacement
program. Calculated dose to the critical member of the public at
the fence-post is based on liquid and gaseous emissions. Point
Lepreau tops the list followed by Bruce and Pickering sites. This
comparison is subject to specific site considerations depending on
the radioactivity transport pathway analysis. For example, for sea
water sites, tritium releases do not make a significant
contribution because nobody drinks sea water! Bruce enjoys the
top spot for low level radioactive waste storage followed by
Embalse and Gentilly 2 This comparison is significantly affected
by the fact that some sites report the wastes produced while others
report the wastes stored.
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Lost-time accident frequency is the lowest at Bruce followed by
Bruce A and Pickering units. Again this comparison is
significantly affected by local labour management practices in
treating lost-time ccidents.

The average CANDU performance is compared ith the light water
reactor in Table 3 using data over three years from 1987 to 1989
for six of the ten relevant performance indicators. As far as
capacity factor is concerned, it is obvious that CANDUs have lost
ground to WRs because of the long outages to replace fuel channels
in Ontario hydro stations. Sweden enjoys the top spot in
equivalent availability followed by Germany and France. Forced
outage rates are the lowest in Japan followed by Germany and
Sweden. Unplanned reactor trips are again he lowest in Japan,
followed by Germany and CANDUs. Worker dose is the lowest in
CANDUs followed by Sweden and France. Low-level solid radioactive
wastes are the lowest for CANDUs followed by Japan and Sweden. The
data for lost-time accidents is incomplete with USA in the top
spot.

3. PERFORMANCE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

The operation of Point Lepreau G.S. is optimized to meet the
following two prime objectives:

safety of the public, the workers and the environment shall
be ensured.
electricity shall be produced reliably at minimum cost.

Figure presents a simplified approach showing a "four-factor"
formula for achieving the above objectives. The "equipment"
represents all the designed features including hardware, software
and design information. The "procedures" represent all the station
documentation employed to operate and maintain the station. The
"people" represent the total human resources dedicated to the
station. The rim of the "steering wheel" represents "management
and organization". Their function is to ensure that the equipment,
the procedures and the people are developed to the best possible
standards and that the necessary environment is created and
sustained to ensure optimum integration of all the elements. This
model is used to assess the performance of Point Lepreau G.S.

4. ORGANIZATION

Figure 2 shows the current organization chart with a total site
staff of 470. Although Training is shown as reporting to head
office, it 'is essentially integrated with the station organization
as far as its operational activities are concerned. Health Physics
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operates more as an independent unit with close working
relationship with station staff on all matters relating to health
and safety of the workers. In the following, a brief review of the
functions of each department is given where it may be different
from its traditional role at other stations.

Production Unit: There are five shift crews, each shift consisting
of a licensed Shift Supervisor and two licensed senior operators,
one in the control room and the other supervising the field work.
The senior operators rotate their duties periodically. other on-
shift staff include a typical complement of ten operators, two
mechanical maintainers, two electrical and control maintainers, two
chemical maintainers, and one stores person. Each shift has a
designated emergency response team headed by the senior field
operator assisted by 3 field operators and two maintainers. The
shift schedule rotates on a 25-day cycle, with days, evenings
and nights before going on 10 days off.

The Maintenance department is organized in three sections under two
supervisors, each a professional engineer with extensive experience
in commissioning and technical unit work. They operate with a
relatively high ratio of supervision to workers (typically 14).
Another professional engineer is included in each of the mechanical
and electrical and control sections to perform such aintenance
engineering functions as procedures and tools development, liaison
with the Technical Unit for implementation of design changes,
calibrations, welding, NDE, etc.

The Fuel Handling group consists of 19 people including technical
support staff and fuel handling specialists who performs combined
functions of operators and maintainers. The fuel handling
operations are performed over two shifts on weekdays with Wednesday
being their maintenance day.

The Chemical Control department consist of two professionals and
14 technicians. They carry the added responsibility for operating
the water treatment plant, the condensate polisher, and the
chemical addition system.

Technical Unit: The Technical Unit provides full scope technical
services including the traditional system engineering, generic
equipment engineering support, computer program development and
maintenance, periodic and in-service inspection, management of
nuclear materials, management of licensing activities including the
safety design requirements, supporting safety analysis, reliability
analysis and reactor physics.
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A total of 37 system engineers are responsible for their assigned
systems including the process, mechanical, electrical and control
functions from the point of view of their operation, maintenance,
design changes, performance monitoring and toubleshooting. This
group is backed by the generic engineering support on equipment and
safety design.

The Technical Mechanical department is responsible for all the
nuclear systems and the balance of the plant systems including the
management of heavy water, radioactive wastes and fuel accounting.
The responsibility for certain generic equipment problems is also
assigned within this group. This includes such areas as motorized
valves, expansion joints, steam traps, cathodic protection.

The Technical Controls department is responsible for reactor
regulation, shutdown systems, station control computers and
programs, radiation monitoring, training simulator as well the
business computer services and generic I & C support. This
includes such generic equipment as mercury-wetted relays, solenoid
valves, instrument valves, tubing, environmental qualification
issues, calibration programs.

The Technical Electrical department is responsible for all the
electrical supply and distribution systems, generic electrical
support (e.g. motors, generators, switchgear), microprocessor
control applications, engineering electrical work packages,
electronic drafting and wiring control, station production analysis
and reporting, coordination of consulting services and information
exchange with COG.

The Technical Safety and Compliance department manages all the
licensing interfaces with the relevant jurisdictions, performs
safety and reliability analysis, conducts safety performance
assessment and reporting, carries out core performance analysis and
fuel management, coordinates contingency planning, coordination of
unplanned event reporting, IAEA safeguards, and interface with
Corporate office on risk anagement. This department is also
responsible for providing generic support on the safety design
requirements and the determination of allowable operating limits
for systems and equipment.

The Generic Mechanical Projects department carries out generic
technical support activities in the area of reactor equipment,
metallurgical services, periodic and in-service inspection, ice
plugging, erosion-corrosion inspection, safety relief valve
testing, piping and support, seismic qualification services. In
addition, their current assigned special projects include reactor
fuel channels, steam generators, dry fuel storage and the new
administration building.
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The Generic Station projects group provides technical support
involving overall plant applications. Current projects include
development and upgrading of Emergency Operating Procedures and
associated technical basis documents.

The Operational Feedback group has recently been organized to to
review all the relevant information coming through the COG and INPO
network, and other international sources for applicability to Point
Lepreau. This group is also developing relevant performance
criteria for the overall plant as well as for the individual
groups.

Planning unit: This department is responsible for planning and
scheduling all work performed through the Production Unit. They
issue the Daily Work Plan, the Poison Outage Plan, the Short Term
Plan, and the Long Term Plan and specific plans for implementing
special projects. In addition they prepare the annual outage plan
for which an Operations team, headed by a Shift Supervisor, is set
up to manage detailed coordination of ajor activities and the
associated work permits.

Quality Assurance Unit: The QA group consists of professionals
who performs all the surveillance and audit functions at the
station. They also coordinate external audits from the AECB and
other international groups such as the IAEA and INPO.

Health Physics: This Unit is responsible for ensuring that the
required health and safety practices are followed at the station,
including radiation protection and industrial safety. Their staff
of 21 people provides radiation protection services, and run the
health physics laboratory at Site and a dosimetry service/
environmental laboratory at Fredericton. They maintain a complete
record of all radiation dose received by all workers at the
station, make the dose records available to the employees for
information and planning their occupational exposure, provide
advisory services for work planning, and administer all on-site
radiation protection training.

Training: The Training department consists of 14 professionals
organized in three sections, technical/academic; skills;
authorization/simulator. For academic training they work very
closely with the local University and the Community College. The
skills training program is largely supported by secondments from
the Production unit. The authorization training group is also
supported by personnel from the Operations and Technical groups.
The acquisition of the full-scope simulator has added a significant
new dimension to the scope of this training.
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S. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The performance assessment of Point Lepreau i discussed using the
four key contributing factors: the people, the (equipment, the
procedures and the management.

5.1 PEOPLE

Staff Experience: The staff turnover has been very low and as a
result most of the experience gained during early operation has
been retained at site. This has enabled the training of new staff
under the stewardship of the experienced staff in a relatively
leisurely manner. New staff are normally given classroom training
for about a year before starting on-the-job training,

Pride of Ownership: Most of the staff are lcal New
Brunswickers who enjoy working and living ere. Generally the
staff enjoy a healthy life style rich in outdoors activities. They
tend to be a satisfied group of people enjoying a lot of freedom
to think and bring forward their ideas to their supervision and
management. The level of dedication, commitment and a sense of
"ownership" for the plant is perhaps second to none in the
industry. This is demonstrated by the fact that there has never
been any problem finding the required support to troubleshoot plant
problems at any time of the day. They tend to stick with the
problem until it is resolved to their satisfaction. There have
been many instances when, for problems requiring continued
attention, they would simply retire to the lcal site camp for a
few hours of rest before resuming the work.

Personnel Safety: Staff commitment to work safely is enhanced by
continued training, promotional concepts eg. "safer at work than
at home" and constant reminders to work safely through 'THINK
SAFETY" printed across each work order. Most operating,
maintenance and technical staff have received advanced radiation
protection training. The safety objectives are integrated with the
station documentation. This is backed up by management commitment
to "safety before production" which promotes safety culture
throughout the station. An hours of work policy has been
introduced to ensure that extended periods of long working hours,
particularly during an outage, do not adversely affect worker
safety. To achieve this objective, no double shifting is
scheduled. Also definite limits have been established on the
maximum hours of work that a person can work in a period without
a day off.
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Staff Development: Staff development covers a full range of
training programs from science fundamentals, equipment systems
and principles, systems training, advanced training for the
authorized staff, skills training for hands-on workers, as
well as management trdining for the professional staff. As
a target, the staff spend about 10-15% of their time on
training assignments in order to maintain their effectiveness
at work. Most of the staff have already completed the
required academic training, systems training and protection
training. The Technical Unit professional staff is encouraged
to take the general nuclear and conventional courses specified
for authorization of the Shift Supervisors. They are however
no longer required to write the formal AECB examination unless
they are potential candidates for the shift supervisor
position. The skills training program and the continuing
training program for the authorized staff are under active
development. The former is being developed through seconded
staff from the maintenance department while the latter will
significantly benefit from the newly acquired full-scope
Simulator. This is all the more important in view of the fact
that the plant operates continuously at full power for ost
of the year, which gives little opportunity to the shift staff
to acquire hands-on practice in recovering from upsets.

Staff Well-informed: The staff are very well informed about
what is going on and why. The relevant information is passed
on readily through routine communication channels, especially
the daily planning meetings which are attended by supervision
and management. During the annual outage, a daily bulletin
is issued to keep all staff informed of the progress to date
and upcoming work.

Staff Recognition: The staff are recognized for outstanding
contribution to the plant on a case-by-case basis. Generally,
it takes the form of a personal "thank-you" from the manager,
a letter of commendation to personal file, a dinner for the
team effort and in some cases some visible gift like sports
bags, scarves, neckties, hats, jackets etc. specially designed
to celebrate the achievement. The cash award scheme to
recognize people for their ideas to improve productivity,
safety, build team effort and minimize cost is very popular
with the employees.

Productivity and Morale: The staff are very keen to improve
their productivity. The use of PCs and the associated utility
programs have proven an excellent vehicle to improve
productivity in such areas as upkeep of operating documents,
production of work plans, -maintaining performance data bases,
producing CAD drawings for work plans and manuals, accessing
station information management systems including the shift
log both at work and from home. This has allowed the staff
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to work smarter, monitor their plant more closely and improve
productivity and morale.

Authorized Staff: Most of the authorized staff are career
shift workers which ensures long term cmmitment to the job.
A couple of development positions at the shift supervisor
level are effectively used to upgrade te capability of the
professional staff in the Technical unit. The extensive
exposure to stringent training requirements and the hands-on
experience to manage in a shift environment has proven to be
an excellent investment in our senior staff.

Contract Staff: Depending on the work situation, contract
services are hired to handle bulk of the manual work under the
direct supervision of the plant staff. This is particularly
applicable for plant outages when a large number of temporary
personnel is brought to augment station staff.

consulting Services: The services of consultant are retained
to augment the resources of the Technical Unit in such areas
as licensing, safety analysis, computer pogramming, preparing
electrical design work packages.

5.2 EQUIPMENT

Design Upgrading Program: The hardware and software was
basically designed in accordance with ound principles and
standards. The commissioning program was thoroughly planned
and executed. Particular care and attention was paid to
performing and analyzing detailed reactor physics measurements
and other thermal-hydraulic parameters to provide the
necessary data base to fine-tune the analytical simulation
codes. The dynamic performance of the station was thoroughly
tested and the control programs finely tned and optimized to
enhance its capability to withstand all the expected
transients during normal operation. Subsequent operating
experience has continued to be carefully analyzed and
necessary design modifications implemented to enhance station
performance. Todate over 2500 design modifications have been
installed with about 500 still in the process of being
implemented. The scope of these modifications vary from a
change to a control setpoint to the addition of a Dry fuel
Storage facility at a cost of several million dollars. Table
4 gives a list of 50 major design changes that have had
significant impact on station performance. Continuing
attention to analyzing plant data and improving performance
through carefully controlled design upgrading program is a
significant factor in ensuring a good performance record.

Computer Upgrading: The station is controlled by two Varian
V73 computers with a processor size of .32K which executes a
fairly large number of programs including control of reactor
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power, heat transport pressure and inventory, boiler pressure
and inventory, fuel handling, alarm annunciation and display.
The machines are programmed in assembly language which allows
faster operation of the programs. Originally the programs
were brought into the core memory, when required for
execution, from a fixed head disc. This continual transfer
of programs into he core loaded the relatively small central
processor of the computers. In 1986, the 2 MB fixed head disc
was replaced with 4 MB of solid state memory which is
expandable to 64 MBs. This replacement has reduced computer
loading used by disc access by up to 25%, allowing the reserve
to be used for new developments which included:

- increase in number of available displays and longer
historical data storage.

- special CRT displays to assist the operator in managing
emergency operating procedures.

- automatic grappling of fuel from one end of a fuel
channel to empty the channel for inspection thus reducing
the time from 12 hours to 2 hours.

- addition of a heat sink monitor during a shutdown. This
is particularly significant as there may be several
hundred annunciation points in alarm, which are normally
clear during operation, which could mask the appearance
of alarms related to a loss of heat sink.

These changes have significantly improved man-machine
interface as well as provided a "cushion" against obsolescence
of computer equipment.

During the latter stages of design and early operation, many
changes were made to the various programs to improve plants
ability to ride through severe transients. As a result, the
programs became heavily patched, which made them hard to
update and troubleshoot. Also several changes were made to
minimize CRT alarm flooding including the installation of a
dead-band on alarms, chatter filter module, time delay on
return to normal, review of major/minor categorizations and
elimination of redundant alarms. All the programs were
reassembled and fully documented to remove patches and
increase comprehension.

Business Management Computers: The management computer
hardware consists of a VAX 3800 and VAX 3900 plus DECnet link
with the NB Power computer network in Fredericton. There are
over 120 terminals, 100 PCs and 2 APOLLOs in the plant
connected by ethernet through a DECserver or direct connection
to the network of computers. A number of stand-alone utility
programs have been written in order to make the information
easily available to all staff for efficient service to the
station. These programs are listed in Table .
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Systems Health Monitoring: A typical CANDU 6 monitoring
system consists of over 1500 analogue inputs, 2048 contact
inputs, 500 digital inputs and 500 calculated parameters. At
presert, the systems health monitoring starts with the Control
Room Operator who has over 3500 bits of iformation on control
panels in addition to CRT displays. The Sstem Engineer
relies on a variety of information including the shift log,
alarm printout, trip log, work reports, test procedures and
historical trends. Recent development, in technology has
enabled the development of a system wich interfaces with
direct memory access of the control computers. The "gateway"'
is a term given to a 80386 based industrial PC computer. it
has the gateway card which performs te functions of the
obsolete moving arm disk, the paper tape system and allows
only one-way output of control computers readings to the
gateway computer to pass on to the network. Continuous
recording of the annunciation messages will be provided on a
laser optical disk and these will then be made available
electronically to the system engineers. This program is
actively being developed to define specifications and
techniques for effective systems health monitoring. At the
present time a pilot program is being implemented on
monitoring the health of main steam condensers to determine
an optimum tube cleaning program. The systems health
monitoring when developed will truly herald an era of
proactive maintenance.

Equipment Ageing: As the station approaches the end of its
first decade of in-service operation, sme of its equipment
is receiving a higher level of inspection, maintenance or
replacement in order to ensure plant safety and reliability.
For control and instrumentation equipment a review of
degradable components is being conducted, their useful life
assessed and a replacement program is being implemented as
part of the environmental qualification review. The mercury-
wetted relays and solenoid valves are receiving greater
attention. The in-core flux detectors are scheduled to be
replaced in 1992. The fuel channels and steam generators are
also receiving careful attention to mitigate ageing concerns.
The successful implementation of these programs will ensure
continued high level of performance of the station.

Spares Inventory: A significant level of investment (about
40 M in 1990 $) is made in on-site stock of spares and
consumables to serve the station on short notice. In
addition, the use of a common stock code numbering system
ensures that compatible parts and equipment can be borrowed
from sister plants in Canada to meet emergency needs.
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5.3 PROCEDURES

INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL: A detailed set of documents governs
the policies and practices at the station. These include
licensing documents e.g. the operating policies and
principles; reference documents covering production, technical
and training activities; station instructions covering
detailed procedures for station administration, procurement
and stores! operation, maintenance, technical and training;
quality assurance manuals and associated reference documents
to conduct audits on station activities. These documents have
evolved over the years through a systematic review process to
the point that they are optimized to serve the need of the
plant. The review process is managed through a computerized
call-up system.

Documentation Quality: The quality of the documents is good
and is maintained through a rigorous program of review and
approval process involving the users. A formal record of the
review comments is maintained along with their disposition..
All operating documents are prepared by the system engineers,
reviewed by his supervisor and the operations group, approved
by the Technical Superintendent and issued for use by the
Production Manager.

Effect of Design Changes: Before a design modification is
implemented and turned over to the production department, all
the relevant documentation is prepared in accordance with the
requirements identified at the time of the approval of the
design change. The design change cannot be formally closed
unless all the specified documentation has been completed and
issued.

operating Manuals: Typically, each manual is reviewed on a
three yearly cycle. Interim "partial revisions" are issued
to maintain them up-to-date as system status changes to
reflect any temporary or permanent changes. Formal Operating
Memos are issued where interim revision to Operating Manuals
is not warranted. All operations of repetitive and routine
nature or those operations required to be carried out in an
emergency situation, eg. to support an Emergency Operating
Procedure (EOP), are covered by Standard Operating Sequences
(SOSS).

Test Procedures: Test procedures are written to cover all
mandatory tests as well as other operating tests considered
necessary to demonstrate operational safety and reliability.
In addition, a set of carefully selected Operating Manual
tests are designed to protect the plant against significant
economic loss and ensure personnel safety. The O.M. tests are
proposed by the System Engineer, and reviewed by a senior
level committee to ensure consistency in application of the
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criteria before formal test procedures are developed. Each
test procedure is produced in a step-by-step f ormat with a
check-off against each step and tried out in the field for
operations feedback. It is then reviewed by the Reliability
group for compliance with the mandatory rquirements, approved
by the Technical Superintendent and issued by the Production
Manager.

Maintenance Procedures: Maintenance procedures cover a wide
range from detailed technical procedures., eg. troubleshooting
PDCs, to primarily skills procedures, eg. pump alignment.
The procedures requiring significant tchnical content are
produced by the Technical Unit while the Maintenance
department produce those requiring significant skills content.
Each procedure is then formally reviewed by the other
department before it is approved and issued by the Maintenance
Superintendent. A number of these procedures are presently
in a draft form and are being expedited for formal issue.

Emergency operating Procedures (EOPS) : A set of eight event-
specific EPs was prepared which cover those predictable
events that are considered to present a serious challenge to
the operator's ability to control the plant. A Generic EOP,
which supports and complements the event-specific EPs, has
also been developed. It is a stand-alone procedure which is
designed to support the operator in extreme situations where
other operating procedures are ineffective or where the
operator is not able to identify the plant upset. The
technical basis for each EOP is that control
of a small number of process parameters (called the critical
Safety parameters) within specified bounds will assure plant
safety. The use of station control computers is made to
provide a clear and unambiguous identification of the EOP to
be used, based on recognition of the specific set of entry
conditions, and to monitor the plant conditions important to
the execution of each EOP. Absolute limits, trends or a
combination of both are recognized, prioritized and
annunciated along with rapid keyboard access to a set of
dedicated displays prepared to support the execution of each
procedure. Because of the importance of these documents in
controlling serious upsets, a rigorous quality program is
followed to produce each document. The designated reviewers
include a senior safety analyst to confirm compliance with the
licensing basis analysis and an authorized operations person
to ensure that it can be safely implemented in the field. A
carefully designed field trial is held to demonstrate that all
the control room and field actions can be implemented in a
timely manner within the capability of the shift resources.
Further development continues to fully document the technical
basis for each EOP and to provide the computer support
mentioned above. Over the longer term, each EOP will be
revised for presentation in a logigram" format for the master
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logic complete with the required monitoring, instrumentation
and summary of corrective actions, with the tabs providing the
detailed corrective actions. This approach ensures that the
operator maintains an overview of the EOP strategy while
having full and complete access to detailed procedures. A
list of the nine EPs is given in Table 6.

Safety Procedures: A complete set of operating procedure are
produced to cover the radiation protection as well the
conventional safety aspects and form part of the radiation
protection training. Most of the plant employees are required
to be qualified to the advanced ("green badge") level which
allows one to work in the radiation area as well as to
supervise others. All persons are also required to take an
RPT requalification course every 3 years to maintain their
badge. As a result of this continuing training, safety
culture is integrated with all the other operating procedures
and work plans.

Contingency Plans: A full range of plans are produced to
cover such contingencies as radiation release, fire, medical,
chemical and security incidents. These procedures form the
basis for staff training as well as conducting of formal
exercise, both on-site as well as off-site, in accordance with
the requirements of the Operating Licence. These exercises are
duly audited.

Information Reports: A great deal of emphasis is placed on
documenting the actual experience and developments as
Information reports. This covers such topics as inspection
results, annual outage performance, system and equipment
performance, safety and reliability studies, computer program
development. In addition, specific Technical Instructions are
produced to document the methodology for performing routine
technical support functions. These documents provide a solid
base of information to serve the future needs of the station.

S.4 MANAGEMENT

Managing the Nuclear Program with a Single Unit Focus: Being
the only nuclear station in the utility, most of the
nuclear expertise of NB Power resides at Point Lepreau As
a result, the staff and management of the station provide the
necessary resources to the corporate office for managing
technical activities related to the nuclear power program, in
addition to their full time responsibility for running Point
Lepreau. This role covers such areas as future nuclear
development, review of project proposals, public information
programs, R&D, risk management and nuclear liability issues.
Although this does tend to tax station resources to a degree,
the nature of involvement increases the breadth of experience
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and ensures that the final outcome of ay new development is
consistent with the expectations of the station staff. The
'global' knowledge is thus applied to meet the specific needs
of Lepreau. In other words in all matters nuclear, the
station takes the lead in resolving the licensing and
technical issues.

Research and Development: The station staff are responsible
for managing all the research and development work required
to support plant operation. The necessary funding forms part
of the station annual budget. Most of this work is managed
through the Candu owners group (COG) with station staff
participating at all levels, including the working parties
where specific research work is defined and managed, the
technical committees where the funding allocation and strategy
is formulated and the directing committee where overall policy
and direction is controlled. This mechanism ensures that
Lepreau specific requirements are considered in defining the
R&D program, and that the station staff emain abreast of the
latest developments, which enhances their effectiveness to
serve the developing needs of the plant.

Management is accessible: The management operates as a
working level team fully participating n the development of
strategy to resolve major problems and remains fully
accessible to staff. During off-hours one member of
management is always on-call to assist the shift in responding
to problems as well as to meet the contingency plan
requirements.

Communications Network: Routine communication between
management, staff and plant activities s maintained through
the computerized shift log, station information data bank,
through the daily planning meetings and through plant
walkdowns. The daily planning meetings at 9 o'clock attended
by management and supervision from all departments, form the
primary focus for a dynamic communication mechanism by which
problems which could threaten continued operation are
evaluated and responsibility for follow-up actions assigned.
Any new work which could have adverse impact on plant
performance is raised to ensure that management and
supervision are fully informed and any risks assessed.
Depending on the nature of the problem, a special meeting is
convened immediately after the planning meeting to resolve the
key issue(s) of the day with the participation of the relevant
system engineers and support staff. This practice ensures
that any problems of immediate concern are addressed in the
shortest possible time.

Group Interaction: Interaction within and between different
work groups is built into the institutional environment
defined by the station documentation. Even though the
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production of formal documentation follows a rather cumbersome
review process, it does result in a quality document which is
acceptable to all concerned. It also enforces significant
group interaction between technical and production units. In
addition, a ratrix participation is defined for major projects
from different groups which promotes interaction and
cooperation. Within each unit, a great deal of emp'.,-asis is
placed on routine group meetings. For example, the Technical
Manager meets with his department heads once a week to
exchange new information, strategies, priorities, and to
review major activities. Particular attention is paid to the
deliverables of the week and resolving any potential conflicts
between groups. Each department head meets with his own group
supervisors to ensure that the relevant information from the
above meeting is acknowledged and other local issues
addressed. Each department meets as a group once a month.
Besides providing a forum for group interaction, this meeting
also serves to review lessons learned from unplanned events
and to address personnel safety issues. At least once a year,
the Manager meets with each department to review overall
"state of the union" and address any questions or issues
brought forward by the staff. This program of routine
meetings ensures the maintenance of a healthy work environment
and keeps the staff well-informed of what is going on and why.

maintaining a clean Base State: The management places a high
degree of importance on maintaining cleanliness in the plant.
This includes prompt attention to reporting steam leaks.
Where the equipment cannot be isolated for repairs, steam
leaks are temporarily fixed by injecting a sealing compound
called "Furmanitelf. This approach ensures that incipient
problems are discovered and acted upon promptly before they
develop into bigger problems. On February 10, 1990 an
operator discovered a relatively small leak from a crack in
the suction line of the boiler feed pumps. This discovery may
not have been as prompt in a plant where operation with steam
leaks is the norm. Similarly the reactor core is kept free
of defective fuel to minimize radioactive contamination and
to reduce worker dose.

Ensuring Accountability: A high degree of emphasis is placed
on accountability. Each department head is assigned a cost
centre under which budgets are prepared and expenditures are
controlled. In effect, each department operates as a business
unit for all costs including labour, material, hired services,
as-well as capital projects. This approach ensures forward
planning for longer term jobs and fiscal control over the
expenditures. The accountability for work responsibility is
ensured through the following mechanisms:

For day-to-day work, the daily planning meeting discussed
above provides an excellent forum to achieve "living"
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accountability. The 11 o'clock planning meeting is
attended by the work group foremen to review the progress
on all work under their control and to assume
responsibility for additional work. This approach
ensures that each foreman becomes a pprty to the workload
assigned to his group and therefore becomes accountable
for it through the Daily Work Plan.
A parallel program is being developed using a
computerized PC based work management tool to plan and
schedule the routine technical support tasks and project
activities in accordance with the riorities determined
by management. Such plans generally cover a horizon of
three months to a year depending o the nature of work,
and form the basis for ensuring accountability of the
person responsible.

Labour-Management Relations: Labour relations are second to
none in the industry. Labour and Management tend to work as
a team. There has never been any time lost due to an
industrial action in the history of plant operation. This
doesn't mean that they don't have differences of opinion on
matters relating to labour management. They are however more
likely to talk rather than "go to war".

configuration control: A high degree of emphasis is placed
on controlling the design modifications and upkeep of the
associated documentation. A formal Change Proposal and
Approval (CPA) request is raised by the responsible system
engineer specifying the conceptual design change along with
a detailed justification and cost estimate. once it is
reviewed by his line supervision, the formal review and
approval process is coordinated by a dedicated Change Control
group who track its review by the Safety and Compliance group
for any impact on licensing submissions before presenting ii
for formal approval. Each CPA is assessed by a standing
committee consisting of management and the Superintendents of
the Operations department and Safety and Compliance
department. The system engineer is required to defend the CPA
in person. All station documents affected by the change are
formally recorded as well as any external inputs required,
including formal approvals by the jurisdictions. Following
approval by the Station Manager at this meeting, the CPA is
formally tracked by the Change Control Coordinator through to
field implementation. The revision of documentation is also
tracked until it is formally confirmed as completed. The
station drawings are now being updated at Site using an
electronic drawings processor which is expected to reduce the
turn-around time of a few days. This facility will ensure
that all staff are working to the same set of up-to-date
drawings to minimize confusion, avoid potentially costly
mistakes and improve productivity. All emporary changes are
managed through the use of a "jumper record" system. A jumper
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record is applied whenever the physical configuration of the
plant is at variance from the approved documentation, or there
is a temporary change to the approved documentation. Each
jumper record is assessed according to its importance to plant
operation: safetv related jumpers belong to category 
production related belong to Category 2 and the remaining to
Category 3 On-going review and follow-up procedure ensures
that outstanding jumpers receive due attention for removal.
Jumpers which exceed their review date by 3 months must seek
management approval for extension. In summary, the physical
status of the plant and its associated documentation is well
controlled, which minimizes the potential for human errors in
operation and maintenance as well as performing the technical
support function.

Learning from Experience: At Point Lepreau, the unplanned
event reporting system has evolved over the years to a stage
where it is now considered to be fairly comprehensive,
thorough and effective in all aspects. The objectives of the
unplanned event reporting system are to provide documentation
describing the course of the event, assessment of causes,
formal mechanism for follow up actions and to provide written
notification to the AECB and other external agencies as
required by the Operating Licence. Where it is an AECB
reportable event, a formal Unplanned Event Report (UER is
issued with 30 days of the event. For either events, an
informal Unplanned Event Immediate report (UEIR) is issued.
Each event report starts as a UEIR normally written by the
Shift Supervisor or the System Engineer. The Licensing group
performs an assessment of its impact on conditions of the
Operating Licence for formal reporting to the AECB. Once the
licensing review sheet is approved by management, it is
submitted to the AECB along with a copy of the report is then
circulated for further review by the Operations
Superintendent, Production Manager, Technical Manager, Health
Physics Manager and finally the Station Manager for approval.
All UEIRs are formally reviewed by a Committee consisting of
the Technical Manager, Production Manager, the relevant System
Engineer and his department head, and the Licensing
Supervisor. At this meeting, the root cause(s) are assessed,
and follow-up actions assigned along with their priority and
target completion dates. The minutes of this meeting are kept
by the UEIR coordinator and the follow-up actions are tracked
on a computerized data base. Overdue actions are separately
followed-up with the responsible department head and the
manager. All UEIRs and other significant plant problems of
potential interest to others are posted on the information
network of the CANDU Owner's Group. The operating experience
feedback from other stations is also formally handled and
routed to the relevant persons and his supervision for
assessment of its impact on Lepreau. A separate copy is routed
to management and department heads for general information.
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Work Control: The basic unit of work s covered by a Work
Order Report of Deficiency (WORD) which is approved by the
responsible system engineer, assessed by the work group,
scheduled by Planning and executed by the relevant work group.
The completed WORD along with the work report and other data
is routed to the responsible system engineer for approval
before it is filed in the Vault. A computerized data base on
all completed WORDs is maintained for future planning
purposes. Where the job requires ormal approvals by
management and/or the AECB, or involves a significant amount
of coordination between different work groups, a formal Work
Plan is prepared. A Work Plan is then executed under several
WORDs by different work groups as the case may be.

Operations Activity: This department, being the "customer"
of most of the Technical Unit services, as provided the lead
in developing standards for preparing such documents as the
operational f lowsheets, operating manuals, emergency operating
procedures. In addition to the authorized shift supervisor,
each shift has two licensed senior operators. This approach
provides strong leadership in control room as well as field
operations. To conduct'routine operations activities, standard
procedures have been prepared for field inspection guides
(FIGS) panel checks, standard operating sequences (SOS) The
jumper record system is very effective in controlling
temporary changes to the plant and the associated
documentaiton. Routine checks are performed by the shift
clerical staff to confirm that the system remains effective.
The Work Permit system has evolved over the years to safeguard
personnel and plant safety and is believed to be second to
none in the industry. The shift log is computerized which
allows equal access to all staff from, work or from home
through a PC modem. The outage log is similarly available
electronically. An system has been developed to ensure that
all authorized staff review new and/or revised operating
documentation. A formal record of their review and comments
is maintained electronically. A high degree of priority is
placed on continuing training of operations staff. Recently
acquired Plant Simulator is a big step forward to augment
refresher training.

outage Management: Since 1982, the planned outage time has
averaged 18 days per year, about two third of the total outage
time. The Planning department takes the lead role in
organizing the outage. Using a computerized program (PROMINI)
developed at Lepreau, the department inputs the data,
optimizes the outage logic, processes the information and
provides the output to the users in the f orm of daily work
assignment sorted by foreman, master logic overviews, manpower
histograms, as well as pre-requisites and logic for each job.
Typical achievements of an 18 day utage include 3000
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individual work orders, 120 detailed work plans, 20 design
modifications and 120,000 hours worked. The Operations
department provides the outage support group headed by a Shift
Supervisor as the Outage Manager, reporting to the Station
Manager. He is assisted by a number of authorized senior
operators and other plant operators to work as coordinators.
Their role is to optimize the overall outage logic, provide
coordination between operations and other departments,
organize and prepare the necessary work permits. This
dedicated approach to efficient outage management has been one
of the key factors in minimizing the length of planned outages
and improving station availability.

maintenance Activity: Most of the maintenance work is
performed on days except for a skeleton maintenance to
capability to support on-going shift operations and to handle
emergency work orders. The department typically handles about
1500 work orders a month of which roughly 45% represents
planned preventative maintenance work. Average worker
productivity runs at about 45-50% which is at the high end of
the scale for the nuclear industry. A great deal of attention
is paid to work assessment before it is assigned to field
implementation. This takes care of front end planning to
ensure that the required information, tools, procedures and
materials are available for the job. This group interacts
with the System Engineers and Planning on routine maintenance
work as well as on work packages to implement design changes.

Self-sufficient Fuel Handling Group: This department operates
as a stand-alone team complete with its own operations,
maintenance and technical support capability which works
extremely well for Lepreau. They train and authorize their
own staff to operate the fuel handling system. The fuel
handling specialists perform the dual role of operator and
maintainer. Being an independent group, they are able to
maintain a "living" set of operational and maintenance
documents to include feedback from the field. Their
maintenance procedures are standardized along with the
relevant PERT charts for overhauling such major equipment as
the Fuelling Machine Head. They design and develop their own
special tooling eg. the tool for back lash measurement of ball
screws. Their planned work runs at about 75% and can typically
perform the necessary maintenance work with a turn-around
period of hours. The average unavailability of the Fuelling
Machines runs at about 450 hours per year compared to a target
of 600 hours.

Self-sufficient Chemical Control Group: This department also
works as a self-contained group. The shop analytical
procedures are well developed. The technicians are primarily
trained on-the-job, backed by special skills training programs
arranged through the suppliers of the analytical equipment.
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Besides handling routine analytical work, the department
handle such projects as crud transport and deposits in
boilers, hydrogen release in cover gas sstems and optimizing
primary and secondary cycle chemistry. The department is
responsible for operating the systems that affect station
chemistry as well as monitoring and controlling it. As a
result, Point Lepreau enjoys one of the best levels of
chemistry controls in the world.

Comprehensive Technical Support: The Technical unit is the
focal point for all the technical knowledge on the plant and
provides the full scope of technical services. It is more
like a typical multi-unit station technical unit, head office
engineering, central technical services and nuclear safety
department rolled into one. The broad range of scope being
managed in one place improves efficiency and the decision
making process to serve the plant.

system Engineering Function backed by Generic Engineering:
The system engineers are responsible for all aspects of their
systems and are supported by the generic functional groups
located in various departments of the Technical Unit. The
generic equipment engineers take care of problems which cut
across system boundaries e.g. mercury-wetted relays, solenoid
valves, environmental qualification, motorized valves, power
supplies. This approach ensures full ad complete dedicated
coverage of station systems, components and activities with
equal emphasis and importance accorded to every facet of the
plant.

Technical unit is the "Designer of Record": The system
engineers and the generic support engineers are the custodians
of plant design and manage all design changes. The services
of outside agencies are employed as required, including the
corporate design office and consultants. All design packages
are approved by the responsible system engineers before field
implementation. The detailed design packages and computerized
wiring design are handled at site. All relevant design
information is kept up to date at site using in-house
resources.

Centralized Licensing Activity: The Safety and Compliance
department is the custodian of all the licensing requirements
and the supporting safety and reliability analysis submitted
to the AECB in support of the Operating Licence. All normal
interaction with the AECB and other jurisdictions are
maintained through this department. This approach allows a
single point contact on all licensing matters which promotes
consistency in approach, following-up of commitments and
actions items as well as maintaining the register of licensing
documents. Such a centralized approach fr managing interface
with the regulatory authority ensures that licensing
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activities are well-coordinated and effectively managed.

In-house Safety Analysis Capability: The Safety Analysis
group is the custodian of the licensing basis analysis work
performed during the initial design as well as all the work
performed to date to maintain the Operating Licence. It also
serves to provide generic technical support to the system
engineers on safety design requirements and assumptions made
in the analysis regarding operational requirements of systems
and components. The on-site activity promotes close
communication between the analysts and the field staff and
ensures that the the constraints imposed by field operating
requirements are incorporated in the analysis. At the same
time! it ensures that inherent assumptions in the analysis
are reflected in procedures and practices governing station
operation. This group performs a key role in developing site
specific solutions to all the safety related issues as part
of an integrated technical support function. The on-site
understanding of licensing basis gives the capability to
address new issues raised by the AECB, or emerging issues as
a result of new developments in technology. The group
provides effective and timely analytical support to the
station during abnormal situations not specifically covered
by the existing analysis, eg. assessment of impairments to
safety systems and heat sinks. This knowledge also feeds into
the development of the operating Policies and Principles,
impairment manuals, emergency operating procedures,
probabilistic safety studies and training of staff.

Independent Compliance monitoring: The Reliability group
performs an independent monitoring of the special safety
systems and important safety related systems in parallel with
the designated system engineers. This group establishes the
testing requirements through the test frequency studies which
are licensing support documents approved by the AECB. These
requirements are translated into the test procedures produced
by the system engineers. The performance data on equipment
failures as well as any associated unavailability are
maintained in a historical data base and reported to the AECB
as part of the reporting requirements. The reliability staff
work closely with the system engineers to develop the test
frequency studies thereby ensuring that the testing
requirements are optimized to suit the field operating
considerations. Similarly the Licensing group monitors
overall plant operation in accordance with the requirements
of the Operating Policies and Principles and the operating
Licence. The independent compliance monitoring and the
ability to respond to abnormal plant conditions ensures the
best possible safety-reliability performance.
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Core Performance Monitoring and Analysis: A dedicated group
monitors core parameters and advises the system engineers on
instrumentation calibration requirements to fine-tune reactor
power control and protection systems. he bundle power and
channel power limits are monitored oline and enforced
through the fuel management program to optimize flux ripple
and fuel burn-up. The group also per-forms detailed heat
balance calculation on the primary and secondary cycle to
ensure the efficacy of the bulk core power calibration factors
and to trend overall thermal performance of the plant. A
detailed channel-by-channel fuelling history is maintained on
the computer as an aid to the control room operator to avoid
any potential problems while fuelling a channel. Also a
program has been developed to select an optimum set of
channels for fuelling to fulfill required reactivity deficit
in accordance with the prescribed citeria. The Core
performance group maintains a "watching brief" on any
defective fuel in the core and recommends the best approach
to detect its location and remove it f rom the core at the
earliest possible opportunity.

Analytical Capability: All the necessary analytical codes are
maintained at site or at dedicated consulting facilities to
support the plant on a short notice. The! range of capability
include the reactor physics codes (eg. RFSP, ROSE, SMOKIN),
the safety analysis codes (eg. NUCIRC, SOPHT, CATHENA,
PRESCON), the reliability analysis program (CAFTA). These
codes are fully documented and archived at site to ensure
traceability of the licensing basis analysis and to manage on-
going development. Most of these codes have been converted
to the micro-computer environment to minimize running cost and
to improve service to the station.

Quality Assurance: The quality is built into the performance
activities and assured by the QA department. The QA group
performs in-depth audits on all the safety-related systems and
activities. This doesn't leave too much outside their scope.
The breadth and thoroughness of system audits ensure that all
relevant aspects of a system are covered and appropriate
corrective actions are planned and implemented. The QA group
also reviews all work orders prior to and after the actual
work. The review covers all aspects of the work including
prerequisites, actual performance of work and review of
results. This activity, together with the in-depth system
audits, substantially contributes to the safety and
reliability of the station. The findings of each audit are
discussed with the relevant department head and the manager
and the specified Corrective Action requests (CARs) are
formally issued. All outstanding CARs and non-conformance
reports are tracked electronically. An annual QA Review
Committee (QARC) meeting is held to assess the effectiveness
of the QA program including the status of all QA related
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action items. This Committee is composed of the Station
Manager, Technical Manager, Production Manager, Corporate QA
Manager, Director of Central Technical Services and the QA
supervisor. A comprehensive QA status report is issued
monthly which identifies all the follow up actions related to
QA. In short, QA is accepted as an important facet of station
operation to achieve its performance objective.

Use of PCs at Work: The management are fully supportive of
innovative approaches to the application of computers in the
work place to improve staff productivity. The number of PCs
at the plant has grown steadily to about one PC f or two
professionals. This trend is consistent with increasing
emphasis on systems health monitoring and work management.

6. ONGOING PROGRAM FOR IMPROVEMENT

The Station Manager has constituted a standing Committee consisting
of all department heads to work together with the management to
identify potential impediments to achieving station performance
objectives in all areas of plant activity. This approach has led
to the formulation of a number of initiatives which have been
distilled into specific projects. The objectives and scope of each
project are documented in a "Project Summary Sheet" which covers
a description of each task, person(s) responsible and a target
completion date. Each project leader is supported by a group of
specialists to work as a team. A representative list of projects
for each of the four performance factors discussed in section 3 is
presented.

6.1 People

The initiative in this area include:

Reassessment of training needs, methodology, resources and
facilities required. Special emphasis is being placed on
simulator training, continuing training of the licensed staff,
skills training, and training of the technical unit staff.
Review of methodology and criteria for performance assessment
in the light of recent developments in human resource
management.
Study of career development aspects to meet employee
expectations and future needs of NB Power.

- Review of working conditions in the light of current practices
in comparable industries.

6.2 Equipment Issues

The following projects relate to addressing equipment obloscence,
ageing, new licensing issues and/or improving station safety and
reliability:
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Fuel channel inspection and maintenance to address life-
limiting concerns, which include delayed hydride cracking
(DHC), brittle fracture, creep/sag and longation.
Replacing all in-core flux detectors which are reaching the
end of their useful life.
Steam generator inspection and maintenance to address concerns
rc�garding sludge build-up.
Containment upgrading to maintain leak rates below the
operational targets.
Tritium management to minimize internal dose to workers and
to improve productivity in tritiated environments.
One-pump-per-loop operation to be commissioned and licensed
to cover for contingencies when a heat transport pump becomes
unavailable.
Dry fuel storage to extend the storage capacity for spent fuel
at site.
Modifications to withstand secondary side breaks outside
Reactor Building.
Developing a full scope systems health monitoring program
which includes upgrading of the safety sstem monitoring data
logger and completion of the "gateway" ystem to bring plant
data to the system engineers.
Developing computerized project management tools to provide
efficient work management in the technical unit and various
development projects.
Upgrading the work management system using integrated
relational data base technique. This wll cover all aspects
of information and work management activities associated with
the day-to-day station activities.
Developments of computerized programs fr improving operator
productivity and minimizing the potential for human errors.
This includes the work permit/operating order system, use of
hand-held computers for field verification of equipment and
data collection during field routines.
Upgrading the calibration program for instrumentation and
computerizing the data base in order to facilitate data
gathering and retrievability.
Upgrading the maintenance program for environmental
qualification for instrumentation and addressing ageing
concerns for degradable components.

6.3 Procedures

Initiatives in this area include:

- Upgrading the Emergency Operating Procedures to meet the
intent of the latest industry standards. This will include
the development of computer support to aid the operator to
recognize the event, monitor the critical safety parameters,
and manage the associated control room and field actions in
an effective manner. The EPs will also be validated on the
Simulator which is currently being commissioned at site.
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Completion of a program to document the allowable operating
limits for systems and equipment. This will cover all aspects
of operation credited in the safety analysis implicity or
explicitly. These documents will form the basis to confirm
the adequacy of the existing operating procedures and
practices or to reanalyses where necessary, to meet practical
operating limitations.
Finalizing formal issuance of maintenance procedures.

6.4 Management

The following initiatives are in progress:

Review staffing needs in each area to meet future challenges,
especially the increasing workload to address equipment ageing
and obsolescence, increasing expectations from the regulatory
authorities to address developing requirements, and increasing
emphasis on staff training.

- Review and assessment of job descriptions for each position.
- Improving group interaction through better understanding of

the role of each group.
- Review of paper work production and distribution with a view

to reducing it a much as possible consistent with good
operating practices and regulatory requirements.

- Reducing documentation backlog e.g. follow-up actions from
UEIRs, jumper records.

- Development of performance indicators for the station at each
level of accountability and setting up a system to monitor
them against established performance targets.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of Point Lepreau is quite impressive when compared
to its "peers" in the nuclear industry. Of the ten performance
indicators selected for comparison, Point Lepreau heads the list
in gross capacity factor, heavy water upkeep rate, unplanned
reactor trips/year, dose to the public due to routine emissions and
shares the top spot with Bruce 1, and for incapability due to
fuel handling. It is third on the list on account of forced outage
rate and worker dose. The average fuel burn-up is lower than other
CANDUs because of the fact Lepreau is operated with a higher margin
to shim and that the ripple is optimized to achieve higher margins
to trip. Also the moderator isotopic tends to be lower than other
CANDUs because of the fact that Lepreau does not have a dedicated
moderator upgrader. It is also worth noting that Bruce A reactors
have boosters instead of adjusters which improves burn-up
significantly. The other two areas of performance, namely the low-
level radioactive waste storage and lost time accidents tend to
suffer heavily from local practices and accounting procedures
thereby making a meaningful comparison somewhat difficult.
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In the context of Point Lepreau, the station has benefitted
significantly from the on-going design modification program to
improve its performance both in steady state as well as to
withstand transient operating conditions.

The quality of the documentation has been ensured through a
rigorous program of review and approval process and kept up-to-
date in step with the design modification program.

The use of computer support in plant operations, maintenance and
technical support activities has played a significant role in
improving productivity through efficient communication and work
management practices.

The biggest factor in Lepreau's performance i however its People.
They have the dedication to the station, a feeling of ownership,
a sense of pridQ in successfully operating a sophisticated
technology in New Brunswick. They are trained to do their job,
have the benefit of the commissioning experience, take care of the
fine details which make the big difference in successful operation,
and enjoy the challenge of improving the station within practical
limits. They carry the total responsibility to ensure the well-
being of the station and enjoy the challenge this places on their
shoulders.

The Management provides and nurtures the environment in which the
People are encouraged to achieve their highest potential. The
institutional framework is continually being reviewed and revised
to suit the needs of the people and the plant. The management are
accessible to deal with day-to-day as well as longer term issues
and maintain an effective communication network that promotes
confidence and credibility with the staff. The fact that all
challenges facing lepreau are managed at site from pro;jlem
recognition through to development of strategy and implementation
of specific solutions in a participatory environment ensures the
effectiveness of the system.

There are a number of areas which need to be improved to address
new challenges to the station. While some of these include known
or expected problems with the equipment, the most important of them
however deal with enhancing the capability, morale and motivation
of the staff to meet these challenges and to mitigate complacency.
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AECL CANDU EACLCANDU

The Top Ten TABLE

Lifetime World Power Reactor Performance to September 30,1990*
from among 339 reactors over 150 MW

Country Ranking Unit Type Capacity
Factor %t

Canada 1 Point Lepreau CANDU 90.1

Germany 2. Ernsland PWR 90.0

Hungary I Paks 2 PWR 88.7

Canada 4. Bruce CANDU 88.1

Germany 5. Grohnde PWR 86.5

Canada 6. Pickering 7 CANDU 86.3

Finland 7. Loviisa 2 PWR 85.8

Belgium 8. Tihange 3 PWR 85.8

Hungary 9. Paks 4 PWR 85.5

NEE Switzerland 10. Beznau 2 PWR 85.1

'Source: Nuclear Engineering nternational

t Capacity Factor = actual electricity generation

perfect electricity generation

91DD61
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TABLE 4
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

1 TURBINE DRIVEN AUX. BLR. FEED PUMP
2 CONDENSATE POLISHER
3 ON-LINE SAMPLING OF LISS POISON

CONCENTRATION
4 D20 SUPPLY-SEPARATION OF PHT & MOD
5 DRY CANISTER STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
6 SEMI-AUTO SPENT FUEL TRANS. MECH.
7 CONDENSER-STAKING OF TUBE BUNDLE
8 S/F DISCH. RM.-EMERG. ACCESS PLUGS

IN CEILING
9 FIREWATER BACKUP TO EMERG. S/F

PORT CLING
10 REACTOR SETBACK ON LOW MOD. LVL.
11 MOD. HX SEALING STRIP RE-LOCATION
12 SPOOL PIECE FOR GUARANTEED SHUTDOWN
13 ANNULUS GAS COMPRESSORS
14 MODIFY MOD. COV. GAS DEMISTER LOOP
15 PHT-POST LOCA OPERATION OF HT PUMPS
16 STM. GEN.-HOLES FOR SLUDGE LANCING
17 PHT D20 STOR. TK. ADJUST. LVL. ALARM
18 H20 ZERO AIR GAP RESERVOIR
19 AUTO CLOSURE OF MV71 72 ON TK.1-3

LOW LVL.
20 AUTO CLOSURE OF MV75 ON LOCA SIGNAL
21 REDUCE CLOSURE TIME OF PV98 P106
22 F/M D20 SUPPLY-D20 EMERG. MAKEUP
23 DETECTION OF FAILED FUEL USING

ALARMING GAMMA MONITOR
24 BLR. SECONDARY SIDE INSPECTION PORTS



TABLE 4 CONT,)
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

25 MAIN STM.- STM LINE VIB. RESTRAINT
MODIFICATION

26 PROVISION FOR KEEPING CNDENSATE LINE
FULL DURING CEP S1UTDOWN 

27 CONDENSATE MODS. �O D/A PIPING
28 BLR. FEED PUMP DISCH. MV PWR. SUPPLY

CHANGE TO CL. III AUTO CLOSURE OF
BFP DISCH VLV"S. ON LOSS OF CL IV

29 TESTABLE LOGIC ON AUTO CLOSURE OF
BFP DISCH. VLV"S. ON RESERVE ROTATION

30 MAIN GEN.-INSTALL GEN. STABILIZER UNIT
31 REPLACEMENT OF CRITICAL HG WETTED

RELAYS
32 SAFETY SYS. DATA LOGGER
33 GENERIC CHATTER ALARM FILTER
34 STATION CONTROL DISPLAY SOFTWARE

MENUS
35 SDS1 ADDITION OF MOD. TEMP. TRIP
36 S/F DISCH. BAY AIR RETURN PUMP
37 PERMANENT R/B LEAK RATE DATA COLL.
38 MODS. TO WITHSTAND SECONDARY SIDE

BREAKS IN T/B
39 ANNULUS GAS- MODS. TO IMPROVE LEAK

DETECTION CAPABILITY
40 BLOWDOWN OF F/M SNOUT CAVITY
41 SB EXTN. & SF BAY MDS. FOR DRY

FUEL STORAGE
42 D20 SUPPLY-MOD. FEED BLEED
43 D20 VAPOUR RECOV. PROG CNTROL
44 D20 CLEANUP-SEGREGA'TE PHT MOD.
45 COMPUTER SYS. EP MONITORING 

SPECIAL DISPLAYS
46 STATION CONTROL DMPUTER-FIXED

HEAD DISC REPLACEMENT
47 ON-LINE ONE WAY DATA DUMP FEATURE

ON DCC's
48 HEAT TRANSPORT PUMP TRIP PROGRAM
49 POWER PLANT SIMULATOR
50 MODIFY AUX. BLR. TO BURN LUBRICATING



TABLE 6

LIST OF EMERGENCY
OPERATING PROLEEDURES

1, GENERIC
2, DUAL COMPUTER FAILURE
3, LOSS OF FEEDWATER
4. LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR
5, LOSS OF SERVICE WATER
6, LOSS OF CLASS IV POWER
7, LARGE LOCA

8, SMALL LOCA
9, STEAM GENERATOR TUBE

FAILURE



SOBRE INTERC4MBIO BE EXPERIENOAs
PERACION SEGURA

MEETING ON EXCHANGE OF
OPERATIONAL SAFETY EXPERIENCE OF P

I.A.E.A - C.O.G.-C.N.E.A.
EMBALSE -ARGENTINA ABRIL 921M

POW

Organizing Committee

Conference Chairman: Mr. E. Diaz (2nd from left) Station Manager, Embalse

Scientific Secretary: Mr. E.M. Yaremy (3rd from left) IAEA

Technical Program Chairman: Mr. H.W. Chan (4th from left) CANDU Owner's Group

Conference Participants
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The Conference was attended by 1 00

representatives from nine countries.

DE MAaON S* DE PFVFMES
MEMNG ON EXOMGE OF

OPERATOM SFErY MMCE OF PJ�

ULF-A- QQC-ICKEA-�..--:��

V

Jim Tang, Senior Engineer of Ontario Hydro, presented his paper on

"Impact of Operating Experiences on Design of Civil Structures."



Cocktail Reception

FE

Welcome Dinner Party
Hosted by CNEA



Tango in Argentina

Mr. E. Diaz, Host of the Conference,
Welcomed all Participants
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Participants were very eager and enthusiastic during the discussion periods.

IiiV'

Embalse proudly presented their neat and well-maintained station
during the scheduled plant tour. Embalse achieved number 6 in the
world ranking of nuclear power plant performance in 1990 with a
gross capacity factor of 95.3%.


